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Preface

The last few decades have seen a rapid rise in novel drugs that mimic the
compounds found in the body, such as peptides, proteins, oligonucleotides,
certain therapeutic vaccines and genes. These products, especially when derived
from biotechnological processing, are commonly referred to as “biopharmaceu-
ticals”, although the classification as biopharmaceuticals differs slightly between
Europe and the USA. Currently, these compounds constitute about 50% of all
new drugs in pre-clinical development and about 25–30% of all new approved
drugs.

Biopharmaceuticals are strikingly different from low molecular weight drugs.
Their delicate and complex nature, as well as their poor absorption through
biological membranes, renders them a tough challenge for the scientist that
wants to develop a rugged therapeutic for the market. As a result, delivery of
these compounds is usually by injection or infusion, and the formulation is often
unique for each new biopharmaceutical. Some of the analytical and formulation
challenges of biopharmaceuticals have been addressed in two previous volumes
in these series (volume II: Lyophilization of Biopharmaceuticals and volume III:
Methods for Structural Analysis of Protein Pharmaceuticals).

Biopharmaceuticals also introduce another challenge, usually absent for low
molecular weight drugs, which is the ability to provoke an unwanted immune
response. This immune response not only can reduce the effectiveness of the
therapy, but can also lead to serious and life-threatening side-effects. Most
biopharmaceuticals are to some extent immunogenic, and as a result the
regulatory agencies insist that for protein pharmaceuticals potential antidrug
antibody formation is studied during drug development.

As many patents are expiring for first-generation biopharmaceuticals,
biogeneric products (also termed biosimilars) are approaching the market. The
risk of an immune response is a major concern in development of these biosim-
ilars, especially since biopharmaceuticals are often too complex to characterize
in full detail. Minor differences between two products may, however, lead to a
big difference in immunogenicity, which may not be picked up in small clinical
trials of short duration.

The focus of this book is this potential unwanted immune response to
biopharmaceuticals. The book is essentially divided into three parts: The first
five chapters give a general overview of the nature, causes and (clinical) impli-
cations of immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals, as well as of the prediction
and analysis of immunogenicity. The next six chapters present specific cases
of immune responses to biopharmaceuticals. The final chapter contains a
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vi Preface

discussion on risk management of potential unwanted immunogenicity during
the drug development process.

The reader will note that the primary focus in all but one chapter is on
unwanted immunogenicity of protein pharmaceuticals. This is due to the fact
that these constitute the vast majority of biopharmaceutical products and that
experience with other biopharmaceuticals is very limited. However, we believe
that the concepts discussed in this book will be valid for non-protein biophar-
maceuticals also.

Regrettably, this book cannot give a definite answer to the question what
factors cause unwanted immunogenicity, and what to do about it. Our insights
into many of the mechanisms are still too limited to provide a clear answer.
However, the book outlines the present state of knowledge and provides some
potential explanations and caveats.

The book should assist those working in early drug development of biophar-
maceuticals and allow them to define potential areas of concern as early as
possible. It will also serve the formulation scientist, who is responsible for
preparing a stable and safe product. Awareness of some of the risk factors
for immunogenicity development can aid in preventing future failure of the
product. Pharmacologists and clinicians working with biopharmaceuticals may
also benefit from this book, as it gives potential explanations for several obser-
vations and provides discussions on the methodology used to determine and
quantify the immune response. Finally, the book will be of interest to academics,
from M.Sc. upwards, working with biopharmaceuticals. It shows that there is
still much to learn in this area, and it contains a number of warnings for those
developing novel biopharmaceuticals and advanced drug delivery systems.

The editors hope that this book will contribute to the development of better
and safer biopharmaceuticals. We also hope that this book can promote a
concerted effort in elucidating the important risk factors that lead to immuno-
genicity.

Marco van de Weert
Eva Horn Møller
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1
Immune Reactions Towards

Biopharmaceuticals – a General,
Mechanistic Overview

Camilla Foged and Anne Sundblad

1.1. Introduction

Our immune system constitutes a natural defense that has evolved during
millions of years to protect eukaryotes from the invasion of pathogenic
microorganisms that could otherwise cause life-threatening infectious disease.
This defense is a complex system that functions via the concerted action of
a variety of components identified to date. Although certain basic aspects of
immunological functions have been partly clarified, regarding for example
the mechanisms leading to tolerance or immunity, we lack an understanding
of regulatory mechanisms, and many immuno-biological questions are still to
be answered (reviewed in Zinkernagel 2000).

Biopharmaceuticals (proteins, peptides and nucleic acids) represent a
rapidly growing class of drugs expected to constitute an increasing part of
marketed future pharmaceuticals. One of the major challenges in applying
biopharmaceuticals for medical purposes is to ensure that they either
circumvent recognition by the immune system or specifically stimulate or
inhibit the targeted immune reactions in the case of immunoregulatory drugs.
It is therefore essential to clarify the question regarding the potential of a
biopharmaceutical to either be accepted as self-molecules by the immune
system or alternatively lead to an induction of a specific or non-specific
immune response and if so, by which mechanism (reviewed by Schellekens
2005). Addressing problems related to the immunogenicity of biophar-
maceuticals requires the concerted efforts of distinct disciplines, among
them medical immunology and pharmaceutical sciences, which represent an
expanding research area in the field of drug development.

The scope of this chapter is to provide the reader with a general overview
of the immune system with emphasis on the mechanisms responsible for
induction of innate and adaptive immune responses towards foreign molecules
including biopharmaceuticals and the mechanisms maintaining a state of
immunological tolerance. The chapter does not provide a comprehensive
review of the immune system. The aim is rather to introduce some of the basic
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2 C. Foged and A. Sundblad

immunological mechanisms that may be involved when a biopharmaceutical
induces unintended serious immunological side effects.

1.1.1. The Innate Immune System

The immune system is classically viewed as composed of two arms (Table 1.1
and Figure 1.1): the innate and the adaptive immune system (Vivier and
Malissen 2005). The innate immune system constitutes the first line of host
defense that rapidly recognizes and responds to a microbial invasion. The
innate is more ancient than the adaptive immune system, and it is mainly
composed of phagocytic cells like macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs) that
ingest and kill pathogens, together with the complement system.

The innate immune system depends on germ-line encoded receptors that
have evolved to recognize highly conserved pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs) or “common elicitors” (Janeway 1989). These receptors
are called pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). The best-characterized class
of PRRs are the Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (Medzhitov et al. 1997; Akira and
Takeda 2004). TLRs are evolutionarily conserved, membrane-bound receptors
which act as PRRs for pathogenic compounds containing PAMPs such as
bacterial cell wall components (e.g. lipopolysaccharide, Poltorak et al. 1998),
unmethylated CpG motifs of bacterial DNA and double stranded RNA of
viruses (Cella et al. 1999; Medzhitov and Janeway 2002). These products
of microbial metabolism are unique to microorganisms and are not produced
by the host. PAMPs thus allow the immune system to distinguish self from
microbial non-self (Medzhitov and Janeway 2002).

PAMPs are also recognized by PRRs of the non-TLR type (reviewed by
Sansonetti 2006). An example is the PRR family of cytosolic NOD (nucleotide-
binding oligomerization domain)-like receptors (NLRs) that seem to function as
intracellular PRRs by sensing intracellular muropeptides (Girardin et al. 2001;
Inohara et al. 2003; Chamaillard et al. 2003; Girardin et al. 2003a; Girardin et al.
2003b; Mariathasan and Monack 2007). Engagement of either surface or intra-
cellular PRRs triggers intracellular signaling cascades that initiate the innate,
essentially inflammatory, immune response (Philpott and Girardin 2004). This
results in the destruction of pathogens and further in the enhancement of adaptive
immune responses, which are required for the specific eradication of microor-
ganisms as well as for the generation of specific memory responses. In addition

Table 1.1 Distinctive features of innate versus adaptive immunity.

Innate immunity Adaptive immunity

Receptors Germline-encoded Antigen receptors are products
of site-specific somatic
recombination

Distribution Subset-specific but non-clonal Antigen receptors are clonally
distributed

Repertoire Limited Immense
Selected in groups of individuals

within a given species
Selected in each individual

within a given species
Memory No Yes

Sources: Modified from Vivier and Malissen (2005)
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Figure 1.1 Overview of the immune system: Innate versus adaptive immunity.

to the extracellular sensing of pathogens by TLRs and the intracellular sensing
by NLRs, other innate sensing systems have been identified suggesting that
the innate immune system is composed of a complex and diverse surveillance
network with important immune functions that remains yet to be fully charac-
terized (Sansonetti 2006).

Several factors in the formulation of biopharmaceuticals may potentially
activate the innate immune system. These include impurities and contaminants
that may mimic PAMPs and can thus stimulate immediate innate immune
reactions. With the increasing purity of recombinant products such risks are
of a diminishing importance. However, repetitive structures, such as protein
aggregates present in the formulation of therapeutic proteins, could poten-
tially resemble the repetitive nature of microbial external surfaces and thus
function as PAMPs causing activation of immune reactions (Rosenberg 2006).
Furthermore, modification of proteins may convert structural epitopes into
ligands for PRRs.

For biopharmaceuticals based on nucleic acids, although very few of these
are currently marketed, the recognition of PAMPs present on DNA and RNA
by PRRs represents a serious concern. It has long been known that viral double
stranded RNA and unmethylated CpG motifs of DNA are recognized by
TLRs and stimulate innate immune reactions (reviewed in Takeda and Akira
2005). Furthermore, for oligonucleotides, including the promising new class
of potential drug molecules based on small interfering RNA (siRNA), a major
step prior to the therapeutic use of siRNA is the identification and exclusion
of sequence motifs that may act as ligands for TLRs and thereby stimulate
unintended immune reactions (reviewed by Marques and Williams 2005).

1.1.2. The Adaptive Immune System

The adaptive immune system constitutes the second line of defense, which
initially evolved in jawed vertebrates (reviewed in Pancer and Cooper 2006).
The adaptive immune system is capable of mounting highly specific responses
against molecular determinants on pathogenic agents that are encountered
during the lifetime of a vertebrate. Adaptive immunity is mediated primarily
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by lymphocytes and has evolved with the ability to generate antibodies against
any conceivable pathogenic protein structure by virtue of immunoglobulin
gene rearrangements, resulting in the generation of a lymphocyte receptor
repertoire of a very high diversity (Gowans 1996). Populations of T and B
lymphocytes, each expressing clonally unique receptors, are thus generated by
the random rearrangement of V(D)J gene segments, somatic hypermutations
in B-cell receptor genes and several other molecular mechanisms that provide
for additional diversity to the receptor repertoires.

Antigen-mediated triggering of T and B lymphocytes carrying antigen-
specific surface receptors initiates specific cell-mediated and humoral immune
responses. Two main lineages of T lymphocytes exist: CD4+ T helper
(Th) cells and CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL). Th cells can, among
other effector functions, stimulate B-cells to proliferate and differentiate
into antibody secreting plasma cells. CTLs exert their most important
effector mechanism by antigen-mediated killing of infected cells (Squier and
Cohen 1994).

Lymphocytes recirculate between the bloodstream, the lymph and the
peripheral lymphoid tissues in a state referred to as naïve cells. To engage
in an adaptive immune response, these cells have to become activated in
order to proliferate and differentiate into functional effector cells. At least two
signals are required to stimulate T-lymphocytes. Specific T-cells recognize
peptide fragments bound to the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
class I and class II molecules that display antigenic peptides on the surface of
antigen presenting cells (APCs). Such an initial recognition event constitutes
the so-called activation signal 1 (Germain 1994). T lymphocytes expressing
a diverse repertoire of T-cell receptors (TCR) constitutively “scan” APCs
for foreign, MHC-presented antigenic peptides. On B-cells, cell-membrane-
bound immunoglobulin recognizes antigen (Reth 1995).

In addition to the signaling initiated by the specific TCR-recognition
of peptides displayed on MHC, T-cells need additional stimulation to
become fully activated (signal 2), often denoted co-stimulation (Janeway and
Bottomly 1994). Receptors on T-cells interact with co-stimulatory molecules
on the surface of APCs. Examples of important co-stimulatory molecules
on the APC-surface are the B7 family (CD80, CD86), ICOS (inducible
co-stimulator)-ligand and CD40 that are recognized by CD28, cytotoxic
T lymphocyte antigen (CTLA)-4, ICOS and CD40-ligand on T-cells. These
additional signals contribute to the priming and differentiation of CTL and
Th cells, the latter of which may subsequently deliver help to antigen-
specific B-cells. It is believed that in the absence of appropriate co-stimulatory
signals, TCR recognition of peptides presented on MHC leads to cell death
or anergy, which would constitute a mechanism of tolerance towards self-
antigens (Miller and Basten 1996). Thus the presence or the absence of
co-stimulation (or signal 2) determines whether naïve antigen-specific T-cells
become tolerized or reactive towards the antigen. The differentiation of
lymphocytes after an antigen encounter is a process that may proceed over
weeks. Moreover, the induction of a robust, adaptive immune response
requires repeated exposure to the foreign protein (Ross et al. 2000).

Section 1.2 describes how uptake and processing of antigens occur in
APCs and the subsequent loading onto MHC molecules. Section 1.3 deals
with the activation of lymphocytes. Immunological tolerance mechanisms are
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presented in Section 1.4, and Section 1.5 discusses how tolerance can be
broken by biopharmaceuticals and presents current views on how the immune
system discriminates between self and non-self in relation to the potential
immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals.

1.2. Antigen Uptake, Processing and Presentation
by Antigen Presenting Cells

1.2.1. Antigen Presenting Cells

Several different cell types can process and present antigens to T-cells.
Certain cell lineages are considered “professional” APCs since they are
particularly efficient in presentation of antigenic peptide fragments on MHC
class I and MHC class II molecules and in delivering the simultaneous
co-stimulatory signals through the expression of molecules such as the B7-
family proteins. Such cell types include B-cells, macrophages and DCs
(reviewed by Trombetta and Mellman 2005). DCs will be emphasized
here due to their documented relative superiority in antigen processing and
presentation.

1.2.1.1. B-cells
Antigen presentation by B-cells is linked to their primary function as antibody-
producing cells. B-cells are therefore mainly involved in presentation of
soluble antigens which the B-cells may bind by their clonally unique surface
immunoglobulin receptors. After antigen uptake and processing, peptide
fragments are displayed on MHC class II molecules at the B-cell surface
(Lanzavecchia 1990). Upon concomitant up-regulation of co-stimulatory
activity, induced by for instance microbial constituents, antigen-presenting
B-cells may, after an encounter with antigen-specific T-cells, activate the
proliferation and differentiation of CD4+ Th cells from which B-cells also
receive help (Parker 1993). This reciprocity links the specificity of the humoral
antibody- and T-cell mediated responses.

1.2.1.2. Macrophages
Macrophages are specialized in phagocytosis of particulates such as microbes,
and they have an extensive capacity for the endocytosis and internalization
of a wide range of antigens. They are important cells of the non-specific
innate first line of immune defense by their ability to engulf and destruct
microorganisms. Macrophages are also able to stimulate adaptive immune
responses by presenting antigenic peptides on MHC class I and class II
molecules to T-cells and by their expression of co-stimulatory molecules
(Pfeifer et al. 1993). MHC and co-stimulatory molecules are upregulated by
inflammatory cytokines and bacterial products, but in general, these molecules
are expressed in lower levels on macrophages as compared to DCs, and
therefore, macrophages are less efficient in antigen presentation and T-cell
stimulation than DCs.

1.2.1.3. Dendritic Cells
DCs are nowadays recognized as one of the most potent and important APC-
lineages since their ability to stimulate primary immune responses and to
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establish immunological memory is superior to that of macrophages (reviewed
in Banchereau and Steinman 1998). DCs migrate from peripheral tissues,
where antigen uptake can take place, into draining lymph nodes, and thus act
as sentinels of the immune system collecting foreign antigens and stimulating
effector cells in the lymph nodes, – a capacity characteristic for DCs and
not for macrophages (reviewed in Guermonprez et al. 2002). DCs can thus
perform functions as different as antigen uptake, antigen processing and T-cell
stimulation through a finely regulated developmental program.

DCs are generated from hematopoietic progenitors in the bone marrow that
differentiate into precursors circulating in the blood and lymph. In the absence
of inflammatory stimuli and foreign antigen exposure, DCs constitutively
patrol through the blood, the peripheral tissues, the lymph and the secondary
lymphoid organs. DCs also reside in the peripheral tissues, particularly at sites
of interface with the environment and thus in areas of potential antigen entry
(e.g. the skin epidermis and the mucosa), where they may constitute 1–2%
of the total number of cells (Hart 1997; Banchereau and Steinman 1998;
Banchereau et al. 2000). This localization allows for an early and efficient
uptake of foreign antigens from infectious material by DCs. Administration
of a protein biopharmaceutical into sites with a high prevalence of DCs, e.g.
by subcutaneous injection, seems to increase the risk of immunogenicity due
to prolonged exposure to and uptake by DCs as compared with intravenous
administration (Kirchner et al. 1990; Perini et al. 2001).

In the peripheral tissues, DCs exist in a stage called immature DCs
characterized by a high sampling of self and non-self antigens (Banchereau
and Steinman 1998). In situ, DCs have a unique and characteristic stellate
appearance with numerous long dendrites extending from the cell body in
many directions, hence the name dendritic cells (Banchereau and Steinman
1998). These dendrites possess high motility and provide the DCs with a large
surface area for antigen uptake in the immature stage as well as for T-cell
interactions subsequent to DC maturation.

DCs are recruited to sites of antigen deposits where they efficiently take
up antigens, process them and load antigen-derived peptides onto MHC
class I and class II molecules. Chemokines released by, for instance, infec-
tious tissue damage are responsible for the attraction of DCs that sense
chemokine gradients through surface chemokine receptors (CCR) (reviewed
in Banchereau et al. 2000). DCs express several CCRs, among them CCR1,
CCR2, CCR4, CCR5, CCR6, CXCR1 and CXCR4. These receptors mediate
DC migration towards gradients of chemokines such as macrophage inflam-
matory protein (MIP) 1a, RANTES (short for “regulated upon activation,
normal T-cell expressed and secreted”), monophage-derived protein-3, MIP5
and monocyte chemoattractant protein (reviewed in Banchereau et al. 2000).
DCs also express adhesion molecules that enable them to enter the peripheral
tissues (Tang et al. 1993). Immature DCs are thus specialized in detection
and uptake of foreign antigens in the peripheral tissues.

A high degree of heterogeneity exists among DC subsets in situ possibly
reflecting the multiple functions of this cell lineage (reviewed in Cella et al.
1997b; Nouri-Shirazi et al. 2000). There is evidence for the existence of
at least two different human CD34+ hematopoietic precursors: one of the
myeloid lineage, that gives rise to granulocytes/monocytes and myeloid DCs,
and the other of the lymphoid lineage giving rise to T-, B-, natural killer
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(NK)-cells and lymphoid DCs. The existence of a common human lymphoid
precursor is still controversial, but a CD14− CD11c+ IL-3R�+ precursor
may originate from CD34+ lymphoid hematopoietic progenitors (reviewed in
Nouri-Shirazi et al. 2000). Thus DCs constitute a heterogeneous lineage with
subtypes in different tissues. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to describe
these DC subsets further, but the heterogeneity of DCs could be understood
in the light of the different functions achieved in multiple anatomical local-
izations even though the lineage origins and functional differences are not
fully clarified yet.

Although DCs continuously sample antigens from the environment,
peripheral DCs present antigens quite inefficiently and have been denoted
as quiescent (Janeway 1989). So-called “danger signals” from pathogens or
inflammatory stimuli activate DCs to undergo the developmental program
called maturation. Functions related to antigen acquisition and processing are
downregulated during maturation and functions related to antigen presentation
and T-cell activation are upregulated turning DCs into potent activators of
antigen-specific naïve T-cells (Sallusto and Lanzavecchia 1994). Additionally,
maturation induces concomitant migration of DCs from peripheral tissues
via the afferent lymphatic vessels into the T-cell areas of the secondary
lymphoid organs, where the encounter with naïve antigen-specific T-cells
takes place (von Andrian and Mempel 2003). The expression pattern of
chemokine receptors and adhesion molecules on the DC surface and the
cytoskeleton organization are modified to enable this migration (Banchereau
et al. 2000). By this finely coordinated process, only antigens processed by
DCs concomitant with the presence of “danger signals” will be able to subse-
quently activate specific T-cell responses. This ensures that immune responses
under normal conditions only are initiated in the presence of additional signals
from pathogens and injured tissue, as proposed by P. Matzinger in the “Danger
model” (Matzinger 2002).

DCs are activated towards maturation by several signals from pathogens
including the direct recognition of PAMPs through specific PRRs and the
indirect sensing of infection through inflammatory cytokines or ongoing
specific immune responses (Guermonprez et al. 2002). Examples of important
groups of receptors on the DC cell surface that are involved by mediating
activation of intracellular signal transduction cascades in the induction of
DC-maturation include TLRs, cytokine receptors, CD40, Fc receptors (FcR)
and sensors for cell death.

Engagement of TLRs thus contributes to the maturation of DCs. DCs can
also sense alarm signals through cytokine receptors that bind inflammatory
mediators such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-�, interleukin (IL)-1� and
prostaglandin E2 secreted in response to pathogens (reviewed in Banchereau
et al. 2000). CD4+ T-cells can induce DC maturation by triggering of CD40
by CD40 ligand on T-cells (Caux et al. 1994). Immunoglobulin and immuno-
complexes can affect DC maturation as well, in a process where FcRs on
the DCs are engaged. Finally, maturation of DCs is induced by neighboring
cell death. It has been hypothesized that only necrotic and not apoptotic cells
induce DC maturation (Gallucci et al. 1999; Sauter et al. 2000), although there
are some controversies concerning such distinction in the literature. It has been
argued that physiological cell death by apoptosis would not activate immune
mechanisms. Apoptotic cells are usually scavenged before they disintegrate,
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whereas necrotic cells release their content in the extracellular fluid. Several
compounds induced by cell death are suggested to induce DC maturation,
including nucleotides and heat shock proteins that bind to specific receptors
on DCs (Guermonprez et al. 2002).

1.2.2. Antigen Uptake Mechanisms

Antigens are taken up by APCs via several different mechanisms described
below, and subsequently delivered to endosomal/lysosomal compartments for
further processing (reviewed by Trombetta and Mellman 2005). Endocytosis
is usually categorized into four general types based on internalization mecha-
nisms and the size of the antigenic structure: phagocytosis, macropinocytosis,
clathrin-dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis and caveolae-mediated
endocytosis. These sampling routes have different capacities for the uptake
of antigens and cause distinct downstream events.

1.2.2.1. Receptor-Mediated Endocytosis
The capture of antigens by APCs can be facilitated by a broad range
of cell surface receptors via receptor-mediated endocytosis (Lanzavecchia
1990). Clathrin-dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis proceeds through
specialized regions of the plasma membrane called clathrin-coated pits.
Ligand recognition by several different receptors generates a signal in the
cytoplasmic tail of the endocytic receptor, which is recognized by a family
of adaptor proteins responsible for the recruitment of clathrin lattices and the
formation of clathrin-coated endocytosis vesicles of approximately 100 nm
(Slepnev and De Camilli 2000). Endocytosis can also, to a lesser extent,
proceed via caveolae-mediated endocytosis. Five main types of endocytic
receptors with different specificities are present at various levels, depending
on the cellular sub-type, on the surface of DCs: FcR specific for the FC portion
of immunoglobulins (Sallusto and Lanzavecchia 1994; Fanger et al. 1996),
complement receptors (CR), heat shock protein receptors (Singh-Jasuja et al.
2000), scavenger receptors, receptors of the C-type lectin family such as the
macrophage mannose receptor (Sallusto et al. 1995) and DEC-205 (a 205 kDa
protein expressed on DCs and thymic epithelium) (Jiang et al. 1995). The
fast and efficient acquisition of antigens via receptor-mediated endocytosis
enables the immune system to rapidly respond to antigens present in very low
concentrations.

1.2.2.2. Macropinocytosis
Immature DCs and probably also macrophages are able to sample large
amounts of extracellular fluid and solutes by macropinocytosis in a consti-
tutive, rapid and non-specific way (Steinman and Swanson 1995; Sallusto
et al. 1995). The process is actin dependent, requires membrane ruffling,
and large pinocytotic vesicles (0.5–3 μm) are formed intracellularly (Amyere
et al. 2002). Macropinosomes invaginate from the plasma membrane ruffling
domains that fold back against the cell membrane or against each other
to enclose a vesicle. The uptake rate of one DC has been estimated to be
approximately 1000–1500 μm3/h corresponding to one cell volume per hour
(Jacque et al. 2002). This bulk uptake serves to concentrate antigens in
DCs and makes the cells efficient in presenting soluble antigens present in
nanomolar to picomolar concentrations in the surroundings. Macropinocytosis
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is the main mechanism responsible for the uptake by APCs of injected soluble
antigens in therapeutic proteins administered by the intravenous, the intraperi-
toneal or the intradermal route leading to a subsequent transfer of antigens
to the lymph nodes (Aderem and Underhill 1999; Delamarre et al. 2005).

1.2.2.3. Phagocytosis
Particulate antigens are taken up primarily by DCs and macrophages via
phagocytosis (Reis e Sousa et al. 1993). Phagocytosis includes the uptake of
particles too large to be accommodated by clathrin-coated pits. Phagocytosis
is in general receptor-mediated, where cross-linking of surface receptors (the
same receptors as those used for receptor-mediated endocytosis) by ligands
causes avid binding of antigen and triggers signal transduction resulting in
cytoskeleton rearrangements, actin polymerization and effective engulfment
into phagosomes. Immature DCs phagocytose almost any bacteria (e.g. Strep-
tococcus aureus, Salmonella typhimurium, Escherichia coli and Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis), yeast and parasites like Leishmania major (Guermonprez
et al. 2002). Immature DCs can also phagocytose apoptotic and necrotic
bodies in a process mediated by diverse soluble molecules or receptors (e.g.
complement receptors, CD14, integrins and SR-family members) (Rubartelli
et al. 1997; Albert et al. 1998). Such sampling of self-antigens from apoptotic
cells is believed to play a key role for the maintenance of steady state tolerance
(Steinman et al. 2000; Iyoda et al. 2002; Savill et al. 2002).

1.2.3. Antigen Processing and Presentation

Upon uptake, antigens are processed for presentation by MHC molecules via
different pathways described below.

1.2.3.1. MHC Class-II-Restricted Antigen Presentation
Antigens present in the extracellular fluids (soluble and particulate) are
eventually presented by MHC class II molecules on APCs (Figure 1.2).
Proteins are internalized via different mechanisms into the endocytic compart-
ments (as described previously) where a process of acidification of the
endocytic vesicles activates proteases that cleave the antigenic proteins into
peptides. These peptides are subsequently loaded onto MHC class II molecules
(Watts 2001). MHC class II molecules are synthesized in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) where they bind to the invariant chain molecule (Cresswell
1996). Invariant chain binds to MHC class II with part of its polypeptide chain
present in the peptide-binding groove preventing the premature binding of
self-peptides or unfolded proteins. Invariant chain targets the delivery of MHC
class II molecules from the ER to the low-pH endosomal compartments. Here,
invariant chain is cleaved leaving a short peptide fragment CLIP (class II-
associated invariant chain peptide) in the peptide-binding groove (Villadangos
et al. 1999). Removal of CLIP and binding of endocytosed antigenic peptides
is catalyzed by human leukocyte antigen (HLA) DM (Kropshofer et al. 1999).
The MHC class II-peptide-complexes are then transported to the cell surface,
where they may interact with antigen-specific TcRs of CD4+ T-cells.

1.2.3.2. MHC Class I-Restricted Antigen Presentation
MHC class I molecules display peptides from foreign proteins expressed in the
cytosol of cells (Cresswell et al. 1999) and are thus of less importance (if cross-
presentation is not involved, see below) for the induction of immunogenicity
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Figure 1.2 Antigen-presenting pathways. (A) In the endoplasmic reticulum (ER),
MHC class II molecules, heterodimers composed of an �- and �-chain, associate
with the invariant chain, which prevents them from binding peptides. This complex
is transported to endocytic vesicles where the invariant chain is hydrolyzed and its
bound fragments removed by HLA-DM molecules. MHC class II molecules then bind
peptides that are generated by proteolysis of proteins that are present in endocytic
compartments (e.g. from internalized proteins). The class II molecules transport the
bound peptides for display at the cell surface and may recycle back into endosomes
to acquire new peptides. This pathway is operative in DCs, macrophages and B
lymphocytes. (B) In all cells, viral and cellular proteins are cleaved into oligopeptides
by proteasomes in the cytoplasm, a fraction of which are transported into the ER by
TAP. Newly synthesized MHC class I molecules bind these peptides and transport
them to the cell surface. Modified from Raychaudhuri and Rock (1998).

towards biopharmaceuticals than MHC class II molecules (Figure 1.2). The
cytosolic proteins can be viral or bacterial proteins or endogenous proteins
expressed by cells. The majority of the MHC class I-restricted peptides are
generated in the cytoplasm by proteolytic degradation of the proteins into
peptides catalyzed by the proteasome (Shastri et al. 2002). The proteasome is
a large, multicatalytical protease complex with a hollow core wherein proteins
are broken down into peptide fragments. Cytosolic chaperones are thought to
protect peptides from exhaustive degradation in the cytosol (Kunisawa and
Shastri 2003). The peptide fragments are then transported into the lumen of
the ER via the transporters associated with antigen processing (TAP), where
final trimming of peptides is thought to occur, and the peptide fragments are
then loaded onto newly synthesized MHC class I molecules (Bouvier 2003).
Peptide-loaded MHC class I molecules are transported through the Golgi
apparatus to the cell surface for presentation to CD8+ T-cells.

1.2.3.3. Cross-Presentation
Most antigens present in the extracellular fluid are presented by the MHC
class II presentation pathway but not the MHC class I pathway (Raychaudhuri
and Rock 1998). However, recent findings suggest that there is a cross-
talk between the two pathways, since certain types of exogenous antigens
can also be presented by MHC class I molecules on DCs in particular,
and to a lesser extent also on macrophages, a process referred to as cross-
presentation (Yewdell et al. 1999; Ackerman and Cresswell 2004). Several
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models for cross-presentation have been proposed, and these may be classified
according to their dependency of TAP, since both a TAP-dependent and a
TAP-independent mechanism exist (Yewdell et al. 1999).

For the TAP-independent mechanism, uptake of antigens by phagocytosis
proceeds via vacuolar pathways whereby peptides derived from exogenous
antigens bind to MHC class I molecules within the post-Golgi vacuolar
compartment or on the cell surface (Pfeifer et al. 1993). The model of
TAP-dependent cross-presentation suggests that whole organisms or antigens
escape from vacuolar compartments after phagocytosis into the cytosol,
undergo cytosolic processing and subsequently bind to MHC class I molecules
in the ER (Kovacsovics-Bankowski et al. 1993; Norbury et al. 1997;
Rodriguez et al. 1999; Regnault et al. 1999). There is evidence for a membrane
transport pathway, linking the lumen of endocytic compartments and the
cytosol in DCs (Rodriguez et al. 1999) and macrophages (Kovacsovics-
Bankowski and Rock 1995) that participates in the TAP-dependent cross-
priming.

Several uptake mechanisms in DCs may participate in the delivery of
antigens for cross-presentation. These includes macropinocytosis (Norbury
et al. 1997), phagocytosis (Kovacsovics-Bankowski et al. 1993; Albert
et al. 1998; Wick and Ljunggren 1999) and receptor-mediated endocytosis
(reviewed in (Guermonprez et al. 2002)).

1.3. Lymphocyte Activation

Upon antigen uptake, processing and MHC loading, APCs present antigen to
T lymphocytes. Below is presented how one type of APC, the DCs, stimulates
lymphocytes to proliferate and differentiate into functional effector cells.
Activation of B lymphocytes by thymus-independent antigens is described in
Section 1.3.3.

1.3.1. Regulation of MHC upon DC Maturation

Maturation of DCs induces changes in antigen presentation. Antigen uptake
is downregulated during the process of maturation due to loss of endocy-
totic/phagocytotic receptors and decreased macropinocytosis. Soluble and
particulate antigens after uptake are directed to MHC class II compartments
in the DCs (Sallusto and Lanzavecchia 1994; Inaba et al. 1998). The antigens
are degraded into peptide fragments due to the lysosomal-like environment
in the MHC class II compartments that causes weak proteolytic degradation.
In immature DCs, MHC class II molecules are continuously synthesized and
have a fast turnover rate in MHC class II compartments (Kleijmeer et al.
1995). Upon maturation the turnover decreases, there is a transient burst in
MHC class II synthesis, peptide fragments are loaded on the molecules after
removal of invariant chain, and the complexes are translocated to the cell
surface and assembled into clusters of molecules involved in T-cell stimu-
lation (Turley et al. 2000). MHC class I synthesis and half-life are increased
upon induction of maturation (Rescigno et al. 1998), although to a lower
extent than those of MHC class II (Cella et al. 1997a). The decreased turnover
rate of MHC molecules upon DC maturation leads to an increased duration
of the surface peptide presentation, enhancing the probability of encounter
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with and activation of specific T-cells (Steinman et al. 1999). MHC class I
presentation is also altered upon DC maturation.

1.3.2. Priming of Lymphocytes by DC

T-cell priming is achieved in the T-cell areas of the secondary lymphoid
organs into which DCs rapidly migrate upon maturation (Randolph 2001;
Mempel et al. 2004). DC and T-cell clustering in lymph nodes is mediated
by adhesion molecules such as integrin �1, CD2, CD50, CD54 and CD58.
Morphological changes, including cytoskeleton rearrangements and increased
cellular motility, result in the formation of cytoplasmic projections, so-
called veils, that create a large surface area for interaction with up to 3000
T-cells per DC (Mellman and Steinman 2001). Antigen-specific interactions
occur between peptide-loaded MHC complexes on DCs and antigen-specific
TCRs on T-cells. The second activation signal is mediated by co-stimulatory
molecules on DCs (e.g. ICOS, CD40, CD80) and their respective ligand or
receptor on T-cells thus sustaining and amplifying the activation signaling.
T-cells and APCs establish contact by forming an “immunological synapse”,
where TCRs and co-stimulatory molecules are congregated in a central area
surrounded by a ring of adhesion molecules (Dustin and Cooper 2000). Naïve
T-cells that have received signal 1 and 2 from APCs become activated and
both secrete and respond to IL-2, which induces proliferation and differenti-
ation into functional effector T-cells (Janeway and Bottomly 1994).

Naïve antigen-specific CD4+ T-cells are primed by antigen-presenting DCs,
and these Th-cells can interact with B-cells and stimulate antigen-specific
antibody production (a Th-dependent response). DCs can also prime naïve
CD8+ T-cells in the absence of CD4+ T-cells, but in general, the induction
of an antigen-specific T-cell response requires CD4+ T-cell help (Banchereau
and Steinman 1998).

After activation, naïve CD4+ T-cells differentiate into functional sub-
lineages, including Th1 cells and Th2 cells (reviewed in Mosmann and
Coffman 1989). The division into Th-subsets is largely based on their secretion
of different cytokines, and since the identification of Th1/Th2 cells, additional
Th lineages have been identified such as Th3 and Th17 (Weaver et al. 2006).
Th1 cells are characterized mainly by the secretion of interferon (IFN)-�, and
they promote cell-mediated immune responses to intracellular pathogens. Th1
activity is dependent on IL-12-production from APCs following exposure to
pathogens. Th2 cells are characterized by the secretion of cytokines, such
as IL-4, IL-5, IL-10 and IL13. Th2 cells support the production of circu-
lating antibodies and participate in immune responses against extracellular
pathogens. IL-4 production by APCs tends to favor a Th2 type of response.

The differentiation into either Th1 or Th2 cells is mutually antagonistic
since up-regulation of one subset leads to down-regulation of the other subset.
Different DC subsets have been shown to posses diverse capacities to polarize
Th-cell responses, but other factors are also important for polarization, such
as the local cytokine environment, the presence of pathogenic signals, tissue-
specific environmental factors, the DC/T-cell ratio and the duration of DC
stimulation (Guermonprez et al. 2002).

CD8+ T-cells mediate their effector function through the production of
cytokines such as IFN-� and TNF-� and through direct cytolytic effects
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(Squier and Cohen 1994). The cytotoxicity is mediated by the release of
granule contents, such as perforin and granzyme that lyse target cells by
creating pores in the cell membrane. In addition, CD8+ CTL can kill target
cells by a process of Fas-mediated apoptosis (Fisher et al. 1995).

1.3.3. T-cell-Independent Activation of B-lymphocytes

B-cell responses to most protein antigens require CD4+ T-cell mediated
help. However, polymeric antigens with multiple repeating antigenic epitopes
are able to directly activate B-cells by cross-linking of the immunoglobulin
receptors (Fluckiger et al. 1998). These antigens, referred to as thymus-
independent antigens, include bacterial cell wall components, for example,
lipopolysaccharide. B-cell activation by such thymus-independent antigens are
important for the rapid production of antibodies towards microbial antigens
consisting of repeated determinants (Vos et al. 2000) but may also be involved
in the immune reactions towards biopharmaceuticals with highly repetitive
structures, where the co-stimulatory signal can be mediated via alternative
signaling pathways (e.g. TLR engagement) (Rosenberg 2006).

1.4. Immunological Tolerance

B-cell receptors (BCRs) and TCRs, randomly generated by gene rearrange-
ments in developing lymphocytes, as previously mentioned, ensure a highly
diverse B- and T-cell repertoire providing for a potential recognition of a
vast array of antigens. A subset of these lymphocytes will express self-
reactive receptors and hence must be regulated in order to prevent autoimmune
responses. It has been estimated that up to 75% of newly generated immature
B-cells in the bone marrow of healthy individuals are polyreactive and
capable of binding self-antigens (De Boer and Perelson 1993; Nemazee 1996;
Wardemann et al. 2003), whereas up to 30% of the naïve T-cells exiting
from the thymus may be autoreactive (Zerrahn et al. 1997). A proportion of
autoreactive cells enter the mature B- and T-cell pool and may in rare cases
contribute to the generation of autoimmune diseases. A series of “checkpoints”
in the pathway of lymphocyte differentiation have evolved that ensures that
autoreactive T- and B-cells are regulated through what is called central and
peripheral tolerance mechanisms, which are described below (Figure 1.3).

1.4.1. Central Tolerance

The initial mechanism in order to achieve immunological tolerance engages
the populations of immature T-cells in the thymus and immature B-cells
developing in the bone marrow. By a negative selection procedure, also
referred to as a central tolerance mechanism, any newly generated lymphocyte
expressing a receptor that binds a self-antigen with sufficiently high affinity
may be deleted (induced cell death) in a clonally specific fashion (Surh and
Sprent 1994; Cornall et al. 1995).

T-cell development requires TCR gene rearrangements (variable �-, �-
gene segments) in the thymic cortex followed by a halt of recombination.
Following positive selection of single-positive (CD4+ or CD8+) T-cells,
clonal deletion (negative selection) may be ensured in the thymic medulla
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Figure 1.3 Mechanisms that regulate lymphocytes expressing autoreactive receptors.
Some of the T-cell- and B-cell-receptors generated by random recombination in devel-
oping lymphocytes possess the ability to bind to a self-antigen. These autoreactive
immature lymphocytes may either be deleted (cell death by apoptosis) or a receptor re-
editing mechanism, initiated when the receptor engages a self-antigen, may lead to an
altered specificity (dark grey labels). Alternatively, the cells may undergo functional
alterations (white labels). In the case of T-cell recognition, the specific antigen has
to be processed and presented on self-MHC molecules, (pMHC) while B-cells can
recognize intact soluble or membrane-bound antigens. Autoreactive lymphocytes may
alternatively be regulated by the induction of negative intracellular signaling (down-
regulation leading to anergy) which prevents specific responses to self-antigens.
Autoreactive lymphocytes that escape these processes and join the peripheral pool of
mature lymphocytes may be deleted or down-regulated in the periphery which is for
the T-cells dependent on the encounter of autoantigen-presenting cells. Finally, the
ability of potentially autoreactive lymphocytes to induce pathology can be controlled
by interactions with peripheral regulatory cells (including regulatory T-cells, NK cells,
regulatory APCs). Modified from Singh and Schwartz (2006).

(Surh and Sprent 1994). The thymus is a unique organ also in the sense that
certain cells within the thymus not only express thymus-specific antigens but
also non-thymic, tissue-specific gene products. The thymus thus “mirrors”
other tissues in the body (Kyewski and Klein 2006). Presentation of these
ectopically expressed antigens in the context of MHC molecules by thymic
APCs leads to the deletion of tissue-specific autoreactive T-cells (Gotter
et al. 2004). Depending on high-affinity recognition, potentially autoreactive
cells are deleted and thus eliminated already at their site of differentiation.
Autoreactive lymphocytes may escape this clonal deletion fate, for instance,
by virtue of secondary recombination (“re-editing”) to a non-self reactive
receptor specificity (Nemazee and Hogquist 2003), though there are some
controversies concerning the importance of such a mechanism.

For the autoreactive immature B-cells, the mechanisms of deletion and
possibly receptor re-editing are believed to be initiated by the encounter with
high-avidity antigens that mediate signaling through the BCR, leading to a
developmental arrest (Nemazee and Burki 1989; Hartley et al. 1991; Hartley
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et al. 1993; Lang et al. 1996). Deletion of autoreactive B-cells thus does not
require APCs. The cells can escape death by re-editing of the BCR (Erikson
et al. 1991; Tiegs et al. 1993). If such receptor DNA recombination towards
a non-autoreactive BCR fails, the cell dies within 1–2 days.

1.4.2. Peripheral Tolerance

In spite of the central tolerance mechanisms in the bone marrow and in
the thymus, many autoreactive lymphocytes exit into the peripheral pool of
circulating lymphocytes. Additional mechanisms, collectively referred to as
peripheral tolerance mechanisms, ensure the low incidence of autoimmune
reactions towards self-antigens. In general, peripheral autoreactive lympho-
cytes are thought to be either eliminated or regulated upon recognition of
specific self-antigens, or alternatively existing in different stages of anergy,
the latter of which may represent a reversible state of tolerance (reviewed by
Singh and Schwartz 2006).

1.4.2.1. Peripheral B-cell Tolerance
The majority of autoreactive B-cells dies after a short lifespan in the spleen
and other in secondary lymphoid organs (MacLennan and Gray 1986; Chan
and MacLennan 1993). Engagement of the BCR via low-avidity binding
to auto-antigens can induce a state of anergy or resistance to activation
(Healy and Goodnow 1998; Hippen et al. 2005). Anergy is characterized by
a developmental arrest and an increased threshold for activation by antigens
(Cooke et al. 1994). Anergic B-cells may interact with CD4+ T-cells, but
in the absence of BCR signaling, no activation occurs. Instead, the B-cells
may be killed in a CD40-ligand Fas-dependent manner (Rathmell et al. 1995;
Rathmell et al. 1996).

Some anergic B-cells can escape cell death and survive for longer periods
after chronic self-antigen engagement. Negative signaling molecules, such
as intracellular phosphatases, can balance the activating signal from BCR
engagement resulting in anergy (Cannons and Schwartzberg 2004). Higher
avidity antigens may overcome BCR signaling blockade, and anergic B-cells
can be recruited into an immune response (Cooke et al. 1994). Such antigens
include structurally organized antigens from pathogens or aggregates of
biopharmaceutical proteins. T-cell help is probably needed for such B-cell
activation to occur, thus requiring both breaking of B-cell and T-cell tolerance
(Rathmell et al. 1998). B-cells directed against rare, low-affinity, tissue-
specific or highly sequestered intracellular antigens may not be initially
tolerized.

1.4.2.2. Peripheral T-cell Tolerance
T-cells are only activated into an efficient immune response if the antigen
recognition takes place in the presence of co-stimulatory signals from APCs.
This mechanism ensures that T-cells are specifically activated in the periphery
upon encounter with pathogens or “tissue danger” as sensed by the APCs,
as described above. Furthermore, self-reactive T-cells can adapt towards an
un-reactive phenotype in the periphery. Block of TCR signaling causes the
inhibition of production of cytokines as well as the inhibition of a clonal
expansion in response to TCR engagement (Schwartz 2003).

Regulation of peripheral autoreactive T-cells may also be achieved by the
upregulation of co-inhibitory molecules expressed by lymphocytes (reviewed
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in Leibson 2004). Examples of such molecules are CTLA-4, programmed
cell death 1 (PD1) and CD22 (Probst et al. 2005). Finally, certain types of
lymphocytes have been shown to regulate the autoreactivity of autologous
lymphocytes. An example is the CD25+ regulatory T-cells that represent 5–7%
of the normal peripheral CD4+ T-cell population (Sakaguchi et al. 1995).
CD25+ Foxp3+regulatory T-cells can inhibit the activation of autoreactive
T-cells. Other examples of cells with regulatory functions are NKT-cells and
certain APCs (Taniguchi et al. 2003; Smits et al. 2005; Lund et al. 2005).

1.5. Self Versus Non-self, the Danger Model
and Biopharmaceuticals

Over the years, different theories have aimed at explaining how the immune
system is able to discriminate between self and foreign antigens. Early obser-
vations suggested that signaling through antigen-specific receptors initiates an
immune response exclusively towards non-self antigens, since self-reactive
lymphocytes are deleted early in life as described in previous section. The
theory was later modified upon the discovery of the need for co-stimulation in
the activation of T-cells (as described in Section 1.1.2; Jenkins and Schwartz
1987), and further modified by Janeway in 1989 into an “infectious non-self”
and “non-infectious self” model upon the discovery of activation of APCs
by PAMPs via PRRs (Janeway 1989). More recently, Matzinger proposed
in the “danger model” that it is alarm signals in response to damage that
initially activate the immune system and not merely the recognition of non-
self antigens (Matzinger 1994). According to this theory, APCs are activated
by danger/alarm signals from injured cells, such as cells exposed to pathogens,
toxins and mechanical damage. These alarm signals are of a diverse nature
and can be intracellular, secreted or part of the extracellular matrix.

Concerning potential immune reactions towards biopharmaceuticals upon
administration to patients, these theories imply that the immune system is
mainly activated if the administered drug formulation elicits APC-activating
alarm signals. Such signals may be related to the drug molecule itself (e.g.
double stranded RNA or CpG motif on DNA), the formulation of the drug (e.g.
protein aggregates, impurities or improper choice of exipients), the adminis-
tration of the drug (e.g. necrosis at an injection site) and the general immune
status of the patient. An example of the requirements for additional stimu-
lation of an antigen-specific immune response is provided by the field of
vaccinology, where it is well known that adjuvants are necessary in order to
induce efficient and robust adaptive immune responses towards therapeutics
based on certain xenogeneic proteins, i.e. the foreignness of the protein itself
may be an insufficient immune stimulator.

However, it is generally accepted that the immunogenicity of therapeutic
proteins is influenced by the degree of difference in amino acid sequence
between the therapeutic protein and the endogenous counterpart. Protein thera-
peutics based on human endogenous proteins should obviously be the least
immunogenic, for example, products purified from human blood or recom-
binant cytokines and growth factors (Schellekens 2002). Still, many of the
conserved human proteins contain a degree of allogeneic variability that
may cause immunological and clinical consequences. An example that illus-
trates the clinical importance of genetic (and protein) matching is provided
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by the medical issues which may be encountered after allogeneic tissue
transplantations.

Protein therapeutics of a xenogeneic origin imply the highest risk of
immunogenicity due to the presence of foreign epitopes (e.g. expressed on
murine antibodies produced for clinical therapy). Such products can, after
uptake by APCs, in addition to a possible direct stimulation of B-cells
and macrophages, result in a specific B- and Th-cell stimulation and the
production of specific antibodies as well as the induction of memory cells.
Such responses tend to decrease the treatment efficacy via neutralization
and increased elimination of the administered foreign antibody or protein.
An additional important effect due to such production of antibodies may
be a neutralization of the endogenous counterpart molecule. Furthermore,
there may be an induction of inflammatory and allergic reactions of potential
clinical importance. Over the past years, research has aimed at overcoming
such obstacles as exemplified by the development of, in the case of antibody
treatments, chimeric or “humanized” monoclonal antibodies.

In addition, as previously mentioned, factors related to the product
manufacture may also influence the immunogenicity of the administered
product, such as contamination of the product by material of non-self origin.
Protein purification is a complex process and even minor changes in the
manufacturing procedures can result in markedly different immunogenicity
due to structural alterations that create new epitopes recognized as non-self
(Ryff 1997). Chemical instability (oxidation, deamidation) can also lead to
structural changes and formation of non-self epitopes. Upon repeated admin-
istration such non-self epitopes could, together with “activators” of the innate
immune system (adjuvants), function as “vaccines” enhancing the immuno-
genicity of a particular therapeutic protein leading to increased immune
reactions (“secondary immune response”).

Some protein therapeutics have been observed to break immunological
tolerance and may induce specific immune responses. These therapeutics
include recombinant human self-proteins such as insulin and granulocyte
macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), which is further described
in later chapters of this book. The disruption of tolerance may be a slow
process developing over months or longer. However, it does not necessarily
imply obvious immediate consequences for the patient.

As described in Section 1.4, multiple mechanisms ensure that the
lymphocyte repertoire is tolerized towards self-antigens. However, since
both autoreactive T-cells and B-cells in the periphery may become
activated, the latter by Th-cells in CD40-ligand-CD40-dependent ways, or
in a T-cell-independent fashion, tolerance can be broken (Melchers and
Rolink 2006). Microbial infectious agents and impurities or aggregates of
therapeutic proteins may cause an activation of auto-reactive lymphocytes
through (1) the release of sequestered autoantigens in the context of alarm
signals as exemplified above; (2) activation of autoreactive lymphocytes due
to molecular mimicry of autoantigens; or (3) polyclonal activation of T- and/or
B-cells (Rosenberg 2006), etc. The result of an autoantigen-driven immune
response may be the generation of autoantibodies and the expansion of long-
lived memory B and plasma cells. High-avidity autoantigen-specific B-cells
can interact efficiently with Th cells in response to very low concentrations of
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autoantigens (Coutinho et al. 1975; Lanzavecchia 1987), mechanisms which
imply a potential risk of pathological consequences for the individual.

1.6. Concluding Remarks

Our immune system, composed of innate and adaptive defense mechanisms,
has evolved towards the specific recognition of non-self and the tolerance to
self-molecules. Biopharmaceuticals, with the exception of vaccines, should
optimally consist exclusively of homologous “self-like” molecules, but can
under certain circumstances contain non-self epitopes that activate innate
and/or adaptive immune reactions thereby breaking immunological tolerance.
Examples of such unfortunate events induced by biopharmaceuticals are
presented in this book. An increased understanding of basic mechanisms
underlying the activation and especially the regulation of specific and non-
specific immune responses will help us to design formulations of future
biopharmaceuticals with a reduced risk of inducing unwanted immunoreac-
tivity.
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2
Clinical Aspects of Immunogenicity

to Biopharmaceuticals
Simona Malucchi and Antonio Bertolotto

2.1. Introduction

The range of biopharmaceuticals available is steadily increasing. The first
generation of products were copies of naturally occurring growth factors,
or hormones or cytokines. With the development of new techniques, such
as pegylation and glycosylation, second-generation biopharmaceuticals with
increased bioavailability and higher therapeutic index are available.

Most biopharmaceuticals induce immune responses. The theoretical basis
for immunogenicity to biopharmaceuticals is based either on their foreign
nature, being of exogenous origin (neo-antigens or non-self-antigens), or
on their similarity to self-molecules (self-antigens). In both cases, clinical
manifestation of immunogenicity depends on the activation of antibody-
secreting B cells. Besides this, many factors contribute to immunogenicity,
such as product-related factors and host-related factors. These are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 5.

Immunogenicity can cause a range of consequences, as summarized in
Table 2.1. In many cases, antibodies against biopharmaceuticals have little
or no consequences. In some cases, they can cause a loss of efficacy of the
therapeutic proteins, but the most dangerous effect occurs when autoimmunity
is directed against the endogenous molecule (Kromminga and Schellekens
2005). On the next pages, the different effects of antigenicity and immuno-
genicity will be discussed, and each type of effect will be illustrated by
examples.

2.2. Clinical Aspects of Immunogenicity

2.2.1. No Apparent Effect of Antibody Formation: Growth Hormone

Since the 1980s, recombinant forms of human growth hormone (rhGH,
Escherichia coli derived) have been used as therapy for deficiencies in GH
production or response. Most studies have not shown any effect of anti-GH
antibodies on growth rate. In a study by Albertsson-Wikland (1987), anti-
GH antibodies were found in 1 out of 47 (2.1%) children treated for up to

27
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six months with recombinant somatotrophin, without observing any adverse
effect on growth rate. In another study by Takano (1989), three different
kinds of rhGH preparations were administered to 203 patients affected by
Turner’s syndrome and antibodies were detected in 71.4% and 10.8% of the
methionyl-rhGH and methionine-free-rhGH treated patients, respectively; no
inhibition of growth rate was observed in these patients.

However, some authors have described a reduction in clinical response in
a few patients with high titres of anti-GH antibodies. Kaplan et al. (1986)
evaluated the development of antibodies against GH in 36 children who had
been treated with methionyl-rhGH intramuscularly for up to four years, finding
that the incidence of antibodies was higher than in subjects treated with GH
derived from bovine pituitaries. No allergic manifestation or systemic side
effects were demonstrable in patients who developed antibodies, but a poor
growth was observed in one patient who acquired high-titre, high-binding-
capacity antibodies to hGH.

A similar finding has been described in a Japanese study by Okada et al.
(1987), in which the authors reported a case of a 10-year-old child treated
with methionyl-rhGH for an idiopathic growth hormone deficiency. The child
had a decrease in growth rate by the ninth month of therapy, and anti-GH
had been detected at two months of treatment, with maximum titre at nine
months. A switch from methionyl-rhGH to pituitary-extracted hGH was able
to produce a new increase in growth rate, and the cause of growth attenuation
was attributed to the high titre of anti-GH antibodies.

It has been observed that antibody titres are inversely related to the purity
of the methionyl-rhGH preparation (Takano, Shizume and Hibi 1989). Subse-
quent studies based on subcutaneous administration and on the use of N-
methionine-free rhGH were associated with a lower incidence of antibodies.

More recent preparations of rhGH are less immunogenic (antibody
incidence of 1.1%) after one year of treatment (Lundin et al. 1991). Massa
and co-workers (1993) studied anti-GH antibodies induced by treatment with
methionyl-rhGH, finding that antibodies developed in 3 out of 26 patients
(12%) who were previously treated with pituitary-extracted hGH, and in 15
out of 20 patients (75%) who were previously untreated. The majority of
antibodies positive patients, 15 out of 18, developed antibodies during the
first year of treatment, whereas in 3 out of 18 patients, antibodies developed
during the second year; they disappeared after the discontinuation of treatment
and no effect on growth rate was observed.

It has been suggested that antibodies and GH receptor bind to different
epitopes on the GH molecule, which can explain the fact that anti-rhGH
antibodies generally do not influence growth (Schellekens and Casadevall
2004).

2.2.2. Change in Drug Pharmacokinetics: Insulin

Insulin replacement therapy is the mainstay pharmacological treatment for
patients with type 1 and with advanced type 2 diabetes (DeWitt and Hirsch
2003). Insulin is a 51-amino acid peptide hormone and consists of a 21-
amino acid alpha-chain linked by disulphide bonds to a 30-residue beta-chain
(Figure 2.1).

At physiological concentrations, insulin molecules exist in monomeric
form, but when stored at commercial therapeutic dose concentrations,
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Figure 2.1 Amino acid sequence of human insulin.

individual insulin molecules interact with one another, forming dimers and
hexamers (Bristol 1993). Upon subcutaneous administration, an insulin depot
is formed, and individual molecules must dissociate before entering the blood-
stream. This causes a delayed entry into the blood, and consequently, insulin
plasma levels peak 90–120 min after injection. This is why insulin has to be
injected up to one hour before food consumption (Walsh 2004).

2.2.2.1. Bovine and Porcine Insulins
In the 1920s, insulin was introduced in the treatment for diabetes; the first
insulins were either single species or mixtures of bovine and porcine insulins
isolated from pancreata. Bovine, porcine and human insulins differ in their
primary structure. Porcine and human insulins have a different amino acid
in the beta-chain, whereas bovine insulin differs from porcine and human
insulins in two amino acids in the alpha-chain (Smith 1966).

In the 1950s, the in vitro use of radioactive insulin showed that 100% of
patients treated with animal insulins produced high levels of circulating anti-
insulin antibodies (Berson et al. 1956). Several studies described cutaneous
and systemic allergic reactions linked to insulin antibodies (Hanauer and
Batson 1961, deShazo et al. 1977, Velcovsky, Beringhoff and Federlin 1978,
Deleeuw, Delvigne and Beckaert 1982, Carveth-Johnson, Mylvaganam and
Child 1982, Blandford et al. 1982, Altman et al. 1983, Garcia-Ortega, Knobel
and Miranda 1984, Gossain, Rouner and Homak 1985, Kumar 1997, Frigerio,
Aubry and Gomez 1997) and insulin resistance (Andersen 1973, Witters
et al. 1977, Davidson and DeBra 1978, Grammer et al. 1987, Lahtela et al.
1997). In one study by Deckert (1985), hypersensitivity reactions and IgE-
mediated responses were described in up to 30% of patients and severe
systemic immunological reactions in less than 0.1% of patients treated with
insulin of animal origin.

In patients treated with animal insulin, it seems that the development of insulin
antibodies correlates with increased insulin requirements. In a study by Walford
and co-workers (1982), 40 diabetic patients were switched from bovine to highly
purified porcine insulin for a period of six months, and the patients underwent
sequential determination of anti-insulin IgG. The authors observed a positive
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correlation between percentage change in insulin dose and change in insulin-
binding capacity and concluded that the level of circulating antibodies affected
the dose of insulin required to maintain stable diabetic control.

Another problem associated with the first animal insulins was that they
were contaminated with several other islet cell peptides such as proinsulin,
C-peptide and glucagons (Chance, Root and Galloway 1976), which enhanced
immunogenicity. The later version of more purified porcine insulin gave a
60% incidence; however, human insulin was lower still at 40–50% incidence
(Fireman, Fineberg and Galloway 1982, Fineberg et al. 1983).

2.2.2.2. Human Insulin
During human insulin treatment, both IgG and IgE antibodies have been
detected. However, the titres were low and the incidence decreased in patients
treated exclusively with human insulin (Velcovsky and Federlin 1982).
Antibodies were initially detected 1–2 months after the beginning of therapy
and were described at two years in some long-term studies (Schernthaner
1993, Velcovsky and Federlin 1982). They appear not to be specific for
variant residues, but rather react with determinants shared by the human
protein (Reeves and Kelly 1982, Marshall et al. 1988).

Even though human insulin is less immunogenic than the animal ones, high
titres of IgG insulin antibodies were shown to bind and neutralize insulin,
leading to insulin resistance by interfering with receptor binding (Van Haeften
1989). It has been described that antibodies alter insulin pharmacokinetics,
causing an increase in daily insulin requirements (Ishibashi et al. 1986, Peters
et al. 1995). However, in some large-scale trials, the presence of antibodies
has not been shown to alter long-term glycaemic control directly (Van Haeften
1989, Chen et al. 2005).

In the last three decades, the prevalence of anti-insulin antibodies has
decreased, thanks to the improvements in the purification of insulin prepa-
rations and to the development of monocomponent insulins (Fineberg et al.
1983, Van Haeften 1989, Walford, Allison and Reeves 1982). Moreover,
the availability of recombinant human forms of insulin contributed to a
further decrease of the immunogenicity (Fineberg et al. 2003). However, also
recombinant human insulin is immunogenic (Fineberg et al. 1983, Fireman,
Fineberg and Galloway 1982), but allergic phenomena are unusual and insulin
antibody-mediated insulin resistance is an extremely rare complication of
therapy (Fineberg 1994).

In most countries, the use of animal insulins has been largely replaced with
recombinant human insulins. Recombinant insulin was the first product of
recombinant DNA technology to gain approval in 1982. In the case of insulin,
the main focus of engineering was to develop “fast-acting” insulin analogues,
which could be administered with meals. These fast-acting analogues were
obtained by making amino acid substitutions that increased steric hindrance
between individual insulin molecules (Walsh 2005). In addition, various
“long-acting” insulin analogues, which have a retarded entry into the blood-
stream, have recently been engineered. The immunogenicity of insulin and
these novel analogues is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

2.2.3. Reduction in Drug Efficacy

The formation of antibodies may reduce the drug efficacy, without these
antibodies having any distinct (or known) effects on the pharmacokinetics.
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This is exemplified below using granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor and type I interferons.

2.2.3.1. Granulocyte-Macrophage Colony-Stimulating Factor
Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) is a cytokine
which is able to stimulate the production of neutrophilic granulocytes,
macrophages and mixed granulocyte-macrophage colonies from bone marrow
cells. It can also stimulate some functional activities in mature granulocytes
and macrophages. GM-CSF binds to a specific receptor which has significant
homologies with other receptors for haematopoietic growth factors, such as
interleukin-2b, interleukin-3, interleukin-6, interleukin-7 and erythropoietin.
GM-CSF receptors are present in tissues derived from haematopoietic cells as
well as in other cell types including those in the nervous system (Antignani
and Youle 2007).

GM-CSF is mostly used to accelerate marrow recovery after cancer
chemotherapy. Moreover, GM-CSF may enhance the immunogenicity of
tumour cells by facilitating tumour antigen presentation (Hill et al. 1993,
Charak, Agah and Mazumder 1993, Hooijberg et al. 1995). Studies made in
animal models (Hill et al. 1993, Charak, Agah and Mazumder 1993) showed
that GM-CSF, either alone or in combination with other therapeutic agents, is
able to reduce the growth of tumour cells by the activation of macrophages.
These data, together with results obtained in vitro (Masucci et al. 1989,
Ragnhammar et al. 1994a), support the use of GM-CSF alone (as has been
used widely for therapy of malignant diseases) or in combination with tumour-
specific antibodies or immunomodulatory cytokines (e.g. interleukin-2) as an
immunotherapeutic approach in patients with cancer.

Recombinant human GM-CSF produced in E. coli is a single, non-
glycosylated, polypeptide chain containing 127 amino acids and with a
molecular mass of 14477 dalton. The therapeutic administration of GM-CSF
causes the development of antibodies in patients (Ragnhammar et al. 1994a).
There are few data about the induction of antibodies in patients treated with
GM-CSF because this cytokine is especially used in patients who are immuno-
suppressed.

Antibodies against yeast-derived recombinant human GM-CSF as well
as E. coli-derived rhGM-CSF have been described. Gribben et al. (1990)
observed antibodies in 31% of patients affected by chemotherapy-resistant
solid tumours treated with yeast-derived rhGM-CSF. In another study by
Ragnhammar et al. (1994b), 95% of cancer patients treated with E. coli-
derived rhGM-CSF subcutaneously, at 250 μg/m2/day for 10 days every month
for four months, developed binding antibodies after the second cycle. The
same percentage of antibody-positive patients has been reported in a study by
Wadhwa et al. (1996) on 20 colon carcinoma affected patients treated with
a combination therapy (GM-CSF plus a colon carcinoma reactive antibody);
in 40% of patients, these antibodies had neutralizing activity in an in vitro
bioassay.

Results from a study by Rini and co-workers (2005) conducted on
15 prostate cancer patients demonstrated that antibodies against GM-CSF
developed in all patients. In 87% of the patients they developed within three
months, while in the other patients antibodies developed after additional cycles
of GM-CSF. Sixty percent of the patients developed GM-CSF antibodies
which neutralized the biological activity of GM-CSF in vitro in a cell-based
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bioassay. These antibodies also recognized GM-CSF from different expression
systems, indicating that they are directed towards the amino acid backbone of
the protein. In fact, it has been suggested that antibodies recognize an epitope
of the protein backbone, which in the native protein is normally masked by a
carbohydrate residue, whereas it is exposed in the E. coli-derived as well as
in the yeast-derived rhGM-CSF (Gribben et al. 1990, Mellstedt 1994).

Antibodies appear to modify GM-CSF pharmacokinetics, but this
phenomenon is not clear. It is suggested that the mitogenic activity of
the drug leads to an increase in target cells and their mitogen receptors.
This phenomenon has led to observation of an inverse relationship between
neutrophil count and serum levels of GM-CSF (Petros et al. 1992). Thus,
changes in pharmacokinetics may not be directly attributed to circulating
antibodies.

2.2.3.2. Type I Interferons
Interferons (IFNs) are a family of regulatory proteins, the majority of which
are composed by 166 amino acid residues with molecular weight of 16–26
kilodalton. Based on the homology in their sequences, IFNs are classified
into two groups: type I and type II.

Type I IFNs include seven families with different antigenic characteristics:
alpha (�), beta (�), delta (�), kappa (�), epsilon (�), omega (�) and tau (�)
(Pestka et al. 2004). They are encoded by a cluster of genes located on
chromosome 9, are produced in response to a viral stimulation and recognize
the same membrane receptor, IFNAR (Pestka, Krause and Walter 2004;
Bekisz et al. 2004).

Currently, only one member of type II IFNs is known: IFN	, which is
encoded by a gene located on chromosome 12 and which is produced by
T lymphocytes and natural killer cells in response to non-self-antigen presen-
tation. Its receptor is different from IFNAR. Here, attention is focused on
type I IFNs, in particular to IFN� and IFN�.

2.2.3.2.1. Interferon-Alfa: Interferon alfa (IFN�) is a protein, composed of
166 amino acids. Several genes of IFN� have been identified which share a
high degree of homology. These proteins have antiviral activity, inhibit viral
replication, increase class I MHC, stimulate Th1 cells and inhibit proliferation
of many cell types.

IFN� is used for the treatment of many malignant diseases and for chronic
hepatitis C and B. Several different recombinant preparations of IFN� exist.
The most commonly used include IFN�-2a and IFN�-2b, which differ in the
amino acid in position 23 (lysine in IFN�-2a and arginine in IFN�-2b); both
preparations are glycosylated. Many studies have reported the development
of antibodies in patients chronically treated with the two preparations, with
different percentages, ranging from 19 to 61% and with a higher incidence in
patients treated with IFN�-2a compared with patients treated with IFN�-2b
(Quesada et al. 1985, von Wussow et al. 1987, Steis et al. 1988, Spiegel,
Jacobs and Treuhaft 1989, Freund et al. 1989; Berman et al. 1990). As the
gene for IFN�-2a is not present in the population, it is possible that this
type of IFN carries a neo-antigen, but extensive studies have shown that the
structural differences between the two products may not be the reason for the
difference in immunogenicity (Kromminga and Schellekens 2005).
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Discordant data exist about the role of anti-interferon antibodies on the drug
clinical efficacy. In the study by Berman et al. (1990) on hairy cell leukaemia-
affected subjects, 19% of patients with antibodies showed a resistance to
treatment. In another study of IFN�-treated patients affected by hairy cell
leukaemia (Steis et al. 1988), antibodies were reported in 16 out of 51 (31%)
subjects, but a clinical resistance was observed in 6 out of 16 (38%) of these
antibody-positive patients. Freund et al. (1989) evaluated IFN�-2b-treated
patients affected by myelogenous leukaemia, finding antibodies in 8 out of
27 (30%) subjects and observing a resistance to therapy in all the antibody-
positive patients.

Different data arise from other studies: Figlin and Itri (1988) described
anti-interferon antibodies in 12 out of 19 renal carcinoma patients treated with
IFN�-2a intramuscularly, reporting that 6 out of these 12 patients developed
neutralizing antibodies, but no correlation between antibody presence and
clinical response to therapy nor clinical toxicity was found. A review by Jones
and Itri (1986) evaluated more than 1300 cancer patients who had received
IFN�-2a treatment. The authors reported that about 27% of patients developed
antibodies, but they did not find any adverse clinical manifestation associated
with them.

The kinetics of antibody development seems to be linked to the type of
disease. For example, in patients affected by renal cell carcinoma, antibodies
have been described after a median time of eight weeks, while in patients
affected by hairy cell leukaemia they have been reported to arise after an
average of seven months (Figlin and Itri 1988).

IFN�-2a is also widely used for the treatment of chronic hepatitis C.
A study by Bonetti et al. (1994) evaluated antibodies against therapeutic
IFN�-2a in 60 patients affected by chronic hepatitis C and observing 61%
of antibody-positive patients within six months of treatment. Interestingly,
they found that 75% of patients who showed no therapeutic response to
IFN had detectable antibodies. Similarly, in one study by Douglas (Douglas
et al. 1993) on IFN�-2a for hepatitis C, antibodies were present in 32% of
treated patients, and when comparing responder and non-responder patients,
a higher percentage of antibodies positive subjects were found in the group
of non-responders (40% versus 14%, respectively). In an Italian study by the
group of Dianzani et al. (1989), the authors analysed 175 patients treated with
recombinant IFN�-2b, trying to correlate the presence of antibodies with a
reduction in clinical response, but antibodies were found in only one patient.
A Chinese trial of IFN�-2a in hepatitis B-affected patients reported that 39%
of patients developed antibodies. They were more likely to develop in the
group of patients treated with a low dose than in the group treated with a
high dose of drug. A high antibody titre correlated with a failure in treatment
response (Lok, Lai and Leung 1990).

With the introduction of pegylated-IFN�, the prevalence of neutralizing
antibodies is about 1–2% (Frost 2005). This corresponds well with the
hypothesis that the backbone is the antigenic epitope and that shielding thereof
by glycosylation or PEGylation reduces unwanted antibody formation.

2.2.3.3. Interferon Beta
Interferon beta (IFN�) is used in the treatment of multiple sclerosis. Clinical
aspects of the formation of neutralizing antibodies against IFN� will be
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discussed further below in Section 2.5, and immune responses to IFN� are
discussed in great detail in Chapter 7.

2.2.4. Cross-Reaction with Endogenous Protein

2.2.4.1. Megakaryocyte Differentiation and Growth Factor
The most dangerous consequence of the development of antibodies occurs
when the endogenous protein is neutralized. This effect has been described
for megakaryocyte differentiation and growth factor (MDGF) and for erythro-
poietin (EPO). The development of first-generation thrombopoietic growth
factor (human recombinant thrombopoietin, TPO, and pegylated recombinant
human MDGF) has been stopped due to the development of antibodies against
endogenous TPO, causing severe thrombocytopenia in 13 out of 325 healthy
volunteers and in 4 out of 650 cancer patients (Kuter 2000). In a study
by Li and co-workers (Li et al. 2001), the authors evaluated three of these
thrombocytopenic subjects (two volunteers and one cancer patient). They
found that that in all of the patients thrombocytopenia was due to the devel-
opment of antibodies which cross-reacted with endogenous TPO, neutralizing
its biological activity. All the subjects underwent bone marrow examination
that showed a marked reduction in megakaryocytes. All anti-TPO antibodies
were IgG and most of the anti-TPO were IgG4. The biological activity of
endogenous TPO was inhibited by the binding of anti-TPO to the first 163
amino acids of TPO, preventing TPO from binding to its receptor. In two
subjects endogenous TPO level were elevated, but biologically inactive, as
it formed an immune complex with IgG. A study of the time course of
anti-TPO development was performed in all the three subjects, showing that
no subject had antibodies before the first injection of PEG-rhMDGF and
that there was no IgM response. In one subject, IgG appeared on day 56
after the drug injection, when the platelet count had already begun to fall
and was maximal on day 147; these antibodies progressively decreased and
disappeared. In another subject, anti-TPO rapidly disappeared after treatment
with cyclosporine, and in the third subject (the oncologic patient), antibodies
persisted at high titre despite plasmapheresis.

New non-immunogenic second-generation thrombopoietic growth factors
have been developed; they have been tested in healthy humans, producing a
dose-dependent rise in platelet count, without adverse effects (Kuter 2007).

2.2.4.2. Erythropoietin
Recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO) has been successfully used for
the treatment of anaemia due to chronic renal failure. Several patients affected
by chronic kidney disease and treated with recombinant epoetin-� developed
pure red cell aplasia (PRCA), due to the production of antibodies directed
against recombinant EPO as well as against the endogenous EPO (Locatelli
et al. 2004). The immune response to EPO is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

PRCA is a rare disorder, which can arise either spontaneously or in
association with thymoma, lymphoid proliferation or an immune-related
disorder, such as lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid arthritis. It can also occur
secondary to viral infections or to drugs. In adults it is usually an autoimmune
disorder, in which antibodies of cytotoxic T lymphocytes are directed against
erythroid progenitors (Casadevall 2002).
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The use of recombinant EPO started in 1988, initially by the intravenous
route, and since 1990, by the subcutaneous route. The molecular mass of
the peptidic part of both endogenous EPO and rhEPO is 18 kilodalton. The
erythropoietin molecule folds into four alpha helices stabilized by two disul-
phide bonds, which are essential for biological activity. EPO is a glycosylated
molecule, causing an increase in the molecular mass to about 30 kilodalton,
and the glycosylation is essential to the biological activity of the molecule.
Therefore, rhEPO is produced in mammalian cell lines, as bacterial cell
lines are not able to produce this post-translational modification. Endogenous
EPO and most rhEPO variants have minor differences in glycosylation, with
variation in the sialic acid composition of the oligosaccharide groups (Sasaki
et al. 1987, Skibelli, Nissen-Lie and Torjesen 2001). Various rhEPO variants
exist (for example, epoetin-�, epoetin-�, darbepoetin-�), which differ from
each other and from endogenous EPO in the carbohydrate groups (Skibelli,
Nissen-Lie and Torjesen 2001).

During the first 10 years of its therapeutic use, three cases of PRCA have
been reported in patients treated with rhEPO (Bergrem et al. 1993, Peces
et al. 1996, Prabhakar and Muhlfelder 1997). By 1999, a sudden increase
in the number of PRCA was observed. In 2002, Casadevall and co-workers
described 21 cases of PRCA, which occurred in patients treated with rhEPO
to correct anaemia due to chronic renal failure. They were observed between
1998 and 2001 in different centres throughout Europe (Casadevall et al.
2002). In all these patients, anaemia was secondary to PRCA and neutralizing
antibodies were present. All EPO-related PRCA patients showed an initial
normal response to rhEPO and then developed severe anaemia, which was
resistant to increasing dose as well as to a switch to another EPO. Anaemia
appeared at different time points from the beginning of EPO treatment, with
a median time of nine months (Bennett et al. 2004). It has been found that the
majority of PRCA cases were associated with the subcutaneous administration
(Casadevall 2002, Eckardt and Casadevall 2003). The study of the first cases
described by Casadevall showed that sera from these patients recognized the
endogenous molecule as well as the deglycosylated EPO: in fact, when sera of
patients were incubated with the glycosylated and the deglycosylated epoetin,
antibodies bound to both forms with the same efficiency. The depletion of
IgG in the sera was associated with a reversion of Ab-mediated inhibition
of erythroid cell proliferation in vitro. In the majority of PRCA cases, an
immunosuppressive treatment after the discontinuation of EPO therapy was
required to stop antibody development (Verhelst et al. 2004).

2.3. Immunogenicity of Biopharmaceuticals
in Gene-Defective Hosts

2.3.1. The Case of Haemophilia A and B

From the immunological point of view, X-linked disorders represent a special
situation because the mutated or deleted gene segments cause an altered
immune repertoire and replacement with the wild-type protein is expected
to be immunogenic (Figure 2.2). The clinical effects of immunogenicity will
vary, depending on the extent of gene mutation: the absence of the gene, as
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Figure 2.2 Relationship between genome and immune responses.

well as large gene deletions or a premature stop-codon, will have more severe
consequences than point mutations.

Haemophilia A is an X-linked genetic disease, and thus males are mainly
affected, whereas their mothers are carriers of the defective gene; it is a
bleeding disorder caused by a deficiency of blood coagulation factor VIII.
The disease results from mutations or deletions that alter the expression and
secretion of factor VIII. The malfunction of factor VIII causes a reduced
coagulation power, with prolonged post-traumatic bleeding times and sponta-
neous haemorrhages. Replacement therapy with factor VIII has been success-
fully used, and initial preparations of factor VIII were natural preparations
derived from donated blood. Today, a large number of recombinant DNA-
derived factor VIII preparations are available (Kromminga and Schellekens
2005). As expected, substitution therapy results in antibody formation, as
the patient’s immune system recognizes parts of the factor VIII as a foreign
antigen. The immune response is a classical one, with a switch from IgM
to IgG and affinity maturation (Opdenakker et al. 2003), discussed in more
detail in Chapter 9.

The reported incidence of antibodies to plasma-derived factor VIII is about
20–25% (Ehrenforth et al. 1992, Lusher et al. 1993, Bray et al. 1994). For
haemophilia A, it has been described that in about one-third of patients who
develop antibodies to factor VIII these antibodies have low titre and are
transient (Lusher 2000) and that their blocking effect can be overcome by
increasing the dosage of factor VIII. In contrast, in those patients who develop
antibodies at high titre, bleeding is a significant problem which requires
alternative treatments, such as the use of recombinant factor VIIa or activated
prothrombin complex concentrate (APCC).
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Recent studies on antibodies to factor VIII show that neutralization may be
due to a proteolytic activity (Lacroix-Desmazes et al. 2002), and a correlation
between the neutralizing activity of IgG in plasma and the hydrolysis rate of
factor VIII by IgG in vitro was observed. Factor VIII can be completely absent
in patients with severe haemophilia A. These patients do not benefit from the
administration of factor VIII because factor VIII represents a foreign antigen
and patients develop an immune response against it. The same occurs in those
patients who have factor VIII gene with large deletions or nonsense mutations
that cause premature termination, whereas antibody development rarely occurs
in patients with only frameshift or missense mutations (Kromminga and
Schellekens 2005).

Haemophilia B is another X-linked bleeding disorder caused by a deficiency
of blood coagulation factor IX. The prevalence of this disease is much lower
than that of haemophilia A, and the incidence of antibodies against factor IX is
about 1–3% (Lusher 2000). In contrast with factor VIII, the immune response
to factor IX leads to severe allergic reactions and anaphylaxis in about 50%
of patients (Lusher 2000). For patients with anti-factor IX antibodies, other
treatments are required, such as factor VIIa and APCC (Schellekens and
Casadevall 2004).

The experience on haemophiliac patients teaches that with the extent of the
gene defect and the severity of the phenotype, the probability of developing
neutralizing antibodies increases. Thus, for patients with the most severe
disease, substitution therapy or gene therapy will have the highest risk of
failure because of the production of neutralizing antibodies, and therapy has
to be accompanied by strategies of immunological tolerance induction or
immunosuppression (Opdenakker et al. 2003).

2.3.2. The Case of Pompe Disease

Pompe disease is a rare autosomal recessive disorder caused by deficiency
of the lysosomal enzyme acid alpha-glucosidase (GAA). The incidence is
about 1/40,000. The genetic defect leads to lysosomal glycogen accumu-
lation in different tissues, the most severely affected being the skeletal and
cardiac muscles. Different forms of the disease are known, depending on the
residual GAA activity. The classical form is the infantile type, characterized
by a progressive cardiomyopathy, muscular weakness, respiratory insuffi-
ciency and death in the first year of life. The adult form is less severe, as
cardiac muscle is usually not affected. Recombinant precursor human acid
alpha-glucosidase has been produced in CHO cell cultures and from milk
of transgenic rabbits (Van Hove, Yang and Wu 1996, Bijvoet et al. 1999).
There are still few data about replacement therapy: in a phase II trial on
two affected infants (Klinge et al. 2005) treated with rhGAA for 48 months,
results are encouraging, as the therapy was well tolerated and there was
an overall improvement in left-ventricular mass and in cardiac and skeletal
muscle functions. The two patients developed antibodies against rhGAA, but,
according to the authors, no reduction in muscle function was observed. Data
from a multicentre, multinational open-label study (Kishnani et al. 2007) on
18 infants affected by Pompe disease, who began treatment with intravenous
infusion of rhGAA prior to six months of age, have been published. This
study represents the largest cohort of patients with Pompe disease treated
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with replacement therapy. The study showed that the treatment was safe
and effective. One of the 18 patients developed antibodies, which inhibited
rhGAA activity in vitro. As the total number of treated patients is limited,
no conclusive observations on the effect of antibodies are available. Further
long-term studies are required to evaluate the potential of this therapy and the
consequences of immunogenicity.

2.4. Adverse Drug Reactions

Drug reactions include all adverse events related to drug administration,
regardless of aetiology. They can be classified into two groups: immuno-
logic aetiology and non-immunologic aetiology (Table 2.2). About 20–25% of
adverse drug reactions are caused by unpredictable effects, both immune and
non-immune mediated, whereas 75–80% of adverse reactions are caused by
predictable non-immunological events (Riedl and Casillas 2003). The predom-
inant immune mechanisms leading to drug hypersensitivity are described in
the classification by Gell and Coombs (Table 2.3). The risk of drug hypersen-
sitivity can be increased by some patient-related factors, which include female
gender (Barranco and Lopez-Serrano 1998), asthma, use of beta-blockers
(Lang et al. 1991), specific genetic polymorphism, as well as by some drug-
related factors, which include the chemical properties, the molecular weight
of the drug and the route of administration. It is known that drugs with great
structural complexity are more likely to be immunogenic. However, drugs
with a small molecular weight (less than 1,000 daltons) may become immuno-
genic by coupling with carrier proteins, such as albumin, forming complexes
(Riedl and Casillas 2003). Moreover, the route of administration affects the
immunogenicity, the subcutaneus route being more immunogenic than the
intramuscular and the intravenous routes.

An example of adverse drug reactions presumably secondary to immuno-
genicity is represented by antibodies to natalizumab, an alfa4-integrin antag-
onist, used in the treatment of aggressive forms of relapsing multiple sclerosis.
In the AFFIRM study (Polman et al. 2006) on 627 patients receiving
natalizumab, 37 (6%) had persistent antibodies (detectable on at least two
occasions) to the drug, which were associated to an increase in infusion-
related adverse events and a loss of clinical efficacy. Comparable findings
were obtained in the SENTINEL study (Rudick et al. 2006) conducted on

Table 2.2 Immunological and non-immunological drug reactions.

Immunological Non-immunological

Type I reaction (IgE mediated) Predictable
Type II reaction (cytotoxic) Pharmacological side effect
Type III reaction (immune complex) Secondary pharmacological side effect
Type IV reaction (delayed, cell mediated) Drug toxicity
Specific T-cell activation Drug–drug interactions
Fas/Fas ligand-induced apoptosis Drug overdose
Other Unpredictable

Pseudoallergic
Idiosyncratic
Intolerance
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Table 2.3 Drug hypersensitivity reactions: Gell and Coombs classification.

Type I Type II Type III Type IV

Immune
reaction

IgE mediated Cytotoxic Immune-
complex

Delayed,
cell
mediated

Mechanism Drug-IgE
complex,
with
release of
histamine
from
mast cells

Specific IgM
or IgG
antibodies
directed at
drug-
hapten
coated cells

Drug–
antibody
complexes
with
complement
activation
and tissue
deposition

MHC presen-
tation of
drug
molecule
to T cells

Timing Minutes to hours Variable 1–3 weeks 2–7 days

1171 subjects, in which persistent antibodies to natalizumab were detected in
6% of patients and their presence was associated to a loss of clinical efficacy,
as well as an increase in infusion-related adverse events.

2.5. Unknown Effects: Glatiramer Acetate

Glatiramer acetate (GA, also known as copolymer-1, copaxone) is a synthetic
random polypeptide of the amino acids alanine, glutamate, tyrosine and lysine
in a defined molar ratio and with a molecular weight ranging between 5000
and 9000 dalton.

It was first synthesized more than 30 years ago, in an attempt to mimic
the encephalitogenic properties of myelin basic protein (MBP). Surprisingly,
it was observed that GA was able to block the induction of experimental
autoimmune encephalomyelitis, EAE (Arnon and Aharoni 2004). Subse-
quently, it was tested in therapeutic trials in patients with MS (Johnson et al.
1995, 1998, 2000), and it has gained marketing approval for the treatment of
relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, showing a significant reduction in the
number of new and enhancing lesions on MRI (Wolinsky et al. 2001, Comi
et al. 2001), in relapse rate and a lower rate of disease progression (Johnson
et al. 1995, 1998, 2000, 2005).

Development of anti-GA antibodies in treated patients is a known
phenomenon, but the clinical meaning of anti-GA is not clear yet. Data from
different studies give inconclusive results. The study by Brenner and co-
workers (Brenner et al. 2001) showed that anti-GA antibodies developed only
in treated patients and not in the placebo group and that antibodies titres
peaked after three months, then slowly decreased but remained higher than
baseline values. Farina and colleagues (2005) not only observed the presence
of anti-GA antibodies in treated patients but also found naturally occurring
anti-GA antibodies in some untreated individuals. The authors suggested
that these naturally occurring anti-GA antibodies might belong to the low-
affinity, poly-reactive pool and observed that the difference between treated
and untreated patients was not the mere presence or absence of antibodies, but
rather their isotype profile, as treated individuals frequently produced IgG4
antibodies, while unexposed subjects had anti-GA IgM, IgG1 and IgG2.
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In a study by the group of Teitelbaum et al. (1996), the authors did not
observe any neutralizing activity in serum of GA-treated patients. In contrast,
Salama and co-workers (2003) observed neutralization of GA-specific T-cell
reactivity in a study which included 42 patients treated with GA for a mean
time of three years; 48% of the patients developed anti-GA antibodies, which
were expressed at high titre in 33%. The study did not have clinical endpoints,
but the authors nonetheless tried to correlate clinical response to GA with the
presence of antibodies and observed that patients with high-titre antibodies
tend to have a higher relapse rate and a more rapid progression than patients
with low antibodies titres. In the study by Brenner and co-workers (2001),
all the patients (n = 130) developed anti-GA antibodies, which declined after
six months, persisting at low titre, but they did not seem to interfere with
copolymer activity.

In Theiler’s virus model of demyelinating disease (Ure and Rodriguez
2002), anti-GA antibodies seemed to promote remyelination. However, no
clinical studies to date have shown either a neutralizing or a beneficial effect
of anti-GA antibodies in patients with multiple sclerosis. Depending on route
and frequency of administration, anaphylactic reactions may occur. Rauschka
and colleagues (2005) described a systemic anaphylactic reaction to GA in a
patient who had a history of atopic allergy and high serum IgE concentrations.
The patient had a positive skin test to GA and an unusually high concentration
of IgG4 antibodies to the drug. These observations suggest that caution is
needed in administrating GA to atopic patients with multiple sclerosis.

2.6. Treatment of Multiple Sclerosis Patients
Who Have Developed Antibodies Against Interferon-�

Antibody formation against interferon-� (IFN�) in patients with multiple
sclerosis is used here as a good illustration of the clinical aspects of antibody
formation against biopharmaceuticals, and includes a discussion on how to
prevent or reduce antibody formation. Some of the aspects in this section are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

2.6.1. Description of Interferon-�

The gene of IFN� shows 45% homology with IFN� genes. The protein is
composed of 166 amino acids and has a molecular weight of 22,500 dalton.
It has several functions, which include antiviral, antiproliferative and
immunomodulant activities, such as the regulation of antigen presentation to
T lymphocytes (Goodbourn, Didcock and Randall 2000), the stimulation of
T helper 2 and the activation of natural killer cells (Nguyen et al. 2002).

It is one of the first-line drugs for the treatment of relapsing-remitting
multiple sclerosis (RR-MS). Two types of recombinant IFN� exist: IFN�-
1a, which is available in two different commercial preparations (Avonex by
Biogen-Idec, Cambridge, and Rebif by Serono, Geneva) (Table 2.4) and is
obtained from Chinese hamster ovary, and IFN�-1b (Betaferon, Schering,
Berlin), which is generated in E. coli. IFN�-1b and IFN�-1a have the same
receptor binding region, but IFN�-1b is a non-glycosylated molecule that has a
Met-1 deletion and a Cys-17 to Ser mutation (Mark et al. 1984), while IFN�-1a
is a glycosylated polypeptide with the predicted natural amino acid sequence
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Table 2.4 Different commercial preparations of IFN�.

Avonex Betaferon Rebif

Number of amino acids 166 165 166
Production CHO E. coli CHO
Dosage/injection 6 MIU (30 μg) 8 MIU (250 μg) 6–12 MIU (22–44 μg)
Route of administrations i.m. s.c. s.c.
Frequency Once/week Every other day Thrice/week

Note: CHO= Chinese hamster ovary; i.m.= intramuscular; s.c.= subcutaneous

(Holliday and Benfield 1997). These differences affect the pharmacokinetic,
pharmacodynamic and immunological properties. In particular, the absence
of glycosylation causes the formation of aggregates and a reduction of in vitro
activity (Runkel 1998).

2.6.2. Prevalence of Neutralizing Antibodies

Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies have demonstrated the
efficacy of IFN� in the treatment of RR-MS on both clinical and MRI
measures (The IFNB MS Study Group 1993, Jacobs et al. 1996, PRISMS
1998, PRISMS-4 2001, Kappos et al. 2005). A percentage of IFN-treated
patients can develop neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against IFN� during the
course of treatment. The percentage of Nabs-positive (NAbs+) patients varies
depending on the IFN� product, the frequency and route of administration and
the type of assay used, with Betaferon the most immunogenic and Avonex
the least immunogenic (Table 2.5). Factors influencing the development of
anti-IFN� antibodies are not clearly defined as yet. A cross-reactivity of NAbs
has been demonstrated (Khan and Dhib-Jalbut 1998, Antonelli et al. 1999,
Bertolotto et al. 2000); thus, once NAbs develop, the switch to a different
commercial preparation is not clinically useful.

2.6.3. Dynamics of NAbs

The majority of patients become NAbs+ within 6–18 months of treatment,
while clinical impact of NAbs is delayed and is not seen until 24 months of
therapy (Figure 2.3). It has been suggested that patients on IFN�-1b tend to
become antibody-positive earlier than those on IFN�-1a and that in NAbs+
patients, the probability of reverting to NAb-negative status is significantly
higher in patients treated with IFN�-1b than in patients treated with IFN�-
1a (Rebif) (Gneiss et al. 2004, Sorensen et al. 2005). Several studies have

Table 2.5 IFN� immunogenicity.

Type of drug (phase III trials) Percentage of NAbs+ (2–3 years)

Avonex (Jacobs 1996) 22
Avonex (Rudick 1998) 6
Rebif 22 (PRISMS) 24
Rebif 44 (PRISMS) 12
Rebif 44 (SPECTRIMS) 15
Betaferon (1996) 38
Betaferon (Polman 2003) 28
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Figure 2.3 Dynamics of NAbs and clinical consequences.

demonstrated that NAbs persist for a long time, despite IFN� discontinuation.
In the study by Polman et al. (2003), 37% of NAbs+ patients reverted to
seronegative over three years. In the PRISMS study, 22% reverted to seroneg-
ative by four years and 37% by six years, and in a recent Danish study
(Petersen et al. 2006), it was shown that patients with NAbs titres above 200
tended to maintain NAb+ status for a median time of 22 months. In a study
by our group (Malucchi et al. 2005), spontaneous disappearance of NAbs
was only observed in those NAbs+ patients which had low titre of antibodies
(<100 TRU), whereas NAbs persisted in patients showing higher titre, despite
immunosuppressive treatment.

2.6.4. Effects of NAbs on IFN� Efficacy

Several studies have demonstrated that the presence of NAbs causes a
reduction in IFN� bioavailability as measured by reduced levels of biologic
markers such as neopterin, �2-microglobulin (Rudick et al. 1998), myxovirus
resistance protein A (MxA) (Deisenhammer et al. 1999, Kracke et al. 2000,
Vallittu et al. 2002) and M×A messenger RNA (Bertolotto et al. 2001, 2003).
Besides that, a number of studies have demonstrated that the presence of
NAbs is associated with a loss of IFN� clinical and radiological efficacy
(Table 2.6). Betaferon was the first IFN� approved in the United States for the
treatment of RR-MS, as it demonstrated to reduce clinical activity as well as
radiological activity in a large study, which involved 372 patients (The IFN�
MS study Group 1993), randomly assigned to receive placebo or the active
drug at two different dosages (1.6 MIU and 8 MIU, respectively). Thirty-five
percent of patients receiving 8 MIU became NAbs+, and in these patients,
the relapse rate in the second and third year of treatment was comparable

Table 2.6 Studies demonstrating a loss of IFN� clinical and radiological
efficacy in NAbs+ patients.

Type of drug
Clinical effect of

NAbs relapse rate MRI effect of NAbs

Avonex (Jacobs 1996) –/– –
Avonex (Rudick 1998) NS/NS Reduced*
Rebif 22 (PRISMS-4) Reducedp Reducedp

Rebif 44 (PRISMS-4) Reducedp Reducedp

Rebif 44 (SPECTRIMS) Reduced∗ Reducedp

Betaferon (1996) Reducedp Reducedp

Betaferon (Polman 2003) Reducedp Reducedp

Note: NS= not significant; *= suggestion; p= statistically significant
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to one of the placebo group (The IFN� MS Study Group and the University
of British Columbia MS/MRI Analysis Group 1996). The loss of efficacy
was also radiologically evident, as NAbs+ patients had a significantly higher
number of MRI lesions by the second and third years. A negative effect
of NAbs was also present in the evaluation of disability progression, even
if there was no significant difference between NAbs+ and NAbs negative
(Nabs–) patients.

Comparable results are also evident in the Betaferon study on 718
secondary-progressive MS patients (Polman et al. 2003), in which NAbs+
patients had a significantly higher relapse rate and a significantly higher
increase in MRI lesion burden than NAbs– patients. Similar evidence arises
from other studies in which the other commercial preparations of IFN� have
been used: in the PRISMS-4 study (PRISMS-4 2001) conducted on more than
500 patients treated with Rebif 22 μg or 44 μg for 4 years (or with placebo
for two years and then randomly assigned to Rebif 22 or 44), the negative
effect of NAbs on clinical and, even more, radiological activities is clearly
evident. By the third year of treatment, NAbs+ patients had a significant
higher relapse rate than Nabs– (0.81 and 0.5, respectively), as well as about
five-fold increase in the mean number of MRI active lesions (Figure 2.4)
and three-fold increase in the burden of disease compared to Nabs–. A post
hoc analysis by Francis et al. (2005) focused on a subgroup of patients (368
subjects treated with Rebif 22 or 44 from the beginning) of the PRISMS-
4. The authors studied two markers of IFN biological activity, represented
by �2-microglobulin and neopterin, and the clinical and radiological effects
of IFN�. Interestingly, at one year, the mean increase in the level of these
markers from baseline was significant only in Nabs– patients. In addition,
upon analysis of the relapse rate during the four years, the authors observed
a comparable relapse rate between Nabs– and NAbs+ groups in the first and
second years, whereas in the third and fourth years NAbs+ had a significant
higher relapse rate. The impact of NAbs was even more evident on MRI
results. Also the SPECTRIMS study (2001) on SP-MS patients showed the
negative effect of NAbs on clinical and radiological parameters (Li et al.
2001). In the more recent study by Kappos and co-workers (2005) on 802
patients randomly assigned to Avonex 30 or 60 μg for four years, 1.8%
and 4.8%, respectively, were NAbs+. Despite the low percentage of NAbs+

Figure 2.4 Impact of NAbs on MRI: median number of T2-active lesions reported
in the PRISMS-4 study (2001). Grey square: Nabs– patients; white square: NAbs+
patients; the difference is statistically significant (p<0.001).
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patients, the impact of NAbs was dramatically evident, as the annualized
relapse rate was 39% higher in NAbs+ than in Nabs– over 12–48 months,
time to three-month sustained disability progression was shorter in NAbs+
than in Nabs–, and mean number of MRI active lesions was significantly
higher in NAbs+ than in Nabs– patients.

More generally, NAbs have been demonstrated to have a prognostic value,
as NAbs+ patients have a higher risk to relapse than Nabs– patients (Sorensen
et al. 2003, Malucchi et al. 2004, Tomassini et al. 2006).

As MS is characterized by an unpredictable course, in which, up to date,
no clinical or laboratory markers are available, the prognostic character of the
detection of NAbs is a useful instrument for the neurologist. Recently, after
evaluating NAbs literature, European guidelines regarding antibodies against
IFN in MS have been written, giving as an “A level” recommendation that
therapy with IFN� should be discontinued in patients with titres of NAbs >100
(Sorensen et al. 2005).

2.6.5. Possible Strategies to Eliminate NAbs

Up to date no predictive factors of the development of NAbs are known and
no guidelines exist about the management of NAbs+ patients. However, as it
is evident that NAbs abolish IFN� efficacy and have a prognostic meaning,
some strategies have to be undertaken in NAbs+ patients. As already written
above, it is possible that a spontaneous seroreversion occurs, especially in
those patients with low titres of antibodies, but several studies (Bellomi
et al. 2003, Petersen et al. 2006) showed that NAbs can be a long-lasting
phenomenon. Thus, the continuation of IFN therapy after NAbs development,
hoping in a spontaneous seroreversion, makes the patient be at risk of taking
a useless therapy for many years. Similarly, the switch to a less immunogenic
preparation of IFN has no positive effect, as NAbs cross-react with any type
of IFN�.

Hypothetic strategies to eliminate NAbs include the use of plasmapheresis
and intravenous immunoglobulins (Sorensen et al. 2005). At present, IgG
and plasma exchange are used in the treatment of autoimmune diseases
(Yamamoto, Takamatsu and Saito 2007, Zinman, Ng and Bril 2007), but they
have no effect on memory or plasma cells, so these treatments could help the
elimination of circulating NAbs, but not avoid their development.

Another hypothetic strategy is to increase the dosage of IFN, with the aim
of overcoming antibody neutralization, but probably this strategy fails if the
NAbs titre is high. Finally, a monoclonal antibody used for the treatment of
lymphoma, rituximab, is available. This drug is directed against B cells; thus
from a theoretical point of view, it could be used to reduce NAbs titres, but
no data exist on this.

2.6.6. Possible Strategies to Prevent Formation of NAbs

An Italian study by Pozzilli and co-workers (2002) evaluated about 160 MS-
affected patients, who were treated with IFN�1a alone or in combination
with short pulses of steroids for one year. The authors observed that in the
group treated with the combination therapy there was a 50% reduction in the
incidence of NAbs development. However, steroids were not able to reduce the
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titre in NAbs+ patients. In other clinical trials performed on RR- as well as SP-
MS-affected patients, a combination therapy (IFN plus immunosuppressive
agents) has been used (Fernandez et al. 2002), but no definitive conclusions
about the ability in reducing NAbs formation are available. Surely, the modifi-
cations in the technical preparation of the drug are of extreme importance in
determining drug immunogenicity. This has been demonstrated for Avonex,
which in the first study by Jacob and co-workers (1996) induced 22% of
NAbs+ patients, whereas in the study by Clanet et al. (2002) induced only
2–3% of NAbs+ patients.

2.6.7. The Costs of Ineffective IFN� Treatment

As previously stated, IFN� modifies the natural course of multiple sclerosis,
significantly reducing the relapse rate and slowing disease progression. In
addition, several studies showed the beneficial effect of IFN� in delaying the
onset of defined multiple sclerosis in patients affected by clinical isolated
syndrome (CIS). Thus, there is a large consensus to start IFN� treatment
early.

In Italy, about 52,000 subjects are affected by multiple sclerosis, and about
one-third of them receive IFN� therapy. Consequently, the cost of treatment
is about 170 millions euro/year. If we consider that about 15% of treated
patients develop NAbs, we can estimate that 2,500 patients are receiving a
useless drug and, thus, about 25 millions euro/year are ill spent. This refers
only to the Italian situation, whereas, considering the situation in Europe as
a whole, the cost obviously increases.

While on one side IFN� treatment tends to be initiated very early in the
disease course, on the other side a percentage of patients are at risk of
receiving, for a long period, a useless drug because the identification of IFN
non-responder patients by clinical observation often requires several years.
Thus, it is clear that the availability of a biological assay which can rapidly
identify this group of patients leads to a considerable reduction in therapeutic
costs. It also has to be considered that NAbs+ patients would benefit from
alternative therapies that have comparable (glatiramer acetate) or lower cost
(mithoxantrone, azathioprine) compared to IFN�.

2.7. Conclusions

At present, proteins are widely used as therapeutic agents; with the devel-
opment of recombinant DNA techniques, highly purified proteins have been
produced. However, even if they are nearly identical to the endogenous
proteins, they still may show immunogenicity.

Antibodies against these drugs can have a neutralizing activity which
inhibits the efficacy or they can induce changes in pharmacokinetic properties
or lead to hypersensitivity reactions. Antibody production seems to be related
to many different mechanisms, such as the post-translational modifications,
the development of drug aggregates and the use of adjuvants. Antibodies
which cause the loss of clinical efficacy or which are directed against the
endogenous molecule should be prevented, but at present no failsafe strategy
to prevent neutralizing antibodies formation is known. An interesting approach
to reduce immunogenicity has been described in a recent work by Tangri
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et al. (2005), in which the authors tried to reduce EPO immunogenicity by
engineering modified forms of the protein with substitutions in the regions
containing the epitopes binding to HLA class II molecules; the authors found
that the modified forms of EPO were non-immunogenic in vitro; so this
strategy could represent one way to limit the immunogenicity of protein drugs.
Other strategies include the use of combination therapy, adding steroids to
temporarily suppress the immune system.

When antibodies are already present, they may sometimes disappear sponta-
neously when the treatment is continued, but this process may take years.
Intravenous immunoglobulin and plasmapheresis can be used to reduce the
antibody burden, but they do not affect memory cells. Considering the
potential high costs of such therapies, as well as those adverse events
and reduction of drug efficacy, early detection of antibody formation is an
important issue in treatment with biopharmaceuticals. Assays for determining
antibody formation and type of antibodies are discussed in detail in the
Chapter 3.
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3
Assessment of Unwanted

Immunogenicity
Meenu Wadhwa and Robin Thorpe

3.1. Introduction

The success of therapeutic biological medicines, in recent years, has been
marred with concerns over unwanted immune responses in recipients of
these products (Baert et al. 2003, Koren, Zuckerman and Mire-Sluis 2002).
Discontinuation of the megakaryocyte growth and differentiation factor
(MGDF) development program by the manufacturer after serious problems
with immunogenicity occurred was followed by cases of pure red cell
aplasia in some renal failure patients treated with erythropoietin. Both of
these incidents were associated with antibodies that neutralized endogenously
produced protein (Casadevall et al. 2002, Li et al. 2001) and prompted the
biotech industry and regulators to seriously consider the issues of unwanted
immunogenicity. Needless to say, a rigorous assessment of immunogenicity
is an important consideration in development of biotherapeutic products and
necessary for ensuring their safety and efficacy.

The field of unwanted immunogenicity has evolved considerably, bringing
significant improvements in our understanding and assessment of immuno-
genicity. However, the prediction of incidence and clinical significance of
immunogenicity remains problematical (see Chapters 2, 4, and 5). The current,
most practical and commonly used approach for testing unwanted immuno-
genicity still remains the detection, measurement and characterization of
antibodies generated specifically against the product. New platforms for
immunogenicity assessment are continually being exploited to enhance the
capability of detecting antibodies, if formed, in patients so that the risks
associated with immunogenicity can be managed appropriately during product
use. To date, no single assay can provide all the necessary information on the
immunogenicity profile of a biotherapeutic. Therefore, a well-devised strategy
involving a panel of carefully selected and validated assays for detection
and measurement of antibodies is required for evaluation of the unwanted
immunogenicity of a therapeutic product (Wadhwa et al. 2003, Mire-Sluis
et al. 2004). These antibody responses need to be further correlated with
parameters such as pharmacokinetics and/or pharmacodynamics and clinical
effects for a detailed assessment of the clinical significance of the induced
antibodies (Wadhwa et al. 2003).
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3.2. Assays for Detection of Antibodies

Different techniques are available for investigating the presence of antibodies
generated against therapeutic proteins in biological fluids. Such methods
include binding assays based on immunochemical procedures such as solid
or liquid phase immunoassays, radioimmunoprecipitation assays (RIPA) and
biophysical methods such as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (Wadhwa et al.
2003, Thorpe and Swanson 2005). These assays determine the presence (or
absence) of antibodies based on the ability of the antibodies to recognize the
relevant antigenic determinants in the therapeutic protein. They are capable
of generating useful quantitative data provided an appropriate format is used
(Wadhwa et al. 2003, Thorpe and Swanson 2005). Despite their use for
‘screening’ purposes, these assays have certain pros and cons, which are
briefly described in Table 3.1. These assays cannot assess the ability of the
antibodies to neutralize the biological activity of the therapeutic which is an
important element in the assessment of immunogenicity. For evaluation of the
neutralizing ability, use of an appropriate non-cell-based competitive ligand
binding assay or a cell-based neutralization assay is required.

In this chapter, we have briefly considered the different types of binding
assays and cell-based neutralization assays (to distinguish whether the induced
antibodies are neutralizing or non-neutralizing) with particular focus on the
issues associated with neutralizing antibody assays. Although binding assays
also present unique challenges (e.g. the nature of the antigen, type of sample,
disease of the patient, any concomitant medication, etc.), these have been
discussed in considerable detail elsewhere (Wadhwa et al. 2003, Mire-Sluis
et al. 2004).

3.3. Binding Assays

3.3.1. Immunoassays

These assays use the specific interaction of antibody with antigen to provide
quantitative information about antibody (or antigen) concentration in unknown
samples. Binding assays can be conducted using a variety of formats and/or
detection systems. These include direct, indirect, bridging and competitive
platforms using radioligand, enzymatic, fluorescent, chemi-luminescent or
electrochemical luminescence (ECL) detection systems (Mire-Sluis et al.
2004).

In direct assays, serum or plasma samples are incubated with the antigen
which has been previously immobilized directly onto well surfaces of
microtitre plates and the bound antibody is detected using either a radio-
labelled or an enzyme-labelled anti-immunoglobulin reagent of appropriate
specificity. The latter assays, termed enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(ELISAs), are the most prevalent method for identifying antibodies.

ELISAs rely on the ability of the antigen to be immobilized on a plastic
surface. In some cases, this immobilization may alter the antigen conformation
and mask epitopes such that antibodies specific to that epitope may not be
recognized (Brickelmaier et al. 1999). In such instances, it may be necessary
to perform an ‘indirect assay’ by immobilizing a capturing agent (e.g. a
monoclonal antibody specific to the antigen or streptavidin to capture antigen
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conjugated to biotin), which can then be used to anchor the therapeutic protein
(Brickelmaier et al. 1999). Such assays are fairly sensitive but alternative
formats may sometimes be necessary.

Adoption of a ‘bridging antibody’ format in which antibody is captured
by immobilized antigen and detected using a labelled antigen can provide
ELISAs with high specificity (antigen must be recognized twice by antibody
for detection) and acceptable sensitivity. Use of streptavidin-coated plates for
capturing biotinylated antigen and a differently labelled antigen may enhance
the sensitivity of the assay (Gross et al. 2006). A bridging assay can overcome
some of the problems associated with direct assays, namely, (i) non-specific
binding and (ii) the requirement of species-specific reagents when using an
animal serum as a positive control for the assay. As a result, this assay is
often chosen as the basis for a screening method by product manufacturers.

In general, ELISAs are very amenable to automation, are very robust and
reliable; it can be highly sensitive and cheap for routine use. Major limita-
tions are that rapidly dissociating or ‘low-affinity’ antibodies are not readily
detected (as they are washed off), and these assays are prone to significant
inhibition by the presence of soluble/circulating antigen. Therefore, use of
alternative strategies and/or detection systems may need to be considered.

The availability of ECL detection instruments (Bioveris, Meso Scale
Discovery. MSD) has enabled the use of ECL reporters which offer distinct
benefits over conventional ELISA formats. A greater dynamic assay range,
higher tolerance to sample matrix and circulating antigen are some of the
features of this technology. Due to the inclusion of wash steps, the platform
is often challenged to detect low affinity antibodies. The Bioveris procedure
uses a bead-based approach and provides a solution phase assay while the
MSD uses carbon electrode plates which are claimed to have a greater binding
capacity than polystyrene. Both instruments are suited for automation and
yield high throughput and sensitive assays but this is accompanied by an
increased cost in reagents.

3.3.2. Radioimmunoprecipitation Assays (RIPA)

RIPAs can be used to assess serum or plasma samples for the presence
of antibodies against relevant antigens. In this assay, serum is incubated
with a radiolabelled antigen and antigen–antibody complexes precipitated
by addition of an appropriate reagent e.g. immobilized protein A or G or
antiglobulin. The precipitate is then assessed for antibodies bound to the
antigen by counting the radioactivity present in it. The technique is often
coupled with antigen analysis in the precipitate to allow assessment of the
antigen components bound by antibody e.g. by SDS PAGE/autoradiography.
The procedure is very difficult to automate, and sample throughput is
normally slow. RIPAs can be prone to artefacts and the radiolabelling process
can mask/denature epitopes recognized by antibodies. Additionally, while
protein A and protein G are good for precipitating IgG antibodies and hence
commonly used in RIPAs, the early immune response that is identified by the
presence of IgM antibodies may not be detected due to less efficient binding
to IgM class antibodies. However, these assays can, in some cases, be very
sensitive and useful for antibody detection as has been shown for antibodies
against erythropoietin (Casadevall et al. 2002, Tacey et al. 2003).
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3.3.3. Biosensor-based Immunoassays

This method, unlike most other platforms, does not require the use of a labelled
secondary reagent. Although several types of biosensors are available, the
vast majority of published biosensor data cites the use of BIAcore instruments
(e.g. Biacore 2000 and Biacore 3000) for monitoring the immune response
in pre-clinical phases and clinical trials. A possible advantage of Biacore
3000 instrument is the compliance with 21 CFR Part 11 requirement which
facilitates the use of this instrument under the conditions of regulatory scrutiny
e.g. by US FDA.

The Biacore utilizes surface plasmon resonance to detect the increase in
mass at the surface of the sensor chip following binding of an antibody to
the antigen immobilized on the sensor chip. This increase in mass is directly
proportional to the amount of antigen-binding antibody present in the serum
sample being tested (Figure 3.1). The ability of the instrument to monitor
the interaction in ‘real-time’ and provide a continuous signal of the events
occurring on the sensor surface enables detection of rapidly dissociating
or ‘low affinity’ antibodies if these are present in the sample (Swanson
2005). Detection of low affinity antibodies is important as these antibodies
have the potential to neutralize the therapeutic product and may predict the
generation of a later mature immune response. Furthermore, characterization
of the antibodies in terms of affinities, antibody class and subclass can also
be performed easily (Figure 3.2). These attributes have contributed to the
increased use and popularity of this platform in studies on immunogenicity
(Swanson 2005).

While the assays described are useful for identifying antibody positive
samples, it is important to include an additional confirmatory step in the
assessment strategy to ensure that the antibodies generated are specifically
targeted to the therapeutic. Some of the procedures that can be used are briefly
described in the next section.
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Figure 3.1 A sensorgram showing binding in response units of a human serum
to human GM-CSF which has been immobilized (using amine coupling) on the
sensor chip. The specificity of this binding has been confirmed using anti-human
immunoglobulin as a secondary reagent.
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Figure 3.2 Identification of the IgG1 subclass in a sample from a GM-CSF treated
patient by evaluation of the binding profile using SPR. For this, serum sample was
injected over a GM-CSF immobilized sensor chip followed by sequential injections
of specific isotype antibodies.

3.3.4. Confirmation of Antibody Positive Samples

A confirmatory approach can include use of different methods (ELISAs,
competitive immunoassays, SPR, etc.), although an assay based on a different
scientific principle from that used for the screening assay should usually be
considered. It is also necessary to select a confirmatory assay taking into
account the limitations and characteristics of the screening assay. In most
cases, assay specificity can be demonstrated by addition of free antigen to
a serum sample spiked with known amounts of antibody and looking for
inhibition of the expected signal. This approach itself can form the basis of a
confirmatory assay.

Use of the immunoblotting procedure, which provides information
concerning the specificity of the antibodies detected, is valuable as the
antibodies may have specificity for other components (e.g. contaminants) in
the product and can cause data to be misinterpreted (Wadhwa et al. 1999).
For example, very low levels of expression system derived bacterial proteins
in rDNA products can cause significant antibody development, whereas the
human sequence major protein present (the active principle) may be much
less immunogenic (Wadhwa et al. 1999). However, other procedures e.g.
analytical radioimmunoprecipitation assays can also be used for specificity
studies.

The use of assays described earlier does not obviate the requirement for a
functional cell-based neutralization assay. The latter should be incorporated
into the strategy for immunogenicity assessment as it has been shown that
results from bioassays can often be correlated with the effect of antibodies
on clinical response (Wadhwa et al. 1996, 2003, Bertolotto 2004). Some
manufacturers conduct neutralization assays at both pre-clinical and clinical
level as part of their product development program while others implement
these assays at the clinical stage after considering whether the therapeutic is
low or high risk.
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3.4. Cell-Based Neutralization Assays

The biological activity of a therapeutic is often evaluated using an in vitro
cell-based assay based on a functional aspect of the protein or mechanism
of action. These assays can be categorized into those that detect signalling
responses soon after protein–receptor interaction has occurred (early stage)
or those that provide a measurable readout after culmination of a cellular
response (late stage). Since these assays assess the cellular response in vitro
to a protein, they constitute an ideal and appropriate biological approach
for development of a cell-based neutralization assay. It should be realized
that different types of bioassay procedures can be used as the basis of a
neutralization assay for a biological (Mckay et al. 2005).

A cell-based neutralization assay can be defined as an in vitro assay utilizing
cells that interact with or respond to the therapeutic either directly or indirectly
in a measurable manner in the presence of test sample for the detection of
anti-product neutralizing antibodies (Gupta et al. 2007). The detection of
neutralizing antibodies is based on the principle that any sample containing
an antibody (of a neutralizing nature) would reduce or abolish the biological
activity induced by a known concentration of the therapeutic in a cell-based
assay.

Most biological therapeutics can be broadly categorized into agonists
or antagonists based on their desired effect in vivo. While agonists (e.g.
cytokines, growth factors, hormones, agonistic monoclonal antibodies) induce
a response by directly binding to receptors on the target cell surface, thera-
peutics with antagonistic properties (e.g. soluble receptors, antagonistic Mabs)
act by blocking the binding of a ligand to the target receptor expressed on the
cell surface. As a result, assay formats and designs of neutralizing antibody
assays can vary depending on the biological and the type of assay being used.

3.4.1. Appropriateness of Assay Format and Design

The function-based activity of therapeutic proteins contributes to the unique
assay design and critical assay components required for the neutralization
assay of these proteins. The simplest assay format is that commonly used for
therapeutic proteins with agonistic properties. In these assays, also termed
direct neutralizing antibody assays, serial dilutions of the samples (containing
antibodies) are prepared in the plates and a constant amount of biological
(antigen) is then added to the wells. The mixture is incubated (allowing
antigen–antibody interaction), the cells added and the assay continued.
Neutralization is assessed by measuring the degree of inhibition of the
response induced by the test sample. Therefore, critical assay components
include (a) a cell-line responsive to the therapeutic protein, (b) the therapeutic
protein, (c) a positive control neutralizing Ab (Nab) and (d) test sample that
represents the matrix of the biological samples that require testing. In this
assay, there is potential for interactions between the antibody sample and the
therapeutic protein, the sample and the cell-line (matrix effects) and also the
biological and the cell-line.

For an antibody therapeutic (e.g. anti-cytokine monoclonal antibody),
however, the situation is more complex and the interaction of the cytokine
with the monoclonal therapeutic also needs to be considered. As assay designs
increase in complexity, it is difficult to incorporate all necessary controls
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and so it is best to adopt a simple assay design if possible. In these assays
known as indirect neutralizing antibody assays, serial dilutions of the serum
samples are incubated with a mixture containing constant amounts of ligand
and therapeutic, the cells added and the assay continued. As for direct assays,
neutralization is assessed by measuring the degree of inhibition of the response
induced by the test sample. The critical components of this type of neutral-
ization assay for an antagonist include (a) a cell-line that responds to the
ligand that is blocked by the therapeutic protein, (b) ligand, (c) therapeutic
protein, (d) positive control Nab and (e) test sample.

Irrespective of the format to be used, it is necessary to define the aim
of the assay at the outset, for example, a screening assay for providing a
positive or negative signal or a quantitative assay. Approaches for assay
validation will differ depending on the purpose and the assay design used. A
two-tiered approach which involves an initial screening for identification of
positive samples in a neutralization assay followed by a quantitative assay for
assessment of neutralization potency is preferable as opposed to the screening
approach alone. Quantitative procedures are generally more tedious and labour
intensive. However, these assays provide data which relates to neutralization
of a specific amount of antigen and yield very useful and informative data
for comparative purposes. It should be realized that use of properly designed
assays to assure confidence that the neutralizing activity can be attributed
to specific antibodies is necessary to allow proper interpretation of results
obtained from these assays.

While selecting an assay format, consideration should be given to the
nature of the product (e.g. a therapeutic protein or a monoclonal antibody),
potential interference in the assay from co-medications, dosing regimen and/or
disease-specific issues (e.g. presence of rheumatoid factors). Other consider-
ations include the ability to detect antibodies with desired specificities (IgM,
IgG subclasses, etc.) and susceptibility to assay interference from circulating
product. The potential for assay interference from the biological itself, partic-
ularly with monoclonal antibody therapeutics which have longer half-lives
than other recombinant proteins, is significant and strategies to minimize this
problem are needed (Patton et al. 2005, Lofgren et al. 2006).

3.4.2. Development and Design of a Neutralizing Antibody Assay

Several issues need to be considered during development and design of a
neutralizing antibody assay. These include the selection of an appropriate
cell-line and end-point, assay controls and the complex interactions between
the critical assay components of the assay.

3.4.2.1. Selection of a Cell-line
Often a potency assay for a biological can be used as the basis of a neutral-
ization assay. For example, a neutralization assay for IFN-� can be a modifi-
cation of the antiviral assays used for potency assessment for interferon. An
advantage of choosing a cell-line that is being used for potency assays is that
optimization of cell-line maintenance and culture conditions has already been
performed. However, these assays need refining for their use as the basis
of a neutralization assay as they may not be appropriate or have adequate
sensitivity. Therefore, the adaptability of the potency assay to the presence
of test sample (appropriate species serum) and response to the therapeutic
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to yield a sufficiently sensitive assay requires validation. Ideally, the cell-
line should yield a functional end-point upon treatment with the therapeutic
protein, the assay be simple to perform and the biological end-point tolerant
to test sample matrix and perform adequately over a range of concentrations
of the protein. With this purpose in mind, an evaluation of cell-lines for use
in neutralization assays may be required (Figure 3.3). If multiple cell-lines
are available, the responsiveness of the cell-lines to the therapeutic biological
and to a dilution series of the positive control antibody can be determined
(Figure 3.3). Specificity should also be considered during the selection of the
cell-line. Alternative bioassays using different cell-lines e.g. transfected with
target receptors may also be used. Cell-lines (natural, engineered) should be
well characterized to ensure responsiveness and result in selection of a stable,
highly sensitive, suitable assay with good discrimination between signal to
noise in the assay matrix. If possible, the selected line (if several are available
to choose from) should be able to tolerate serum from different species for
use in product development program.

3.4.2.2. Selection of Assay End-point
As stated earlier, assay end-points can utilize early or late biological responses
following exposure of the cells to the therapeutic. Examples of assay end-
points using early responses include assessment of phosphorylation of intra-
cellular substrates or internalization of the therapeutic protein while those
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Figure 3.3 The differential sensitivity of three erythropoietin (Epo) responsive cell-
lines to inhibition of the biological activity of Epo by Epo antibodies in two different
sera (E1, E3) from animals hyperimmunized with Epo is demonstrated. In these assays,
Epo was incubated at a concentration of 0.1 IU (for UT-7 and 32-D cells) or 5 IU (for
TF-1 cells) with dilutions of the sera at room temperature for 45 min prior to addition
of cells. The plates were then incubated for a further 44 h to conduct a direct NAb
assay that utilized cell proliferation as the assay end-point. To assess specificity of the
antibodies, the serum samples were also titrated in the presence of GM-CSF (1.0 IU);
use of this approach did not cause any inhibition (data not shown).
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focused on late responses assess parameters such as induction or secretion
of cellular proteins, cell proliferation, cell death, etc. Several types of end-
points that can be used as the basis of neutralization assays are given in
Table 3.2.

3.4.2.3. Selection of Concentration of the Biological
After the cell-line and end-point is selected, the next step is to optimize the
assay and select a concentration of the biological that can be routinely used
in the assay. In a bioassay, a typical standard curve for the biological consists
of a dose range (5–10 points) with a minimum of 4 concentrations in the
linear portion of the curve. It is important to evaluate this dose-response curve
and select a dose capable of yielding 70–80% of the maximal response with
good discrimination between signal to noise in the assay matrix for use in
a neutralization assay. The selected concentration should provide a reliable
and robust response and should be adequately sensitive to detect clinically
relevant neutralizing antibodies. It should be noted that use of a very high
dose of the biological will jeopardize the detection of neutralizing antibodies.
In contrast, a low dose will not allow valid discrimination between signal and
background.

3.4.2.4. Selection of Sample Matrix
It is well established that the sample matrix can influence the responsiveness
of cells in a bioassay. It is therefore important to determine the dilution of
sample matrix that will have a minimal effect on the cellular response. Since
sera are heterogeneous in their content of interfering substances, multiple
individual sera are needed for defining the assay matrix. A neutralization assay
should be capable of distinguishing antibody from other interfering factors
e.g. soluble receptors, binding proteins, complement components, etc. which
may confound results. Inclusion of an approach for establishing specificity is
useful in determining the presence of interfering substances.

3.4.2.5. Inclusion of Specificity Evaluation
A specificity evaluation is useful for assurance that the inhibitory response is
due to presence of specific neutralizing antibodies rather than matrix effects.
As this strategy may be useful for discrimination of specific response from
interfering factors, it should be developed and implemented simultaneously
with the neutralization antibody assay. A specificity assay can be developed
using different approaches. For example, evaluation of neutralization activity
in the samples can be determined both in the absence (allows determination
of interference/background inhibition) and presence of the therapeutic protein
or in the presence of the therapeutic protein and another antigen or stimulus
(at a concentration capable of inducing a similar cellular response to that
of the therapeutic protein in the cell-line used for assay) in the assays. An
example of this approach has been described previously in the neutralization
assay for detection of Epo antibodies (Wei et al. 2004). Alternatively, the
samples can be pre-treated with an absorbing resin e.g. protein G which binds
immunoglobulin molecules resulting in immunodepletion (or removal of the
antibody molecules) and both the pre- and post-treatment samples assessed
for neutralization activity (Menetrier-Caux et al. 1996).
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3.5. Inclusion of Assay Controls for All Antibody
Detection Assays

Inclusion of assay controls, and in particular, positive and negative control
antibodies, is vital for monitoring assay performance and for valid interpre-
tation of results. However, initially during product and assay development, an
antibody positive human sample is seldom available and so positive controls
are generally antisera from hyperimmunized animals. These antisera can be
affinity purified and spiked into a suitable matrix for use as a control in the
assay. If polyclonal antibodies are not available, monoclonal antibodies can
be used as a positive control, either individually or as a cocktail (preferable to
individual antibody). As with any assay reagent, such antibodies need to be
well characterized i.e. positive control antibody should demonstrate effective
binding in binding assays. The positive control antibody for neutralization
assays must neutralize the biological activity and show a dose-dependent
inhibitory profile which is specific for the therapeutic in the selected assay
matrix. For a negative control, an irrelevant antibody from the same animal
species which has been affinity purified in the same way as the positive
control antibody can be used. Sera from normal healthy individuals or from
same disease state can also be used as negative controls in assays but these
may contain pre-existing antibodies and other interfering substances which
need to be considered (Wadhwa et al. 2003, Mire-Sluis et al. 2004). However,
in immunogenicity studies where sera from patients enrolled in clinical trials
is being tested for the presence of antibodies, serum samples collected from
patients prior to initiation of therapy serve as ideal negative controls (Wadhwa
et al. 2003).

3.6. Practicality of the Assay

Easy, fast and robust assays with good reproducibility are generally preferable
in comparison with tedious, cumbersome and time-consuming procedures.

3.7. Interpretation and Expression of Results

The nature of results obtained from assays will depend on the assay design
used for the assay e.g. a yes/no screening assay or a quantitative assay. Prior to
evaluation of samples in antibody assays, it is necessary to clearly define the
criteria for interpretation of results i.e. antibody-positive or antibody-negative
by determining the ‘cut-off’ values for each assay and devising appropriate
methods (titre value, etc.) for expression of results. In most studies, the
antibody content is often expressed as a ‘titre’ value. However, the ‘titre’
value which is dependent on a variety of factors is not consistently defined
and can often vary between assays and particularly between laboratories.

For neutralization assays, a recommended approach for expressing data is
to report results as the ‘amount of serum required to neutralize the biological
activity induced by a constant amount of the antigen’ (Wadhwa et al. 1996).
For example, for GM-CSF, the volume of serum required to neutralize the
activity of 10 IU of cytokine can be calculated using serum ED50 responses
obtained by fitting common asymptotes and slope for all sera analyzed. This
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approach can also be used to analyze responses to different GM-CSF prepa-
rations/products and can be applied to other biologicals.

In some instances, however, it may be necessary to use an antibody standard
or reference preparation for expressing the levels of neutralizing antibodies in
the test samples relative to the amounts of the neutralizing antibodies in the
reference antibody preparation. It may also be possible to express antibody
levels using arbitrary units providing that the unitage has been well defined for
the reference material. Although this approach is not ideal (the heterogeneous
nature of polyclonal antibodies is particularly problematical for this), the use
of this strategy may provide relatively precise estimates of antibody levels in
the test samples and can reduce variability. This situation is most likely to
occur when a number of sequential samples from the same animal or patient
are available and it is difficult to include all samples from all patients in the
same assays for establishing a valid comparison of antibody levels between
different samples/patients.

3.8. Guidance on Optimization, Validation
and Standardization of Assays

As a consequence of the challenges involved in antibody assays, there has
been considerable progress made by members of the American Association
of Pharmaceutical Sciences (AAPS) in formulating recommendations for
optimization and development of antibody assays (Mire-Sluis et al. 2004,
Gupta et al. 2007). However, it is also necessary to develop validation and
standardization criteria that would be appropriate for the antibody assays
being developed in various laboratories. It should be realized that the param-
eters (requiring validation) are unique to each method and its intended use
and therefore must be carefully determined on a case-by-case basis.

The EMEA CHMP has recently released draft guidance on immunogenicity
assessment of biotechnology-derived therapeutic proteins and recommends
using validated antibody assays, characterization of the observed immune
response, as well as evaluation of the correlation between antibodies, pharma-
cokinetics/pharmacodynamics and efficacy and safety. (CHMP, 2007) It also
states that the role of immunogenicity in events related to adverse events such
as infusion reactions and loss of efficacy should be considered, a view that is
also reflected in The International Conference on Harmonization Guideline
S6 (1997). Both guidelines recommend the determination of incidence and
titre of antibody responses to the biotherapeutic prior to and post-treatment
but the EMEA guideline emphasizes post-marketing programs for monitoring
of antibodies in recipients and provides general guidance on antibody assays,
validation and standardization issues and strategies to be adopted when
conducting immunogenicity studies.

3.9. Study Strategy

Careful prospective planning of studies is critical if valid conclusions
concerning unwanted immunogenicity are to be derived. When designing
immunogenicity studies, it is important to devise a strategy which includes a
panel of antibody detection and characterization assays, assays for evaluation
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of clinical consequences of induced antibodies (if any) and relevant clinical
data such that correlations of antibody induction with clinical effects can be
made. A simple strategy that can be used for detection of antibodies has previ-
ously been described (Wadhwa and Thorpe 2006). It is important to consider
identification of appropriate sampling points (in some cases sequential) and
include baseline samples (for collection before treatment initiation). The
length of such studies will depend on the product, disease and patient group,
duration of therapy and desired clinical response.

Studies to date have shown that antibodies may be induced after treatment
with several doses of product and that non-neutralizing antibodies usually
precede the production of neutralizing responses (Wadhwa et al. 1996, 1999,
Ullenhag et al. 2001). In some cases, only a small percentage of patients
produce antibodies and only a subpopulation of them develop neutralizing
antibodies (Wadhwa et al. 1996, 1999, Ullenhag et al. 2001) which in some
instances may be transient. This implies that long-term studies involving
analysis of samples from a large number of treated patients may be necessary
for a complete assessment of the immunogenicity profile (and its conse-
quences) of a therapeutic protein (Hemmer et al. 2005). For a different disease
indication, separate studies in the target population will need to be conducted.

Assessment of relative immunogenicity poses additional problems. Conclu-
sions on the immunogenicity of different products cannot be made by
comparing results from published studies because of differences in treatment
regimens, sampling protocols and antibody assays used. Data can only be truly
comparative if the products have been evaluated in the same trials using the
same clinical protocols (i.e. routes of administration and treatment schedules),
same sampling procedures and time points (including pre-treatment controls),
storage conditions and the antibodies assessed using the same procedures. It
is also important to compare and include patients with same clinical abnor-
malities and same disease stage for both arms of the study. Therefore, clinical
studies have to be designed specifically for evaluation of relative immuno-
genicity if valid conclusions are to be derived, for example, for a biosimilar
product relative to the reference (innovator) product. Such data can then be
correlated with clinical data on safety and response to the protein therapeutics
used.

3.10. Conclusions

Assessment of unwanted immunogenicity of a biological therapeutic is a
significant task and achieving valid, useful results involves more than simply
ensuring that appropriate tests are performed. Thus, the assays used for
assessment of immunogenicity of a biological product (and the criteria used
for distinguishing positive from negative or levels of magnitude) have to be
carefully selected and validated with due consideration given to assay design,
specificity, inclusion of appropriate controls and assay performance. There
is no single available method that can provide full information on detection
and characterization of antibodies, and therefore implementation of a strategy
which incorporates use of a panel of various methods for the assessment of
samples is essential. The use of this approach along with data from evaluation
of clinical responses will provide a detailed understanding of the profile and
significance of antibody responses generated against a therapeutic product.
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4
Models for Prediction

of Immunogenicity
Erwin L. Roggen

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Mechanisms of Immunogenicity

Any foreign substance will trigger the highly organised and regulated innate
and adaptive networks of cells, and soluble (e.g. antibodies, cytokines) and
membrane-associated molecules (e.g. receptors, co-stimulatory factors) that
have developed throughout evolution to protect man against phylogenetic
distant organisms, and their products. These mechanisms have been exten-
sively reviewed elsewhere (Chapter 1). Therefore, the following paragraphs
will only highlight those components of the immune system with relevance
to this chapter.

4.1.1.1. The Innate Response
The innate immune system constitutes the primary line of defense. Although
non-specific and not conferring long-lasting immunity, a good understanding
of these defences is imperative for a proper description of protein immuno-
genicity as several components of the innate response link innate and adaptive
immune networks.

There is growing evidence suggesting that epithelial cells (EC) in the skin
and mucosal linings play a critical role in homeostasis and host defence
reactions (McKenzie and Sauder 1990, Lambrecht and Hammad 2003a).
Trauma of these linings will induce inflammation, a process characterised by
release, among others, of eicosanoids (e.g. prostaglandins and leukotrienes)
and a variety of cytokines (e.g. interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, IL-8) by the affected
cells, recruitment of innate leukocytes, removal of the offending compound
and healing of any damaged tissue (Hietbrink et al. 2006).

Complement is the major humoral component of the innate immune
response. In humans, this response is activated by the binding of complement
proteins to carbohydrate structures on micro-organisms or by complement
binding to antibodies that have attached to such micro-organisms. The result
of these interactions is a rapid killing response, resulting in the production of
peptides that, among others, attract immune cells (Rus, Cudrici and Niculescu
2005). The relevance of complement-mediated processes for protein immuno-
genicity is demonstrated by the occurrence of adverse complement-mediated
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cell lysis induced by specific or cross-reacting IgM and IgG antibody recog-
nising membrane-associated self-antigen or foreign protein adsorbed to the
cell surface (Silverstein 1989).

The innate leukocytes include phagocytic cells, among others macrophages,
neutrophils and dendritic cells (DC). During the acute phase of inflammation,
circulating neutrophils migrate towards the site of inflammation and are
usually the first cells to arrive at the affected tissue. Upon arrival, these cells
will release a number of factors which further enhance epithelial IL-1 and
IL-8 production, resulting in the excretion of the chemokine CCL20 known
to attract immature DC (Roggen et al. 2006). Macrophages are versatile cells
that reside within tissues and express a phenotype that is generated by the
tissue micro-environment (e.g. by EC, fibroblasts and endothelial cells) (Striz
et al. 2001). They produce a wide array of enzymes, complement proteins
and regulatory factors (e.g. IL-1), and they have the capability to function
as antigen-presenting cells. Thus, macrophages determine the outcome of
immune responses by instructing both the innate and the adaptive immune
systems. Evidence has been presented showing that macrophages with disreg-
ulated phenotype are involved in the induction of auto-immunity and allergic
sensitisation (Thepen, Kraal and Holt 1996, Stoy 2001, Chen et al. 2003). DC
are phagocytes in tissues that are in contact with the external environment
(e.g. skin and mucosal linings). Like macrophages, DC link the innate and
adaptive immune systems through their antigen-presenting activity and are
recognised to play a role in adverse immune responses (Guermonprez et al.
2002, Lambrecht and Hammad 2003b).

4.1.1.2. The Adaptive Response
The adaptive immune response is characterised by the generation of responses
that are tailored to specific antigens. The ability to mount these tailored
responses is maintained in the body by memory cells, which are promptly
reactivated upon a subsequent challenge.

T-cells and B-cells are the major types of effector cells of the adaptive
immune system. Since these cells are to protect the host against foreign
antigens, efficient discrimation of self- and non-self-antigens and removal
of the non-self-antigens only are essential for the survival of the host. To
make this possible, the majority of T- and B-cells responding to self-proteins
are eliminated very early in life from the thymus and bone marrow, respec-
tively, by clonal deletion, receptor editing and functional silencing (central
tolerance). The cells escaping from this elimination process into the periphery
are controlled during life by other cells such as DC and regulatory CD25+CD4+

T-cells (peripheral tolerance) (Sakaguchi et al. 2001, Miller 2005). T-cell
tolerance is believed to be the most important mechanism for maintaining
B-cell tolerance. There is evidence though suggesting that B-cells can be
subjected to positive selection generated and maintained on the basis of their
auto-reactivity (Chan, Madaio and Shlomchik 1999, Hayakawa et al. 1999,
Zouali 2001). In addition, antigen dose and antigen patterns seem to play
an important role in regulating B-cell responsiveness to self-antigens in a
T-cell-independent fashion (Bachmann and Zinkernagel 1997).

Among the known subtypes of T-cells, helper T-cells (Th-cells) are
considered to be the most relevant T-cells for protein immunogenicity. These
cells recognise linear peptide segments of the protein (T-cell epitopes),
resulting from antigen processing by, e.g., macrophages, DC and B-cells, in
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a class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) context. Two subsets of
Th-cells have been discriminated based on cytokine production and effector
functions. Overall, Th1-cells produce IL-2, IL-12, interferon (IFN)-� and
tumour necrosis factor (TNF)-�, induce synthesis of antibody that activates
complement and activate host defenses mediated by phagocytosis. In contrast,
Th2-cells produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10 and IL-13 and are principally
responsible for host responses not involving phagocytosis. They greatly facil-
itate IgE, IgG4 and IgG1 responses, and mucosal immunity by promoting
mast cell and eosinophil differentiation, and by facilitating IgA synthesis
(Mosmann and Coffman 1989, Kelso 1995).

It is generally recognised that DC exert their key role in protective
immunity, as well as adverse immune responses, by their capacity to
effectively activate helper T-cells (Guermonprez et al. 2002, Lambrecht
and Hammad 2003b). Properly activated mature DC are very efficient at
activating, e.g., Th1- or Th2-cells, while immature DC stimulation results in
anergic T-cells, which in turn act as regulatory T (Treg)-cells suppressing
the response of other T-cells (Bancherau et al. 2000, Cumberbatch et al.
2005). The mechanisms by which DC shape the differentiation pathway of
a naïve T-cell into Th1- or Th2-cells are not completely understood. Appar-
ently, the same T-cell epitopes are capable of inducing either Th1- or Th2-
type responses. Factors that have been reported to affect DC-mediated Th-
cell differentiation include (1) the tissue micro-environment (e.g. cytokines,
chemokines and adhesion molecules) established by, e.g., EC, fibroblasts and
endothelial cells, (2) the nature of the signals DC provide at the time of antigen
presentation (e.g. cytokines, chemokines, soluble receptors, co-stimulatory
factors and adhesion molecules), as well as by (3) the activation status of the
T-cells (Constant and Bottomly 1997, Kimber et al. 2000, Lanzavecchia and
Salusto 2001, Roggen et al. 2006).

B-cells use specific surface antibodies that bind to specific areas on a
foreign antigen (B-cell epitopes). In contrast to T-cell epitopes, B-cell epitopes
can be linear or conformational (i.e. involving amino acids and amino acid
stretches in the structural context of the protein). The antigen–antibody
complex is taken up by the cells, and the antigen is processed into T-cell
epitopes which are presented in a class II MHC context. Subsequently, B-cells
are activated through specific Th-cell-derived cytokines to divide and secrete
antibody into circulation (Kehry and Hodgkin 1994).

4.1.2. Immunogenicity of Therapeutic Proteins

The clinical implications of protein immunogenicity are severe and include (l)
impairment of treatment by reduction of the efficacy of the therapeutic protein,
(2) auto-immunity if the exogenous drug triggers antibodies recognised by
the patient’s own endogenous protein, (3) an allergic or anaphylactic response
(type 1 hypersensitivity), (4) adverse complement-mediated cell lysis (type 2
hypersensitivity) and (5) inflammation (type 3 hypersensitivity) (Chapter 2).

To minimise the risk, protein drugs of non-human origin were gradually
replaced by native and recombinant human proteins, the general idea behind
this strategy being that the immunologic response to these proteins, if any at
all, would be down-regulated by the mechanisms involved in development
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and maintenance of central and peripheral tolerance to self-proteins. Unfortu-
nately, antibody production in humans against human proteins has been exten-
sively documented for growth factors, receptors, antagonists, cytokines and
hormones (Oberget al. 1989, Peces et al. 1996, Zang et al. 2000, Schellekens
2002). Some of these products such as IFN-� and IL-2, IL-3-granulocyte
macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) fusion protein PIXY321,
GM-CSF and TNF receptor fusion protein were shown to induce antibodies
in 88–95% of patients treated with these products (Schellekens 2002).

In general, the frequency and levels of these antibodies vary considerably.
This variation seems to be influenced by patient-related, treatment-related
and drug-related factors (Table 4.1). With respect to human proteins, the
structural and functional integrity of the therapeutic protein seems to be the
key issue. There is ample evidence showing that modifications of the protein
structure and function, e.g., by glutaraldehyde, DMSO, urea or salt treatment,
formulation, glycosylation (among others) or protein engineering may induce
structural changes, which have a significant but indirect (i.e. unrelated to
changes in the amino acid sequence of T- and B-cell epitopes) impact on
antibody-binding and immunogenicity (Janssen, Wauben and Tomassen 1996,
Andersson et al. 2001, Hermeling et al. 2004, Wu, Wang and Lu 2004).
The availability of well-established assays addressing structural impairement
and aggregate formation of the target protein is therefore a prerequisite for
controlling the immunogenicity of human therapeutic proteins in humans.

4.2. Testing the Immunogenicity of Therapeutic Proteins
Using Animals

It is common practice to assess the immunogenicity of therapeutic proteins
in a variety of animal species. For the sake of convenience, the read-out
most frequently used is the antibody response launched in these animals upon
exposure to the protein, a lack of antibody response being an indication for
low probability and a strong antibody response for a high probability of
immunogenicity (Wierda, Smith and Zwickl 2001). Analysis of the T-cell
repertoire stimulated by the protein is performed, but primarily to acquire
an understanding of the host responses related to auto-immunity and sensi-
tisation, and for analysis of the mechanisms governing specificity, induction
and expansion of T-cells during the immune response.

Involvement of several experimental animal models in the assessment of
the immunogenicity of therapeutic proteins for human usage is dictated by the
concern that animal species, as well as different strains of the same species,
may differ in antigen presentation, and T- and B-cell epitope recognition.
Thus, B- and T-cell epitopes that are recognised in mice, for example, may
not be recognised in humans and vice versa (Milich and Leroux-Roels 2003).
Consequently, antibodies of non-human origin may or may not be predictive
for adverse effects in humans.

Animal testing of therapeutic human proteins should be considered irrel-
evant, as animals will react with a vigorous immune response to this neo-
protein in contrast to humans. In an effort to come around this issue, protocols
have been developed for testing the immunogenicity of human therapeutic
proteins in transgenic mice with immune tolerance to the native human protein
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that they express (Stewart et al. 1989, Ottesen et al. 1994, Palleroni et al.
1997, Hermeling et al. 2006). Although the concerns about antibody of non-
human origin should be considered also in the case of transgenic animals,
these models may predict whether or not a given drug or drug composition
is capable of breaking immune tolerance.

While animal testing may be of limiting value for assessing the absolute
immunogenic potential of a therapeutic protein, animal models have been
proven useful in predicting the relative immunogenicity of similar proteins,
such as native and recombinant proteins, or variants of a specific protein (Keil
and Wagner 1989, Stewart et al. 1989, Zwickl et al. 1991, Meyer et al. 2000,
Wierda, Smith and Zwickl 2001).

4.3. Prediction of Immunogenicity Using In Vitro
Techniques

Proper in vitro assessment of the immunogenicity of a therapeutic protein
requires that the route of administration and treatment regime are known and
that a good understanding of the mode of action is acquired. Indeed, thera-
peutic proteins may interact directly or indirectly with EC, DC, macrophages,
polymorphonuclear cells and T-cells, but intravenous administration of a
protein makes it unlikely that it will interact effectively with EC. In contrast,
the mucosal route will make EC, DC and macrophages the first cells to see
the protein (Stoy 2001, Roggen, Kristensen and Verheyen 2006).

In vitro test formats addressing the interaction between a compound and
cells of the innate immune system have been developed and implemented.
Some of these test systems are discussed below. It needs to be stressed though
that no validated test systems for assessing the immunogenicity of, e.g.,
proteins are available yet. Various tools for in vitro assessment address the
immunogenicity of a protein at epitope level (Walden 1996, Roggen 2006).
These tools require the availability of blood samples containing reacting or
cross-reacting peripheral blood mononuclear cells and antibody. In the vast
majority of the cases, these reactive immune cells and antibodies are obtained
from animals or humans treated with the target protein. Thus, its overall
immunogenicity is demonstrated. Further analysis of T- and B-cell epitopes
will give a better understanding of mechanistic issues, such as specificity,
induction and expansion of the respective cells, and their impact on, e.g., auto-
immunity and sensitisation to the study protein. Similar to the comparative
animal studies, these tools have been proven useful to compare the antigenicity
of similar proteins or protein variants with the study protein used to produce
the blood samples (Scandella et al. 1988, Alexander et al. 1992, Laroche et al.
2000). When performing such experiments, two important considerations have
to be made. First, the use of animal-derived material suffers from the same
restrictions discussed for animal experimentation. Second, the occurrence of
new epitopes cannot be addressed readily.

In a completely different approach, the immunogenicity of a protein is
assessed by identifying promiscuous T-cell epitopes in humans not exposed
to the protein of interest (Stickler, Estell and Harding 2000, Warmerdam
et al. 2002). Given the central role of T-cells in the development of an
immune response, the expectation is that methods based on these promiscuous
T-cells may become tools for assessing the immunogenicity of new proteins.
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Furthermore, this approach may help us to understand the mechanisms driving
the immune responses against self-proteins resulting in a break of tolerance.

4.3.1. Assessing the Impact of Proteins on Innate Cells

The evidence that EC are triggered by compounds to express in vitro surface
proteins and soluble mediators, known in vivo to be involved in activation,
adhesion, chemotaxis, differentiation and proliferation of innate and adaptive
immune cells, has stimulated their use for developing tests addressing the early
events in the immune response, especially in skin and respiratory sensitisation
(Kimber et al. 2000, Roggen et al. 2006). Biomarkers with the potential
of being predictive of the allergenic potency of any protein have not yet
been identified. However, macrophage-colony stimulating factor (M-CSF)
expression by EC was found to correlate with in vivo allergenicity of proteases
in mice. Similarly, granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) seems to be
a promising marker for lipase allergenicity (Roggen, Kristensen and Verheyen
2006). These results seem to indicate that in vitro EC-based test systems can
provide information on the immunogenic potency of a protein.

It is recognised that DC link innate to adaptive immunity via a process
referred to as maturation, which requires CD40 ligation in addition to antigen
presentation and CD80/CD86 co-stimulation (Fujii et al. 2004). While much
of the early work on DC maturation was performed in vitro, it still is not
clear how these biomarkers can be used to assess immunogenicity of proteins
in vitro. Promising results have been obtained in the area of skin sensitisation
by combining one of these maturation markers with at least one cytokine (e.g.
IL-1, IL-8). But despite intensive research, the currently used protocols are
not capable of distinguishing strong, moderate and weak contact sensitisers
(Kimber et al. 2000). Lindstedt et al. (2005) have demonstrated that proteins
in many cases do not induce DC maturation, probably because DC maturation
requires antigen challenge in a favourable micro-environment (Constant and
Bottomly 1997, Kimber et al. 2000, Lanzavecchia and Salusto 2001, Roggen
et al. 2006). Thus, the tool of choice may be an in vitro tests system combining
EC and DC in one test. Such immuno-competent tools are currently being
developed in a larger European Commission sponsored integrated project
(http://www.sens-it-iv.eu).

The central role for macrophages in immune responses was elegantly
reviewed by Stoy (2001). Chen et al. (2003) demonstrated in vivo that proteins
can enhance the production of inflammatory mediators by macrophages as
well as the accessory function of these cells. Furthermore, Radyuk et al.
(2003) reported on a test system for studying the role of airway EC and
alveolar macrophages in clearance of antrax spores and the prevention of
the infection. In spite of these promising results, macrophages have been
neglected in the development of cell-based assays for assessing the immuno-
genicity of compounds.

4.3.2. Assessing Protein Immunogenicity by T-Cell
Epitope Identification

Prediction of the immunogenicity of a therapeutic protein by identification
of T-cell epitopes requires a tool allowing for the identification of protein-
derived peptides that normally are presented in a class II MHC context.
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In general, T-cell reactive peptides can be identified by screening
overlapping peptides synthesised according to the known sequence of the
target protein, or by screening combinatorial peptide libraries made up of
millions of different peptides (Kramer and Scneider-Mergener 1998, Pinilla
et al. 1999). The identification of relevant T-cell epitopes is generally based
on the specificity analysis of T-cell lines propagated in vitro from peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (Walker et al. 1993, Walden 1996, Novak et al.
2001). Alternatively, T-cell reactive peptides can be identified and charac-
terised ex vivo based on the screening of peptide spot libraries using freshly
isolated splenocytes in a sensitive enzyme-linked immunospot (ELISPOT)
assay (Geginat et al. 2001).

In order to assess their potential to trigger an immune response in a class II
MHC context, the selected peptides are covalently bound to the MHC for the
generation of class II MHC–peptide complexes (Kotzin et al. 2000, Novak
et al. 2001). Alternatively, selected peptides can be loaded exogenously onto
empty soluble class II MHC (Reijonen and Kwok 2003). Both techniques
were found to be equally effective in staining T-cell clones, but the latter has
a higher versatility in providing a large number of different MHC–peptide
complexes.

Stickler, Estell and Harding (2000) developed a method using CD4�sup�+

T-cells from individuals who were not exposed previously to the protein under
study in conjunction with DC derived in vitro. Synthetic peptides constructed
to describe the sequence of the protein of interest are co-cultured with DC
and CD4�sup�+ T-cells, and T-cell proliferation is measured. Typically, data
are compiled over a large replicate of human donors to pinpoint immun-
odominant, usually promiscuous epitope regions. The usefulness of this tool
was demonstrated using known food allergens as model proteins (Harding
2003). Provided these data can be further substantiated also outside the field
of allergy, this approach could become the first in vitro tool for assessing the
immunogenicity of new proteins.

4.3.3. Assessing Protein Immunogenicity by B-Cell
Epitope Identification

A variety of relatively simple assays (e.g. direct ELISA, sandwich ELISA,
competitive ELISA) for assessing the antigenicity of a protein are available,
but only a competitive test format (e.g. two proteins competing for the same
antibody) can give information about potential B-cell epitopes. However, this
information is very general and mainly comparative.

Methods using monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies for immunoscreening
of oligopeptides have been used frequently for acquiring a detailed insight into
the antibody-binding amino acid sequences of that protein. These methods
are discussed below. Not discussed is an exciting, but yet to be substantiated,
method using large repertoires of human Fab immunoglobulin (Ig) fragments
as antibody source (Nishikawa, Rapoport and McLachlan 1996, Jakobsen
et al. 2004).

4.3.3.1. Identification of Linear B-Cell Epitopes
A frequently used experimental method for investigating B-cell epitopes
assesses specific binding of antibodies to sequential overlapping peptides
encompassing the entire sequence of the study protein. Eventually, alanine
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substitution of every single native amino acid of the antibody-binding peptides
may help to identify amino acids in the reactive peptides that are critical for
antibody binding (Williams et al. 1998).

Attempts to mimic protein epitopes by means of short synthetic peptides
derived from the primary structure of the study protein are bound to select
for linear epitopes. Conformational epitopes will not be predicted unless they
have a continuous interaction site that is long enough to allow for antibody
binding, and which has the highest overall affinity for the antibody. Since
protein surface analysis seems to suggest that most antigenic determinants are
discontinuous (Barlow, Edwards and Thornton 1986, van Regenmortel and
Pellequer 1994), peptide scanning may not provide the expected information
on the overall antigenicity of the study protein.

4.3.3.2. B-Cell Epitope Mapping by Phage Libraries Expressing
Random Oligopeptides
In contrast to other methods, epitope mapping by phage display screening
involves specific monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies, but not necessarily the
antigen. The overall advantage of this technology is believed to be that it
allows for identification of linear and conformational epitopes.

It is generally known that a considerable fraction of the peptides derived
by using not only polyclonal antisera but also monoclonal antibodies may
represent irrelevant amino acid sequences. This problem can be successfully
addressed by applying a multiple sequence alignment algorithm (PILEUP)
together with a matrix for scoring amino acid substitutions based on physico-
chemical properties to generate guide trees depicting relatedness of selected
peptides (Davies et al. 1999). Alternatively, competitive immunoscreening of
phage-displayed random oligopeptide libraries was shown to reduce the level
of irrelevant phages from 90 to 10% of the total number of phages obtained
by biopanning (Mittag et al. 2006).

Since immunoscreening of phage-displayed oligopeptides is biased towards
those regions of an epitope with the highest overall affinity for the antibody,
the identified amino acid sequence may not reflect the entire epitope (van
Regenmortel 1998). Identification of antibody-binding sequences by immuno-
screening of phage-displayed oligopeptides is also complicated by biases
imposed primarily by the viral morphogenesis process (Rodi, Soares and
Makowski 2002).

Finally, localisation of the sequences in the three-dimensional structure of
the target protein may not always be straightforward and is often subjective.
In order to eliminate subjectivity, a number of methods were developed. In the
EPIMAP method, mimotopes discovered by phage display are individually
aligned against their parent antigen via a dynamic programming algorithm
revealing segments that are close in three-dimensional space in the native
structure, e.g., of IL-10 (Mumey et al. 2006). Proper mapping can also be
accomplished by applying feedback-restrained molecular dynamics (FRMD)
to the peptide pool as shown for an erythropoietin analog (Cachau et al. 2003).

In spite of the various pitfalls, both linear and conformational epitopes
have been identified by localisation of immuno-selected peptides on the three-
dimensional structure of a number of proteins (Parhami-Seren, Keel and Reed
1997, Williams et al. 1998, Davies et al. 1999, Ganglberger et al. 2000,
Hantusch et al. 2004). Recently, Mittag et al. (2006) demonstrated how this
technique can be used for predicting cross-reactivity and potential allergenicity
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of novel foods. Furthermore, selection of phage-displayed peptide mimics by
competitive immunoscreening with serum IgE from allergic patients in combi-
nation with computer-based mapping of the peptide mimics onto the surface
of the three-dimensional allergen structure showed useful to investigate IgE
epitope specificity in individual patients.

4.4. Prediction Using BioInformatics

Using one or a combination of the approaches described above, potential
T- and B-cell epitopes have been identified for a considerable number of
proteins. These data were collected in various databases and used to develop
a number of computer-based tools aiming at assessing the antigenicity of
proteins (Table 4.2). The common overall expectation for each of these
methods is that they can predict antigenicity of any relevant protein.

4.4.1. Physicochemical and Structural Scales for Predicting B-Cell
Epitopes from the Primary Structure of the Protein

A classical approach to epitope prediction is to utilise the tools that were
developed for protein identification and analysis (Gasteiger et al. 2005). Some
of these tools have been assessed individually (Pellequer, Westhof and van
Regenmortel 1994) or in combination (Jameson and Wolf 1988, Alix 2000,
Odorico and Pellequer 2003, Saha and Raghava 2004, Blythe and Flower
2005, Batori et al. 2006, Roggen 2006) to predict B-cell epitopes from the
primary amino acid sequence of the study protein (Table 4.2). The combi-
nation of scales showed little improvement over single-based methods, as an
inadequate predictive value of 50–60% was the result.

Interestingly, algorithms for predicting amino acid stretches defining in a
protein structure hairpin turns and non-specific turns, but not helical turns,
were shown to have a 70% prediction efficacy for antigenicity (Pellequer,
Westhof and van Regenmortel 1994). This observation seems to fit with the
evidence that continuous antigenic sites are often located in or nearby turns
of proteins (Mendz and Moore 1985).

Machine learning tools (e.g. ABCpred, Bepipred, SPA) attempt to extract
characteristics of an epitope from a set of learning examples and gener-
alise them in a classification algorithm (Table 4.2). ABCpred was trained on
700 epitopes from the Bcipep database and 700 randomly selected peptides
represented by 10- to 20-amino-acid-long stretches. The method achieved
a modest maximum accuracy of 66% (Saha and Raghava 2006). Bepipred,
combining scores from the Parker hydrophilicity scale and a hidden Markov
model trained on linear epitopes, revealed a small but significant increase in
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve AROC) as compared to
earlier scale-based methods (Larsen, Lund and Nielsen 2006). Finally, the
SPA algorithm yielded a degree of accuracy that was greatly increased over
single-parameter methods when tested on epitope sequences obtained from
a high-quality proprietary database as well as publicly accessible databases.
This algorithm combines common single amino acid propensity scales with
neighbourhood parameters reflecting the probability that a given stretch of
amino acids exists within a predefined proximity of a specific amino acid
residue (Sollner and Mayer 2006).
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It is generally believed that algorithms based on physicochemical charac-
teristics and structural features will address predominantly linear epitopes.
Conformational epitopes may be identified if the epitope comprises a primary
(contiguous) interaction site such as a loop or protruding region of the protein.
However, none of these methods can predict conformational epitopes lacking
such a primary site, nor can they predict hidden antigenic amino acids brought
into contact with paratope residues by specific antigen–antibody interactions
(Alexander et al. 1992, Nair et al. 2002).

4.4.2. Predicting B-Cell Epitopes from the Three-Dimensional
Structure of the Protein

A number of novel tools employing the three-dimensional structure of a
protein have been reported recently (Table 4.2). The conformational epitope
prediction (CEP) server calculates the relative accessible surface area (RSA)
for each residue in the structure and determines which regions of the
protein molecule are sufficiently exposed to act as antigenic determinants.
Additionally, regions distant in the primary sequence, but close in three-
dimensional space, are condensed into one epitope. In a data set consisting
of 63 antigen–antibody complexes, the algorithm correctly identified 76% of
the epitopic residues (Kulkarni-Kale, Bhosle and Kolaskar 2005).

The DiscoTope algorithm combines scores from a probability matrix with
a measure of the surface area to predict with a fair degree of accuracy the
location of conformational epitope residues. Using the AROC as an indicator,
the algorithm achieved a score of 0.711 (Haste-Andersen, Nielsen and Lund
2006).

4.4.3. Predicting Immunogenicity of the Unknown by Similarity
with the Known

Alternative methods have based the prediction of epitopes on similarities
between primary amino acid sequences (for T- and B-cell epitopes) and
three-dimensional structures (for B-cell epitopes) of proteins with known
and unknown antigenicity. In general, the strength of these systems is the
coupling of structural predictions with multiple alignments, performed on
a sequence subset extracted following a similarity search, using BLAST,
PSI-BLAST, SSEARCH, FASTA or PattInProt (e.g. http://pbil.ibcp.fr/NPSA,
http://fermi.utmb.edu/SDAP/index.html).

In contrast to predictions used to identify T-cell epitopes (Brusic, Bajic and
Petrovsky 2004, De Groot 2006), the quality of the B-cell epitope predictions
is widely considered to be too poor to be employed as a reliable tool by
immunologists (Blythe and Flower 2005). This difference in predictivity may
be related to the fact that similarity is not defined accurately enough for B-cell
epitopes. Aalberse (2000) has suggested that at least 70% amino acid identity
is required across the full length of the protein sequence. However, cross-
reactivity between tropomyosins of crustacean, mollusc and insect has been
documented, while the overall sequence identity between these proteins is
only 50–60% (Santos et al. 1999, Leung and Chu 2001). Similarly, a 57–67%
sequence identity was demonstrated to be sufficient for IgE cross-reactivity
between the major birch pollen allergen Bet v 1 and Bet v 1 homologues
of fruits and nuts (Vieths, Scheurer and Ballmer-Walker 2002, Mittag et al.
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2006). Yet the lowest reported sequence identity (38–48%) resulting in cross-
reactivity has been for Bet v 1 homologues in vegetables (Vieths, Scheurer
and Ballmer-Walker 2002).

Hileman and co-workers (2002) proposed to add an additional search for
matches of eight amino acids to the FASTA search, to add a margin of safety
when assessing the potential allergenicity of a protein. This suggestion was
based on a study comparing the protein sequences of 6 insecticidal proteins,
3 common low-allergenic food proteins and 50 corn proteins using the FAST
algorithm and by searching for matches of contiguous identical stretches of
6, 7 and 8 amino acids of length. They recognised however that additional
work is required to evaluate specific threshold criteria (e.g. percentage of
sequence similarity) to improve bioinformatics as a tool for prediction of,
e.g., allergenicity.

4.4.4. T- and B-Cell Epitope Mapping Based on Amino Acid Motifs

4.4.4.1. Identification of T-Cell Epitopes
Today there is a wealth of servers available over the World Wide Web,
facilitating the prediction of T-cell epitopes from the sequence of the target
protein (Table 4.2). Some of these servers allow for the prediction of epitopes
for alleles belonging to class I or a class II MHC context, while other facilitate
prediction for both classes.

MHC class I-restricted T-cell epitopes are effectively described by
relatively strict peptide-binding motifs of individual class I MHC molecules
(Rammensee et al. 1999). This knowledge allows the educated guessing of
epitopes and thus greatly reduces the number of synthetic peptides required
for epitope identification. It has to be stressed that regarding the identification
of class II MHC-restricted T-cell epitopes the less strict binding requirements
generally result in a lower predictive value of MHC class II motifs (Sinigaglia
and Hammer 1994).

A new database (MPID-T) for sequence–structure–function information on
T-cell receptor (TcR)–peptide–MHC interactions has been made available.
MPID-T contains structural descriptors for in-depth characterisation of TcR,
peptide and MHC interactions. The ultimate purpose of this tool is to enhance
the understanding of the binding mechanisms underlying TcR–peptide–MHC
(Tong et al. 2006).

4.4.4.2. Identification of B-Cell Epitopes
Batori et al. (2006) were the first to provide evidence suggesting the existence
of general antibody-binding motifs using chicken lysozyme (Gal d 4) as
model protein. This observation was further substantiated by epitope mapping
performed on antigenically known industrial enzymes (N = 8), environmental
allergens (N = 4), food allergens (N = 7) and therapeutic proteins (N = 2)
(Greenbaum et al. 2007). The computer-based epitope mapping tool revealed
a high sensitivity (>80%) and positive predictive value (75–100%), depending
on the minimum RSA of the amino acids included in the mapping. These
results seem to be in line with previous observations (Hopp and Woods 1981,
O’Lorcain, Talebi and Mulcohy 1996, Alix 2000), indicating that the most
exposed amino acids are most likely to be involved in antigenic determinants.
The current data seem to suggest that a 40% minimum RSA is an acceptable
lower cut-off for mapping, giving balanced sensitivity and positive predictive
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value. As yet, only Ara h 2 epitope 4 (Stanley et al. 1997) and the Bet v 1
epitope reported by Mirza et al. (2000) were shown to require amino acids
with at least 10 and 30% minimum RSA, respectively. Thus, the EMT seems
to accommodate the fact that epitopes are three-dimensional entities with
various degrees of accessibility. Comparison of the predictive efficacy of the
EMT and existing prediction scales, after normalisation of the various scales
in terms of sensitivity, revealed a superior performance of the EMT which
increased with decreasing sensitivity and increasing positive predictive value
(Roggen 2006).

4.5. Conclusion

The objective of this chapter was to give an overview on the models currently
available for prediction of protein immunogenicity. It should be clear from
the text that the current status of immunogenicity prediction is far from ideal
and the ultimate need of the research and regulatory community is access to
better prediction tools.

At present, animals still are required to carry out research and regulatory
testing. The main issue related to animal experimentation is the relevance
of the resulting data for predicting safety in humans. Typically, the predic-
tivity of animal testing is increased by assessing the immunogenicity of the
pharmaceutical protein in a number of animal species, ranging from mice to
primates, and eventually man.

The growing understanding of the molecular and cellular immune networks
that are affected upon challenge with a protein has raised the expectation
that in the near future tools will be made available that allow for in vitro
immunogenicity testing. Currently, two types of assays are envisaged. The
first type addresses the innate (non-specific) responses elicited in EC and DC
upon contact with a study protein. While promising results were obtained,
none of these test formats was validated to predict protein immunogenicity.
The second group of assays wants to identify the T- and B-cell epitopes
encoded by the amino acid sequence of the protein. These in vitro alternative
methods require the availability of specific serum and are therefore limited
to assessment of cross-reactivity. No information is provided with regard to
new epitopes.

These classical epitope mapping methods have identified a significant
number of T- and B-cell epitopes which were collected in a variety of
databases. The B-cell epitope databases have been used to evaluate the
predictive power of tools originally developed to analyse physicochemical
and structural features from the primary structure of the study protein. Unfor-
tunately, prediction of antigenicity from the sequence of a protein using any
of these tools alone or in combination is inaccurate. T- and B-cell epitopes
can be addressed by comparing amino acid sequence and structural similar-
ities. It is believed that proteins having a similar structure and at the same
time sharing a substantial part of the amino acid sequences share antigenic
properties. The problem with this approach is that the minimal sequence
similarity required to make this work still has to be defined. Finally, a number
of computer-based epitope mapping tools have been demonstrated to identify
T- and B-cell epitopes with various degrees of accuracy. For these tools to be
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accepted as prediction tools for research and regulation, it is imperative that
they are evaluated on high-quality training and testing data sets.
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5.1. Introduction

The immune response to biopharmaceuticals is still an elusive process,
governed by a large number of factors. In this chapter an overview is given of
several of the factors implicated in the development of an immune response,
and the potential strategies to reduce immunogenicity are discussed. Finally,
the implications of the complex immune response to the development of
biosimilars are described in Section 5.4.

The factors most commonly associated with immunogenicity of biophar-
maceuticals are listed in Table 5.1 (Hermeling et al. 2004, Schellekens 2002a,
Schellekens 2002b, Schellekens and Casadevall 2004). Those related to the
analytical aspects of immunoassays will not be discussed here, and the reader
is referred to Chapter 3 for a more in-depth discussion on these aspects. The
other factors can be subdivided into three subheadings: structural character-
istics of the biopharmaceutical, product-related factors, and patient-related
factors. Although most of the discussion will be focused around protein-based
biopharmaceuticals, several of the aspects discussed are also of relevance to
other biopharmaceuticals. Wherever possible, we have tried to include some
references to those other biopharmaceuticals.

5.2. Causes of Immunogenicity

5.2.1. Structural Characteristics of the Biomacromolecule

Perhaps the most easily understandable factor responsible for an immune
response to biopharmaceuticals is the level of non-self of the biopharma-
ceutical. That is, how similar is the biopharmaceutical to the endogenous
compound? As discussed in Chapter 1, non-native sequences of large
biomacromolecules are registered as foreign, and thus usually result in a
rapid immune response. The history of biopharmaceutical development counts
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Table 5.1 Factors of importance and their effect on the measured immune
response to biopharmaceuticals.

Factor affecting the immune response Effect on immune response

Similarity to endogenous compound Non-human structures are generally more
likely to yield a strong immune
response

Genotype of the patient Variable, individuals may react differently
to various antigens

Immune status of the patient An impaired immune system will
reduce the immune response to
biopharmaceuticals

Route of administration s.c. administration is generally more
immunogenic than i.m. or i.v.

Frequency and duration of
administration

Frequent and long-term use are more
likely to result in an immune response

Dose Higher dose increases the potential for an
immune response

Types of antigens expressed on surface Not all non-human antigens result in
equally strong immune responses

Structure and stability Misfolded and/or degraded
biopharmaceuticals may be more
antigenic

Product-related impurities May generate a “danger” signal
Assay methods See Chapter 3
Timing and frequency of sampling See Chapter 3
Titer expression See Chapter 3

many examples of this type of immune responses, and several examples are
given in the case study chapters. The oldest known example is that of insulin
(Chapter 8), which has been in use since the 1920s and until the 1980s was
exclusively of animal origin. In the past, essentially all patients that used
insulin developed antibodies at one point in time, often requiring increasing
doses of insulin to offset the reduced efficacy. A more current example is
the use of monoclonal antibodies with non-human sequences (Cheifetz and
Mayer 2005, Hwang and Foote 2005), of which a few examples are discussed
in Chapters 10 and 11.

It is important to realize that the treatment of genetic diseases in which
little or no endogenous protein is expressed also may result in an immune
response. In these cases the protein is to some extent non-natural to the
human body, and no self-tolerance has developed. Well-known examples are
the immune responses to Factor VIII in a certain proportion of hemophilia
A patients (Chapter 9), and to growth hormone in some growth hormone-
deficient patients. In the case of hemophilia A, this immune response may
render treatment with Factor VIII useless for some patients. Further treatment
is then only possible using factor VIIa. For growth hormone, no serious
side-effects of antibody formation have been reported.

Immunogenicity may also be caused by structural changes of the protein,
which results in non-natural presentation of certain amino acids on the surface
of the protein. From a theoretical perspective, partially unfolded monomeric
proteins may elicit an immune response, if this partial unfolding results in
exposure of antigen sites. It is unknown whether such a mechanism plays
any role in the immunogenicity development, and this will also be difficult
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to determine; many partially unfolded molecules tend to aggregate rapidly,
forming a non-native aggregate, which is itself potentially immunogenic.
Immunogenicity of aggregates is discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.2.

Similarity of the protein to the endogenous species does not only include the
amino acid sequence, but also its glycosylation pattern. A number of studies
have shown that non-human carbohydrate residues may be immunogenic
(Benatuil et al. 2005, Bolgiano et al. 2001, Cobb and Kasper 2005, Siddiqui
et al. 2007). For example, 1–8% of all circulating antibodies in humans is
reported to be reactive to the carbohydrate epitope �Gal (Gal�1-3Gal�1-
4GlcNAc-R) (Benatuil et al. 2005). An additional potential danger of non-
native glycosylation patterns, including absence thereof, includes the exposure
of otherwise protected antigen sites on the protein. Experimental evidence is
growing that altered glycosylation patterns of self-proteins is implicated in the
development of several autoimmune disease. This should serve as a potential
warning signal for biopharmaceuticals containing non-native glycosylation
pattern.

The known immunogenicity of certain carbohydrate residues also shows
the potential danger of administering non-protein compounds containing such
residues. Glycosylation has been considered as a potential alternative to
PEGylation (see Section 5.3.2), but its potential immunostimulatory effects
means that careful design is required.

Increased immunogenicity caused by deviations from the endogenous
structure may also be observed for oligonucleotides. A known method to
increase the immunogenicity of DNA-based vaccines is the incorporation of
so-called CpG motifs (Klinmann, Xie, and Ivins 2006), i.e., unmethylated
dinucleotides of cytosine and guanine. These motifs are alien to the human
body and usually result in a very efficient and direct immune response. It
is obvious that such immunostimulatory activity may be highly undesirable
when oligonucleotides are used for treatment purposes. There have been
few studies on the immunogenicity of oligonucleotide-based therapeutics,
and generally, there is much more focus on the potential immunogenicity
of the required vectors to achieve proper delivery. However, it has been
shown that even small interference RNA (siRNA) can stimulate the immune
system (Schlee, Hornung, and Hartmann 2006). The recognition of RNA
is probably an important factor in the innate defense system against viral
infection. Thus, one should not expect that immunogenicity is not a problem
for oligonucleotide-based drugs.

5.2.2. Aggregates and Array Structures

Many proteins have a tendency to form non-native associates, generally
referred to as aggregates. Such aggregation may take place through partially
unfolded intermediates, resulting in non-covalently linked aggregates, or
through chemical reactions, such as disulfide scrambling or dityrosine
formation (Chi et al. 2003, Wang 2005). Aggregates are heavily implicated in
the immune response to a variety of protein drugs, and high levels of aggre-
gates will generally cause great concern for regulatory agencies (Rosenberg
2006). Recently, studies on transgenic animals and immunotolerant mice have
shown that aggregates of therapeutic proteins invoke an immune response
(Hermeling et al. 2006, Maas et al. 2007, Purohit, Middaugh, and Balasubra-
manian 2006). Hermeling et al. (2006) observed that such an immune response
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was most reactive to the native protein, interferon-�, if the aggregates were
composed of more native-like protein. This may explain why Purohit et al.
(2006) did not observe cross-reactivity for recombinant human Factor VIII,
as they challenged their animal model with protein aggregates prepared by
heat stress. The latter often results in a significant change in protein structure.

Maas et al. (2007) have shown that the presence of fibrils, i.e., large
and highly ordered protein aggregates, is linked to the immune response to
biopharmaceuticals. The immunogenicity related to the presence of fibrils
may be explained by array presentation, as discussed further below. However,
fibrils contain protein molecules that usually are structurally different from
the native protein. Thus, fibrils, and potentially also certain aggregates, may
represent a “danger signal” rather than being directly involved in the immune
response to the native protein. Frequent administration of the “danger signal”
together with the native protein may then result in the body labeling the native
protein as foreign, as discussed further in Section 5.2.3.

The most prevalent hypothesis to explain the immunogenicity of protein
aggregates is the “array” hypothesis (Bachmann and Zinkernagel 1997,
Bhanot 2004, Dintzis et al. 1989, Rosenberg 2006, Smith et al. 2006, Sulzer
and Perelson 1997). The human immune system is specialized in recognizing
proteins that are presented in some type of array format, such as is the case
on viral capsids and bacterial cell walls. A number of studies in animals have
shown that a very efficient immune response can be obtained by artificially
creating such array structures, for example by linking proteins to a polymeric
backbone. Aggregates may represent such an array structure themselves, and
it has been suggested that the immunogenicity of Eprex (see also Chapter 6)
may be related to the protein, rhEPO, being expressed as an array on micelles
of the added surfactant (Hermeling et al. 2003). Others have criticized this
hypothesis, and proposed leachates as the main cause of the immune response
(see Section 5.2.3) (Heavner 2006, Sharma et al. 2004).

Arrays have also been used to explain why certain adjuvants are such
potent immunostimulators: adsorption of the protein to the surface of these
adjuvants results in an array presentation of the protein. Moreover, the array
hypothesis may explain the (transient) immune response to long-circulating
liposomes (Ishida et al. 2006b, Ishida et al. 2006a, Judge et al. 2006, Semple
et al. 2005, Wang et al. 2005). The surface of these liposomes is modified
with the polymer polyethylene glycol (PEG), which is meant to reduce protein
adsorption to the surface and subsequent uptake by mainly the liver (known as
opsonization). PEGylation of liposomes generally increases their circulation
time with many factors upon the first injection, but when injected again within
a few weeks after the first injection, a rapid clearance is observed. It has been
shown that this is caused by IgM-type antibodies against the PEG-liposomes
expressed after the first injection (Ishida et al. 2006b). These IgM antibodies
have a limited expression period, and clearance is not observed when injecting,
e.g., six weeks or more after the first injection.

The observed clearance of PEG-liposomes and the array hypothesis are a
potential concern for several advanced drug delivery systems. In a number
of approaches, antibodies, or other biopharmaceuticals, are coupled to larger
structures containing a drug compound, in order to target the whole system to
diseased sites. For example, liposomes can be modified to present compounds
like antibodies or carbohydrates on their surface, which allow them to be
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bound to cells overexpressing certain antigens or receptors. In theory, this
will result in an array presentation, and may thus lead to an immune response.

5.2.3. Product-Related Factors

As described in the previous sections, the similarity of the biopharmaceutical
to the endogenous compound plays an important role in immunogenicity
development. Studies in these areas have been reasonably comprehensive,
allowing general conclusions to be drawn from the data. More elusive is
the effect of the so-called product-related factors. These factors constitute
the additional compounds other than the active ingredient found in the final
product, such as degradation products, process- or product-related impurities,
and additives.

The best summative description of those product-related factors that facil-
itate the immune response would be “danger signals” (see also Chapter 1).
That is, the compound(s) itself activates the immune system, and due to their
co-administration with the biopharmaceutical, the immune system also attacks
the biopharmaceutical. The “danger signal” has also been implicated in the
activity of various adjuvants, which enhance the otherwise weak immuno-
genicity of the intended vaccine.

It is unfortunately not always clear which compounds may result in a
“danger signal”, mainly due to the lack of systematic studies in this area
(cf. Sharma 2007a, Sharma 2007b, Sharma 2007c). This makes it difficult
to predict the importance of certain impurities. For example, leachates from
injection devices have been implicated by the manufacturer as the potential
cause of the enhanced immunogenicity of Eprex (Sharma et al. 2004).
However, multiple actions were taken to reduce the immunogenicity, making
it difficult to ascertain that leachates were indeed the main factors. Others
have, for example, criticized the animal studies that were claimed to prove
the involvement of the leachates (Schellekens and Jiskoot 2006). The variety
of hypotheses put forward to explain the enhanced immunogenicity of Eprex
shows the limited knowledge with respect to the factors that cause an immune
response. Further research into this area is therefore required in order to
clarify which impurities or additives may lead to potent immune responses.

5.2.4. Patient-Related Factors

Apart from the various factors introduced by the product, characteristics of
the patients also play an important role. For example, the immune system of
patients may differ genetically, resulting in a varying strength of the response
to any immune stimulus. Moreover, the disease may reduce the activity of the
immune system, and hence reduce the potential for an immune response to
the biopharmaceutical. An additional factor is the required dose, and dosing
regime, to treat the disease. Intuitively one can understand that high doses of
a biopharmaceutical will increase the amount of both potential immunogenic
biopharmaceutical as well as the possible “danger signals” in the formulation.
Added with more frequent administration of both, there is a higher chance
of triggering the immune system to take action. The above-mentioned rapid
clearance of PEGylated liposomes upon frequent injections clearly shows the
importance of the administration frequency.
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Finally, the route of administration is of great importance to the potential
of an immune response. In military terms, the human body has its main line
of defense at the outer perimeter. That is, immunocompetent cells are mainly
found in areas that are the first to be exposed to infiltrating parasites or
unwanted substances, such as the skin and mucosa. As a result, the strength
of an immune response to an antigen can be ordered by route of adminis-
tration as subcutaneous (s.c.) > intramuscular (i.m.) > intravenous (i.v.). In
many aspects this is rather unfortunate, as subcutaneous administration is the
most amenable route for self-administration by patients. Intramuscular and
intravenous administration require significantly more expertise, and are thus
much less suited for self-administration.

The relationship between route of administration and immunogenicity is
well known from the field of vaccines, and there is no reason to assume
it is not valid for ordinary biopharmaceuticals. This is an important aspect,
since there is an increasing focus on alternative routes of administration for
both vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. For example, nasal and oral vaccine
delivery are being investigated with increasing vigor, and similar routes are
considered for biopharmaceuticals. If an efficient immune response is obtained
for vaccines through these alternative routes, this should be considered as a
potential warning for the delivery of biopharmaceuticals through the same
route.

5.3. Methods for Reducing Immunogenicity

A wide scope of actions can be taken against the unwanted immunogenicity
of a biopharmaceutical. Between the production of the drug product and
the handling of the biopharmaceutical prior to administration, caution and
consideration can to a large extent prevent or minimize adverse events. In an
effort to minimize the unwanted immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals, all
factors as summarized in Table 5.1 should be considered as a whole.

5.3.1. Optimizing the Structure

The primary sequence of a protein, or the nucleotide sequence of a DNA or
RNA molecule, has great impact on its interaction with the immune system.
For proteins that are conformationally unstable, point mutations may be used
to increase stability or to introduce sites for protein modification (Section
5.3.2). However, altering single amino acids in the protein sequence may also
lead to immunogenicity against the protein. For example, the conversion of
tyrosine into 3-nitrotyrosine (Ohmori and Kanayama. 2005) and of arginine
into citrulline (Lundberg et al. 2005), respectively, gave powerful responses
from the immune system. Point mutations should thus be considered carefully
with regard to the prospect of unwanted immunogenicity versus the expected
advantages. Conservative amino acid replacements will, however, be unlikely
to foster new immunogenic epitopes.

The purity of the protein or oligonucleotide must be validated. This can
be controlled during the production by optimizing cell lines and purification
procedures. Uncontrolled, even when minor, impurities from the host cells
can be strongly immunogenic and their presence can delay or terminate the
entire early development of a biopharmaceutical.
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The intrinsic immunogenicity of partial sequences in a biological molecule
can be predicted with the help of epitope mapping, as has been considered
in detail in chapter 4. Thus, in silico and in vitro studies can give indications
of particularly immunogenic epitopes. This is a helpful instrument for de-
immunization during the design and the early clinical development of the
biopharmaceutical.

For many therapeutical antibodies, it is evident that the immunogenicity
decreases as sequences are changed from murine to chimeric to fully human
sequences (Weiner 2006). A few examples are treated in more detail in
Chapters 10 and 11. Thus, if the protein has a murine sequence or epitope,
the immunological profile might be improved by progressing toward more
humanized sequences. Humanized and human antibodies can, however, still
elicit considerable immunogenic responses (Presta 2006, Hwang and Foote
2005). The marketed fully human antibody adalimumab (Humira®) elicited
human anti-human antibodies (HAHAs) in 12% of the patients treated
(Abbott: Adalimumab Product Approval Information).

In case of therapeutic antibodies, the target for the antibody is also a deter-
minant for unwanted immunogenicity. Targeting the antibody against B-cell
markers should generally yield antibodies with less anti-antibody responses
(AARs) as compared to non-B-cell markers (Hwang and Foote 2005).

Changing the quaternary structure or shifting the quaternary structure
equilibrium of a protein might also have influence on unwanted immuno-
genicity. If the native protein exists in a monomer–multimer equilibrium, a
shift in this equilibrium might affect its immunostimulatory effect. Usually,
monomeric proteins unfold more easily than proteins in native conglom-
erates, and this could theoretically cause a more pronounced immunogenicity.
However, insulin Lys-Pro, which is predominantly monomeric, is comparable
to human insulin with regard to immunogenicity.

5.3.2. Modification of the Biomacromolecule

A well-established method for masking a protein against the immune system
is the covalent attachment of a polyethylene glycol (PEG) molecule to the
biological molecule. The modification with PEG has advantages other than
the reduction of unwanted immunogenicity, such as better solubility, reduced
clearance through the kidneys, improved stability toward, e.g., proteinases,
and improved physical stability (Veronese and Pasut 2005). The choice of
PEG size and shape, position of the PEGylation site(s), and number of PEGs
attached depends on the aim of the PEGylation as well as on the structural
and biological characteristics of the biomacromolecule in question. PEGs in
the size range from 1 to 100 kDa have been explored for therapeutical use.
The PEG architectures can be linear, multi-arm, or branched.

The covalent attachment of PEG to the protein can be accomplished using
different activating groups, different linkers, and by targeting different amino
acids. It is important for the retention of biological activity to control the
number and positions of the PEGs. The sites for PEGylation can be selected
using epitope mapping, such that particularly immunogenic epitopes are
masked.

The easiest and most often encountered method is to couple a PEG reagent
to the side chain amino group of a lysine or to the N-terminal of the protein.
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The PEGylation of amino groups can to some extent be controlled by the
pH during the coupling. A more precise method is to target a thiol group in
the protein. PEG-maleimide is a popular reagent for this purpose, and gives
a stable linkage. If a cysteine is not already present in the protein, it can be
engineered into the sequence. The targeting of the PEG reagent to the wanted
amino acid side chain is also governed by the size and structure of the PEG,
as well as by the physical structure of the protein. Monographs on PEGylation
chemistry and strategies are widely available.

The success of the PEGylation approach is remarkable, as evidenced by the
numerous PEGylated biopharmaceuticals on the market. These include the G-
SCF derivative Neulasta® (Amgen), which is PEGylated with a single 20 kDa
PEG on the N-terminal; Pegvisomant, a growth hormone antagonist which
is PEGylated with 4–6 5kDa PEGs on lysine residues; and the PEGylated
oligonucleotide Macugen® (Pfizer), which has been PEGylated with a 40 kDa
branched PEG. Despite this success it should be kept in mind that PEGylated
proteins can still cause immunogenicity and antigenicity (Li et al. 2001).

Other polymers with comparable characteristics, e.g., dendrimers, can
potentially be employed in the same manner in order to mask a protein and
decrease its immunogenicity. The carbohydrate polymer polysialic acid has
been much investigated and is a potential successor to PEG (Gregoriadis
et al. 2005).

Glycosylation may also reduce, or enhance, the immunogenicity of a
biomacromolecule. The absence of the natural glycosylation pattern in a
protein has been thought to cause a swift development of neutralizing
antibodies (Gribben et al. 1990, Schellekens 2004). Another, related reason
for a diminished immunogenicity of glycosylated proteins can be that glyco-
sylated proteins are often more stable toward misfolding and aggregation,
examples being interferon-� (Runkel et al. 1998) and rhEPO (Tsuda et al.
1990, Narhi et al. 2001). On the other hand, some glycans will enhance
immunogenicity, for example the plant glycans xylose and alpha-1,3-fucose
(Bardor et al. 2003). Hence, for example plant production of biopharma-
ceuticals implies a humanization of the glycans (Lerouge et al. 2000). The
challenge of engineering and analyzing glycosylation is a cornerstone of
biopharmaceutical drug design (reviewed by, e.g., Sinclair and Elliot 2005,
Brooks 2004).

5.3.3. Improving the Formulation

Since the development of an immunogenic response is thought to be linked
to the chemical and physical construct of the molecule, the stability of the
biomacromolecule in the formulation is paramount. Thus, the chemical and
physical stability of the formulation should be optimized to yield as little
degradation products as possible. For biopharmaceuticals, this entails the
proper choice of buffer and pH, cosolvents, additives and excipients, and
proper packaging and device design and materials.

A particular aspect of the latent immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals is
the so-called leachables or leachates. Leachables are a common denomination
of organic and inorganic compounds that can leak out of packaging materials
and contaminate a biopharmaceutical preparation. The presence of leachables
in biopharmaceuticals is a source of concern for two reasons: they can be
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detrimental to the stability of the biological molecule and they can act as a
“danger signal” or adjuvant that may provoke an immunogenic response to,
e.g., an endogenous protein. The focus on leachables has been especially on
the container closures as a source of impurities (Sharma 2007b), particularly
after the outbreak of Eprex-related PRCA.

Concentrations in the ppm range of various compounds leaking from the
packaging material can be damaging to the stability. Certain metal ions are,
e.g., known to have a negative effect on the physical stability of proteins such
as alpha-synuclein (Binolfi et al. 2006) and GLP-1 derivatives (Christensen
et al. 2007).

Plasticizers, curing agents, and antioxidants are also among the compounds
that can leak from container closures or other primary packaging materials.
Clearly, good and detailed specifications of the primary packaging and metic-
ulous quality control of the delivered goods are means to optimize the quality
of biopharmaceuticals and to limit possible immunogenicity.

The choice of material for and the design of the primary and secondary
packaging are important. Protection from light is generally helpful, since
photodegradation is a stepping stone for biopharmaceutical denaturation. Also,
since proteins are known to adsorb to surfaces and may irreversibly denature
at those surfaces, it can be advantageous to minimize surface contacts as
much as possible, both to the air–liquid surface and to the liquid–material
surface. A proper choice of material for the primary packaging may reduce
adsorption and increase the physical stability of the therapeutic molecule.

5.3.4. Clinical Measures

Much can be done to counter the unwanted immunogenicity of biopharmaceu-
ticals in the clinical step. To begin with, the handling of the biopharmaceutical
is of crucial importance for the frequency of immunogenicity-related adverse
effects in the patients. Improper storage temperatures, repeated freezing–
thawing events, shaking, or exposure to sunlight can all affect the quality of
the product in one way or another. Qualified cold-chain logistics and quality
assurance on the entire storing and shipping procedure is a necessity for
any company in the field of biotechnology products intended for human or
animal use.

It is important to realize that the generally delicate nature of biopharma-
ceuticals demands delicate handling. Shaking or heating an ampoule with
a biopharmaceutical drug can lead to formation of denatured or aggregated
protein. Package inserts with description of correct handling procedures may
be helpful, but education of the health professionals in the handling of biotech-
nology products will remain an important issue in the future.

As mentioned in Section 5.2.4, the dosing schedule is likewise an important
factor. Repeated challenge of the immune system with a biopharmaceutical
gives a higher incidence of immunogenicity than a bolus injection given just
once. Often, however, this is difficult to manipulate, since the pharmacology
of the drug will to a large extent govern the dosing schedule.

The route of administration has a large significance. Administration by the
intravenous route will rarely, if ever, lead to the induction of neutralizing
antibodies, but in adverse cases may result in an anaphylactic shock. A
marketing approval for i.v. administration should in most cases be possible
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even if risk of immunogenicity development is high. Since s.c. administration
is more patient-friendly, it is often an important parameter of competition
on the market. Subcutaneous administration is known to provoke adverse
immunologic events, the reason for this being the large number of immune
cells in the skin. Thus if the target disease justifies an s.c. administration, it
is the more important to optimize all other factors in order to secure a good
immunogenicity profile.

In summary, biopharmaceuticals are much more fragile than small molecule
drugs. The causes for unwanted immunogenicity and antigenicity of biophar-
maceuticals are still not very well understood. For the pharma company that
works in the field of biopharmaceuticals, it is therefore necessary to exert a
very high level of quality control in every step from production to patient in
order to minimize the frequency of antibody formation to a biopharmaceu-
tical. This should be done, not only during the clinical development of the
biopharmaceutical, but equally so in the post-marketing phase.

5.4. Biosimilars

5.4.1. Biosimilar Development

In the low molecular weight drugs market, patent expiry often leads to the devel-
opmentofoneormoregenericproducts.Thesegenericsare significantlycheaper
than the original, or innovator, product. There are three main reasons for this
reduced price. First, the generics manufacturer has much lower costs in the
initial research and development of the drug. Whereas the innovator product has
come from a long and tedious elimination process of sometimes thousands of
potential candidates, the generics manufacturer knows exactly which compound
to produce, and to a large extent also the most appropriate formulation and
route of administration. Second, marketing costs are significantly lower. Physi-
cians need to be convinced that the innovator product is a useful product in the
treatment of a disease, but the generics manufacturer only needs to make physi-
cians and/or pharmacists aware that there is a generic. Third, the generic usually
only needs to be bioequivalent to the innovator product. That is, if the active
compound is chemically equivalent to the innovator product and shows the same
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile, it is assumed that safety and
efficacy are also equal. This results in a significant reduction in clinical trials,
and hence much lower costs of the final product.

It is highly attractive, from an economic perspective, to approach the market
for biopharmaceuticals in a similar way. Biopharmaceuticals are generally
very expensive, and even a modest reduction in price of these products can
save billions of euros in health care costs. Unfortunately, most biopharmaceu-
ticals are highly complex molecules, making it essentially impossible to assure
the presence of a chemically and physically equivalent molecule (Belsey
et al. 2006, Schellekens 2002a, Schellekens 2004). Moreover, it is almost
impossible to characterize all degradation products and their safety profile.
Even manufacturers of innovator products frequently obtain different profiles
for their active compound, also in cases where seemingly trivial changes
are made (Sharma 2007c). Full structural characterization and equivalence is
not possible, implying that similar bioequivalence does not assure the same
efficacy and safety profile of the biogeneric. The complex nature of the
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immune response to biopharmaceuticals, discussed in Section 5.2, shows how
small differences may have big and unpredictable effects. The risk assessment
required in the development of biopharmaceuticals is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 13.

As biopharmaceuticals are so complex, truly generic products are
considered impossible, and one rather speaks of biosimilars or follow-on
biologicals. The European Union has made a political decision in 2004
to allow these biosimilars on the market, forcing the European regulatory
agencies to make guidelines. A concerted effort has resulted in several relevant
guidelines that require the biosimilar to be compared to an already marketed
product, both structurally as well as clinically (EMEA 2005). That is, efficacy
and safety need to be tested and compared to an already marketed product.
Schellekens (2004) has noted that this requirement may actually result in
more and more complex clinical trials, involving larger numbers of patients,
than development of the innovator product required. For example, a rhEPO
biosimilar may need to be tested over a period of several years on tens of
thousands of patients, to assure that no PRCA cases occur. Thus, economical
benefits may be limited for some biosimilars.

The possibility of getting biosimilars approved was put to test in 2006,
and saw a victorious outcome for the generics manufacturers: the European
Medicines Evaluation Agency approved Sandoz’s Omnitrope as a biosimilar
(EMEA 2006a), soon followed by Valtropin (EMEA 2006b); both products
are recombinant human growth hormone biosimilars. Earlier, the Australian
regulatory agencies had approved Omnitrope under its own set of regulations.
However, it was not all good news, as BioPartners GmbH had Alpheon, a recom-
binant interferon alpha-2a biosimilar, rejected by the EU (EMEA 2006c).

The situation in the USA is less clear than in the EU. Officially, the FDA
does not have any provisions for biosimilars (or follow-on biologicals) (Beers
and Tsang 2007, Chamberlain 2004, Dove 2001). Nevertheless, Omnitrope
was approved in the USA in 2006, based on an application that involved
comparison with a competitor product, Pfizer’s Genotropin (Beers and Tsang
2007). The FDA maintains that it did not consider Omnitrope as a biosimilar,
but invoked §505(b)(2), which allows products to be approved that are not
considered true generics but sufficiently similar to already marketed products.
This paragraph only applies to a small handful of biopharmaceuticals, which
were approved under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA).
Most other biopharmaceuticals have been, and are, approved under the Public
Health Safety Act (PHSA), which puts stricter demands on new drug appli-
cations. Thus, further biosimilar approvals in the USA in the near future are
probably restricted to those products approved under the FFDCA, while new
legislation is required for products approved under the PHSA.

5.4.2. Potential Differences Between Biosimilars
and the Innovator Product

The highly complex manufacturing process of biological products makes it
inherently impossible to produce exact copies. That is, the level of impurities
from the production process as well as the degradation product profile of the
biosimilar may all differ from the innovator product. This implies that one
can never assure full bioequivalency, including safety profile, between the
biosimilar and the innovator product without clinical studies.
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It may be argued that biosimilars may well be safer. In the past few
decades, significant improvements have been made in understanding many
crucial aspects of the production process, as well as the potential danger
factors for immunogenicity development. In fact, production processes have
been improved to such an extent, that it may be difficult to produce a product
which is as “bad” as the innovator product with respect to the amount of
degradation products and impurities. However, since the production host,
site, and facilities will differ, there may be other degradation products and
impurities in the biosimilar product. Their potential to cause an immune
response may be larger than those in the innovator product, thus offsetting the
possible smaller amount of degradation products and impurities. In addition,
the use of other formulation principles, materials, and procedures during
storage and administration may affect the level of degradation products upon
the actual administration of the biosimilar. The case study on rhEPO (Chapter
6) shows the profound, in this case positive, effect of changes in packaging
material, storage procedures, and route of administration. Thus, only clinical
studies will be able to show that the biosimilar product is truly as safe and
efficacious as the innovator product. If those are as extensive as for a innovator
product, filing the product as a biosimilar would not be beneficial.

While the discussion above may appear to paint a rather bleak picture
for biosimilar development, the recent approvals of Omnitrope and Valtropin
shows that it is not an impossible task. Probably the most important factor
for successful development of a biosimilar is a proven trackrecord of the
innovator product. Both Omnitrope and Valtropin contain a protein drug to
which there are essentially no reported serious adverse immune responses.
Other such generally safe protein drugs, such as recombinant human insulin,
may thus also be developed as biosimilars, whereas a rhEPO biosimilar may
be much less likely. Indeed, Pliva has abandoned its advance program to
develop a rhEPO biosimilar due to the expected costs for the clinical trials.

5.5. Conclusions

There is a wide range of factors involved in the immune response to biophar-
maceuticals. It is still unknown which of these factors are the most important,
but there is a slowly increasing effort to study this in more detail. So far,
these studies indicate that structural equality between biopharmaceutical and
native compound is insufficient to assure the absence of an immune response.
Impurities and degradation products, especially those resulting in an array
presentation of the biopharmaceutical, can result in a highly undesirable
immune response. The unpredictability in this immune response will remain
the main hurdle for the development of biosimilars, until all factors causing
an immune response are clarified, or until a robust and predictive cell or
animal model is developed.
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6
Case Study: Immunogenicity of rhEPO

Arno Kromminga and Gilbert Deray

6.1. Abstract

Erythropoietin is an endogenous growth factor that is required for erythro-
poiesis. The hormone consists of a single acidic polypeptide chain of 165
amino acids and three N-linked and one O-linked carbohydrate side chains.
Autoantibodies against endogenous EPO are extremely rare in humans. Since
its introduction as a drug for the treatment of renal and non-renal anemia,
antibodies against recombinant human erythropoietin were observed in low
frequencies in single cases only. Due to a steep increase in the number
of patients developing anti-erythropoietin antibodies during the course of
therapy from 1999 to 2004 there is an increased interest in the observation
of patients treated with erythropoietin. Moreover, new products as well as
modified versions of the natural hormone have entered the market. In addition,
modified versions with optimized features as well as peptides mimicking the
erythropoietin action are under development and will enter clinical trials soon.
These aspects make it essential to screen patients for the presence of anti-EPO
antibodies. Despite the lack of a common calibrator, screening assays for the
detection of anti-erythropoietin antibodies are available.

6.2. Description of Erythropoietin

6.2.1. Structure and Function

Human erythropoietin (EPO) is an acidic polypeptide consisting of 165 amino
acids with a molecular mass of 30.4 kD (Jelkmann 2007). The carbohydrate
moiety consists of three tetra-antennary N-linked (Asn 24, Asn 38 and Asn 83)
and one O-linked chains (Ser 126) and constitutes up to 40% of the molecular
mass (Sasaki et al. 1988). The glycosylation pattern is diverse and leads to a
certain degree of heterogeneity. The structure and length of the sialic acids
directly affect the biological activity and plasma half-life time of the hormone.
It is noteworthy that some N-glycosidic chains are targets of sulfation, of
which the biological function is still unknown.

EPO is a member of an extensive cytokine family that includes growth
hormone, somatropin, prolactin, interleukins 2 through 7 as well as “colony
stimulating factors” (G-CSF, M-CSF and GM-CSF). The hormone is mainly
synthesized in the endothelial kidney cells (85–90%). Only minor amounts
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are produced in other cell types including hepatocytes and other tissues like
brain, uterus, testis and even hair follicles (10–15%). The serum concentration
(2–24 mIU/ml) is maintained by a feedback mechanism based on the tissue O2

pressure (pO2), which depends on the hemoglobin concentration, the arterial
pO2, the O2 affinity of the hemoglobin and the rate of the blood flow. High
serum concentrations of EPO are found in various tumors including renal
tumors, hepatic tumors, cerebellar hemangioblastoma and adrenal tumors as
a consequence of a reduced oxygen availability, i.e., the synthesis of EPO is
stimulated by hypoxia. Decreased serum concentration of EPO in the serum
is found in different forms of terminal and pre-terminal kidney insufficiencies
as well as anemia of unknown origin like chronic infections, autoimmune
diseases, AIDS, hypothyroidism, etc.

During erythropoiesis in the bone marrow EPO binds to its erythropoietin
receptor (EPOR) on erythroid progenitor cells, which leads to their final
differentiation to erythrocytes via the JAK-STAT-signal pathway. In this way
each day more than 200 billion erythrocytes are produced. In addition to
the mere erythropoiesis, EPO is also involved in apoptotic processes and
stimulates the generation of megakaryocytes. It was shown that EPOR is
expressed in numerous cell types including neurons, astrocytes, myocytes
and hair follicles (D’Andrea and Zon 1990). The EPO/EPOR interaction
was observed in various non-erythroid tissues in the context of cell differ-
entiation, chemotaxis, angiogenesis, activation of intracellular calcium and
inhibition of apoptosis. Some studies have demonstrated the neuroprotecting
and neurotrophic effects of EPO (Marti et al. 2000, Ehrenreich et al. 2002).

6.2.2. Manufacturers of Recombinant Human EPO and EPO
Variants

Since the first launch of recombinant human EPO in 1989 by Amgen, many
different recombinant EPO preparations have reached the market. Besides
the well-established recombinant EPO preparations, there are also numerous
novel preparations under development. In 1989 Amgen launched the first
recombinant human EPO preparation (Epogen, epoetin a). Johnson & Johnson
has developed, under a license from Amgen, a variant named epoetin � which
is known under the names Procrit (in USA) and Eprex (outside USA) or
Erypo (in Europe). In 1990 Boehringer Mannheim (now Roche) brought an
EPO preparation (epoetin �) under the name of NeoRecormon on the market.
Although both preparations are produced in CHO cells, epoetin a and epoetin
� show a slightly different molecular mass due to some differences in the
glycosylation pattern. Additional variants were developed, like epoietin �
(Elanex Pharmaceuticals) which shows differences in glycosylation due to its
production in BHK kidney cells.

Genetically modified EPO versions were developed to achieve optimized
pharmacokinetic characteristics compared to natural endogenous human EPO
or other recombinant versions (Bunn 2007). Realizing that glycosylation is
an important factor for the circulation time of EPO in human plasma, Amgen
produced in 2001 a modified EPO preparation (Aranesp, darbepoetin a) with
a threefold prolonged serum half-life. This was achieved by the substitution
of five amino acids generating additional glycosylation sites. Furthermore, in
2004 Amgen has introduced an Aranesp analog under the name of AMG114
which was shown to have a half-life time in human serum of up to 131 hours.
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Besides protein engineering, chemical modification is an alternative
approach to optimize protein characteristics. Roche has developed a variant
of EPO with a half-life time of 135 hours by the method of PEGylation.
In addition, this product, called CERA (continuous erythropoiesis receptor
activator), seems to show different binding kinetics to its receptor compared
with endogenous EPO. Other manufacturers also work on the generation
of PEGylated variants of EPO, some using different expression systems.
Moreover, by introducing other chemical modifications like carbamylation
the function of EPO can be modified.

A third approach to optimize protein characteristics is a variation in the
route of administration. Usually EPO is administered subcutaneously or intra-
venously. An alternative is an administration method by inhalation. Syntonix
(a subsidiary of Biogen Idec) developed an EPO–Fc fusion protein which
uses the FcRn pathway for pulmonary delivery.

In the last few years several companies have developed synthetic peptides
that mimic the biological erythropoietic action of EPO. Besides synthetic
homologs of the native EPO form, peptides were developed with no
homologies to the EPO peptide sequence. A synthetic cyclic peptide-based
erythropoiesis-stimulating agent (Hematite™) has been produced by Affymax
(Palo Alto, CA, USA). The PEGylated synthetic product has recently entered
the clinical study phase (Fan et al. 2006). Another synthetic EPO mimetic
peptide from Aplagen (Baesweiler, Germany), which is coupled to a macro-
molecule, is currently under development and has entered the pre-clinical
phase. Besides pharmacokinetic and (possibly) pharmacodynamic improve-
ments, these synthetic products are not targets of an immune response by
anti-EPO antibodies and therefore could be used to treat EPO-induced PRCA
patients. Whether or not these peptides are themselves targeted by the immune
systems and may induce an adverse immune response is not known yet.

6.3. Immune Reactions

The development and validation of assays to detect human anti-EPO
antibodies in serum or plasma has been hampered a long time by the lack
of purified antibodies as assay calibrators. Four types of assays have been
published and used for the detection of binding antibodies against EPO: a
radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA), a direct ELISA, a bridging ELISA
and an SPR analysis using the BIAcore technology.

6.3.1. Radioimmunoprecipitation Assay

The analysis of anti-EPO antibodies by radioimmunoprecipitation (RIP)
makes use of radioactive 125-iodinated recombinant human erythropoietin
(Casadevall et al. 2002a, Tacey et al. 2003). Antibodies in the serum of
patients are bound by protein G immobilized on sepharose beads. Antibodies
with reactivity against EPO are detected by the measurement of radioactivity
in the precipitate. The amount of radioactive counts is correlated with the
antibody concentration. The availability and preparation of an affinity-purified
human antibody to EPO enabled the establishment of a RIP assay that is
calibrated with a human standard. The lower limit of detection of this RIP
is 8 ng/ml, the precision ranges from 5.8 to 15.3%. The mean coefficient of
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variation ranged from 6.1 to 16.6% for antibody concentrations between 7.8
and 500 ng/ml. Both the sensitivity and specificity of this assay are > 98%.

6.3.2. Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assays (ELISA)

ELISA methods have long been hampered by the lack of specificity. ELISA
methods used for the detection of anti-EPO antibodies are either performed
in a direct or bridging format. In direct ELISAs antibodies in serum samples
are detected after binding to immobilized antigen on the surface of microtiter-
plates by adding a enzyme-labeled secondary antibody. Several modifications
of this assay have been performed and published (Tzioufas et al. 1997, Sipsas
et al. 1999, Castelli et al. 2000, Schett et al. 2001). Improved ELISA formats
like the bridging type of ELISA have significantly increased the specificity of
the method (Kientsch-Engel et al. 1990, Urra et al. 1997, Swanson et al. 2004,
Gross et al. 2006). One of the ELISAs (Kientsch-Engel et al. 1990) includes
control material to assess the function of the test and uses a competitive pre-
adsorption using rhEPO to determine the specificity of the measured immune
reaction. Most recently an optimized bridging ELISA was published, which
demonstrated a high sensitivity of 10 ng/ml and high specificity (Gross et al.
2006). This assay detects anti-EPO antibodies by bridging two separately
labeled rhEPO-molecules by one anti-EPO Ab. A rabbit polyclonal anti-EPO
IgG serves as reference material for this ELISA. It should be mentioned that
this rabbit antibody preparation may react different than antibodies of human
origin due to different affinities.

6.3.3. Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR)

The SPR analysis for the detection of anti-EPO antibodies using BIAcore
analysis is a label-free real-time binding assay. The sensitivity of this method
(approximately 400 ng/ml) is usually lower than the sensitivity of screening
assays like RIPA and ELISA, but SPR is superior for the exact character-
ization of the antibodies (Swanson et al. 2004, Mason et al. 2003). While
immunoassays detect the end-state concentration of antibodies, SPR detects
the kinetic process of binding and gives avidity data. As in immunoassays
the antigen is immobilized on a solid surface, i.e., a sensor chip, and the
interaction with the ligand, i.e., antibodies, is detected by an increase in
accumulating mass. For the analysis of antibody isotypes or subclasses a
secondary (label-free) anti-immunoglobulin is added.

6.3.4. Bioassays for NAbs

The neutralizing capacity of binding anti-EPO antibodies is assessed by
cellular assays which use an EPO-dependent cell line (TF-1, UT-7) or bone
marrow biopsies. An EPO-dependent subclone of the human acute myeloid
leukemia UT-7 cell line (ACC 137) originally derived from bone marrow
of a 64-year-old male patient with acute myeloid leukemia can be used for
the detection of neutralizing anti-EPO antibodies. Some investigators use a
subclone of the TF-1 human erythroleukemic cell line. The most sensitive,
but most difficult to obtain, assay is the use of erythroid cells from bone
marrow (Casadevall et al. 2002a).
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6.4. Clinical Relevance and Therapeutic Consequences

Anemia is an almost universal finding in patients with end-state renal disease
(Eschbach and Adamson 1985). The uncomplicated anemia of patients with
chronic renal failure (CRF) is normocytic and normochronic (Besarab, Ross,
and Nasca 1995). The bone marrow of such patients is usually “normocel-
lular”, without the compensatory increase in erythroid activity expected for
the degree of anemia.

The primary cause of anemia in patients with chronic kidney disease
(CKD) is insufficient production of EPO by the diseased kidneys (Eckardt
2001, Eschbach 1989). Additional factors which may cause or contribute
to the anemia include: iron deficiency, needle punctures, blood retention in
the dialysis instrument, gastrointestinal bleeding, severe hyperparathyroidism,
inflammation and shortened red blood cell survival (NKF-K/DOQI 2001). If
left unattended, these factors will influence the outcome of rhEPO treatment
in all pre-dialysis patients with CRF.

Dialysis patients have an age-adjusted death rate estimated to be 3.5 times
higher than that of the general population (Foley et al. 1996). A considerable
proportion of this excess mortality can be explained by the high prevalence of
non-renal comorbid conditions, such as diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular
disease among patients reaching end-stage renal disease (ESRD) therapy. In
recent years, there has been a growing realization that factors which are
unrelated to baseline comorbid illnesses may be causes or markers of poor
outcome in dialysis patients. For example, it is generally accepted that a low
serum albumin concentration, the amount of solute removal during dialysis
and anemia are independent predictors of mortality in these patients (Collins,
Ma, and Keshavish 1994).

When untreated the anemia of CKD is associated with a number of
physiologic abnormalities, including decreased tissue oxygen delivery and
utilization, increased cardiac output, cardiac enlargement, ventricular hyper-
trophy, angina, congestive heart failure, decreased cognition and mental acuity
and impaired immune responsiveness (NKF-K/DOQI 2001, Foley et al. 1996,
Collins, Ma, and Keshavish 1994).

During the last 15 years evidence-based clinical practice recommenda-
tions have been developed to guide appropriate anemia management. Current
evidence supports that hemoglobin (Hgb) levels greater than 11 g/dl improve
outcome. The target may need to be varied for patients with CRF with
specific comorbidities. However, the optimal Hgb level and upper limit of
the desired range has not yet been clearly elucidated. Differences in opinion
exist when interpreting evidence, and some support Hgb level normalization
whereas others do not. Two large randomized clinical trials examining greater
Hgb values showed more cardiovascular complications and a trend towards
greater mortality in pre-dialyzed or ESRD patients randomized to “normal”
Hgb (Besarab et al. 1998, Singh et al. 2006). Another recent trial showed
no increase in mortality in pre-dialyzed patients whose hemoglobin was
normalized (Drüeke et al. 2006). From these trials it was concluded that
Hb concentrations greater than 12 g/dl are not recommended in patients with
severe cardiovascular disease.

Two decades have passed since the first patients with ESRD were treated
with rhEPO (Winearls et al. 1986). Prior to 1990 the treatment of renal anemia
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was highly unsatisfactory, relying on iron supplementation, repeated blood
transfusions and occasionally androgen therapy. Many patients were trans-
fusion dependent. Therefore, they were exposed to the risks of transmission
of infectious agents (particularly viral), sensitization to histocompatibility
antigens and iron overload.

Two forms of rhEPO became available around 1990, and in 2001 another
erythropoietin agent called darbepoietin alfa was licensed to treat renal anemia
(Mac Dougall 2002). These EPO agents may be given intravenously (i.v.) or
subcutaneously (s.c.). Inperitonealdialysis, andfor transplantedandpre-dialysis
patients, epoetinshouldbeadministereds.c. Indialyzedpatients itmaybeadmin-
istered by both routes. For normal as well as CKD patients s.c. administration
of EPO (and not darbepoetin) has more favorable pharmacodynamics than i.v.
administration, despite the incomplete absorption of EPO following s.c. admin-
istration (bioavailability approximately 20%) (Kaufman et al. 1998).

The frequency of administration of EPO is influenced by many factors.
In hemodialyzed patients receiving epoetin alfa or epoetin beta i.v., the drug
should be given three times a week during both the correction and the mainte-
nance phases. The dosing frequency of epoetin beta may be reduced to once
weekly or every two weeks when administered s.c. (Locatelli et al. 2004).

6.4.1. Pure Red Cell Aplasia

Recombinant human EPO has a relatively wide therapeutic window and is
usually well tolerated. Possible adverse events related to epoetin use include
hypertension, seizures, increased clotting tendency and pure red cell aplasia
(PRCA). PRCA is a progressively developing, severe isolated anemia, with
sudden onset and almost complete absence of red blood cell precursors
from an otherwise normal bone marrow (Casadevall et al. 2002a, Eckardt
and Casadevall 2003, Bennett et al. 2004, Krantz 1974, Casadevall 2002b,
Verhelst et al. 2004). PRCA is usually an autoimmune disorder in which
immunoglobulin (IgG) antibodies are directed against erythroid progenitors
or precursors. PRCA usually arrives spontaneously or in association with
thymoma, lymphoid proliferation or an immune-related disorder such as
lupus erythematosus or rheumatoid arthritis. The disease may also develop
secondary to drugs or viral infection, such as those of the B19 parvovirus or
hepatitis B virus. EPO-induced PRCA is caused by the development of anti-
EPO antibodies. These antibodies cross-react with the patient’s endogenous
EPO and lead to a more severe form of anemia than before the onset of EPO
therapy. Despite the widespread use of EPO in cancer-related anemia and
other types of anemia, virtually all cases of antibody-positive PRCA occurred
in patients with renal anemia.

The renal anemia-related PRCA cases occurred mainly in patients receiving
epoetin alfa (EPREX®/ERYPO®, Ortho Biotech) outside of the USA,
although a limited number received an other EPO product or a combination
of products (Boven et al. 2005, Mac Dougall 2005) (Figure 6.1). Antibodies
generated against rhEPO cross-react with endogenous EPO, and mandate that
treatment with EPO of any brand is discontinued, although, recently there
have been reports of cases of EPO-associated PRCA in which re-challenge
has been successful. PRCA patients require repeated blood transfusions, and
immunosuppressant therapy with corticosteroids and cyclophosphamide or
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Figure 6.1 Antibody-mediated PRCA per patient-years (rate per 100,000 patient-
years) for different EPO products.

cyclosporine has been used to control antibody formation (Mac Dougall 2005,
Asari and Gokal 2004). Antibody titers have been observed to slowly decrease
in most patients after rhEPO was stopped.

The incidence rate for patients with subcutaneous exposure to Eprex in pre-
filled syringes with polysorbate 80 was found to be 4.61/10 000 patients per
year, which is much higher than that of other EPO formulations (Krantz 1974,
Asari and Gokal 2004). Between January 1998 and April 2004, 175 cases of
EPO-associated PRCA were reported for Eprex, 11 cases for NeoRecormon
and 5 cases for Epogen (Bennett et al. 2004). Between 2001 and 2003,
the estimated exposure-adjusted incidence was down to 18 cases per 100
000 patient-years for the Eprex formulation without human serum albumin,
6 per 100 000 patient-years for the Eprex formulation with human serum
albumin, 1 case per 100 000 patient-years for NeoRecormon and 0.2 case
per 100 000 patients-years for Epogen (Mac Dougall 2005). The exposure-
adjusted incidence thus decreased by 83% worldwide (Bennett et al. 2004),
after procedures were adopted to ensure appropriate storage, handling and
administration of Eprex to patients with chronic kidney disease (Figure 6.2).

The cause of Eprex-associated PRCA has not been solved in detail, although
several hypotheses have been raised including:

• Formation of micelles
• Silicon droplets in the pre-filled syringes
• Leachates from rubber stoppers
• Aggregation
• Mishandling

None of theories per se explain solely the steep increase of immune response.
Micelles are very unstable and their potential formation does not explain
the epidemiological data. There are some inconsistent anecdotal reports of
silicon-induced immune responses, but in general silicon is inert and does
not explain the immune reaction against Eprex. Leachates from the rubber
stoppers in pre-filled syringes acting as adjuvants have been brought up by
the manufacturer as the most probable cause, but also this hypothesis is not
covered by experimental data. The epidemiological difference in countries like
Germany and France can be explained by differences in s.c. administration.
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Figure 6.2 Incidence of anti-EPO antibodies/PRCA in the period 1989–2004.

While in Germany patients are treated in hospitals by nephrologists, French
patients administer the drug themselves at home. This may lead to an increased
risk of mishandling by non-compliance with the strict recommendations of the
manufacturer. Subsequently aggregates may have formed, which induced the
immune response by breaking the immune tolerance. Formation of aggregates
seems to be the most likely explanation for the Eprex-induced PRCA.

6.5. Biosimilars

A generation of biotechnology-derived therapeutic agents is reaching the end
of their patent lives, heralding the market entry of biosimilars. For nephrolo-
gists who are used to prescribing biopharmaceuticals such as EPO or interferon
to their patients, the issue of emerging biosimilars is of particular importance.
Most patients are receiving EPO with a clear understanding of the efficacy
and safety of the drug. Because nephrologists are satisfied with the current
treatment, both in terms of efficacy and safety, there is thus a full respon-
sibility both from drugs agencies scientists and nephrologists to review the
safety profile and efficacy of the biosimilar products.

In this context it has to be underlined that recombinant therapeutics are
complex products and have little in parallel with traditional biogenerics.
Therefore, even perfectly respected, current EMEA guidelines will still leave
clinicians with unresolved issues.

6.5.1. EMEA Guideline on Biosimilar Medicinal Products Containing
Recombinant Erythropoietins

A guideline for the approval of biosimilars has been published in 2005 by
the EMEA, which includes non-clinical and clinical issues (Wiecek and
Mikhail 2006). An updated version of the EMEA guideline will be publis-
hed soon (http://www.emea.europa.eu/pdfs/human/biosimilar/1432706en.pdf).
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Non-clinical studies are recommended to be comparative and designed to
detect differences in response to the biosimilar and reference product. Any
alterations in reactivity between the biosimilar and the reference product
should be assessed. In vivo, the erythrogenic effect of the biosimilar and the
reference product should be quantitatively compared in an appropriate animal
assay. Clinical studies should include PK, PD and should be performed in
single dose cross-over studies using s.c. and i.v. administration.

Equivalent therapeutic efficacy between the biosimilar and the reference
product should be demonstrated in at least two adequately powered
randomized, double-blind, parallel group clinical trials. Clinical safety should
come from at least 300 patients treated for at least 12 months. In addition, a
pharmacovigilance plan should be presented to address immunogenicity and
potential rare serious adverse events. Finally, extension of indication from
the sensitive clinical model (renal failure) to other indications can be granted.
The EMEA has therefore provided a valuable base for EU legislation to
biosimilars. Currently such legal framework does not exist in the USA for
the approval of biosimilars.

Not only initial efficacy but maintaining batch to batch consistency (compa-
rability) is an ongoing challenge, since biological manufacturing processes
involve many steps from cloning the desired gene, via selection of a suitable
cell-type fermentation and purification, to formulation of the end product
(Kuhlmann and Covic 2006, Schellekens 2005, Schellekens 2002). Testing
of 12 batches of EPO from five manufacturers showed variations in the
potencies from 68 to 119% of specifications. Different potencies even between
product samples from the same manufacturer were demonstrated (Kelley
et al. 2005). Such variability in the efficacy may have major clinical impact.
Lack of efficacy will result in a high number of patients below the target
Hb (> 11 g/dl), and therefore lead to adverse outcome. Low hemoglobin
is not the only concern; potencies above the specifications may result in
high hemoglobin above the target, which may result in an increased risk of
cardiovascular morbidity (Besarab et al. 1998, Singh et al. 2006). That is
why EMEA guidances clearly specify that “exaggerated pharmacodynamic
responses” may result in hypertension and thrombotic complications.

Batch to batch variability may also result in hemoglobin cycling. The
phenomenon of cyclic fluctuations in hemoglobin levels (hemoglobin cycling)
is a common occurrence in EPO-treated hemodialysis patients, but has not yet
been widely studied. It is closely associated with frequent EPO dose changes
due to EPO variability, and may have a major adverse impact on patient
outcome, since wide movement of hemoglobin values is not a part of normal
homeostasis (Swanson et al. 2004, Hoesel et al. 2004, Thorpe and Swanson
2005, Kromminga and Schellekens 2005).

Before conducting clinical studies, pre-clinical (both in vitro and in vivo)
comparability is mandatory to assess PK and PD of the biosimilar. Also,
manufacturing processes, which are highly elaborate and sophisticated, will
have to guarantee consistency in the production of these drugs, not only to
provide initial comparability but also the same efficacy over time (Kuhlmann
and Covic 2006). For example, the extent of glycosylation is notably sensitive
to changes in cell growth conditions, such as culture pH, the availability of
precursors and nutrients, and the presence or absence of various cytokines
and hormones. Glycosylation can affect the half-life of EPO and therefore
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its potency; increasing the degree of sialylation and glycosylation decreases
renal clearance rate and increases EPO in vivo activity (Kuhlmann and Covic
2006, Stoffel et al. 2007, Weber et al. 2002).

Several clinical trials have demonstrated correction of anemia with
biosimilar EPO preparations used in either open-label or controlled studies
(Stravitz et al. 2005). As expected from pre-clinical data, correction of anemia
differed between EPO alfa and biosimilar epoetins in each of the comparative
studies. Differences in the in vitro and in vivo potencies were observed in
those trials, and the EPO preparations were either more or less potent in vivo
compared with in vitro studies.

Equally important is safety. Safety data obtained from open-label and
controlled studies of biosimilar generally have shown good tolerability of
treatment. However, unacceptable levels of bacterial endoxins were identified
in 3 of 12 biosimilar epoetin samples obtained from five different laboratories
(Stravitz et al. 2005) in studies comparing biosimilar EPO with epoetin alfa.
Similar adverse event profiles were noted.

Immunogenicity is a critical issue in biotechnologically derived medicine.
Most biopharmaceuticals induce immune responses (Kessler, Goldsmith, and
Schellekens 2006) but the formation of antibodies often has no or minor
clinically relevant consequences. However, in some cases the consequences
can be severe and potentially lethal, causing a loss of efficacy or even to
autoimmune processes. Occasionally, antibodies result in enhanced efficacy
of the product (Hoesel et al. 2004). The risk of immune responses against
EPO was made clear by cases of PRCA in patients receiving epoetin alfa.
The PRCA cases were associated with a breakdown of immune tolerance to
EPO treatment resulting in neutralizing antibodies directed against not only
the recombinant protein but also endogenous EPO.

According to the EMEA guidelines on immunogenicity, safety of biosim-
ilars should be addressed through safety data from at least 300 patients and
a pharmacovigilance plan. In order to compare immunogenicity of products,
animal models, sensitive and specific assay for detecting high-affinity
antibodies, and large clinical trials are necessary. Standardized animal models
are not available. Moreover, due to the lack of a common calibrator different
assays may reveal different results from different laboratories (Mac Dougall
2005). To detect a difference in PRCA incidence between two products,
data from around 40 000 patient-years of treatment are necessary. However,
EMEA only recommends safety data from at least 300 patients and with at
least 12-month immunogenicity data. PRCA is a rare, but serious compli-
cation, which will therefore not be detected with pre-marketing evaluations.
Guidelines from the EMEA state that a pharmacovigilance plan for post-
marketing monitoring should be included in the data package submitted for
drug approval. Nevertheless, existing pharmacovigilance strategies were slow
in detecting and reacting to the rise in PRCA cases. This questions the appro-
priateness of the current system for the continuous post-marketing evaluation.

6.6. Conclusion

Treatment with rhEPO may induce an immune response and lead to the
formation of anti-EPO antibodies. These antibodies may lead to the clinical
manifestation of PRCA, a severe form of anemia. The rise of EPO-induced
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PRCA cases in the period of 1998–2004 has made health authorities, manufac-
turers and clinicians aware of the risk of adverse immune reactions and
the importance of the analysis of anti-EPO antibodies. Screening analysis
has therefore become more important after the development and production
of EPO biosimilars, because those products are already available in some
countries and may be marketed in Europe and USA before all issues are
resolved.

Reliable and sensitive screening assays for the detection of anti-EPO
antibodies are available, although attempts to generate a common calibrator
for those assays are still not successful. As recommended by some guide-
lines, positive results in the screening results have to be confirmed by a more
specific confirmatory assay. In addition, a more detailed characterization of
the antibodies is desirable. The neutralizing capacity of anti-EPO antibodies
has been shown by a cellular assay using cell lines or bone marrow derived
cells that are unequivocally dependent on EPO.
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Case Study: Immunogenicity

of Interferon-Beta
Klaus Bendtzen and Arno Kromminga

7.1. Abstract

While autoantibodies (autoAbs) to IFN-beta are rarely found in humans,
antibodies (Abs) to IFN-beta are frequently seen in patients receiving
prolonged therapies with recombinant human IFN-beta. As autoAbs, they
neutralize wild-type IFN-beta, they cross-react with both currently used IFN-
beta biopharmaceuticals, but not IFN-alpha, and they interfere with biological
and immunometric assays for IFN-beta in vitro and in vivo. Although anti-
IFN-beta Abs usually neutralize IFN-beta in vivo, making further therapies
useless, there is experimental support for the idea that some anti-IFN-beta
Abs, at least early during ‘immunization’, may function as enhancers and
paradoxically prolong and amplify the activities of IFN-beta in vivo. There are
significant difficulties in obtaining reliable methods for monitoring patients
on prolonged IFN-beta therapies. These include IFN-beta analyses in blood
required for optimal and individualized therapies, and Ab detection induced
during therapy. In an effort to assess the clinical relevance of in vitro Ab
measurements, many investigators distinguish between ‘binding’ Abs (BAbs)
and in vitro ‘neutralizing’ Abs (NAbs) even though such a distinction may not
be justified in real terms. For example, the so-called non-neutralizing BAbs
may affect drug bioavailability and drug clearance, while NAbs may not
necessarily neutralize circulating IFN-beta in vivo. Moreover, anti-IFN-beta
Abs may cause serious complications and theoretically initiate autoimmune
reactions whether or not they neutralize in vivo. Regular screening for NAbs
and discontinuation of therapy in multiple sclerosis patients with sustained
high-level NAbs are now generally recommended.

7.2. Introduction

Interferon (IFN) is a group of natural proteins produced by many cell types in
response to challenge by infectious agents, primarily viruses, but also bacteria
and parasites. Natural, partly purified IFN preparations have been used for
many years, primarily as therapies against viral infections and certain cancers.
From the 1980s, recombinant gene technologies allowed mass cultivation and
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purification from bacterial and mammalian cell cultures. This paved the way
for use of IFN in many diseases, including the use of human recombinant
IFN-beta in patients with multiple myeloma and multiple sclerosis (MS).
Hence, IFN-beta is the first-line treatment of patients with relapsing-remitting
MS, as it has been shown to reduce the progression of disability and suppress
signs and severity of the disease.

It took more than 10 years to fully realize the problem of immunogenicity of
human recombinant IFN-beta preparations. This delay was mostly due to the
belief that the immune system is tolerant to biopharmaceuticals with peptide
sequences identical or almost identical to naturally occurring counterparts,
but recognition of the problem was also delayed by the relapsing-remitting
nature of MS and the use of inappropriate tests for anti-IFN-beta antibodies
(Ab) (Schellekens 2002, Bendtzen 2003). It is now well known that up to
90% of treated MS patients may develop binding Abs (BAbs) and neutralizing
Abs (NAbs) against IFN-beta (Ross et al. 2000). However, the frequency
and the clinical relevance of the induced Abs depend on the nature of the
IFN-beta preparation as well as on treatment characteristics such as dosage
and mode of administration. Furthermore, the assay format for Ab detection
greatly influences the frequency of Ab-positives.

7.3. Description of the IFN Biopharmaceuticals

7.3.1. Structure and Function

Type 1 IFNs, consisting of IFN-alpha (previously termed leukocyte IFN),
IFN-beta (previously termed fibroblast IFN), IFN-delta, IFN-epsilon, IFN-
kappa, IFN-tau, IFN-omega and IFN-zeta or limitin, are a group of related
glycoproteins that are involved primarily in the regulation of antiviral and
antiproliferative responses of the immune system. All subgroups of type 1
IFNs share the same receptor complex called IFN-alpha receptor (IFNAR)
that consists of IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 chains (Figure 7.1). Activation of
the complex starts intracellular signaling through IFNAR1, and this leads
to activation in the nucleus of IFN-stimulated regulatory elements (ISRE),
which govern transcription of more than 100 genes. Several of these genes
have been used for development of tests for type 1 IFN activity and anti-IFN
NAbs.

Type 1 IFNs, mainly IFN-alpha, have been used as therapy for patients
with viral infections, including hepatitis B and C virus, as well as patients
with malignant conditions. Composed of a group of at least 23 subtypes of
19–26 kDa (glyco)proteins, IFN-alpha is produced primarily by virus-infected
leukocytes but also by many other cell types.

IFN-beta is produced primarily by virus-infected fibroblasts and consists of
a group of at least two members of 23–42 kDa glycoproteins called IFN-beta1
and IFN-beta3 (IFN-beta2, also known as interleukin-6, does not belong to
this group). In contrast to IFN-alpha, IFN-beta is strictly species specific in
that IFN-beta of other species is inactive in human cells. Both IFN-alpha and
IFN-beta interfere with replication of many viruses in almost all cell types
and, in addition, have antiproliferative and immunomodulatory functions.
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Figure 7.1 Type 1 IFN signaling and anti-IFN-beta BAb/Nabs.
The example shows IFN-beta signaling through IFN-alpha receptors 1 and 2 (IFNAR1
and IFNAR2). The upper panel shows ligand–receptor binding, association of the
two receptor chains and intracellular signaling and activation of genes through IFN-
stimulated regulatory elements (ISRE). The left lower panel shows anti-IFN-beta BAbs
(non-neutralizing) as they are often depicted. The right lower panel shows the correct
size relations. (See Color Plate 1)
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7.3.2. Manufacturers of Recombinant Human IFN-Beta

There are currently two main therapeutic preparations of recombinant IFN-
beta:

IFN-beta-1b is produced by Berlex Laboratories (Montville, NJ, USA)
and Bayer-Schering (Berlin, Germany) under the trade names Betaseron®

and Betaferon® and was the first in use in MS patients. It is produced
in Escherichia coli and is therefore non-glycosylated, unlike its natural
counterpart. In addition, IFN-beta-1b differs from wild-type IFN-beta in that
it lacks the N-terminal amino acid (methionine) and that one amino acid
in position 17 is different (cysteine substituted with serine). IFN-beta-1a is
produced by Biogen (Cambridge, MA, USA) under the trade name Avonex®

and by Serono Inc. (Rockland, MA, USA) under the trade name Rebif®. IFN-
beta-1a preparations are produced in mammalian Chinese hamster ovary cells.
The amino acid sequence is identical to native IFN-beta, and it is glycosylated,
although not exactly equal to the wild-type human IFN-beta.

7.4. Immune Reactions Against IFN-Beta

Naturally occurring autoAbs to IFN-beta have been reported, but the frequency
is low (less than 0.1% of healthy individuals) and their clinical relevance
is unknown. In contrast, patients treated with human recombinant IFN-beta
frequently develop anti-IFN-beta Abs. The reported frequencies and titers vary
considerably depending on diseases, IFN preparations and administration, and
the types of assays being used. However, Ab-mediated decrease in bioactivity
of IFN, a condition in which the clinical effect of continued injection of IFN-
beta is minimized or abrogated, is now generally recognized (Pachner 2003).

Not surprisingly, the risk appears to be greatest for E. coli-derived IFN-
beta-1b and lowest for mammalian IFN-beta-1a. We have found that BAbs and
NAbs develop in 30–90% of MS patients treated with IFN-beta-1a and IFN-
beta-1b, respectively, and regular testings for NAbs and discontinuation of
therapy in MS patients with sustained high-level NAbs are now recommended
(Bendtzen 2003, Pachner 2003, Ann Marrie and Rudick 2006, Gilli et al.
2006). A recently developed mouse model, transgenic for the human IFN-beta
gene, reflects the differences in the immunogenic potential of the different
IFN-beta preparations (Hermeling et al. 2005).

Apart from neutralizing the effects of continued IFN-beta therapy, it is
theoretically possible that NAbs as well as BAbs may trigger host autoimmune
processes, for example, through antibody-dependent cell-mediated injury or
complement-mediated attack initiated by Ab binding to IFN-beta associated
to cells producing or responding to the cytokine. Though this appears to
be rare, de novo production of antithyroid, antinuclear and other autoAbs
has been reported in connection with IFN-beta-1b therapy, as has clinical
manifestations of autoimmunity after IFN-beta therapies (Borg and Isenberg
2007). It is noteworthy that autoimmune phenomena, for example, systemic
lupus and autoimmunity involving the thyroid gland, liver and joints have
been reported much more frequently in patients treated with IFN-alpha (Selmi
et al. 2006).
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7.5. Methods of Detection

The need for clinically useful, inexpensive and standardized screening assays
is obvious, but attempts in this direction have failed despite the recommen-
dation of WHO to use biological assays, where antiviral neutralization is
expressed as a titer, defined as the reciprocal of the serum dilution that
reduces the IFN potency from 10 to 1 LU/ml; 1 laboratory unit (LU)/ml is
the level of IFN inducing 50% protection against challenge virus in a given
assay (Grossberg 2003). A major reason for the lack of standardization is the
inconvenience and high cost of carrying out elaborate bioassays and the fact
that many assays have not been validated with regard to clinical relevance
and therefore may provide little useful information to the clinician.

7.5.1. BAbs and NAbs

There is some controversy whether the development of anti-IFN-beta Abs
always leads to response failure. Some investigators distinguish between BAbs
(in vitro binding Abs) and NAbs (in vitro neutralizing Abs) and argue that only
the latter have clinical importance. This may not always be the case, however
(Bendtzen 2003). First, the discrimination between BAbs and NAbs may
reflect a quantitative rather than a qualitative difference in the Abs because
of different assay sensitivities and because development of Abs in vivo is a
dynamic process, where initially produced NAbs may not yet present as such,
simply because of their low level. Though not yet detectable in NAb assays,
they may be detected in a sensitive BAb assay. And though not yet having
a major effect on therapeutic efficacy, they may neutralize portions of the
administered drug and cause local or systemic side effects at any time point.
They also signal further induction of NAbs if therapy/immunization continues,
especially because Ab maturation and increased polyclonality contribute to
neutralization. Second, the determination of false positive BAbs, often seen
with the use of solid-phase assays (see below), would be interpreted as ‘non-
neutralizing’ BAbs, especially if NAbs are tested by insufficiently sensitive
assays. Third, if ‘non-neutralizing’ BAbs exist sui generis in IFN-beta-treated
patients (Figure 7.1), they may still have clinically important pharmacological
effects. BAbs may, for example, inhibit absorption of IFN-beta from s.c. and
i.m. sites (decreasing bioavailability), and BAbs may reduce the half-life of the
drug in the circulation and/or prevent IFN-beta from reaching pathologically
affected sites, for example in the brain. Finally, immune complexes containing
BAbs and possibly complement may cause side effects whether or not IFN-
beta bioactivity is neutralized.

7.5.2. Binding Assays for BAbs

Methods for the detection of BAbs to IFN-beta include direct and sandwich-
type ELISAs, blotting techniques and radioligand assays (Brickelmaier et al.
1999, Ross et al. 2000, Pachner 2003). Since BAbs bind to both conforma-
tional and sequence-restricted (linear) epitopes on proteins, immunometric
assays and immunoblotting techniques using a more or less denatured cytokine
in the capture phase may hamper detection of BAbs restricted to the native
conformation of the molecules (Bendtzen 2003). These techniques may also
reveal BAbs even in cases where Abs affinity is low. As this binding is
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often non-saturable and hence non-specific, such Abs cannot be categorized
as true BAbs. Although these techniques can be used for screening purposes,
demonstration of ligand binding to the Fab fragments of the immunoglobulins,
combined with saturation binding analysis and fluid phase demonstration of
cross-binding to the drug, is necessary to verify the presence of specific BAb
to IFN-beta.

Another approach for the determination of BAbs is the use of a bridging
type of ELISA. This format uses immobilized IFN-beta as catching reagent
and a labeled IFN-beta as detecting antigen. BAbs in patient samples recognize
both immobilized and dissolved antigen due to their bivalent binding charac-
teristics. A bridging ELISA therefore combines the high throughput need of
a screening assay and the specificity of a liquid-phase assay. It should be
noted, however, that a bridging type of ELISA fails to detect monovalent
BAbs against IFN-beta, for example, Abs of the IgG4 isotype. This may be
a significant disadvantage, as IgG4 Abs may neutralize IFN-beta binding to
IFNAR1 and IFNAR2, increase drug clearance and/or prevent the drug from
reaching affected tissues.

Because of the above-mentioned problems with solid-phase assays, a fluid-
phase radioimmunoassay (RIA) for direct binding to 125I-labeled IFN-beta
may be beneficial. There are several reasons for this: The tracer preserves as
closely as possible the natural configuration of IFN-beta and allows detection
of BAbs directed against conformational epitopes; it can be validated and
tested for retained bioactivity; it allows high assay sensitivity, and the speci-
ficity, kinetics, avidity and capacity of the IFN-beta–BAb binding may be
assessed, as can cross-binding to non-Ab factors in serum. However, denatu-
ration may occur when iodinating proteins, and one should therefore always
purify the tracer and validate for specific activity, stability and immunoreac-
tivity before use. Steps should also be included to control for saturability of
binding and for factors other than BAbs that may interfere with IgG binding.
Indeed, it is important to note that many serum proteins may influence BAb
assays, for example, soluble receptors (Figure 7.1) and preexisting IFN-alpha
and IFN-beta. BAbs in immune complexes may also escape detection because
of a low exchange rate between BAb-bound unlabeled IFN-beta and 125I-IFN-
beta during incubation. This may also occur if the tracer and the BAbs form
complexes with high dissociation rates allowing them to dissociate during the
(brief) time it takes to separate bound from free tracer.

Surface plasmon resonance analysis of BAbs is a well-established method
for further Ab characterization (Thorpe and Swanson 2005). The determi-
nation of binding kinetics as well as the isotyping and subclassing of the Abs
enables a more detailed view into the mechanism of the immune reaction.
Though the method of choice for characterization of the nature of the antigen–
antibody interaction, this method is unsuited as a screening assay due to low
throughput and low sensitivity.

7.5.3. Bioassays for NAbs

These include antiviral neutralization assays measured in a cytopathic effect
(CPE) setup and tests for inhibition of cellular effects induced by IFN-beta,
for example, induction of myxovirus resistance protein A (MxA). Recently,
reporter-gene assays offer interesting possibilities for monitoring anti-IFN-
beta NAbs.
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The CPE assay (Figure 7.2) is the currently recommended assay for IFN-
beta NAbs, as this assay has been used for several years and is clinically
validated in MS patients (Ross et al. 2000, Grossberg 2003, Pachner et al.
2005, Ross et al. 2006). The test is usually carried out in one of two
modifications: (1) neutralization capacity assay and (2) an assay yielding a
titer calculated as the serum dilution that reduces IFN potency from 10 to
1 LU/ml.

The neutralization capacity assay yields semiquantitative data on the ability
of NAb-containing serum samples to counteract the protective effect of IFN-
beta when an IFN-beta-sensitive cell line is exposed to a cytopathic virus.
The test directly measures the capacity of an NAb-containing test sample to
inhibit the antiviral activity of IFN-beta. There are several advantages of this
test compared to titer determinations (see below). A practical one is that it
eliminates the need for measurements of serially diluted samples and thus
is better suited for economical screening of large numbers of patients. More
importantly, however, this test is closer to the in vivo situation, where a
certain level of NAbs is set to neutralize a fixed amount of IFN-beta at the
site of injection or a relatively fixed level in the circulation.

The 10 to 1 LU/ml neutralization assay, often called Kawade assay (Kawade
1980), is also a semiquantitative test for NAbs against type 1 IFN, where
serially diluted serum samples are tested for IFN-beta neutralization in an
otherwise similar setup. The most important advantage of this test is the
ability to more accurately measure NAbs at very high levels and, thus, the
ability to follow changes in NAb titers over time which may have prognostic
value. A potential problem with titer determinations of NAbs is that the
antigen–antibody complexes are formed in a scenario far from the clinical
setting. In patients with high-titered NAbs, immune complexes would form
in vivo in the presence of relatively high levels of Abs at the injection site(s),
and even in Ab excess in the circulation, whereas the in vitro testings would
take place in antigen excess. This is because NAbs are diluted excessively
in the assay, frequently several thousand times, while the IFN-beta level is
fixed at 10 LU/ml. This artificial situation has an impact on both size and
solubility of the IFN-beta–Ab complexes. To what extent this concern affects
the interpretation of NAb levels in vivo, and hence the clinical relevance of
this method, has not been addressed.

MxA assays are carried out in two major modifications (Figure 7.3) (Pachner
et al. 2005). One assay makes use of an IFN-sensitive cell line and measures
change in MxA expression in the presence of NAbs. In the second format,
the MxA expression rate or the concentration of the MxA protein is analyzed
in whole blood.

The principle underlying reporter-gene assays is to replace an IFN-sensitive
gene with one that is easy to measure. As shown in Figure 7.1 (upper
panel), IFN-beta signaling through IFNAR involves activation of ISRE which
then induces a host of genes governing antiviral, immune and proliferative
responses. Using genetic engineering techniques, MxA or other indigenous
genes specifically activated through this pathway can be replaced with a
gene which, under control of a relevant promoter, may be used as a reporter
gene yielding quantitative responses in IFNAR-bearing cell lines. This may
be used for easy assessments of type 1 IFN activities, and since NAbs
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Figure 7.2 Basic principle for CPE assays for NAbs.
Example of an NAb neutralization capacity assay (Ross et al. 2000, Bendtzen 2003):
A pre-titrated dose of encephalo-myocarditis (EMC) virus is added to an IFN-beta-
sensitive cell line (e.g., MC-5 cells, a subclone of A549 human lung carcinoma
cells) so that 90–100% of the cells die (upper panel). When 10 LU/ml of human
recombinant IFN-beta is added to the cells prior to EMC virus, most of the cells
survive (second panel). If the same amount of IFN-beta is preincubated in patient
serum containing a small amount (+) of anti-IFN-beta NAbs, the protective effect of
IFN-beta is only minimally affected (third panel). However, if the same amount of
IFN-beta is preincubated in patient serum containing a large amount (+++) of anti-
IFN-beta NAbs, the protective effect of IFN-beta is lost, resulting in substantial cell
death (lower panel).
The 10 to 1 LU/ml neutralization assay utilizes the same type of assay except that the
NAb-containing sera are serially diluted until the endpoint 50% protection is reached
(the definition of 1 LU/ml of IFN-beta) (Kawade 1980, Grossberg 2003).
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Figure 7.3 Two types of MxA assays for IFN-beta bioactivity and Nabs.

interfere with IFN-beta binding to IFNAR, appropriately modified reporter-
gene assays may also be used to detect IFN-beta NAbs. These assays are
now available for routine use in patients treated with IFN-beta, and results of
preliminary investigations show promise in terms of reproducibility, accuracy,
specificity and insensitivity to interfering serum factors (toxic and antiviral)
which may interfere with both CPE and MxA assays. It is noteworthy that
biological NAb assays often vary significantly in specificity and precision.
For example, misinterpretations of CPE assays are likely, if they are carried
out without controls for sample toxicity and endogenous antiviral activity,
and in vivo MxA NAb assays may be misinterpreted if patients have
ongoing infections (viral) or if they receive therapies that affect MxA gene
expression.

7.6. Clinical Relevance and Therapeutic Consequences

MS is a chronic, inflammatory autoimmune disease that affects the central
nervous system. The disease may lead to a variety of symptoms, including
changes in sensation and vision, muscle weakness, depression, difficulties
with coordination and speech, severe fatigue, cognitive impairment, problems
with balance and pain. The disease causes gradual destruction of myelin
(demyelination) and transection of neuronal axons in patches throughout the
brain and spinal cord.

The signs and symptoms of MS can be treated by the administration of
human IFN-beta. The exact pathomechanism behind the beneficial function(s)
of IFN-beta is unknown. Patients are not cured by this form of therapy, but
IFN-beta reduces attack frequency and severity. Treatment with both IFN-
beta species is therefore long-lasting, usually years, unless anti-IFN-beta Ab
induction inhibits drug efficacy or causes side effects. Because up to half the
patients treated with IFN-beta may develop NAbs during prolonged therapies,
it makes sense to monitor at regular intervals for development of NAbs to
IFN-beta; see also Chapter 2 for further information.
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8
Case Study: Immunogenicity

of Insulin
Henriette Mersebach, Fannie Smith, Thomas Sparre and Lisbeth Bjerring Jensen

8.1. Introduction to Diabetes Mellitus and Insulin

Diabetes mellitus is an important endocrine disorder characterised by
abnormal metabolism and in particular abnormal glucose homeostasis as well
as an increased risk of developing microvascular and macrovascular compli-
cations such as neuropathy, retinopathy, nephropathy and atherosclerosis.
Type 1 diabetes is characterised by absolute insulin deficiency. The cause
of type 1 diabetes is considered to be an autoimmune destruction of the
insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas. Type 2 diabetes is characterised
by insufficient insulin secretion and/or decreased insulin sensitivity leading
to insufficient insulin action.

The overall goal for treatment of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes is normali-
sation of the blood glucose concentration in order to minimise the development
and progression of micro- and macrovascular long-term complications. Insulin
treatment is the cornerstone and a prerequisite in the diabetes treatment. The
majority of patients with type 1 diabetes are treated with multiple daily injec-
tions (MDI) of insulin or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII). In
contrast, treatment of patients with type 2 diabetes includes lifestyle modifica-
tions (diet and exercise), oral antidiabetic drugs (OADs) and insulin treatment.
Treatment of type 2 diabetes has primarily focused on controlling fasting
plasma glucose levels with OADs and/or basal insulin without postprandial
coverage. Such regimens may fail to achieve the current standards of good
glycaemic control leading to progressive deterioration of diabetes control.
Large intervention studies in patients with both type 1 diabetes (DCCT 1993)
and type 2 diabetes (UKPDS 1998) have shown that strict blood glucose
control with intensive insulin treatment reduces the risk of developing the
micro- and macrovascular complications associated with hyperglycaemia.

Insulin is a small protein, containing 51 amino acids arranged in two chains
(A and B) linked by disulphide bridges. Insulin is synthesised from pro-insulin
(a long single-chain protein molecule) by hydrolysis, which in addition to
insulin generates the residual connecting segment, or C-peptide, by removal
of four amino acids.

The normal, physiological insulin profile is essentially composed of two
components: a constant, low-level, background basal supply and large but
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transitory insulin peaks that occur at mealtimes. Continued efforts to carefully
imitate this physiologic profile prompted the development of insulin products
with improved physicochemical properties based on analogues of human
insulin (HI). The advancement in protein engineering offers targeted devel-
opment of insulin analogues. These analogues display either faster absorption
kinetics or longer time–action profiles compared with HI and, therefore,
more closely replicate endogenous insulin secretion. Insulin preparations
can be categorised by duration of action: short-acting insulin, intermediate-
acting insulin, long-acting insulin and mixed preparations of short-acting and
intermediate-acting insulins (Table 8.1). Three genetically engineered short-
acting insulin analogues are currently available. All are designed to have a
rapid onset and short duration of action when injected subcutaneously:

Humalog® (Eli Lilly Nederland B.V., The Netherlands), NovoRapid®

(Novo Nordisk A/S, Denmark) and Apidra® (Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland
GmbH, Germany). With the exception of the amino acid modifications,
these rapid-acting insulin analogues are homologous to regular HI. Similar
to the rapid-acting insulin analogues, two long-acting analogues of HI
have been manufactured by protein engineering: Lantus® (Sanofi-Aventis
Deutschland GmbH, Germany) and Levemir® (NovoNordisk A/S, Denmark).
Finally, two premixed insulin preparations containing a mixture of a rapid-
acting insulin analogue and a protamine-crystallised insulin analogue are
marketed: HumalogMix® (Eli Lilly Nederland B.V., The Netherlands) and
NovoMix® (Novo Nordisk A/S, Denmark). Both premixed analogues have
been formulated to exploit the advantage of a rapid-acting insulin analogue
(targeting meal-related hyperglycaemia), whereas the protamine-crystallised
component has an extended duration of action, like that of neutral protamine
Hagedorn (NPH) insulin (intermediate acting HI), and can address basal
insulin needs.

Table 8.1 Overview of the most frequently used insulin formulations.

Rapid-acting insulin Insulin aspart (analogue) AspB28

Insulin glulisine (analogue) LysB3, GluB29

Insulin lispro (analogue) LysB28, ProB29

Short-acting insulin Regular human insulin
(soluble)

Intermediate-acting insulin Neutral protamine
Hagedorn (NPH)
insulin (isophane)

Complex with
protamine

Long-acting insulin Insulin glargine (analogue) GlyA21, ArgB31, ArgB32

Insulin detemir (analogue) desThrB30, myristic acid
bound to LysB29

Premixed insulin 50% NPH insulin, 50%
regular human insulin

70% NPH insulin, 30%
regular human insulin

70% insulin aspart
protamine suspension,
30% insulin aspart

70% insulin lispro
protamine suspension,
30% insulin lispro
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8.2. Immunogenicity of Subcutaneously
Administered Insulin

Immunological complications of insulin therapy were recognised already
when insulin became available for the treatment of diabetes mellitus in 1922.
Insulin antibodies of the immunoglobulin G (IgG) and immunoglobulin E
(IgE) type can develop (Schernthaner 1993), and anti-insulin antibodies are
common in patients with diabetes treated with subcutaneous HI (Marshall
et al. 1988; Velcovsky and Federlin 1982): Marshall and co-workers (Marshall
et al. 1988) have reported that as many as 80% of patients treated with
subcutaneous insulin may develop anti-insulin antibodies.

Following administration of exogenous insulin, the formation of anti-insulin
antibodies may affect the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles,
and thereby the clinical effects, of the insulin. Glycaemic control may worsen
if insulin antibodies neutralise insulin, or hypoglycaemic events may become
more frequent if insulin antibodies serve as a carrier to prolong the glucose
reducing effect of the insulin (Bolli et al. 1983; Bolli et al. 1984). Insulin
antibodies have also been associated with insulin resistance and allergic
reactions (Schernthaner 1993).

It is generally agreed that the purity of the insulin preparation influences
the level of insulin antibodies generated in patients with diabetes. Also, it is
recognised that bovine insulin is more immunogenic than porcine insulin given
in the same formulation (Heding et al. 1984). Much attention has been directed
to the lower immunogenicity and allergenicity of highly purified recombinant
HI preparations. And while the proportion of patients who develop insulin
antibodies after exogenous insulin administration can be high (Marshall et al.
1988), the introduction of highly purified recombinant HI and HI analogues
has meant that actual immune-mediated reactions to insulin are now less
frequent (Schernthaner 1993; Lapolla, Dalfra, and Fedele 2005).

8.3. Immunogenicity of Insulin Treatment
with Insulin Analogues

Data from studies in patients with both type 1 and type 2 diabetes have
demonstrated that rapid-acting insulin analogues generate similar low levels of
insulin antibodies as recombinant HI, with no correlations to dose, glycaemic
control or adverse events (Fineberg et al. 1996; Lindholm et al. 2002; Fineberg
et al. 2003). As the rapid-acting analogues are homologous to HI except for
minor changes in the amino acid sequence, the majority of antibodies will be
cross-reacting.

The immunogenicity of Humalog® versus regular HI was studied in four
open-label, 1-year-long randomised trials involving patients with both type 1
and type 2 diabetes, all previously treated with insulin (Fineberg et al. 1996).
At baseline, insulin antibodies specific to HI or insulin lispro were absent in
most patients, whereas 41–45% of patients with type 1 diabetes and 23–27%
of patients with type 2 diabetes had cross-reacting antibodies. Within studies,
no significant differences were noted over time. Patients with type 1 diabetes
were more likely to develop or maintain cross-reacting antibody levels than
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patients with type 2 diabetes. There was no evidence that insulin lispro differs
in immunogenicity from HI in previously treated patients.

In a pooled analysis of four multinational, open, parallel group studies
comprising a total of 2420 patients with diabetes, treatment with NovoRapid®

or NovoMix® was associated with an initial increase in cross-reacting
insulin antibodies after three months of exposure, followed by a decrease
towards baseline values over the first year of treatment (Lindholm et al.
2002). However, clinical efficacy (HbA1c and insulin dose) and safety
(hypoglycaemia) outcomes were not correlated with any changes in insulin
antibody levels, and therefore the clinical relevance of these observations was
considered to be trivial. Only few patients developed antibodies specific to
HI or insulin aspart during the 6- to 12-month study periods, whereas more
than half of the patients had antibodies cross-reacting between HI and insulin
aspart when entering the studies (mean levels ∼ 10–17%). Baseline levels of
cross-reacting insulin antibodies of zero are only to be expected in insulin-
naive patients never exposed to exogenous insulin. Antibody levels showed
similar changes in patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes, and there was no
consistent relationship between antibody formation and glycaemic control or
between antibody formation and safety in terms of adverse events. Data on the
immunogenicity of long-acting insulin analogues are sparse, but both Lantus®

and Levemir® appear to be comparable to human NPH insulin in terms of
immunogenicity. New data from a 2-year-long, multinational, multicentre,
parallel trial in patients with type 1 diabetes randomised 2:1 to treatment
with Levemir® or NPH insulin, both in combination with NovoRapid® at
mealtime, address the long-term immunogenicity of combined treatment with
rapid-acting and long-acting insulin analogues (Bartley et al. 2007). Results on
antibodies cross-reacting between insulin detemir and insulin aspart showed
maximum antibody binding after 1 year of treatment, followed by a small
but significant decline at end of trial after two years of exposure. Insulin
detemir-specific or insulin aspart-specific antibody levels showed a modest
increase after one year. All analyses confirmed that the antibody formation
stabilised and tended to reduce after about one year. The antibody samples
were obtained after transfer of patients from insulin detemir to NPH insulin
for 4–8 days prior to blood sampling to ensure minimum interference of
insulin detemir in the samples during analysis of insulin antibodies.

8.4. Immunogenicity of Insulin in Special Populations

8.4.1. Immunogenicity of Insulin Treatment of Children
and Adolescents with Diabetes

The immunogenicity of insulin has mainly been studied in adult patients with
diabetes. Long-term immunogenicity in children and adolescents was studied
in a 30-month study including 72 insulin-naive children and adolescents with
newly diagnosed type 1 diabetes. The patients were allocated to treatment
with NovoRapid® or HI both in combination with NPH insulin from diagnosis
of type 1 diabetes (Holmberg et al. 2007). The results showed that the level
of insulin aspart-specific antibodies remained low throughout the study. After
9 months of treatment, the level of cross-reacting antibodies was increased
from a low baseline level to a mean level of 40–50% and remained elevated.
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It was concluded that treatment with NovoRapid® and with HI was associated
with an increase in cross-reacting insulin antibodies in insulin-naive children,
but with no measurable impact on the efficacy or safety of the treatment.

8.4.2. Immunogenicity of Insulin Treatment of Pregnant Women
with Diabetes

A few studies have addressed the antibody response to insulin in pregnant
women, but the results are currently inconclusive and sparse (Menon et al.
1990, Weiss, Kainer and Haas 1998; Lindsay et al. 2004). A possible link
between neonatal complications and transfer of insulin antibodies across the
placenta has been investigated, but not confirmed (Menon et al. 1990; Weiss,
Kainer and Haas 1998; Lindsay et al. 2004). There is data to support that
insulin antibodies can cross the placenta. In a study of 138 pregnant women
with type 1 diabetes, insulin antibodies were detected in the cord blood of 95%
of the offspring at birth (Lindsay et al. 2004). Recently, these results have been
confirmed by McCance (McCance et al. 2007) in a subset of pregnant women
with type 1 diabetes participating in a randomised, controlled trial comparing
NovoRapid® with HI (Mathiesen et al. 2007). There was a significant positive
correlation between the level of cross-reacting insulin antibodies assessed
in the pregnant women and in the umbilical cord blood in the offspring,
indicating a transfer of maternal cross-reacting insulin antibodies across the
placental barrier.

In the same study, serial assessments of insulin antibody levels during
pregnancy demonstrated that insulin antibody levels in pregnant women with
type 1 diabetes treated with the NovoRapid® do not differ from insulin
antibody levels in those treated with HI (McCance et al. 2007). This result
is reassuring and is comparable to results in previous studies involving non-
pregnant patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes or those with gestational
diabetes mellitus (Jovanovic et al. 1999; Jovanovic et al. 2005). In the
present trial, the baseline levels of cross-reacting insulin antibodies agree with
previous observations in non-naive patients previously exposed to exogenous
insulin (Lindholm et al. 2002). However, unlike the Lindholm study, there was
no increase in cross-reacting insulin antibody levels throughout pregnancy in
those women treated with NovoRapid®. This suggests that insulin antibodies
do not develop further during pregnancy, even though high insulin doses were
administered in the latter part of pregnancy. In general, levels of cross-reacting
insulin antibodies appear to decrease during pregnancy, perhaps similar to
the drops in insulin antibody levels seen after some months of treatment
(Lindholm et al. 2002; Hamalainen et al. 2000; Exon, Dixon and Malins 1974;
Spellacy and Goetz 1963) or similar to reductions seen with other types of
antibodies during pregnancy, for example, serum antithyroglobulin antibodies
(D’Armiento et al. 1980).

8.5. Pulmonary Insulin

Non-invasive/needle-free delivery options for insulin are being investigated
with increased efforts and interest. At present, the most promising alternative
route to subcutaneous injections of insulin is by inhalation. Systemic insulin
delivery to lower blood glucose via the lungs has been described in the medical
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literature as far back as 1924 (Heubner, De Jongh and Laquer 1924) and 1925
(Gänsslen 1925). Only recently has this mode of insulin administration been
used for the registration of Exubera® (Pfizer Limited, UK) in the USA and
EU for use in patients with diabetes.

The pulmonary alveoli have an estimated surface area of approximately
100 m2 and this allows for rapid absorption of small peptides from the inhaled
air to the blood (Agu et al. 2001), and thus the possibility of formation of
neutralising antibodies or developing allergic immune responses via this route
of administration arises. It is well known that exogenous insulin administration
can elicit both local and systemic immunologic responses although allergic
responses are rare (Schernthaner 1993).

8.5.1. Immunogenicity of Insulin Treatment with Pulmonary Insulin

All classes of antibodies (IgA, IgE, IgG and IgM) have been studied in patients
using different inhaled insulins, but the results cannot be directly compared as
different antibody assays have been utilised (Hermansen et al. 2004; Fineberg
et al. 2005; Ceglia, Lau and Pittas 2006; Teeter and Riese 2006). In type
1 and type 2 diabetes patients using the AERx® iDMS (NovoNordisk A/S,
Denmark), both total and IgG insulin antibody levels were higher for inhaled
insulin than for subcutaneous insulin aspart or HI (Hermansen et al. 2004;
Wollmer et al. 2007). In a long-term study in patients with type 1 diabetes,
the levels increased for 3–6 months and plateaued from 6 to 12 months
(Wollmer et al. 2007). Elevated IgE antibody levels were detected in a small
number of type 2 patients, and no change was observed for IgA antibody
levels (Hermansen et al. 2004). In Exubera® studies, the antibody titres cover
a wide range of IgG levels, while IgM, IgA and IgE antibodies have been
below the limits of quantification for the respective assays (Fineberg et al.
2005). The immune response after exposure to Exubera® inhalation consisted
of a heterogeneous population of antibodies representing a range of binding
affinities and binding capacities, as has been described for subcutaneous
insulin (Heise et al. 2005). The rise in insulin antibody levels occurs rapidly
after the onset of use of inhaled insulin and reaches a plateau after a period of
6–12 months in both patients with type 1 and 2 diabetes using Exubera®, as is
the case with antibodies associated with subcutaneous insulin administration
(Fineberg et al. 2005; Ceglia, Lau and Pittas 2006). Similar results have been
reported showing an increase in insulin-specific antibody titres compared to
subcutaneous insulin in patients with type 1 diabetes using HI inhalation
powder (Eli Lilly) over 12 weeks (Garg et al. 2006).

The effects of inhaled insulin on the immune system have been observed
to have a greater response in patients with type 1 diabetes and in islet cell
antibody-positive type 2 diabetes patients compared to patients with type 2
diabetes (Fineberg et al. 2005; Ceglia, Lau and Pittas 2006). Furthermore,
patients with type 2 diabetes who were initially insulin-naive had lower
antibody responses than previously insulin-treated patients. This difference in
immunogenicity between initially insulin-naive versus insulin-treated patients
was maintained over 2 years of inhaled insulin exposure with Exubera®

despite the addition of subcutaneous basal insulin and may reflect active
suppression of the humoral insulin responses (Fineberg et al. 2005). The
immune response has been studied in both powder- and liquid-based inhaled
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insulin formulations and does not appear to be related to excipients (Wollmer
et al. 2007; Fabbri 2006; Quattrin et al. 2004).

In a 24-week study with 226 patients with type 1 diabetes randomised
to inhaled insulin with Exubera® or subcutaneous insulin for 12 weeks
followed by an antibody washout period of 12 weeks, the small lung function
changes observed with inhaled insulin therapy were not mediated by the
humoral immune response or associated with the acute decrements in lung
function immediately after initiation of insulin inhalation (Heise et al. 2005).
Furthermore, no effects were observed on the metabolic effects or action of
insulin when examining the pharmacodynamic impact of the development of
insulin antibodies after 24 weeks of therapy with Exubera®(Fabbri 2006);
no correlation with low or high affinity binding insulin antibodies and
postprandial glucose levels, fasting blood glucose, duration of insulin action
or increased hypoglycaemic event rate as in other long-term clinical trials
with Exubera® (Fabbri 2006). Similar results have been observed for AIR®

(Lilly/Alkermes) and AERx® iDMS (Quattrin et al. 2004; Moses et al. 2006).
Insulin antibody response was also measured in a long-term study comparing
inhaled insulin via AERx® iDMS with subcutaneous NovoRapid® in patients
with type 1 diabetes. Total and IgG insulin antibody levels were higher with
inhaled insulin compared to subcutaneous NovoRapid® (Moses et al. 2006).
Further analyses in a subgroup of patients treated for 23 months revealed
no influence of elevated antibody levels on pharmacokinetic characteristics
after a single inhalation or inhaled insulin or over three mealtime inhalations
(Roberts et al. 2006).

Patients with type 2 diabetes treated with inhaled HI with the AERx®

iDMS before meals for 12 weeks were compared to pre-meal injections of
HI (Hermansen et al. 2004). Median total insulin antibody levels increased
in the inhaled group from 6 to 35% tracer binding compared to no changes
in the subcutaneous insulin-treated group, but no correlations were found
between change in total insulin antibody level, metabolic control and insulin
dose. IgG antibody levels showed a substantial increase in only five patients
in the inhaled group, but median levels only increased slightly (Hermansen
et al. 2004). A review of several trials in patients with type 2 diabetes using
inhaled human insulin with Exubera®demonstrated similar results with no
correlation of antibodies to HbA1c, insulin dose, incidence of hypoglycaemia
or pulmonary function (Fineberg et al. 2005). In trials where patients have
been followed after discontinuation of the inhaled insulin, antibody levels
start to decline towards the baseline values within the approximately 12 weeks
(Teeter and Riese 2006).

8.6. Conclusions

Protein drugs such as insulin are immunogenic. The development of insulin
antibodies with the use of subcutaneous or inhaled administration appears to
be common, although the antibody level varies dependent on factors such
as the preparation, route of administration and age of the patient. Despite
initial increases in antibody formation, there appears to be no consistent
relationship between antibody formation and glycaemic control or between
antibody formation and safety in terms of adverse events.
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9
Case Study: Immunogenicity

of Factor VIII
Silke Ehrenforth and Stephanie Seremetis

9.1. Introduction

Blood coagulation factor VIII (FVIII) is an essential component of blood
coagulation. In this process, activated FVIII functions as a cofactor for the
serine protease factor (F) IXa, and their membrane-bound complex (factor
Xase) activates FX to FXa. Subsequently, FXa participates in activation
of prothrombin to thrombin, the key enzyme of the coagulation cascade.
Haemophilia A is a bleeding disorder caused by a functional absence, or
reduced levels, of FVIII. In the developed world, treatment of acute bleeds
and bleeding prevention are based on the infusion of virus-attenuated plasma-
derived or recombinant clotting factor replacement. Such replacement therapy
has substantially improved the quality of life of haemophiliacs by avoiding or
rapidly resolving bleeding episodes, thus minimizing their long-term conse-
quences, particularly in the joints. Alloantibodies (inhibitors) towards trans-
fused FVIII represent the major complication in haemophilia care, as they
render classical substitution therapy ineffective.

This chapter will address some basic characteristics of inhibitory antibodies
to FVIII, risk factors predisposing or contributing to inhibitor development
and the principle therapeutic management of haemophilia patients with FVIII
inhibitors.

9.2. Blood Coagulation Factor VIII and Haemophilia A

Congenital haemophilia A is a rare X-linked inherited bleeding disorder,
characterized by an increased bleeding tendency due to either a partial or
complete deficiency of the essential blood clotting factor VIII. Approximately
1 in 5,000 males has haemophilia A and 1 in 25,000 has haemophilia B.
While the birth incidence is constant in all ethnic groups, the prevalence of
diagnosed haemophilia patients varies greatly as a function of haemophilia
care in the region. According to the World Federation of Haemophilia (WFH,
www.wfh.org), there are globally 250,000–300,000 haemophilia patients of
which 90,000–100,000 receive some kind of haemophilia care.

Factor VIII, encoded by the FVIII gene on Xq28, is a large plasma glyco-
protein synthesized as a single chain polypeptide consisting of six different
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domains (A1-A2-B-A3-C1-C2) and three short acidic segments. In vivo, it
circulates as a heterodimer, consisting of a light chain (comprised of domains
A3-C1-C2) associated with a heavy chain (comprised of domains A1-A2-B)
through a non-covalent metal ion dependent linkage between the A1 and A3
domains. Upon proteolytic activation by thrombin or activated coagulation
FX (FXa), activated FVIII (FVIIIa) participates in the formation of intrinsic
Xase complex as a cofactor for activated coagulation FIX (FIXa). Intrinsic
Xase complex is assembled on a phospholipid surface and converts coagu-
lation FX to its activated form (FXa). In turn, FXa together with activated
coagulation FV forms a prothrombinase complex that converts prothrombin to
thrombin and leads to the formation of fibrin clot. In the bloodstream, FVIII
circulates as a complex with von Willebrand factor (VWF), which protects
and stabilizes FVIII. For further details on FVIII the reader is referred to the
following papers: Vehar et al. 1984, Fay et al. 1986, Fay et al. 1996, Mann
1999, Saenko et al. 2002, Fay 2004.

In the context of a deficiency or absence of FVIII (haemophilia A) or FIX
(haemophilia B), activation of FX becomes severely impaired, and conse-
quently, the thrombin burst becomes delayed and insufficient for normal
haemostasis. The haemostatic plug formed in these patients is therefore fragile
and easily dissolved by normal fibrinolytic activity, leading to impaired
haemostasis and prolonged bleeding episodes.

Haemophilia A is classified as “severe”, “moderate” or “mild” based on the
residual FVIII plasma activity. In mild haemophilia A, FVIII levels are >5% of
normal, and bleeding usually only occurs after trauma or surgery. The clinical
hallmark of moderate (FVIII levels are 1–5% of normal) or severe (FVIII
levels are <1% of normal) haemophilia A is bleeding into joints and muscles.
Persistent or repeated joint bleeding results in synovial inflammation and
hypertrophy and predisposes to recurrent bleeding with progressive damage
to the cartilage and subchondral bone. In the long term, inadequate treatment
of joint bleeds may result in progressive severe arthropathy, which may be
painful and disabling.

The therapeutic target in haemophilia care is to prevent bleeding, if possible,
or to rapidly and definitively treat bleeding episodes when they do occur, in
order to prevent joint damage and to secure a nearly normal lifestyle. The
mainstay in treatment for haemophilia A patients is substitution therapy, i.e.
replacement of the missing FVIII via repeated infusions of purified plasma-
derived or recombinant FVIII products.

Treatment with coagulation factor concentrate may be given when bleeds
occur (on-demand treatment) or to prevent bleeds occurring and thereby also
prevent development of arthropathy (prophylaxis). For patients with a low
bleeding tendency (i.e. mild or moderate haemophilia), on-demand treatment
is the current standard therapy, while the preferred treatment modality for
severely affected haemophilia patients without inhibitors is mostly routine
prophylaxis using regular administration of FVIII concentrates (usually three
times weekly) and supplemental on-demand treatment of bleeding episodes.
Prophylactic treatment regimensenablepatients to liveanear-normal life, reduce
the risk for developing life-and-limb-threatening bleeding episodes, reduce the
severity of arthropathy, decrease pain and increase mobility and quality of life.

Despite the widespread availability of FVIII concentrates in developed
countries since the early 1970s, there is surprisingly little solid evidence
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defining optimal levels of dosing, both in relation to treatment of joint and
muscle bleeds and to prevent surgical bleeding (Bolton-Maggs, Stobart, and
Smyth 2004). Rather, the dosing regimens for FVIII replacement therapy
need to be adjusted for each patient and are primarily based on the various
pharmacokinetic parameters of the particular factor, the minimal haemo-
static factor level required to control the particular type and the severity of
haemorrhage being treated. Detailed considerations and recommendations for
the management of haemophilia and treatment regimens for various clinical
settings can be taken from country-specific guidelines or those published by
the World Federation of Haemophilia (WFH, www.wfh.org).

9.3. Coagulation Factor VIII Concentrates

A variety of concentrates are currently available for FVIII replacement therapy
in patients with congenital haemophilia A. As summarized by Kessler (2005),
these differ by several parameters: “(1) their source material, e.g., pooled
normal plasma versus genetically engineered in ‘perpetual’ mammalian cell
lines; (2) their degree of purity, e.g., calculated on the basis of their specific
activity (International Units [IU] of specific clotting factor activity/mg of
total protein); (3) the viral pathogen inactivation methods employed during
manufacture, e.g. heat treatment, addition of solvent detergents, chromato-
graphic separation steps, and nanofiltration, or combinations of the above;
and finally (4) by the presence or absence of extraneous animal proteins or
human albumin in the cell culture milieu as a nutrient source or in the final
product as a stabilizer” (Kessler 2005).

9.3.1. Plasma-Derived Factor VIII Concentrates

Improved viral-depleting processes and donor screening practices have
resulted in plasma-derived (pd) FVIII products that have greatly reduced risk
for transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B (HBV)
and C (HCV). No seroconversions to HIV, HBV or HCV have been reported
with any of the pdFVIII products currently marketed in the United States,
including products that are heated in aqueous solution (pasteurized), solvent-
detergent treated and/or immunoaffinity purified (MASAC Recommendation
#177, 2006). Thus, each of these methods appears to have greatly reduced the
risk of viral transmission compared with older methods of viral inactivation.
There remains, however, the possibility of viral and prion pathogen trans-
mission with the use of currently marketed, viral-inactivated, plasma-derived
products (MASAC Recommendation #177, 2006).

9.3.2. Recombinant Factor VIII Concentrates

Recombinant (r) FVIII is produced by well-established hamster cell lines that
have been transfected with the gene for human FVIII (Addiego et al. 1992,
Lusher et al. 1993, Bray et al. 1994). One rFVIII product has the B domain
deleted (BDD) from the FVIII gene before it is inserted into Chinese hamster
ovary cells (Sandberg et al. 2001). The development of BDD-rFVIII was
initiated by the discovery that the B domain is dispensable for FVIII proco-
agulant function (Toole et al. 1986). The removal of the B domain, which
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comprises approximately 40% of the molecule, allowed for improvement of
FVIII expression efficiency in mammalian expression systems due to a 10-
fold to 20-fold increase in FVIII mRNA synthesis and a twofold increase in
protein secretion into culture medium (Pittman et al. 1993). First-generation
rFVIII contains animal and/or human plasma-derived proteins in the cell culture
medium and in the final formulation vial. Second-generation rFVIII contains
animal or human plasma proteins in the medium but not in the final formulation,
while third-generation rFVIII does not contain any animal or human plasma-
derived proteins in the culture medium or in the final formulation vial. The
risk of human viral contamination associated with rFVIII is definitely much
lower than for plasma-derived FVIII products. No seroconversions to HIV,
HBV or HCV have been reported with any of the currently available products;
thus rFVIII products are widely recommended as the treatment of choice
for patients with haemophilia A (MASAC Recommendation #177, 2006).

9.3.3. Commercially Available FVIII Concentrates

In the United States, as an example, available FVIII concentrates derived
from human plasma that contain vWF include Humate-P (ZLB Behring),
Koate DVI (Talecris) and Alphanate SD (Grifols). Immunoaffinity-purified
FVIII concentrates derived from human plasma include Monoclate P (ZLB
Behring), Hemofil M (Baxter Hyland Immuno) and Monarc M (Baxter, from
American Red Cross-collected plasma). Currently available first-, second- and
third-generation rFVIII products include Recombinate (Baxter); Kogenate FS
(Bayer), Helixate FS (Bayer, distributed by ZLB Behring) and B-domain-
deleted ReFacto (Wyeth Genetics Institute); and Advate (Baxter), respec-
tively. For detailed product informations please refer to MASAC Recommen-
dation #177, 2006, www.hemophilia.org).

The choice of FVIII product usually depends on perception of safety with
respect to pathogen transmission and/or inhibitor development, the patient’s
previous treatment history, the presence or absence of factor antibodies,
product purity and cost, as well as personal preferences of the patient and
the physician. It is generally accepted that all of the currently available FVIII
replacement products have similar haemostatic efficacy for the treatment
and prophylaxis of bleeding events (exclusive of inhibitors) (Kessler 2005).
Furthermore, it is generally recognized that currently available products
are virtually viral pathogen-free, although there is debate about the risk of
transmission of parvovirus B19 and prion pathogens. Recombinant products
generally are perceived as potentially safer than plasma-derived products and
there is general consensus that previously untreated patients with haemophilia
should receive recombinant clotting factor concentrates, if at all possible.

9.4. Development of Inhibitory Antibodies Against Factor
VIII in Haemophilia A

Now that FVIII replacement products have attained a high level of safety and
purity and the supply of these agents is no longer an issue, the development
of anti-FVIII antibodies (FVIII inhibitors) which results in an inadequate
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response to FVIII infusion has emerged as the most serious and challenging
complication of coagulation factor replacement therapy in haemophilia. Many
patients have died from uncontrollable bleeds, and development of severe joint
damage still presents a serious problem. Furthermore, surgery in patients with
inhibitors presents a particular challenge to haemostasis management and, in
the past, inhibitor patients were often denied elective surgical procedures.

Antibodies neutralizing the haemostatic effect of FVIII (FVIII inhibitors)
arise in about 25–35% of patients with severe haemophilia A and a smaller
proportion of patients with mild/moderate haemophilia (DiMichele 2000,
Ananyeva et al. 2004, Key 2004, Hay 2006). Because they are genetically
deficient in FVIII, the development of inhibitors in those with congenital
haemophilia A represents an alloimmune response to the foreign protein
administered to prevent or treat bleeding episodes. These alloantibodies are
typically polyclonal, high-affinity IgG antibodies, of which the majority
belong to the immunoglobulin (Ig)G4 subtype, although this IgG type only
accounts for a few percent of the IgG fraction in normal plasma (Fulcher et al.
1987, Gilles et al. 1993). The FVIII antibodies are mainly directed against
epitopes in FVIII (towards the A2, A3 and C2 domains) that are involved in
the interaction of FVIII with other coagulation factors in the formation of the
Xase complex (Astermark 2006).

Inhibitors predominantly occur during the initial phase of treatment with
FVIII in early childhood (Ehrenforth et al. 1992), with a high-risk period for
the development of inhibitors during the first 50 days of exposure to infused
factor (Wight and Paisley 2003), and after a median of 9–12 exposures in
studies of children with severe haemophilia A (Ehrenforth et al. 1992, Addiego
et al. 1993, Lusher et al. 1993, Bray et al. 1994) and of 15 days in previously
untreated patients (PUPs) (Kreuz et al. 2005a). Factor VIII inhibitors may,
nevertheless, develop at any time in the patient’s life (McMillan et al. 1988,
Sultan 1992). The late-onset inhibitors occur in haemophiliacs who have
accumulated hundreds of FVIII treatment days and often arise following an
intensive treatment episode for bleeding or surgery (Hay 2006). It seems
likely that these FVIII inhibitors have a different aetiology than the early-
onset inhibitors. The development of an inhibitor after few FVIII exposure
days is likely evidence of primary intolerance to a foreign antigen, whereas
the late-onset of an inhibitor in a previously tolerant patient represents the
breakdown of tolerance (Hay 2006).

9.4.1. Risk Factors Predisposing or Contributing to FVIII
Inhibitor Formation

Although it is widely accepted that the driving force of inhibitor formation
is the presentation of a novel or an immunologically altered FVIII antigen
to the patient’s immune system and that the development of inhibitors in a
given haemophilia A patient is determined by a complex interaction of several
genetic and non-genetic (environmental) variables, the pathophysiology of
inhibitor formation has not been completely elucidated. It is still unclear (1)
why any haemophiliacs develop inhibitors, (2) why not all haemophiliacs
develop antibodies and (3) if it is possible to accurately predict which patients
might most likely develop inhibitory antibodies.

Patient-related risk factors such as severity of haemophilia, FVIII gene
mutation (Schwaab et al. 1995), ethnic origin (Aledort and DiMichele
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1998), family history of inhibitors (Frommel and Allain 1977, Shapiro 1984,
Astermark et al. 2001) and immunogenotypic differences such as HLA
complex genotype (Frommel et al. 1981, Hay et al. 1997, Oldenburg et al.
1997) and IL-10 gene polymorphism (Astermark et al. 2006) combined with
treatment-related variables such as age at first exposure (Lorenzo et al. 2001,
van der Bom et al. 2003) and therapy regimen (Santagostino et al. 2005) may
all play a role. Other host–environmental risk factors, such as concomitant
infection and vaccination, are suspected to influence inhibitor development
but have yet to be fully characterized.

9.4.1.1. Genetic Risk Factors
The early observations that the risk of inhibitor formation is influenced by
disease severity, family history of inhibitor development amongst first-degree
relatives and ethnicity pointed to the important role of genetics. The nature
of the FVIII mutation, in particular, the severity and the localization of
the factor gene defect, and genes involved in the immune response [e.g.
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) and cytokine genes] have all been
identified as factors determining the risk of inhibitor development (Oldenburg,
El-Maarri, and Schwaab 2002, Oldenburg and Tuddenham 2002, Goodeve
and Peake 2003).

In severe haemophilia A there is a well-established correlation between the
FVIII genotypes and inhibitor development (Schwaab et al. 1995, Oldenburg
et al. 2004). The relationship between major defects in the FVIII gene and
inhibitor development is postulated to reflect the absence of circulating FVIII,
which may affect the development of immune tolerance to FVIII in these
patients (Oldenburg et al. 2004). Those mutations that result in the absence
or severe truncation of the FVIII protein are associated with the highest
risk for inhibitor formation, with a spectrum of inhibitor risks ranging from
>75% for multidomain deletions through a 20–30% risk with the common
intron 22 inversion mutation, to <10% with missense mutations and small
FVIII deletions and insertions (Antonarakis et al. 1995, Schwaab et al. 1995,
Goodeve et al. 2000, Goodeve and Peake 2003, Oldenburg et al. 2004,
Oldenburg and Pavlova 2006).

In addition, there are almost certainly immunogenetic influences on the
inhibitor risk, but linkage to specific HLA types has been difficult to document
(Hay et al. 1997, Oldenburg et al. 1997). However, the recently described
association between FVIII inhibitor development and polymorphisms in genes
coding for cytokines [interleukin-10 (IL-10)] and other immunoregulatory
factors [tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-�)] confirms the likely complex
involvement of genes regulating host immunity (Astermark et al. 2006,
Berntorp and Lefvert 2006). Furthermore, the risk of FVIII inhibitor formation
increases significantly in families with a history of inhibitors (Gill 1999,
Astermark et al. 2001, Astermark et al. 2005). The discordant inhibitor status
observed in monozygotic twins, amongst inhibitor families as well as in
second- and third-degree haemophilic relatives (Gill 1999, Astermark et al.
2001, Astermark et al. 2005, Berntorp et al. 2005), suggests that constitutional
factors outside the FVIII gene also affect inhibitor development. Differences
in immunogenetic characteristics are most likely to account for this hered-
itary predisposition either to form or not to form inhibitors and are probably
also responsible for a markedly higher incidence of inhibitors observed in
African-Americans and Hispanic, Asian and Indian patients (Addiego et al.
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1994, Scharrer, Bray, and Neutzling 1999, Astermark et al. 2001, Goudemand
et al. 2006), although the common FVIII genotypes are similarly distributed
in all racial groups.

All together, these observations indicate that the genetic component of
inhibitor risk may well result from a complex interaction of multiple immune
response gene polymorphisms in addition to the FVIII gene mutation (Hay
2006, Oldenburg and Pavlova 2006).

9.4.1.2. Non-genetic (Environmental) Risk Factors
While genetic factors constitute the imprinted and fixed individual genetic
risk profile of a haemophilic patient, non-genetic (environmental) factors
may increase or decrease the inhibitor risk in an individual patient. Non-
inherited influences on inhibitor development that have been investigated
include antenatal factors which might lead to fetomaternal blood exchange and
FVIII exposure in utero, breast feeding and immune system challenges at the
start of treatment, such as immunization, inflammation and trauma or surgery.
The currently most debated variables, however, are treatment-related factors
such as age at first FVIII replacement therapy, type of FVIII product used,
product switching, treatment intensity and type and mode of administration.

Whether the actual age at onset of FVIII replacement therapy is important in
determining inhibitor development has become a matter of debate, following
initial reports from Spain and the Netherlands that early exposure to exogenous
FVIII during the first 6 months of life may be associated with a higher
incidence of inhibitor development (Lorenzo et al. 2001, van der Bom et al.
2003). A higher risk in patients, who were first treated with FVIII at a
younger age than those first treated at a later age, was also observed in
some subsequent studies (Goudemand et al. 2006, Chalmers et al. 2007,
Gouw, van der Bom, and van den Berg 2007) but not in others (Fontes,
Carvalho, and Amorim 2004, Santagostino et al. 2005). Among other potential
explanations, it was suggested that the observed relationship between age at
first treatment and inhibitor incidence could simply reflect the more severe
genotype and therefore clinical phenotype in that patient. In a multivariate
analysis of the retrospective concerted action on neutralizing antibodies in
severe haemophilia A (CANAL study) the association between incidence
of inhibitors and age at first treatment largely disappeared after adjustment
for treatment intensity, which appears to be an independent risk factor
for inhibitor development (Gouw, van der Bom, and van den Berg 2007).
Intensive replacement therapy has already been shown to be a risk factor
for inhibitor development in patients with mild/moderate haemophilia (Hay
et al. 1998). Reports of FVIII inhibitor development in association with the
use of continuous infusion in previously extensively treated patients and in
patients with mild haemophilia have raised the question as to whether this
mode of administration may have the potential to increase immunogenicity
(Sharathkumar et al. 2003, von Auer et al. 2005). Theoretically this may be
the case, due to the prolonged contact with plastic devices, prolonged storage
and/or the continuous exposure of the immune system to the allogeneic factor
over a longer period (Astermark 2006). However, these observations were
uncontrolled, and as intensive replacement therapy for surgery is a risk factor
for inhibitors in this group, it is likely that the mode of administration was
irrelevant.
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Finally, early, regular prophylaxis may have a protective effect against the
development of inhibitors in patients with haemophilia (Santagostino et al.
2005, Morado et al. 2005, Gouw, van der Bom, and van den Berg 2007),
but additional studies are required to confirm this association (Calvez and
Laurian 2006, Santagostino and Mannucci 2006).

9.4.1.3. Type of FVIII Product and Incidence of FVIII
Inhibitor Development
The interplay of quantitative and qualitative influences of clotting factor
concentrates on inhibitor development has been extensively discussed, but it
is still controversial whether presently available FVIII products have differ-
ential immunogenicity. While most studies indicate that recombinant FVIII
products are no more immunogenic than their plasma-derived predecessors,
there remains outstanding controversy regarding this issue.

In a systematic literature review of available data on inhibitor formation
associated with the use of plasma-derived and recombinant FVIII products
(Wight and Paisley 2003), the cumulative incidence of FVIII inhibitor
formation in PUPs infused with more than one plasma-derived product of
low or intermediate purity ranged from 20.3 to 33.0%. In contrast, for
patients treated with a single plasma-derived concentrate, the cumulative
FVIII inhibitor incidence ranged from 0 to 12.4%. The cumulative incidence
for patients treated exclusively with a single recombinant product ranged
from 36.0 to 38.7%. In common, comparative studies indicate a slightly lower
FVIII inhibitor incidence in PUPs treated with a unique pdFVIII product
(predominantly with high content of VWF) (Kreuz et al. 2005a, Goudemand
et al. 2006).

When considering the various recombinant products together (Peerlinck
and Hermans 2006), the observed FVIII inhibitor incidence across the pivotal
trial programmes was in the range of 15–32% in PUPs and 0.9–2.9% in
previously treated patients (PTPs) (Schwartz et al. 1990, Lusher et al. 1993,
Bray et al. 1994, White et al. 1997, Seremetis et al. 1999, Abshire et al.
2000, Rothschild et al. 2000, Courter and Bedrosian 2001, Lusher et al. 2003,
Lusher 2004, Tarantino et al. 2004, Lusher and Roth 2005, Kreuz et al.
2005b). High-titre inhibitors (peak >5 BU) were detected in 10–16% of PUPs
and 0–2.3% of PTPs (Peerlinck and Hermans 2006). Notably, the inhibitor
incidences reported from the various rFVIII pivotal trial programmes were
of a similar magnitude, and in general, PUPs were approximately ten times
more likely to experience inhibitors to rFVIII products than PTPs (Peerlinck
and Hermans 2006).

Of interest are also the possible protective roles of von Willebrand factor
(VWF) (Behrmann et al. 2002) and (co-purified) immunomodulatory proteins
in the plasma-derived concentrates (Wight and Paisley 2003, Aledort 2004,
Lusher 2004, Ettingshausen and Kreuz 2006, Goudemand et al. 2006, Hodge,
Saxon, and Revesz 2006). A role for VWF as a chaperone molecule for
procoagulant FVIII has been extensively documented (Lollar 1991, Vlot et al.
1998, Kaufman and Pipe 1999, Federici 2003). Under physiologic conditions,
VWF binds to FVIII after its release in the circulation. VWF protects FVIII
from proteolysis by lipid-bound proteases, stabilizes the FVIII heterodimeric
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structure, modulates its activity by thrombin and further regulates its elimi-
nation by lipoprotein-related receptors (Lenting et al. 1999, Schwartz et al.
2000).

Supporting the hypothesis that plasma-derived FVIII concentrates
containing VWF are less immunogenic, several retrospective clinical studies
show a lower occurrence of inhibitors in patients treated with VWF-containing
FVIII products (Yee et al. 1997, Rokicka-Milewska et al. 1999, Kreuz et al.
2003, Wight and Paisley 2003, Ettingshausen and Kreuz 2005, Goudemand
et al. 2006) as compared with the historical cohorts of patients treated
with rFVIII. Among others, this observation may be influenced by the high
concentration of FVIII antigen (FVIII:Ag) and the reduced VWF-binding
capacity in the recombinant products (Lin et al. 2004). A preliminary evalu-
ation of one large multicentre prospective study investigating the impact of
different variables on inhibitor development in PUPs with haemophilia A
or B (Kreuz et al. 2005a) revealed a small, but statistically insignificant,
difference in the incidence of inhibitors in relation to the type of concentrate
given (Ettingshausen and Kreuz 2006). The suggested cellular and molecular
underlying mechanisms range from a potential protective role of VWF for
some epitopes, or even for the whole tertiary structure of the FVIII molecule
(Behrmann et al. 2002), to a greater FVIII affinity in these concentrates
for VWF (Lin et al. 2004), which allows a faster and fuller binding of
this factor to endogenous plasma VWF and hence a shorter exposure to
antigen-presenting cells (Gringeri et al. 2006). The hypothesis that VWF
blocks access to antibody binding (particularly C2-domain-directed-epitopes),
thereby attenuating an expected “ramp-up” of neutralizing antibodies against
these highly antigenic epitopes (Hoots 2006), is consistent with some in vivo
immunological data (Behrmann et al. 2002, Berntorp 2003). In the absence
of prospectively designed studies, it is not possible to establish the inferred
reduced immunogenicity of plasma-derived FVIII products containing VWF,
but it is clearly possible to state that there is a body of evidence that the
immunogenicity of these products is low (Gringeri et al. 2006).

Furthermore, content of other immunomodulatory peptides (e.g. TNF-�,
transforming growth factor-�) may have immunomodulatory effects and thus
an impact on inhibitor development (Hodge, Flower, and Han 1999, Hodge,
Saxon, and Revesz 2006), which should be considered in the context of
analysing the immunomodulatory effect of different FVIII products (Etting-
shausen and Kreuz 2006).

In general, however, making definitive comparisons of inhibitor data
reported from different studies is problematic, if not impossible, because
of the variability in the risk factors of enrolled patients and study designs
(Scharrer and Ehrlich 2004). As mentioned above, several patient risk factors
for FVIII inhibitors have been identified, including disease severity, FVIII
genotype, previous FVIII exposure, ethnicity and family history of inhibitor
development. Infections and immunizations around the time of FVIII infusion,
an inflammatory response to a haemorrhage, mode of infusion and frequent
large doses of FVIII for a severe bleeding episode or major surgery may also
play a predisposing role. Finally, inhibitor assay methodology and frequency
of inhibitor monitoring applied in different studies need careful considerations
(Peerlinck and Hermans 2006).
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9.5. Clinical Features and Principles of Treatment
in Haemophilia Patients with FVIII Inhibitors

By inducing a partial or complete refractoriness to conventional replacement
therapy and thereby greatly increasing the risk of life-threatening bleeds, the
presence of a FVIII inhibitor significantly influences the clinical care of the
patient from two aspects: the requirement for alternative approaches to effect
haemostasis through the use of bypassing agents and the need to initiate
immunomodulatory therapy to induce immunological tolerance to FVIII.

For clinical purposes, the magnitude of the antibody response can be
quantified through the performance of a functional inhibitor assay from
which a Bethesda unit (BU) inhibitor titre can be reported (Kasper et al.
1975). The International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis’ supported
definition of high titre is >5 BU mL−1 and low titre between 0.5 and
5 BU mL−1 (White et al. 2001). Furthermore, patients can be categorized as
low or high responders, depending on the immune (anaemnestic) response
they exhibit when re-exposed to FVIII: low responders demonstrate lack of
anaemnestic response on exposure to FVIII and can be treated with specific
factor replacement, while high responders demonstrate a brisk anaemnestic
response to FVIII and are not treatable with specific factor replacement. The
pathophysiologic mechanisms explaining and determining the type of immune
responses are not known, and it is not possible to predict which immune
response will be encountered in individual patients.

High-titre inhibitor patients, in particular, have a different, and far more
severe, disease course than the patient without inhibitors. Their treatment
options and the potential complications, as well as the costs of treatment,
all differ from those of the patient with haemophilia uncomplicated by
inhibitors. Patients with haemophilia and high-titre inhibitors experience
severe morbidities including multiple episodes of joint, muscle and deep
tissue bleeding, which can be life- and/or limb-threatening (DiMichele 2002).
In general, these patients have a considerable reduction in quality of life
with high frequency of pain, hospital visits and numerous days absence from
school and work (Barr et al. 2002, Dolan 2005).

9.5.1. Principles of Management in Haemophilia Patients
with Inhibitors

The principles of management in haemophilia patients with inhibitors include:
(a) prevention of bleeding episodes, the rapid and definitive treatment of
bleeds that do occur and the provision of adequate haemostasis during surgery
and other major challenges to haemostasis in the presence of an inhibitor
with therapeutic options depending upon the severity of bleed, inhibitor titre
and anaemnestic pattern; (b) inhibitor eradication using immune tolerance
induction (ITI) therapy, which is generally accepted as the most preferred
treatment option in patients with high-responding inhibitors (DiMichele 1998).

Low responders have inhibitor levels of less than 5 BU/ml and do not
develop an anaemnestic response on further exposure to FVIII. In these
patients, the preferred treatment of acute haemorrhage as well as haemo-
static prophylaxis during surgery involves the infusion of higher and/or more
frequent doses of FVIII, which saturates the existing inhibitor and provides
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excessive antigen (FVIII) for haemostasis in most cases. However, the
majority of haemophilia patients with inhibitors develop high-titre/responding
inhibitors. High responders have historical inhibitor titres greater than 5 BU/ml
and demonstrate an anaemnestic rise in their inhibitor titre when re-exposed
to FVIII. In these patients even frequent, high-dose FVIII substitution therapy
becomes ineffective in controlling bleeding episodes as the infused coagu-
lation factor products are neutralized by the inhibitor. To obtain haemostasis
for bleeding events or to prevent bleeding in association with interventions,
treatment must either bypass the requirement of FVIII for clot formation or
remove sufficient antibody.

The choice of specific treatment regimen and product depends on multiple
factors, including clinical bleeding severity, individual historical response to
therapy, type and interval between bleed and therapy, potential for anaem-
nesis, the clinical response to the various products the patient has previously
been exposed to and the current inhibitor titre, available venous access,
parent/patient choice, product availability and cost.

Porcine FVIII, which is obtained from a colony of carefully maintained pigs
that are screened frequently for several viruses, can be used in patients with
inhibitors to human FVIII (MASAC Recommendation #177, 2006). There
has been no documented transmission of porcine viruses, in particular porcine
parvovirus, to individuals who have been treated with this product (Morrison,
Ludlam, and Kessler 1993). Currently, use of this product is restricted to life-
and limb-threatening emergencies, and it is available in selected countries by
direct communication with the manufacturer only (MASAC Recommendation
#177, 2006).

In haemophilic patients with high-responding inhibitors, the FVIII bypass
strategy was and remains the mainstay of therapeutic practice. Two
products are primarily utilized as bypassing agents: plasma-derived activated
prothrombin complex concentrate (aPCC) (FEIBA®, manufactured by Baxter
Bioscience, Austria) and the recombinant FVIIa concentrate (NovoSeven®,
manufactured by Novo Nordisk, Denmark).

The active components of aPCC (FXa, prothrombin (FII) and trace amounts
of activated factors IX and VII) are involved in the production of thrombin
generated by FXa in a complex with activated FV (FVa), divalent calcium and
procoagulant membrane (prothrombinase) (Turecek et al. 2004). Since aPCC
also contains some trace amounts of FVIII (100 IU FVIII/1000-unit vial),
an increase of the anti-FVIII antibody levels following the administration of
aPCC is possible. Such an anaemnestic response is seen with an incidence
of 20–32% when defined as an inhibitor increase of greater than 50% over
pre-infusion level (Hilgartner et al. 1990, Negrier et al. 1997).

The use of aPCC for treatment of acute haemorrhages and bleeding
prevention during minor and major surgeries has a documented efficacy
of approximately 50–80% in several studies, of which the largest retro-
spective multicentre study from France documented 81.3% good or excellent
efficacy (Hilgartner et al. 1990, Negrier et al. 1997, Ettingshausen et al.
2003, Hilgartner, Makipernaa, and DiMichele 2003, Luu and Ewenstein 2004,
Leissinger 2004).

The adverse event profile of aPCC includes systemic reactions, failure
to achieve haemostasis, thrombogenicity and, as mentioned above, anaem-
nesis of inhibitor titre (Ehrlich, Henzl, and Gomperts 2002). The safety issue
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associated with the risk of virus transmission characteristic of plasma-derived
products, i.e. the risk of transmission of currently known pathogens, is very
low, although not zero. A theoretical risk remains for the transmission of
infectious agents that are either resistant to the viral inactivation process or
currently unable to be tested for in donors, such as emerging pathogens.
The main safety issue with the use of aPCCs is an increased risk of throm-
bosis, and observed thrombotic adverse events associated with the use of
aPCC include disseminated intravascular coagulation, coronary artery throm-
bosis, myocardial wall infarct, deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolus
(Lusher 1991, Green 1999, Ehrlich, Henzl, and Gomperts 2002). However,
overall, thrombosis related to the use of aPCC is a rare event (Ehrlich, Henzl,
and Gomperts 2002, Luu and Ewenstein 2004) and the thrombotic risk when
using aPCC in haemophilic patients is thought to be equivalent to that of
recombinant FVIIa, but this issue is unresolved.

Recombinant coagulation FVIIa (NovoSeven®), a vitamin K-dependent
glycoprotein that is essentially identical to human plasma FVIIa, is expressed
in a baby hamster kidney cell line with foetal calf serum as the media in which
the cells are propagated (Jurlander et al. 2001). It is stabilized with mannitol
(second-generation recombinant product). Thus, the risk of transmission of
human viruses is essentially zero (Key et al. 1998). The adverse event profile
of rFVIIa includes thrombosis, lack of efficacy and uncommon systemic
reactions (Green 1999, Roberts, Monroe and Hoffman 2004). Anaemnesis of
inhibitor titres does not occur with rFVIIa, as there is neither FVIII nor FIX
in the product to stimulate such response (Brackmann et al. 2000).

The mechanism of action of rFVIIa includes the binding of FVIIa to
exposed TF. This complex activates FIX into FIXa and FX into FXa, leading
to the initial conversion of small amounts of prothrombin into thrombin.
Thrombin leads to the activation of platelets and FV and FVIII at the site of
injury and to the formation of the haemostatic plug by converting fibrinogen
into fibrin. Pharmacological doses of rFVIIa activate FX directly on the
surface of activated platelets, localized to the site of injury, independently
of TF. This results in the conversion of prothrombin into large amounts of
thrombin independently of TF. Accordingly, the pharmacodynamic effect of
FVIIa gives rise to an increased local formation of FXa, thrombin and fibrin.

Both FVIII bypassing agents, aPCC and rFVIIa, have been successfully
and safely used in a variety of challenging clinical situations, including
muscular haemorrhage, haemarthroses, emergency treatment of acute bleeds,
home treatment and the prevention of surgical bleeds (Lusher et al. 1980,
Syamsoedin et al. 1981, Hilgartner et al. 1983, Hedner et al. 1988, Hilgartner
et al. 1990, Arkin et al. 1998, Smith and Hann 1996, Negrier et al. 1997,
Key et al. 1998, Lusher 1996, Lusher et al. 1998, Santagostino, Gringeri,
and Mannucci 1999, Abshire and Kenet 2004). Inhibitor patients treated with
rFVIIa can undergo major surgery with minimal risk of uncontrolled haemor-
rhage and complications (Ingerslev et al. 1996, Ingerslev et al. 1997, Shapiro
et al. 1998). Overall, the successful clinical use of these FVIII bypassing
agents has contributed to prolongation of patients’ life expectancies and
improvement in quality of life (Triemstra et al. 1995, Gringeri et al. 2003,
U.K. Haemophilia Centre Doctors’ Organisation 2004).

In many centres use of rFVIIa has become the treatment of choice for
the management of surgery and acute life- or limb-threatening bleeding
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in patients with haemophilia and high-responding inhibitors, because of its
recombinant status and favourable efficacy and safety profile (O’Connell
et al. 2002, Smith 2002, Hay 2002, Hedner 2003, Levi, Peters, and Buller
2005). The same arguments for improved pathogen safety mentioned above
for rFVIII concentrates apply to a consideration of rFVIIa versus the plasma-
derived bypassing agent aPCC for treatment of patients with high-titre
inhibitors. Furthermore, in contrast to the use of aPCC, administration of
rFVIIa does not produce an anaemnestic response (which may complicate
the achievement of adequate coagulation); the inhibitor level may even
decrease (Johannessen, Andreasen, and Nordfang 2000) since patients are
not exposed to the specific clotting factors that they have antibodies against.
Furthermore, the efficacy of rFVIIa is not influenced by the level of inhibitors
(Nicolaisen 1996).

A number of controlled clinical trials as well as compassionate and
emergency use programmes have examined and established the safety and
efficacy of rFVIIa in haemophilia A or B patients with inhibitors presenting
with various types of bleeding manifestations. In prelicensure clinical trials of
non-surgical bleeding, rFVIIa was effective in the treatment of 70–100% of
joint, muscle, dental and central nervous system bleeds (Bech 1996, Lusher
et al. 1998). In patients undergoing major surgery, including knee and shoulder
joint arthroplasty, rFVIIa is an effective first-line option and has been shown
to restore haemostasis in 80–100% of patients (Ingerslev et al. 1996, Shapiro
et al. 1998). Furthermore, the home-treatment study indicated that a mean of
2.2 doses of 90 μg/kg infused every 3 h controlled bleeding with 93% efficacy
regardless of bleed site, and with increased efficacy when treated within 8 h
of bleed detection (Key et al. 1998).

The recommended dose of rFVIIa is 90–120 μg/kg−−1 every 2–3 h until
haemostasis is achieved. However, results from in vitro studies indicate that
high doses of rFVIIa increase the activation of platelets and the size of the
initial thrombin burst, resulting in a more stabile clot with higher resistance to
fibrinolysis (Hoffman, Monroe, and Roberts 1998). In accordance, numerous
clinical data from the literature clearly show that rFVIIa doses above those
currently recommended are commonly used, and suggest increasing efficacy
and the need for fewer infusions with increasing dose without compromising
safety (Chuansumrit et al. 2001, Santagostino et al. 2001, Cooper et al. 2001,
Smith 2002, Kenet et al. 2003, Quintana-Molina et al. 2004, Parameswaran
et al. 2005, Santagostino et al. 2006, Kavakli et al. 2006). In a recently
completed multicentre, randomized, cross-over, double-blind trial evaluating
the efficacy and safety of two rFVIIa dose regimens for treating haemarthroses
in a home-treatment setting, administration of rFVIIa as a single 270 μg/kg
dose was at least as efficacious and safe as the 90 μg/kg × 3 regimen (Kavakli
et al. 2006). This observation could have important implications for patients,
their carers and clinicians since therapy consisting of a single dose could
facilitate home treatment, which enables early intervention, and be of special
benefit to children or other inhibitor patients with restricted venous access.
Additional clinical data advocate for the administration of rFVIIa early in the
course of haemorrhage to minimize the number of doses and to maximize
response rate (Lusher 2000).

Importantly, the development of high-responding inhibitors has previously
excluded these patients from prophylaxis (prevention of bleeding), since the
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FVIII inhibitor renders it impossible to achieve even low levels of circulating
FVIII. Recent reports, however, have indicated that patients with high-titre
inhibitors may benefit from prophylaxis with FVIII bypassing agent therapy.
Prophylaxis with twice-daily aPCC has been used as part of the Bonn immune
tolerance protocol (Brackmann, Oldenburg, and Schwaab 1996), and available
data suggest that aPCC prophylaxis, with or without concomitant immune
tolerance therapy, reduces total bleeds as well as joint bleeds, but that it does
not prevent joint disease progression when used in doses of 50–100 units/kg
three to four times a week (Hilgartner, Makipernaa, and DiMichele 2003).
A recently completed prospective, randomized, double-blind, uncontrolled
study (Konkle et al. 2006b) showed that once-daily rFVIIa when used as
secondary prophylaxis for a three-month period in patients with haemophilia
A or B complicated by inhibitors significantly reduced the frequency of
bleeding episodes, particularly spontaneous joint bleeds, compared with acute
treatment only when a bleed occurred. The effect was shown to be safe
and durable, with persistence of the effect during the 3-month post-treatment
period. Furthermore, secondary prophylaxis with rFVIIa has shown to improve
the quality of life of haemophilia patients with inhibitors and frequent bleeds
(Konkle et al. 2006a). Secondary prophylaxis with rFVIIa was not associated
with any unexpected safety concerns, and no thromboembolic events were
reported during the study.

Given the inhibitor-associated morbidity resulting from limited treatment
options, the standard intervention, if feasible, is immune tolerance induction
(ITI) for long-term inhibitor eradication and achieving antigen-specific
tolerance to FVIII. The therapeutic concept is based on long-term uninter-
rupted high exposure to FVIII in an effort to sufficiently “tolerize” the immune
system. In that state, the clinical responsiveness to FVIII replacement therapy
is restored. Dose (low dose versus high dose), dosing regimen (daily versus
non-daily), product type (pdFVIII versus rFVIII) and the use of immunomod-
ulation for optimal outcome remain subjects of controversy.

In many of haemophilia A patients who undergo ITI, failure to eradicate the
inhibitor is observed (Mariani and Kroner 1999, Wight, Paisley, and Knight
2003). The duration of effect is unclear, but relapses appear to be infrequent,
with a relapse rate of 15% at 15 years documented in The International
Registry. In addition, ITI treatment is very expensive and many patients will
never be offered the opportunity to attempt to induce tolerance. In these
patients, in those waiting for ITI to start, as well as in those undergoing ITI,
acute bleeding episodes are generally treated with FVIII bypassing agents.
Unlike other bypassing agents, rFVIIa does not contain any FVIII antigen
and does not produce an anaemnestic response (Smith 2002, Levi, Peters,
and Buller 2005) and is therefore a preferred option to treat acute bleeding
episodes prior to commencing or during an immune tolerance programme
and to cover surgical procedures until the immune tolerance programme is
successful or in ITI failure. The use of rFVIIa as a bypassing agent therefore
allows inhibitor titres to reduce to levels acceptable for initiation of ITI
(usually <5 BU) (Johannessen, Andreasen, and Nordfang 2000), making it an
ideal pre-ITI therapy.

Clinicians generally aspire to optimize the safety and clinical efficacy of
inhibitor therapy, despite the very high cost of treatment. However, cost is a
major consideration when treating patients with haemophilia and the costs of
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care for the patient with a high-responding FVIII inhibitor are substantially
greater than the costs of treating non-inhibitor patients. In this context, immune
tolerance is particularly expensive but may be economically justifiable in the
long term as, if successful, it reduces the lifetime costs of treating that patient.

9.6. Conclusion

Anti-FVIII inhibitory antibodies, which develop in approximately 20–35%
of persons with severe haemophilia A and make the use of FVIII concen-
trates ineffective for the treatment of bleedings, have emerged as the most
challenging complication in haemophilia care. Haemophilic patients who
develop inhibitory antibodies remain at higher risk for morbidity and mortality
associated with recurrent or uncontrolled bleeding events.

Risk factors predisposing or contributing to FVIII inhibitor formation in
congenital haemophilia are not well understood and hence therapy remains
suboptimal. Genetic risk factors are known to be of importance, whereas the
impact of non-genetic factors is less clear. While the FVIII genotype and
less well defined immunogenetic factors constitute the imprinted and fixed
individual genetic risk profile of a haemophilic patient, modifiable environ-
mental factors may increase or decrease the inhibitor risk in an individual
patient. Putative environmental risk factors currently debated include age
at the start of treatment, treatment in association with immune challenges,
type of FVIII product used and treatment intensity, among others. Improved
understanding of the complex interaction of several genetic and environ-
mental variables that lead to FVIII inhibitor formation may provide the ability
to predict and perhaps even prevent inhibitor development in haemophilia
patients.

This severe complication of replacement therapy requires the use of
alternative haemostatic agents to treat bleeding episodes. In high-responder
patients, FVIII bypassing agents (plasma-derived aPCCs or recombinant
FVIIa) represent the mainstay of treatment and prevention of bleeding, and
a substantial body of literature exists to document efficacy and adverse
event profiles for these two products. Because of its recombinant status and
favourable efficacy and safety profile rFVIIa is widely recommended as
the treatment of choice for the management of surgery and acute bleeding
episodes. The ultimate goal of treatment, however, is to permanently eradicate
the inhibitor by immune tolerance induction therapy, thereby making it
possible for the patient to be treated routinely with replacement therapy.
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10.1. Introduction

Natalizumab (Tysabri®, Biogen Idec, Inc., and Elan Pharmaceuticals, Inc.), a
recombinant antibody directed against �4-integrin, belongs to a new class of
drugs called selective adhesion molecule inhibitors. The agent was derived
from a murine monoclonal antibody and humanized to form natalizumab by
engineering the murine complementarity-determining regions into the most
homologous naturally occurring heavy and light chains of immunoglobulin
G4 (IgG4) (Rudick and Sandrock 2004). Natalizumab is currently approved in
the USA and in the European Union as a monotherapy for the treatment of
relapsing forms of multiple sclerosis (MS) and is generally recommended for
patients who do not respond to conventional therapies. Similar to the obser-
vations with other monoclonal antibody therapeutics (Schellekens 2002), anti-
bodies to natalizumab developed during treatment resulting in increased drug
clearance and diminished efficacy, likely due to the formation of drug:antibody
complexes and blocking of the drug binding to the target �4-integrin receptor.

Two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies (AFFIRM and
SENTINEL) of patients with relapsing forms of MS were conducted using
natalizumab. In the context of these studies, the antibodies that developed
to natalizumab were analyzed with respect to both the incidence as well as
the impact of the antibodies on the clinical effects of natalizumab treatment.
Serum samples collected from patients enrolled in the trials were evaluated
over a period of 2 years for the presence of “binding” antibodies against
natalizumab using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) and for
“neutralizing” or “blocking” activity using a flow cytometry-based assay.
This chapter will discuss in detail the assays that were utilized for the assess-
ments, the immunogenicity data from non-clinical and clinical studies and the
correlation of presence of antibodies with clinical effects of natalizumab.

10.2. Mechanism of Action of Natalizumab in MS

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease characterized by the intermittent devel-
opment of inflammatory lesions in the brain and spinal cord, which cause
episodes of sensory and motor dysfunctions, or relapses, and the progression
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of disability over time (Weinshenker et al. 1989, DeStefano et al. 1998). MS
lesion formation is thought to involve the migration of lymphocytes across
the blood–brain barrier of the central nervous system (CNS; ffrench-Constant
1994). The adhesion and migration of lymphocytes to areas of inflammation
within the CNS is mediated in part by interactions between �4�1-integrin,
which is present on the surface of activated lymphocytes, and vascular cell
adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), which is present on the surface of vascular
endothelial cells in the brain and spinal cord blood vessels (Elices et al. 1990,
Baron et al. 1993, Lobb and Hemler 1994). VCAM-1 is the major ligand for
�4�1-integrin, and its expression is increased in active CNS plaques (Wolinsky
2003). Other ligands for �4�1-integrin, including fibronectin (Mould et al.
1990) and osteopontin (Bayless et al. 1998), may modulate the survival,
priming, and activation of leukocytes in the parenchyma of the CNS (Davis
et al. 1990, Chan and Aruffo 1993, O’Regan et al. 1999, Chabas et al. 2001).
Taken together, these findings suggest that �4-integrin-dependent adhesion
pathways may represent a critical intervention point in the treatment of inflam-
matory autoimmune disorders such as MS (Lobb and Hemler 1994).

Three specific modes of action have been proposed for the observed
efficacy of natalizumab in MS (Rudick and Sandrock 2004). First, natal-
izumab is thought to prevent the migration of mononuclear leukocytes across
the endothelium into the parenchyma by blocking interactions between �4-
integrin and endothelial cells, as well as extracellular matrix proteins. In
doing so, the release of proinflammatory cytokines is subsequently reduced.
Natalizumab has also been proposed to block T-cell effector function by
blocking “antigen presenting cell-target T-cell” interaction in the CNS via its
interactions with osteopontin and VCAM-1 on the surface of microglial cells
and monocytes. In addition, natalizumab may induce apoptosis of activated
effector T cells as a result of its ability to disrupt interactions between �4-
integrin-bearing leukocytes and extracellular matrix proteins. It is interesting
to note that, based on these proposed mechanisms, natalizumab may possess
multiple anti-inflammatory effects that include the inhibition of immune cell
recruitment into inflamed tissue and the suppression of existing inflammatory
activity at the disease site (Rudick and Sandrock 2004).

10.3. Prescribed Use

In 2006, the United States Food and Drug Administration and the European
Union approved natalizumab as a monotherapy for patients with relapsing forms
of MS to delay the accumulation of physical disability and reduce the number of
clinical exacerbations (Tysabri PI 2006). The recommended dose of Tysabri is
300 mg via IV infusion once every 4 weeks. Natalizumab is generally reserved
for patients who have had an inadequate response to or are unable to tolerate
other therapies for MS because of the risk of progressive multifocal leukoen-
cephalopathy (PML) associated with its use. PML is an opportunistic viral
infection of the brain that often leads to permanent disability or death. A total
of two patients with MS and one patient with Crohn’s disease who received
natalizumab in clinical studies developed PML (Kleinschmidt-DeMasters and
Tyler 2005, Langer-Gould et al. 2005, Van Assche et al. 2005). Tysabri is
available through a special restricted distribution program called TOUCHTM

in the USA and is administered only to patients enrolled in this program.
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10.4. Immunogenicity of Natalizumab

Most protein-based therapies have been associated with some level of
immunogenicity. Two fundamental mechanisms that are involved in the
induction of immunogenicity upon exposure to protein-based therapeutics are
(1) the recognition of non-self, when proteins (or parts of the protein) are
derived from non-human sources such as bacteria, plant or animal cells and
(2) for humanized therapies, the break down or lack of self-tolerance to the
protein, particularly in patients with innate deficiencies of the administered
protein (Schellekens 2002). The clinical consequences of such a response
may include hypersensitivity reactions, altered pharmacokinetics, and compro-
mised or enhanced efficacy to the administered therapeutic (Freund et al. 1989,
Giannelli et al. 1994, Meager 1994). Given that natalizumab is a monoclonal
antibody therapeutic containing murine CDR sequences, treatment with this
agent has the potential to elicit the development of antibodies, which can
alter drug clearance or hinder drug binding to �4-integrin, the target receptor.
Therefore, anti-natalizumab antibodies were measured throughout clinical
development of the product.

10.5. Bioanalytical Assays to Assess Immunogenicity

Two types of antibody assays were used to evaluate the presence of drug-
specific antibodies during the clinical studies of natalizumab. An enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was performed to detect the presence of
antibodies capable of interacting with or binding to natalizumab. In addition,
a cell-based flow cytometry assay was used to characterize the ability of
the binding antibodies to block natalizumab from binding to cell-surface
�4-integrins.

10.5.1. Natalizumab Antibody Detection by ELISA

In pre-clinical animal studies and in clinical studies, a bridging ELISA method
was used to assess the serum concentration of anti-natalizumab antibodies
in treated subjects (Figure 10.1; Calabresi et al. 2007). A bridging format
was selected for assay configuration as (a) it facilitated the use of the drug,
a humanized monoclonal antibody, as the capture reagent without concerns
of generating a high background in normal human serum, and (b) the same
basic assay could be adapted for evaluation of anti-drug antibodies in other
species and matrices. To perform this assay, microtiter plates were coated with
natalizumab (0.25 μg/mL) and subsequently blocked to reduce non-specific
protein binding. A murine monoclonal antibody against natalizumab (12C4)
was used for quality control and to generate a standard curve. Natalizumab
antibodies present in the standard, control and serum samples (diluted 1:10)
were captured by the natalizumab coated on the plates. During early clinical
development, the bound natalizumab-specific antibodies were detected using
biotinylated natalizumab and a streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase-fluorescent
substrate. The sensitivity of this assay as defined using a monoclonal anti-
natalizumab antibody (12C4) in whole serum was 5 μg/mL. In order to
enhance the sensitivity of the assay for the pivotal trials, the substrate was
changed and the assay revalidated. The anti-drug antibodies captured by
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Figure 10.1 Pictorial representation of the enzyme-linked immunosorbent bridging
assay and FACS-based blocking assay utilized for the detection of anti-natalizumab
binding antibodies.

natalizumab to the plate were detected using biotinylated natalizumab and
a streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase colorimetric substrate. A p-nitrophenyl
phosphate (pNPP) substrate was added to the reaction to generate a colored
reaction product, and the optical density was measured at a wavelength of
405 nm using a plate reader. The sensitivity of the colorimetric assay to detect
anti-natalizumab blocking antibodies as determined with the 12C4 monoclonal
antibody is 0.5 μg/mL in neat serum.

The concentration of natalizumab antibodies in each quality control level
was determined by interpolation from the standard curve that was generated
by plotting the optical density of each standard point versus its concentration.
Samples were deemed positive if they exhibited an optical density greater
than or equal to the optical density of the minimum standard (50 ng/mL). Sera
considered positive for antibodies in the initial screening were subsequently
titrated in the assay (Calabresi et al. 2007).

10.5.2. Natalizumab Antibody Characterization in the Blocking Assay

During clinical studies of natalizumab, a cell-based assay was used to evaluate
serum samples for the presence of blocking antibodies (Figure 10.1; Calabresi
et al. 2007). The format of the flow cytometry-based blocking assay mimics
the proposed mechanism of action of natalizumab to bind �4-receptors. The
blocking assay detects the ability of natalizumab-specific antibodies to block
the binding of biotinylated natalizumab to �4-receptor transfected K562 cells.
Since the presence of drug (unlabeled natalizumab) in patients’ sera will
interfere with biotinylated natalizumab binding to produce a false-positive
result in this assay, only those sera samples that were binding antibody–
positive and shown to lack measurable circulating levels of natalizumab
(<0.25 μg/mL) were evaluated in the blocking assay. The blocking assay
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included a screening and titration step. The screening assay used 1:10 diluted
samples and the titration assay generally included samples serially diluted
from 1:10 onward in normal human serum.

For the assay, biotinylated natalizumab was incubated with either positive
quality control (normal human serum spiked with 12C4 antibody at the 50%
inhibitory concentration level [IC50] and 100% inhibition levels) or negative
(normal human serum) control or patient samples (Calabresi et al. 2007).
K562 cells transfected to express �4�1 were then added. Following incubation,
cells were washed, resuspended, and then incubated with streptavidin phyco-
erythrin conjugate. Cell-bound natalizumab conjugate was measured by flow
cytometry. Samples were deemed positive for the presence of blocking
antibodies if the binding of the fixed dose of biotin–natalizumab to �4�1

receptors, as defined by the mean fluorescence intensity value (MFI), was
decreased by 20% (mean fluorescence intensity -2 standard deviation of
negative control sera). The sensitivity of the assay to detect anti-natalizumab
blocking antibodies, as determined with the 12C4 monoclonal antibody, is
0.5 μg/mL in neat serum.

10.5.3. Limitations of Immunogenicity Assays

There are a number of limitations associated with the methodologies used to
detect antibodies during clinical testing of protein therapeutics. It is recog-
nized that natalizumab and anti-natalizumab antibodies in patient samples
will mutually interfere in the respective detection assays, regardless of the
assay technology employed, and could lead to an underestimation of the
quantities of either analyte. The extent of this underestimation varies by
sample and the type of immune response that is generated. The interference
can be attributed at least partly to the formation of antigen/antibody complexes
(immune complexes) when both analytes are present in the same sample.
However, precise evaluation of the level of interference is complicated
because the positive control antibodies used for this evaluation can be quali-
tatively different from the polyclonal immune response generated in patients,
where varying isotypes, affinities, and epitope specificities can be expected
between patients and within a patient over time.

The effect of free circulating drug in the natalizumab immunogenicity
assay was evaluated, as it has the potential to interfere with the capture
of anti-natalizumab antibodies and thereby cause a putative underesti-
mation of relative levels of antibodies. For experimental demonstration, both
pooled patient sera that tested positive for anti-natalizumab antibodies and
a high-affinity anti-natalizumab monoclonal antibody (12C4) were utilized
(Figure 10.2). The results showed that the concentration of free natalizumab
that produced a false-negative result varied with the concentration of anti-
natalizumab antibody added to the sample, with higher antibody levels
requiring the presence of higher amount of drug to yield a false-negative result.
As shown in Figure 10.2, when 20 μg/mL of 12C4 was spiked into serum in the
presence of varying doses of natalizumab, interference was not detected until
the drug concentration was ∼ 40 μg/mL for an antibody-to-drug ratio of 0.5
(10.2A), whereas when the antibody concentration was decreased to 0.1 μg/mL
12C4, interference by natalizumab was measured at an antibody-to-drug ratio
of 2.5 (10.2B). With the polyclonal pooled patient sera containing approxi-
mately 2.5 μg/mL of antibody, interference by natalizumab was measured at
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Figure 10.2 Characterization of free drug interference in natalizumab screening
immunogenicity assay. Normal human serum was spiked with fixed concentrations of
either 12C4 (20 μg/mL, 10 μg/mL, 1.0 μg/mL, and 0.1 μg/mL in neat serum) or pooled
patient serum containing anti-natalizumab antibodies and with various concentrations
of natalizumab. The samples were then evaluated in the bridging ELISA as described.

an antibody-to-drug ratio of 2 (10.2C). In general, therefore, drug interference
in the anti-natalizumab antibody assay occurred when drug concentration was
approximately two-fold above the anti-natalizumab antibody concentration.
A similar effect of free drug was also observed in the flow cytometry-based
blocking assay (Figure 10.3). In the clinical samples, therefore, it is likely that
anti-drug antibodies were not detected when their concentration was lower
than the trough drug concentration (10–20 μg/mL).
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Figure 10.3 Characterization of free drug interference in natalizumab blocking assay.
Normal human serum was spiked with fixed concentrations of an anti-natalizumab
monoclonal antibody 12C4 (0.064 μg/mL) and with various concentrations of natal-
izumab. The samples were then evaluated in the blocking assay as described.
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10.6. Immunogenicity Data from Preclinical Studies

Natalizumab, being a humanized IgG4 molecule, was highly immunogenic
in rodent studies and in non-human primate studies that were performed for
the pharmacokinetic and toxicological evaluations. Based on species cross-
reactivity of natalizumab, the primary species selected for toxicology evalu-
ations were cynomolgus monkeys, rhesus monkeys, and guinea pigs. Mice
were also used in some pre-clinical studies, even though natalizumab does
not cross-react with the murine �4-integrins. In general, immunogenicity of
natalizumab varied according to animal species, natalizumab dose level, and
dosing regimen used in pre-clinical studies.

Single-dose pharmacokinetic studies of natalizumab were conducted in
mice, guinea pigs, and cynomolgus monkeys using doses from 0.3 to
30 mg/kg. In these studies, anti-natalizumab antibody analysis was performed
only in cynomolgus monkeys. Drug-specific antibodies were detected in most
cynomolgus monkeys from 14 to 17 days following the IV administration of a
single 3-mg/kg dose (Biogen Idec, data on file). Overall, the detection of anti-
natalizumab antibodies was associated with a rapid decrease in circulating
natalizumab. There were no gender-related differences in immunogenicity
observed in these animals.

Natalizumab pharmacokinetics were also evaluated in repeat-dose toxicity
studies in mice, guinea pigs, cynomolgus monkeys, and rhesus monkeys at
doses ranging from 0.06 to 60 mg/kg. Presence of anti-natalizumab antibodies
was not analyzed following repeat dosing in mice. In guinea pigs, anti-
natalizumab antibodies were detected at doses of 3 mg/kg and 10 mg/kg. In
the 3-mg/kg dose group, approximately half of the animals with drug-specific
antibodies had reduced circulating levels of drug. In the 6-month toxicity
study in cynomolgus monkeys, anti-natalizumab antibodies were detected in
one or more animals in all dose groups. In general, exposures were maintained
throughout the dosing period in a majority of the animals at doses of 30 mg/kg
or greater. Approximately 50% of the animals in the 30.0 and 60.0 mg/kg/week
groups had detectable anti-natalizumab antibodies.

During weekly (juvenile and adult cynomolgus monkeys) or alternate-day
(guineas pigs and pregnant cynomolgus monkeys) dosing, the development
of anti-natalizumab antibodies was, in general, associated with a limited or
decreased duration of drug exposure in some animals, particularly in the
lower-dose groups (Biogen Idec, data on file). Gender-specific and species-
related differences in immunogenicity were not observed during repeated
dosing of cynomolgus or rhesus monkeys. Maternal studies of cynomolgus
monkeys revealed the ability of anti-natalizumab antibodies to cross the
placenta, and anti-natalizumab antibodies were identified in the cord blood of
fetuses from antibody-positive dams.

10.7. Immunogenicity Data from Clinical Studies

The clinical immunogenicity data generated in the ELISA that detected
binding antibodies and the flow cytometry assay that characterized the ability
of antibodies to block natalizumab binding to the �4-receptors were found
to be highly concordant. Based on this, it is hypothesized that most if
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not all natalizumab-specific antibodies are anti-idiotypic and likely directed
against the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) of natalizumab. The
reported incidence of anti-natalizumab antibodies in patients with MS from
the pivotal phase 3 trials is therefore based on data from the ELISA only
(Calabresi et al. 2007).

During early clinical studies, only a small percentage of patients treated
with natalizumab developed drug-specific antibodies (Sheremata et al. 1999,
Miller et al. 2003). The pivotal phase 3 trials consisted of two large,
randomized, placebo-controlled studies over approximately 2 years in patients
with relapsing MS; one study evaluated the use of natalizumab as monotherapy
in 627 patients (AFFIRM), and the other evaluated the use of natalizumab
as add-on therapy (SENTINEL) in 589 patients who were also receiving
intramuscular (IM) interferon beta-1a (IFN�-1a; Rudick et al. 2006, Polman
et al. 2006). In both studies, the anti-natalizumab antibody status of patients
was defined as follows: “antibody negative” (<0.5 μg/mL at all post-baseline
visits); “transiently positive” (≥0.5 μg/mL at a single post-baseline visit prior
to the final post-baseline visit); or “persistently positive” (≥0.5 μg/mL at ≥2
post-baseline visits that were at least 42 days apart, or a single time point
with no follow-up samples; Calabresi et al. 2007).

At any time during the studies, 9% (57/625) of patients who received natal-
izumab monotherapy and 12% (70/585) of patients who received natalizumab
plus IFN�-1a tested positive for antibodies. Of the 57 patients with anti-
natalizumab antibodies from the monotherapy study, 20 (3%) were transiently
positive and 37 (6%) were persistently positive for antibodies. Similarly, of the
70 patients from the add-on therapy study with anti-natalizumab antibodies,
32 (5%) were transiently positive and 38 (6%) were persistently positive for
antibodies.

Among those patients who developed anti-natalizumab antibodies, the
timing of antibody development was consistent in both studies: most patients
who developed antibodies at any time did so early in the treatment course. By
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week 12, antibodies were detected in 88% (50/57) of the antibody-positive
group from the monotherapy study (Figure 10.4) and in 96% (67/70) of the
antibody-positive group from the add-on therapy study (Calabresi et al. 2007).
All patients with a one-time transient response tested antibody negative by
the end of study. Furthermore, 53% (10/19) of persistently positive patients,
treated for the full 2 years of the monotherapy study, reverted to antibody-
negative status by the end of the study. Likewise, 42% (10/24) of persistently
positive patients, treated for the full 2 years of the add-on therapy study, also
reverted to antibody-negative status by study completion.

10.8. Correlation of Immunogenicity
with Outcome Measures

10.8.1. Impact of Anti-drug Antibodies on Drug Binding
to Target Receptor (Pharmacodynamics)

The relationship between anti-natalizumab antibodies and a reduction in
the extent of �4-integrin receptor saturation could not be determined in
the monotherapy or add-on therapy studies. Although the presence of anti-
natalizumab antibodies was correlated with a reduction in the extent of
�4-integrin receptor saturation, the number of patients on which these obser-
vations was made is small. In the monotherapy AFFIRM trial, only two
patients in the intensive sampling cohort were antibody positive. At week 24,
one antibody-positive patients had an �4-integrin saturation level of approx-
imately 2% prior to receiving the next dose, compared to over 88% in the
antibody-negative patients. At week 48, another antibody-positive patients
had an �4-integrin saturation level of approximately 6% prior to receiving the
next dose compared to approximately 68% in the antibody-negative patients.
In the add-on therapy trial, only one patients in the intensive sampling cohort
tested positive for presence of antibodies, and no data is available to assess
the impact of antibodies on �4-integrin receptor saturation in this patients.

10.8.2. Pharmacokinetics

The serum concentration of natalizumab was reduced or abolished in patients
who developed anti-natalizumab antibodies, irrespective of the titer levels
(Calabresietal.2007).During thecourseof themonotherapystudy,serumtrough
concentrationsofnatalizumab(Table10.1)weredecreasedslightly in transiently
positive patients and were substantially reduced in those with persistent
antibodies.Themeanserumnatalizumabconcentrationafter12weeksof therapy
was 14.9 μg/mL in antibody-negative patients compared with 1.3 μg/mL in
antibody-positive patients. At this early time point, there were no differences
identified in the serum levels of natalizumab between transiently positive and
persistently positive patients. By week 36, mean natalizumab concentrations
increased to 24.3 μg/mL in antibody-negative patients. In comparison, the natal-
izumab concentration was slightly lower (17.2 μg/mL) in transiently positive
patients and substantially reduced (<2 μg/mL) in persistently positive patients.
Natalizumab concentrations measured at all subsequent time points, up to week
120, were consistent with findings at week 36. The presence of persistent
anti-drug antibodies increased natalizumab clearance approximately three-fold,
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Table 10.1 Effect of anti-natalizumab antibodies on trough serum concen-
tration of natalizumab in the monotherapy study.

Mean serum natalizumab concentration (μg/mL)

Antibody status Week 12 Week 24 Week 36 Week 120

Persistently positive 1�3 BLQ∗ 1.4‡ 2.9–7.9§

Transiently positive 1�3 6.4† 17.5 ∼20
Negative 14�9 21.2 24.3 ∼23

∗Below limit of quantitation.
†2 out of 15 transiently antibody-positive subjects tested BLQ at week 24.
‡16 out of 20 persistently antibody-positive subjects tested BLQ at week 36.
§50–70% persistently antibody-positive subjects tested BLQ at week 120.

consistent with the reduced serum natalizumab concentrations observed in
persistentlyantibody-positivesubjects.The increase indetectable levelsofnatal-
izumab in some patients initially classified as persistently positive is likely due
to the seroconversion of some of these patients (16/37) to antibody-negative
status just prior to this time point (Calabresi et al. 2007).

10.8.3. Efficacy

During the phase 3 clinical studies of natalizumab, the effects of anti-
natalizumab antibodies on the clinical efficacy of treatment were evaluated.
Commonly assessed efficacy outcomes in clinical studies of MS therapies
include disability progression, which is determined using the Expanded
Disability Status Scale (EDSS) or the MS Functional Composite (MSFC);
the incidence of relapse; and the formation of brain lesions as detected by
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI; Lublin 2005).

In the clinical monotherapy study of natalizumab, the rate of sustained
disability progression as determined by EDSS was two-fold higher in persis-
tently positive patients (34%) compared with antibody-negative patients (17%;
p ≤ 0.05; Table 10.2; Calabresi et al. 2007). The difference between the two
groups was apparent at approximately week 84 (month 18), when rates of
disability progression were similar among persistently antibody-positive and
placebo patients. However, patients who were transiently antibody positive
did not experience a sustained loss of natalizumab efficacy. Over 2 years,
the estimated proportion of patients with sustained disability progression was

Table 10.2 Cumulative probability of patients with sustained disability
progression according to antibody status in the monotherapy study.

Placebo
Antibody
negative

Transiently
antibody positive

Persistently
antibody
positive

Cumulative
probability (%)

29 17 17 34∗�†

∗p ≤ 0.05 vs. antibody-negative patients.
†p = 0.66 vs. placebo.
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identical in the antibody-negative and transiently antibody-positive groups.
In contrast to the findings in the monotherapy study, no differences were
observed on disability progression between persistently positive patients and
antibody-negative patients (p = 0.503) in the add-on therapy study (Calabresi
et al. 2007). Over 2 years, the cumulative proportion of patients with sustained
disability progression as measured by EDSS was 24% in antibody-negative
patients, 19% in transiently positive patients, and 20% in persistently positive
patients.

The results of the monotherapy study showed that persistently positive
patients also had decreased efficacy compared with antibody-negative patients
(p < 0.001) when disability was measured according to mean changes from
baseline in the MSFC (Calabresi et al. 2007). No significant differences were
found between transiently positive patients and antibody-negative patients in
MSFC measures. Likewise, in the add-on therapy study, disability progression
as measured by the MSFC worsened in persistently positive patients (–0.08)
compared with antibody-negative patients (0.06, p = 0.072).

Patients with anti-natalizumab antibodies also demonstrated an increase
in relapse rate in the phase 3 clinical program of natalizumab. During the
course of the 2-year monotherapy study, persistently positive patients had
a more than two-fold higher relapse rate (0.48) than transiently positive or
antibody-negative patients (0.16 and 0.22, respectively; p = 0.009 vs antibody-
negative patients). Likewise, in the add-on therapy study, the relapse rate was
significantly higher in persistently positive patients compared with antibody-
negative patients (0.65 vs 0.31, p < 0.001).

In the monotherapy study, persistently positive patients also experienced
less favorable MRI outcomes than antibody-negative patients. There were
significant differences in the numbers of gadolinium-enhancing (Gd+) lesions
(p < 0.001), new or enlarging T2-hyperintense lesions (p < 0.001), and new
T1-hypointense lesions (p < 0.001) between the groups in the monotherapy
study (Calabresi et al. 2007). However, no significant differences in lesion
numbers were found between transiently positive and antibody-negative
patients. Similarly, persistently positive patients were more likely to develop
Gd+ lesions (p < 0.001) and new or enlarging T2-hyperintense lesions (p <
0.001) compared with antibody-negative patients in the add-on therapy study,
but no differences were found between these groups in the numbers of new
T1-hypointense lesions (p = 0.960) (Calabresi et al. 2007).

Significant differences in lesion volume were also observed between
antibody-positive and antibody-negative patients (Calabresi et al. 2007). For
example, compared with baseline, T2-hyperintense lesion volume decreased
by a median of 641.5 mm3 in antibody-negative patients and 58.0 mm3 in
transiently antibody-positive patients (p = 0.006 vs antibody negative), and
increased by a median of 569.0 mm3 in persistently positive patients over
2 years (p < 0.001 vs antibody negative) in the monotherapy study. In the
add-on therapy study, a significant difference in the median change in T2
lesion volume was found between the persistently positive group and the
antibody-negative group (143.1 mm3vs –74.4 mm3, p = 0.029).

10.8.4. Safety

In general, antibody status did not affect the incidence and types of
adverse events reported during the clinical phase 3 studies of natalizumab
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Figure 10.5 Incidence of infusion-related reactions by antibody status in phase 3
studies of natalizumab.

(Calabresi et al. 2007). However, persistently positive patients experienced
higher rates of infusion-related (occurring within 2 hours of start of infusion)
adverse events. In the 2-year monotherapy study, infusion-related reactions
were reported in 76% (monotherapy study) of persistently antibody-positive
patients compared to 20% of antibody-negative patients, 25% of transiently
positive patients, and 18% of placebo-treated patients (Figure 10.5). The
incidence of infusion-related adverse events according to antibody status was
similar in the add-on study. In both studies, infusion-related reactions that
commonly occurred more frequently in persistently positive patients included
headache, flushing, nausea, discomfort, and rigors (Calabresi et al. 2007).
Hypersensitivity reactions (urticaria, hypotension, dyspnea, chest pain) also
occurred more frequently among persistently antibody-positive patients. In
about 4% of natalizumab-treated individuals, acute hypersensitivity reactions
were observed, which might be associated with the development of anti-
natalizumab antibodies. In the monotherapy study, these reactions were
identified in 17 (46%) persistently positive, 3 (15%) transiently positive, and
4 (0.7%) antibody-negative patients. Overall, 20/24 patients who experienced
a hypersensitivity reaction had either transient or persistent antibodies. In the
add-on therapy study, 8 (21%) persistently positive, 0 transiently positive, and
3 (0.6%) antibody-negative patients experienced hypersensitivity reactions
(Calabresi et al. 2007).

10.9. Managing Immunogenicity Risk in Clinical Practice

Based on the finding that 94% of patients did not develop a persistent antibody
response to natalizumab in the pivotal clinical studies, routine monitoring
of antibody titers is not recommended during treatment with natalizumab
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(Calabresi et al. 2007). Furthermore, a high proportion of patients who were
antibody positive within the first 6 months of treatment became antibody
negative later (Calabresi et al. 2007). However, given that persistence of anti-
drug antibodies was associated with ongoing disease activity and infusion-
related reactions, evaluating patients who exhibit such symptoms for antibody
status during the course of treatment is recommended (Tysabri PI, 2006).
If antibodies are detected upon testing, the results should be confirmed
using sequential serum antibody tests. Repeat testing at 3 months after the
initial positive result is recommended to confirm persistent antibody status
(Tysabri PI 2006). At this time, the ELISA for the testing of anti-natalizumab
antibodies is available through Focus Diagnostics, Inc. (Cypress, CA), Athena
Diagnostics, Inc. (Worcester, MA), and IBT Laboratories (Lenexa, KS) in the
USA. CIRION Biopharma Research, Inc. (Laval; Québec, Canada); and in
key academic centers in the various EU countries.

10.10. Concluding Remarks

Natalizumab is a humanized antibody to the �4-integrin and, like all
protein therapeutics, has the potential to elicit immune responses in treated
individuals. During clinical testing, ELISA and flow cytometry assays were
used to assess the development of anti-natalizumab antibodies. Data in the
ELISA and flow cytometry assays were highly concordant. The development
of anti-natalizumab antibodies appeared to be dose-dependent based on dose
range–finding non-clinical and early phase clinical studies. In non-clinical
studies, the presence of antibodies was associated with a decrease in the
amount of circulating natalizumab in treated animals. A similar observation
was made in clinical studies of patients with MS. Patients who developed
persistent antibodies experienced reduced efficacy as evidenced on a variety
of clinical outcome measures. In contrast, the incidence of transient antibodies
to natalizumab did not appear to compromise treatment efficacy. The risk of
anti-natalizumab antibody development, albeit low, may be managed through
the use of a commercially available ELISA test designed to detect the
presence of antibodies in serum samples. Such testing should be reserved for
patients with clinical signs or adverse events suggestive of persistent antibody
development.
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11
Case Study: Immunogenicity

of Anti-TNF Antibodies
Klaus Bendtzen

Abstract

Anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) therapy has become an important alternative
in the management of several chronic immunoinflammatory diseases. Three
recombinant anti-TNF drugs are currently approved for clinical use in patients
with various chronic inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis,
Crohn’s diseases, and severe psoriasis: (1) Remicade™ (infliximab), a
mouse-human IgG1-kappa anti-TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody, (2) Enbrel™
(etanercept), a fusion protein of human TNF receptor 2 and human IgG1,
and (3) Humira™ (adalimumab), a fully human IgG1-kappa anti-TNF-alpha
monoclonal antibody. Two other anti-TNF-alpha antibody constructs have
shown promise in pivotal phase III trials in patients with some of the
same diseases: (4) Cimzia™ CDP870 (certolizumab pegol), a PEGylated
Fab fragment of a humanized anti-TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody, and
(5) CNTO 148 (golimumab), a fully human IgG1-kappa anti-TNF-alpha
monoclonal antibody. All these proteins dramatically lower disease activity
and, in some patients, may induce remission. Unfortunately, however, not
all patients respond favorably to anti-TNF antibodies. Some patients either
do not respond at all (primary response failure) or they respond initially
but have later relapses (secondary response failure) despite increased dosage
and/or more frequent administration of the drugs. The reason(s) for these
response failures is(are) not entirely clear, but interindividual and even intrain-
dividual differences in bioavailability and pharmacokinetics may contribute
to the problem. Furthermore, immunogenicity of the drugs causing patients to
develop anti-antibodies is a problem now recognized by many investigators,
drug-controlling agencies, health insurance companies, and drug manufac-
turers. Monitoring of patients for circulating levels of functional anti-TNF
drugs and anti-antibody development is therefore warranted so that adminis-
tration can be tailored to the individual patient and so that prolonged therapies
can be provided effectively and economically with little or no risk to the
patients.

189
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11.1. Historical Notes

With the appreciation of the central role of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha
in the pathogenesis of many immunoinflammatory diseases, specific inhibition
of the activities of this pleiotropic cytokine has been a major advance in
the treatment of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), juvenile idiopathic
arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis (Bechterew’s disease), inflammatory bowel
diseases (Crohn’s diseases and ulcerative colitis), severe psoriasis, chronic
uveitis, sarcoidosis, Wegener’s granulomatosis, and other diseases with
inflammation as a central feature (Maini 2004, Moreland 2004, Vilcek and
Feldmann 2004, Haraoui 2005, Smolen et al. 2005, Sandborn 2006, Scott and
Kingsley 2006). The first of these specific inhibitors, infliximab, a chimeric
human–mouse monoclonal antibody comprising human IgG1-kappa constant
regions and mouse variable heavy and light chain domains directed against

Figure 11.1 Genetically engineered anti-TNF antibody constructs.
The upper panel shows the light and heavy chain genes spliced together from TNF-
alpha-immunized murine splenocytes (VL and VH segments) and from human IgG1
(CL, CH, Hinge, CH2, and CH3 segments). The chimeric protein, infliximab, is
produced when the gene constructs are expressed in antibody-secreting immortalized
myeloma cells.
Abbreviations: VL and VH: variable regions of IgG on light and heavy chains, respec-
tively; CL, CH, CH2, and CH3: constant regions of IgG on light and heavy chains,
respectively; Fab: fragment antigen binding, including the variable parts of IgG; Fc:
human IgG1 Fc region; CDR: complementarity-determining regions; FR: framework
regions; mAb: monoclonal antibody; PEG: polyethylene glycol; TNF: tumor necrosis
factor; TNFRp75: tumor necrosis factor receptor type 2. (See Color Plate 2)
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TNF-alpha, has been used for more than a dozen years. More recently, several
human IgG constructs have been developed, including ‘humanized’ and so-
called fully human monoclonal antibodies, Fab fragments of monoclonal
antibodies, and TNF receptor (TNFR) constructs (Figure 11.1).

While treatment with TNF blockers dramatically lowers disease activity in
many patients suffering from a range of immunoinflammatory diseases, the
long-term response is largely uncharted. For example, TNF affects responses
to infection and neoplastic growth, and preventing TNF activity may therefore
precipitate side-effects due to TNF deficiency (Bongartz et al. 2006). In
addition, the issue of immunogenicity of these protein drugs has in recent
years caused concern (Han and Cohen 2004, Tangri et al. 2005). Many
clinicians (and drug manufacturers) have previously paid little attention to this
problem even though the recommended drug delivery resembles otherwise
effective vaccination procedures, i.e., repeated and with some formulations
subcutaneous administration of more or less aggregated proteins. Although the
awareness of the problem is rising, with scattered evidence that anti-antibody
responses may jeopardize treatment, it is still not generally recommended to
monitor patients for development of anti-antibodies.

11.2. Anti-TNF Antibody Constructs

The five anti-TNF-alpha biopharmaceuticals currently in use are shown in
Figure 11.1. Remicade™ (infliximab) is a mouse–human IgG1-kappa anti-
TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody, Enbrel™ (etanercept) is a fusion protein of
human TNFR type 2 and human IgG1, Humira™ (adalimumab) is a fully
human IgG1-kappa anti-TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody, Cimzia™ CDP870
(certolizumab pegol) is a PEGylated Fab fragment of a ‘humanized’ anti-
TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody where the complementarity-derived variable
regions from a mouse monoclonal antibody against human TNF-alpha have
been grafted into a human IgG1 Fab fragment, and CNTO 148 (golimumab)
is a fully human IgG1-kappa anti-TNF-alpha monoclonal antibody. They all
target both the soluble and membrane-bound forms of TNF-alpha (etanercept
also targets TNF-beta/lymphotoxin-alpha), thus inhibiting TNF-alpha from
triggering membrane TNFRs. In addition, infliximab and adalimumab and,
possibly, golimumab have the potential to injure cells carrying membrane-
bound TNF-alpha through complement activation and/or through binding to
Fc-gamma receptors and antibody-dependent cell cytotoxicity.

Apart from infliximab, which is administered intravenously, the drugs are
formulated also for self-administration (subcutaneously or intramuscularly).
They are all used at standard dosages to patients with similar diseases. The
dose regimes generally recommended by the manufacturers have been estab-
lished on the basis of pivotal clinical trials using large cohorts of patients of
both sexes, with differences in age, co-morbidities, and concurrent therapies.
In clinical practice, however, individual patients may differ considerably from
the average patient involved in randomized clinical trials (Flendrie et al. 2003).
Despite this, the concept of individualized therapy is usually considered only
when standard regimens fail. Furthermore, despite the considerable costs of
these therapies, monitoring individuals for compliance, drug bioavailability,
and pharmacokinetics is rarely part of current therapeutic regimens.
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11.3. Monitoring Patients Receiving Anti-TNF Antibody
Constructs for Compliance, Drug Bioavailability,
and Pharmacodynamics

A number of studies have reported a concentration–effect relationship of
therapeutic proteins directed against TNF-alpha in patients with RA and
Crohn’s disease (Maini et al. 1998, Clair et al. 2002, Baert et al. 2003,
Wolbink et al. 2005, Bendtzen et al. 2006). Thus, high serum concentrations
of anti-TNF antibody constructs just before an infusion, i.e., high trough
levels, are associated with clinical improvement, whereas low trough levels
are associated with poor clinical response. Several different methods have
been used to assess circulating levels of anti-TNF biopharmaceuticals. Most
of these are based on enzyme immunoassays (EIA), where the IgG construct,
bound to TNF-alpha immobilized on plastic beads or wells, is detected with
rabbit or goat anti-human IgG-Fc antibody (Figure 11.2A) (Baert et al. 2003,
Gudbrandsdottir et al. 2004).

There is at present little information on the clinical potential of these assays,
for example, concerning sensitivity, specificity, ease of use, and cost effec-
tiveness. To alleviate these problems, we have developed a radioimmunoassay
(RIA) for serum infliximab levels, quantified as the levels of infliximab in
serum affording similar 125I-TNF-alpha binding as the one observed in the
test sample (Figure 11.2B) (Bendtzen et al. 2006, Svenson et al. 2007). There
are several advantages of this assay: (1) It is functional in that it shows the
capacity of the drug to bind TNF-alpha rather than disclosing a protein which
may or may not be functional. (2) It is a fluid-phase assay resembling the in
vivo situation better than solid-phase assays. (3) It may be easily modified to
monitor other antibody constructs targeting TNF-alpha, including adalimumab
and etanercept and the recently developed golimumab.

We have used this assay to study a cohort of 106 randomly selected RA
patients receiving infliximab and followed for up to 18 months after start of
therapy. Patient sera were examined with a RIA for 125I-TNF-alpha binding
to serum (Figure 11.2) and a RIA for anti-antibodies as discussed below,
and data were obtained for bioavailability, relation between trough levels
of infliximab and anti-antibody development, effects of disease activity and
methotrexate therapy on these variables, and the ability to predict response
failure and infusion-related side-effects. The data are detailed in Bendtzen
et al. (2006) and will be summarized below in relation to tests for infliximab
immunogenicity. A subgroup of 43 RA patients was evaluated separately.
The results are detailed in Svenson et al. (2007), and some of the data are
summarized in Figure 11.3.

Both studies showed that trough serum infliximab levels after intra-
venous infusions of 3 mg infliximab/kg varied considerably between patients
(Figure 11.3). At an early stage, i.e., 1.5 months after start of therapy and
after only two injections of infliximab, 13% were already positive for anti-
antibodies, and the lowest drug levels were found in these sera with the
median drug level below detection. As expected, low infliximab levels at
this early time point predicted anti-antibody responses and later therapeutic
failure. Pronounced baseline disease activity, judged both biochemically (high
pre-treatment plasma C-reactive protein levels) and clinically (disease activity
scores, DAS28), was associated with low early infliximab levels, possibly
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Figure 11.2 Measurements of anti-TNF antibody constructs.
A: Examples of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for etanercept and
infliximab using wells coated with TNF-alpha or, in case of etanercept, TNF-alpha or
TNF-beta.
B: Fluid-phase RIA for 125I-TNF-alpha-binding capacity (Bendtzen et al. 2006,
Svenson et al. 2007). In this example, patient serum containing infliximab is incubated
with 125I-TNF-alpha followed by addition of rabbit anti-human IgG-Fc antibody.
Bound and free 125I-TNF-alpha are separated by centrifugation, and the pelleted
radioactivity is counted and compared with a similar setup using the same amount of
normal serum and known amounts of infliximab. This assay gives functional data on
the TNF-alpha-binding capacity afforded by infliximab in patient sera. Similar tests
can be carried out for all the other TNF-alpha antibody constructs, except certolizumab.

because these patients are in need of more anti-TNF drug than the average
patient in the pivotal trials used to lay down the general dose recommendations
(Bendtzen et al. 2006).

In contrast to infliximab, which is administered by intravenous infusions,
etanercept, adalimumab, and golimumab are administered subcutaneously,
possibly with formation of aggregates at the injection sites. The bioavail-
ability issues are therefore likely to be even more problematic with the use
of these anti-TNF drugs, and the problem would be expected to worsen if
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Figure 11.3 Trough levels of functional infliximab in sera negative or positive for
anti-infliximab antibodies.
Open circles: Patients without anti-antibodies (against infliximab).Closed circles:
Patients with anti-antibodies.
Medians are shown, and P values were calculated by the Mann–Whitney rank sum
test. Sera were collected from 43 RA patients at the indicated time points after
start of infliximab therapy. Serum infliximab levels were measured by fluid-phase
RIA detecting 125I-TNF binding, and anti-antibodies were measured by fluid-phase
RIA detecting 125I-infliximab in complex with lambda light-chain-positive antibodies,
as outlined below. The trough serum infliximab levels were distributed in a highly
scattered fashion with the lowest levels found in sera positive for anti-antibodies
(medians below detection at all three time points). When stratifying the data at time
point 1.5 months into low and high infliximab levels (split by the median value), those
with low levels had a significantly higher incidence of anti-antibody-positives at 3
months: 9 of 26 (35%) versus 2 of 26 (8%), p = 0.04 (Fisher’s exact test). Adapted
from Svenson et al. (2007).

anti-antibodies develop and cause immune complexes to accumulate at the
injection sites (Figure 11.4).

In light of the above findings, it appears reasonable to conclude that
early monitoring of RA patients on infliximab, and possibly other anti-TNF
drugs, may help optimize dose regimens, diminish side-effects, and prevent
prolonged use of inadequate (or uneconomical) therapy of individual patients.

11.4. Immunogenicity of Anti-TNF Antibody Constructs

Both product- and host-related factors have documented impact on the human
immune response to protein therapeutics, including anti-TNF drugs, but many
factors are still unknown (Han and Cohen 2004, Schellekens and Casadevall
2004, Tangri et al. 2005, Teillaud 2005). Direct clinical evidence for anti-
antibody responses has been seen in a number of patients receiving anti-TNF
drugs (Figure 11.4), but the extent of the problem has most likely not yet
been fully realized (Watier 2005).

It is readily understandable that anti-antibody responses may be triggered
in patients receiving repeated injections of antibody constructs containing
aminoacid sequences originating from other species, as in the case of chimeric
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Clinical evidence for anti-antibody development

Figure 11.4 The photo, kindly provided by Dr. Henning Bliddal, Copenhagen, shows
an RA patient treated with etanercept. The third subcutaneous injection of the drug has
resulted in acute Arthus reactions at the present and previous injection sites. This shows
(a) that the patient has developed anti-etanercept antibodies during ‘immunization’,
and (b) that residual drug is still present at the former injection sites, in this case up
to 6 weeks after injection. Apart from revealing the immunogenicity of the drug, the
phenomenon suggests that bioavailability of subcutaneously injected protein thera-
peutics may vary from patient to patient, and it strongly suggests that antibody devel-
opment may considerably diminish bioavailability through immune complex formation
and, possibly, enzymatic degradation.

anti-TNF drugs (Figure 11.5). However, even so-called fully humanized
antibodies may be immunogenic as well. For example, all antibody constructs
consisting of human IgG-Fc and/or kappa light chains may provoke anti-
allotypic antibody responses. IgG allotypes are minor differences in the
primary aminoacid sequence between molecules of one IgG subclass that occur
throughout a species. These allotypic determinants (allotopes) are polymorphic
and inherited inaMendelianpattern.Different allelic formsareexpressedamong
individuals, and patients receiving an antibody construct containing a ‘foreign’
allotype may therefore respond with anti-antibody formation. At present, IgG1
can be typed for four different allotypes located on the heavy chain, G1m(a, x,
f, z), also termed G1m(1, 2, 3, 17), and the kappa light chain can be typed for
three different allotypes, Km(1, 2, 3); there are no known lambda light-chain
allotypes. As shown in Figure 11.5, IgG1 constructs containing constant parts
of the human IgG1 heavy chain and the human kappa light chain, including
certolizumab consisting solely of the Fab fragment, may evoke production of
anti-allotypic antibodies. Infliximab, for example, has been typed for the G1m(a)
and G1m(x) allotypes (Svenson et al. 2007). Etanercept, which is a ‘fully human’
fusion protein consisting of IgG1-Fc coupled to two human TNFR type 2, may
also provoke anti-allotypic responses. Additionally, even though etanercept
consists of 100% human sequences, T- and B-lymphocytes may recognize
peptide fragments overlapping the region between the two human parts as non-
self and therefore raise specific immune responses to the drug (Figure 11.5).
Finally, as anti-TNF-alpha antibodies are not normally part of our antibody
repertoire, anti-idiotypic antibodies may theoretically be induced by all human
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Figure 11.5 Possible mechanisms of immunogenicity of anti-TNF antibody
constructs.
Anti-antibodies may be induced against mouse epitopes on the variable regions of
chimeric anti-TNF antibody constructs, both the framework regions (FR) and the
complementarity-derived regions (CDR). Anti-antibodies may also be induced against
IgG allotypes. For example, patients not endowed with G1m(a) and G1m(x) allotopes
may generate anti-antibodies against these allotopes on infliximab, which may or may
not neutralize infliximab’s binding to TNF-alpha. Idiotopes on ‘fully human’ antibody
constructs may induce anti-idiotypic antibodies. Finally, ‘fully human’ fusion proteins,
e.g., etanercept consisting of an IgG1-Fc moiety coupled to two human TNFR type 2
(TNFRp75), may provoke anti-allotypic responses as well as T- and B-cell responses
against the non-human peptide fragments spanning the splicing region of the construct.

antibody constructs that bind to TNF-alpha through the variable parts of their
heavy and light chains (Figure 11.5).

11.4.1. Monitoring Antibodies to Anti-TNF Antibody Constructs
(Anti-antibodies)

Several different methods have been used to measure circulating antibodies
against anti-TNF antibody constructs. Most of these have been based on
ELISA technology using specific antibodies both for capture and detection,
but competitive-type ELISAs and other techniques have been used as well
(Figure 11.6A) (Maini et al. 1998, Baert et al. 2003). Unfortunately, commonly
encountered problems with insufficient sensitivities, non-specific binding, and
interference by rheumatoid factors reduce the usefulness of ELISAs. We
have tried to overcome these shortcomings by developing fluid-phase RIAs
for antibodies to infliximab, etanercept, and adalimumab (Figure 11.6B).
These techniques presumably better reflect the in vivo situation as they are
not influenced by artifacts induced by solid-phase adsorption of proteins
(Bendtzen et al. 2006, Svenson et al. 2007).

As infliximab, adalimumab and golimumab are human IgG1-kappa
constructs, which do not react with anti-human lambda light-chain antibodies,
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Figure 11.6 Measurements of human antibodies against anti-TNF antibody
constructs.
A: Two examples of how to measure anti-antibodies by solid-phase ELISA, in this
case antibodies directed against infliximab. The left part shows the detection of so-
called human anti-chimeric antibodies (HACA), sometimes called human anti-mouse
antibodies (HAMA), using wells coated with Fab fragments of the drug. As anti-
antibodies in this setup may recognize human epitopes in the Fab fragments, being
anti-human antibodies (HAHA), the terms HACA/HAMA may in some cases be
misleading. The right part shows another ELISA for anti-antibodies against infliximab.
Note that sera with rheumatoid factor are likely to cause false-positive results in this
assay.
B: Fluid-phase RIA measuring anti-antibodies (all isotypes) from patients treated
with infliximab (Bendtzen et al. 2006, Svenson et al. 2007). In this example, patient
serum containing antibodies against infliximab is incubated overnight with purified
125I-infliximab. Free and immunoglobulin-bound tracer are separated by affinity
chromatography using matrix-bound anti-human lambda-chain antibody.
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the RIAs are capable of monitoring antibodies to these antibody constructs
using binding of radiolabeled drug to an anti-lambda light-chain affinity
matrix (as etanercept does not contain light chains, both anti-lambda and
-kappa light-chain antibodies may be used when measuring anti-etanercept
antibodies). These assays reveal the traced drugs in complexes with lambda
light-chain antibodies of all isotypes, including IgM and IgE.

We have compared the RIA for anti-infliximab antibodies with a more
cumbersome assay using molecular size separation of unbound and Ig-bound
infliximab with and without depletion of serum IgG (Svenson et al. 2007).
We found that IgG is the single most important binding factor in serum of
RA patients treated with infliximab and that about 50% of bound infliximab
was in complex with lambda light-chain-containing IgG antibodies in these
sera. The anti-lambda light-chain RIA was comparable in sensitivity to the
molecular size separation RIA. Furthermore, the stability of the complexes
was similar in the two tests, suggesting that equal binding avidity is expressed
by kappa- and lambda-positive anti-infliximab IgG antibodies. The immune
complexes generally consisted of 125I-infliximab coupled to maximum three
anti-infliximab IgG antibodies. Interestingly, more than 1/3 of the induced
anti-antibodies were IgG4, a subclass known to form small complexes with
low complement-activating capacity and with lower avidity to Fc-gamma
receptors than the three other IgG subclasses. The B-cell epitopes of infliximab
were mainly or solely located on the Fab parts of the drug, i.e., the parts
containing murine aminoacid sequences (Svenson et al. 2007). We also found
that a RIA where infliximab was fixed to ELISA plastic plates yielded fewer
sera positive for anti-antibodies than the fluid-phase RIA shown in Figure 11.6
(Svenson et al. 2007). On the other hand, 40% of the sera found positive
in the solid-phase RIA were negative in the fluid-phase RIA. Moreover,
sera containing rheumatoid factor always gave false-positive findings in the
solid-phase RIA, while never interfering with the fluid-phase RIA.

It is important to realize that the levels of both drug and anti-antibodies
may be higher than estimated in patients with anti-antibodies, and such sera
may also have reduced recoveries of functional anti-TNF drug. Underesti-
mating the number of sera with anti-antibodies may also occur if the immune
complexes consist solely of kappa light-chain antibodies. Although this may
occur, it is probably a rare event as we have no evidence of ‘hidden’ antibody
complexes when using size-chromatography instead of anti-lambda light-
chain antibodies.

In summary:

• The fluid-phase RIA for antibodies to infliximab, and most likely other
anti-TNF antibody constructs, is more sensitive than EIA (up to several
hundred-fold).

• The fluid-phase RIA is unaffected by rheumatoid factor.
• Patients with RA frequently express antibodies against IgG allotypes, often

in association with rheumatoid factor activity and most commonly against
G1m types (and therefore potentially binding to IgG1 anti-TNF constructs)
(Grubb et al. 1999).

• The fluid-phase RIAs also detect antibodies that are functionally
monovalent. Functional multivalency is mandatory for a positive reaction
in the solid-phase cross-binding assay. Thus, a standard double-antigen
ELISA, such as the one shown to the right in Figure 11.6A, would
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not detect functionally monovalent antibodies, for example IgG4, which
might nevertheless neutralize TNF-alpha binding, increase drug clearance,
and/or prevent the drug from reaching affected tissues in the recipients;
as mentioned above, IgG4 constitutes a considerable amount of the anti-
infliximab antibodies found in RA patients treated for 3–6 months (Svenson
et al. 2007).

• Fluid-phase RIAs generally utilize ligands with highly conserved confor-
mations. These techniques are therefore less sensitive to artifacts caused by
neo-epitope formation or loss of epitopes which are known to occur when
proteins are fixed to solid matrices (Svenson et al. 1995, Hennig et al. 2000,
Bendtzen 2003).

• Fluid-phase RIAs do not favor detection of low-avidity antibodies.

11.4.2. Clinical Relevance of Anti-antibodies

Some investigators believe that the development of anti-antibodies is of
limited importance, because there is not always readily observable clinical
consequences of antibody development. This belief has unfortunately arisen
from clinical experience where several factors may contribute to erroneous
interpretations. The use of tests that yield false-positive anti-antibody results
contributes to the problem, as it does in all cases where antibodies are induced
by protein therapeutics (Bendtzen 2003). Also, clinicians may not realize that
anti-antibodies are the cause of side-effects or loss of therapeutic efficacy if
patients are not monitored routinely for anti-antibody development. On the
other hand, patients in clinical remission may seem to have benefit from
continued anti-TNF therapy even though they have developed anti-antibodies.
Rather than continuing a costly therapy, and further immunizing the patient,
it would probably be better to halt therapy in such patients.

Some investigators also believe that only anti-antibodies with a neutralizing
effect in in vitro assays for TNF activities are of clinical significance. This is
not necessarily correct, because in vitro non-neutralizing anti-antibodies may
‘neutralize’ drug effects in vivo as they may adversely affect bioavailability
and pharmacokinetics of antibody constructs (Lobo et al. 2004). For example,
immune complex formation at injection sites might impair absorption of drugs
administered by the subcutaneous or intramuscular routes, whether or not the
anti-antibodies prevent TNF binding to the drug. In vitro non-neutralizing
anti-antibodies may also decrease the half-life of anti-TNF drugs by formation
of immune complexes that are rapidly cleared from the circulation. Finally,
anti-antibodies may prevent the drugs from reaching affected tissues whether
or not they inhibit binding to TNF-alpha.

Our own experience shows that 1 of 106 (1%) randomly selected RA
patients were positive in RIA for anti-antibodies before receiving infliximab.
After only two drug infusions (1.5 months after start of therapy), 13% were
antibody-positive, and with subsequent infusions, the percentage rose to 30
and 44% (3 and 6 months, respectively). As shown in Figure 11.7, the
development of anti-antibodies was accompanied by diminished trough levels
of infliximab. Indeed, low infliximab levels at 1.5 months predicted devel-
opment of anti-antibodies and later therapeutic failure (within the observation
period of 18 months). There were also highly significant correlations between
high levels of anti-antibodies and later dose increases, side-effects such as
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Figure 11.7 Early development of anti-antibodies in RA patients receiving
infliximab and association with trough level TNF-alpha binding afforded by
infliximab.
Antibodies against infliximab as well as drug levels were measured in sera from
106 RA patients beginning immediately before start of therapy, before the third
drug infusion (1.5 months after start) and before infusions at time points 3 and 6
months, respectively. Modified from a figure first published in Arthritis & Rheumatism
(Bendtzen et al. 2006).

infusion reactions, and cessation of therapy. Furthermore, pronounced baseline
disease activity, judged by high pre-treatment plasma levels of C-reactive
protein and disease activity score (DAS28), was associated with low early
infliximab levels and later development of anti-antibodies. Co-treatment with
methotrexate resulted in only slightly lower levels of anti-antibodies after 6
months; other disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs and prednisolone had
no effect. We concluded that development of anti-antibodies, heralded by
low pre-infusion serum infliximab levels, was associated with increased risk
of infusion reactions and treatment failure and that early monitoring should
help optimize dose regimens to individual patients, diminish side-effects, and
prevent prolonged use of inadequate infliximab therapy.

It is clinically interesting that anti-antibodies invoked during infliximab
therapy generally failed to react with the two other, currently approved anti-
TNF-alpha IgG1 constructs, etanercept and adalimumab. Although this does
not rule out that cross-reacting antibodies may appear after more prolonged
infliximab therapy, it might explain why a shift to other anti-TNF-alpha drugs
is effective in some patients with therapeutic failure or drug intolerance (Ang
and Helfgott 2003, van Vollenhoven et al. 2003, Hansen et al. 2004, Haraoui
et al. 2004, Solau-Gervais et al. 2006).

11.5. Conclusions

An increasingly recognized problem with prolonged use of biopharmaceu-
ticals, including anti-TNF-alpha antibody constructs, is the induction of
antibodies against the therapeutic proteins. Even though this is an area of
increased interest, it is still unclear whether anti-antibodies measured by the
most commonly used techniques (mostly solid-phase ELISA) yield clini-
cally reliable data; for example whether ELISAs are sufficiently sensitive
to reveal all in vivo ‘functional’ anti-antibodies and whether they relate to
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clinical manifestations such as infusion reactions and reduction of therapeutic
efficacy (Cheifetz and Mayer 2005). This, and the fact that treatment with
anti-TNF-alpha antibodies are a major and very expensive part of current
medical therapies of a large number of patients with chronic immunoinflam-
matory diseases, calls for increased pharmacovigilance. Indeed, the growing
realization of inadequate long-term therapies with anti-TNF-alpha drugs have
raised concern as to whether it is justified to ‘inoculate’ patients for extended
periods of time with anti-TNF antibodies without monitoring for anti-antibody
responses, or whether it is ethically correct to deprive patients of other
(effective) therapies while treatment is continued in patients harboring drug-
neutralizing antibodies.
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12
Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia

Carmel A. Celestin and John R. Bartholomew

Abstract

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is a devastating complication of
either unfractionated heparin or any of the low molecular weight heparin
(LMWH) preparations. This immune-mediated process generally develops
within 5–14 days of administration, although it may occur more rapidly if
there has been a recent exposure, or even days to weeks after either preparation
has been discontinued. Although once considered necessary for the diagnosis
of HIT, thrombocytopenia is no longer essential. A 50% reduction in the
platelet count from pre-heparin treatment levels is now considered a more
specific finding. Immediate cessation of heparin or LMWH is recommended
once the diagnosis is suspected and alternative therapy with a non-heparin
anticoagulant advised due to the potential for new thrombosis, amputation or
even death.

12.1. Introduction

Unfractionated heparin, an anticoagulant that was discovered over 90 years
ago, has been used by clinicians for approximately 70 years. It was first
discovered by Jay McLean, a medical student at Johns Hopkins University,
in 1916 while working with William H. Howell, a physiologist with an
interest in coagulation (Ancalmo and Ochsner 1990). McLean was given
the task of extracting the clot-promoting phospholipid cephalin from various
tissues including dog brain. An incidental finding was the isolation of a
crude fraction of hepatic tissue that inhibited coagulation. Howell named the
inhibitor heparin to indicate its origin from animal hepatic tissue.

Heparin was first used clinically in 1935 when Clarence Crafoord of
Stockholm, a surgeon with expertise in the field of venous thromboembolism
(VTE), gave it intravenously to prevent thrombosis. In 1938 Gordon Murray
and Charles Best from Canada reported successful treatment of a patient with
deep vein thrombosis (DVT); however, it was not until a 1960 landmark
open, randomized study by Barrit and Jordan (1960) demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of heparin in treating and preventing recurrent pulmonary embolism
(PE) that it became the mainstay of treatment for VTE.

205
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12.1.1. Indications

Heparin has a variety of prophylactic and therapeutic indications including the
prevention and treatment of DVT and PE, the treatment of patients with arterial
embolism, unstable angina and acute myocardial infarction (MI); anticoag-
ulation during cardiopulmonary bypass or vascular surgery; with percuta-
neous transluminal angioplasty (PTA), percutaneous transluminal coronary
angioplasty (PTCA) or percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI); for the
prevention of thrombosis in atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter and prosthetic heart
valves; preventing clotting of indwelling venous or arterial devices and during
dialysis; and the treatment of select patients with disseminated intravascular
coagulation (DIC). It is also used for the prevention and treatment of throm-
botic complications during pregnancy and is used as an in vitro anticoagulant
in blood samples drawn for laboratory purposes.

12.1.2. Chemistry and Source

Heparin is a heterogeneous group of straight-chain anionic mucopolysac-
charides called glycosaminoglycans. The molecular weight ranges from
5,000 to 30,000 Daltons (average 15,000). Heparin consists of unbranched
chains of two repeating disaccharide units: d-glucosamine-l-iduronic acid
and d-glucosamine-d-gluconic acid. Most heparin preparations contain 8–15
sequences of each disaccharide unit. Heparin is generally derived from bovine
lung or porcine intestinal mucosa and is available as a sodium salt.

12.1.3. Mode of Action

The major anticoagulant effect of heparin requires binding to a plasma
cofactor, originally known as heparin cofactor. Its name was later changed to
antithrombin III and more recently antithrombin (AT). Antithrombin is one
of the major inhibitors of the coagulation cascade (Hirsh and Levine 1992,
Ross and Toth 2005).

Binding of heparin to AT has been localized to a unique pentasaccharide
sequence, the third residue of which contains a 3-0 sulfated glucosamine.
Approximately 30% of unfractionated heparins contain this active sequence.
Heparin’s anticoagulant activity results from attachment of this pentasac-
charide sequence to a lysine-binding site on AT, imparting a conformational
change in the molecule. This accelerates binding of AT (at its arginine reactive
center) to a number of serine proteases: thrombin (IIa), IXa, Xa, XIa, XIIa
although factors Xa and IIa are the most important for heparin’s anticoagulant
effect (Figure 12.1). Once binding of AT to thrombin takes place, the heparin
molecule dissociates and binds to a new (AT) molecule. The AT–thrombin
complex (TAT) is subsequently removed by the reticuloendothelial system.

For heparin to inhibit thrombin, it must contain at least 18 monosac-
charide units and form a ternary complex between heparin, AT and thrombin
(Figure 12.2) (Hirsh et al. 1976, Danielsson and Bjork 1981, Bjork, Olson and
Shore 1989, Hirsh 1991, Hirsh and Levine 1992, Ross and Toth 2005). For
the inhibition of factor Xa, direct binding of heparin is not necessary as the
pentasaccharide sequence is sufficient to accelerate this reaction. Therefore,
the inactivation of factor Xa can be achieved by smaller heparin chains
including the LMWH preparations and the newer pentasaccharide antico-
agulant, fondaparinux (Hirsh and Levine 1992, Ross and Toth 2005). The
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Figure 12.1 Heparin exerts its anticoagulant activity through its ability to accelerate
the reaction between antithrombin (AT) and serine proteases: thrombin (IIa), IXa, Xa,
XIa and XIIa. Once a thrombin–AT complex (TAT) has been formed, the heparin
dissociates from the complex and binds to a new AT molecule.

anticoagulant activity of heparin is also mediated by heparin cofactor II.
Unlike AT, heparin cofactor II inhibits only thrombin and can accept either
heparin or dermatan sulfate as cofactors. Heparin has additional physio-
logical effects including the release of lipoprotein lipase (lipoprotein lipase
hydrolyzes triglycerides to glycerol and free fatty acids), inhibition of platelet
function, inhibition of the proliferation of vascular smooth muscle cells, anti-
inflammatory properties and the regulation of angiogenesis.

Heparin

IIa

AT III fXa

AT III fXa

AT III

Figure 12.2 The ability of heparin to facilitate the inhibition of coagulation factors
by antithrombin demonstrates a dependence on the size of the heparin chains. For
heparin to inhibit thrombin (IIa), heparin must contain at least 18 monosaccharide
units, with the formation of a ternary complex between antithrombin, heparin and IIa.
For inhibition of factor Xa, direct binding of heparin to factor Xa is not necessary, and
the pentasaccharide sequence of heparin is sufficient to accelerate the reaction. This
molecular weight dependence has important implications in the laboratory monitoring
of heparin and low molecular weight heparin. As low molecular weight heparin inhibits
only factor Xa, it can be monitored only by factor Xa inhibition assays. The APTT
and ACT are relatively unaffected by low molecular weight heparin.
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12.1.4. Administration

The preferred routes of administration for heparin are continuous intravenous
infusion or subcutaneous injection, although the latter method may cause
erratic absorption, is uncomfortable and a less desirable route. Heparin is not
administered orally because it is unstable under acidic conditions, although
extensive ongoing research is working to develop this approach (Ross and
Toth 2005).

Heparin is usually given subcutaneously in smaller doses for prophylactic
therapy. For full dose subcutaneous injections, however, the initial dose must
be sufficient to overcome the lower bioavailability of this route. Peak plasma
levels occur at approximately 2–3 hours and a nomogram for full dose subcu-
taneous treatment of VTE has recently been published (Kearon et al. 2006).
Heparin is given intravenously for the treatment of thromboembolism (venous
or arterial) as well as during vascular or cardiovascular surgery and for PTA,
PTCA or PCI. The anticoagulant response after intravenous injection is almost
immediate.

The half-life of heparin is dose dependent (increases with the dose) ranging
from 30 to 150 minutes in healthy adults (Hirsh 1991). Its half-life may be
prolonged in cirrhotic individuals and in patients with severe renal disease,
although reports of the influence of renal and hepatic diseases on its pharma-
cokinetics are not consistent (Hirsh 1991).

12.1.5. Monitoring

Heparin’s anticoagulant activity can be monitored by following its effect on
several coagulation assays, notably the activated partial thromboplastin time
(aPTT), activated clotting time (ACT), thrombin time (TT) or heparin levels.
The aPTT remains the most frequently used method except for the higher
heparin doses required in PTA, PTCA, PCI or cardiopulmonary or vascular
surgery where the ACT is used. An accepted therapeutic aPTT range for
venous and arterial thrombosis is a ratio 1.5–2.5 times the patient’s baseline
value; however, the responsiveness of heparin to the different aPTT reagents
(used to perform this test) can vary widely. For this reason, the College
of American Pathologists, American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP)
and other organizations no longer recommend using this ratio. Instead, these
societies advise that all laboratories establish a heparin dose–response curve
for the aPTT reagent in their facility, using concentrations that correlate
to therapeutic heparin levels of 0.3–0.7 IU/mL determined by factor Xa
inhibition (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a). This test is performed as a chromogenic
factor Xa inhibition assay, also referred to as an anti-Xa assay. The assay
measures the ability of heparin to inhibit the activity of factor Xa, which is
inversely proportional to the heparin concentration. The factor Xa inhibition
assay is also helpful for monitoring the anticoagulant response in patients
with a “baseline”-prolonged aPTT and individuals who have an inadequate
response to what is normally considered a therapeutic dose of heparin (see
Sect. 12.1.6 below).

As noted above, the ACT is used when patients require higher doses of
heparin for example in cardiac interventional procedures. It is also used during
cardiovascular or vascular surgery to assess the adequacy of anticoagulation
and to estimate reversal of heparin after the administration of protamine.
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12.1.6. Heparin Resistance

Heparin binds to many different plasma proteins which reduce its anticoag-
ulant activity and contribute to the variability of its anticoagulant response
(Hirsh et al. 1976, Hirsh 1991, Hirsh and Levine 1992, Hirsh and Raschke
2004a). These include histidine-rich glycoprotein, vitronectin, platelet factor 4
(PF4), fibronectin and von Willebrand factor. This laboratory phenomenon is
known as “heparin resistance”, a term used when patients require abnormally
large amounts of heparin to prolong their aPTT to attain a “therapeutic effect”
(Young et al. 1993, Cosmi et al. 1997). Heparin resistance may be found in
individuals with an underlying malignancy, elevated factor VIII or fibrinogen
levels, AT deficiency, pregnancy or in patients with a lupus anticoagulant
(Young et al. 1993). Drug-induced heparin resistance has also been reported
in patients receiving nitroglycerin or aprotinin.

According to the seventh ACCP conference on antithrombotic therapy,
heparin resistance should be suspected in individuals requiring an unusually
large amount of heparin (defined as >40,000 units per 24 hours). Anti-
factor Xa heparin levels should be used to measure anticoagulation if this is
suspected (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a).

12.1.7. Dosing

A former commonly recommended method to heparinize patients with VTE
used a loading dose of 5,000–10,000 units given slowly over 10–15 minutes,
followed by a continuous infusion of 1,000 units per hour with adjust-
ments made according to the aPTT. This approach, however, often under-
dosed patients and eventually led to the development of several heparin
nomograms (Cruickshank et al. 1991, Raschke et al. 1993). The most
commonly used nomogram (recommended by the ACCP) for the treatment
of VTE is weight-based (Raschke et al. 1993). This nomogram recom-
mends a bolus of 80 units/kg of heparin followed by an infusion rate of
18 units/kg/hr. An alternative nomogram advocates a bolus of 5,000 units
followed by 1280 units per hour (Cruickshank et al. 1991). With either
method, an aPTT should be obtained 6 hours after initiation and repeated
at 6-hour intervals until it is within a therapeutic range. More recently
fixed-dose, weight-adjusted subcutaneous heparin has been found suitable
for both the inpatient and outpatient treatments of VTE. An initial dose
of 333 units/kilogram is given intravenously followed by a fixed dose of
250 units/kilogram/subcutaneously every 12 hours (Kearon et al. 2006). When
the subcutaneous route is used for VTE prophylaxis, the dosage is generally
5,000 units every 8–12 hours depending on the patients’ risk profile. In
surgical patients, it is advised that this dose be initiated 2 hours before the
procedure.

The American College of Cardiology (ACC) recommends lower doses of
heparin for use in patients with unstable angina or non-ST-segment elevation
MI (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a). A bolus of 60–70 units/kg of heparin
(maximum dose of 5,000 units) followed by an infusion of 12–15 units/kg/h
(maximum of 1,000 units per hour) is advised. Larger doses are generally
required for PTA, PTCA, PCI and cardiac or vascular surgery.
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12.2. Low Molecular Weight Heparins (LMWHs)

The LMWHs are derived from UFH by controlled chemical or enzymatic
depolymerization processes (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a). Depolymerization
is achieved either by treatment with the enzyme heparinase, hydrolytic
cleavage with hydrogen peroxide or by B-elimination. These processes yield
products with lower molecular weights varying from 4000 to 6500 Daltons
and improved pharmacokinetic properties compared to heparin (Fareed et al.
1988). The LMWHs also vary in molecular structure and function and are
not clinically interchangeable, due to significant differences in the chemical
and/or enzymatic procedures used for their synthesis. Due to their smaller size,
LMWHs only bind their pentasaccharide sequence to AT resulting in inacti-
vation of factor Xa, but not thrombin. Low molecular weight heparins also
have a lower affinity for circulating and cellular proteins, which contributes
to their higher bioavailability and more predictable anticoagulant response
(Cosmi et al. 1997). They also have longer half-lives ranging from 111
to 1100 minutes and are cleared primarily by the kidneys; therefore, their
half-life is increased in patients with renal failure (Hirsh and Levine 1992).
Dose adjustments must be made in patients with a creatinine clearance of
less than 30 ml/min and in select cases anti-factor Xa levels performed
using a LMWH preparation as a reference should be used for monitoring.
The available LMWH preparations in the United States include dalteparin
(Fragmin, Novartis), enoxaparin (Lovenox/Clexane, Aventis) and tinza-
parin (Innohep, Pharmion). In Europe they include nadroparin (Fraxiparine,
GlaxoSmithKline), reviparin (Clivarine, Abbott) and parnaparin (Fluxum,
Alpha-Wasserman).

12.2.1. Indications

The LMWHs are used for the prevention of VTE in patients undergoing
hip and knee replacement surgery, general (e.g., abdominal, gynecologic,
urologic) surgery and in acute medical conditions including cancer, prolonged
bed rest, heart failure, severe lung disease and those individuals with severely
restricted mobility. They are also used to reduce the risk of acute cardiac
ischemic events (death and/or MI) in patients with unstable angina or non-
ST-segment elevation/non-Q-wave MI (i.e., non-ST-segment elevation acute
coronary syndromes). The use of a LMWH is also recommended by the ACCP
as first-line or alternative therapy (instead of heparin) for prevention of VTE in
selected patients undergoing intracranial neurological surgery, major trauma,
acute spinal cord injury and in some patients with acute ischemic stroke
(Geerts et al. 2004).Low molecular weight heparins are also used concur-
rently with an oral anticoagulant (warfarin or phenprocoumon) in hospitalized
patients for the treatment and secondary prevention of DVT with or without
PE and in selected outpatients for the treatment of acute DVT without accom-
panying PE. Therapy with LMWH also has been recommended for prevention
or treatment of VTE occurring during pregnancy (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a).
The ACCP also currently recommends “long-term” use of LMWHs following
acute thrombotic events (3–6 months) in patients with cancer (Hirsh and
Raschke 2004a).
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12.2.2. Administration

Low molecular weight heparins are administered subcutaneously. They have
no effect on the aPTT (because there is no binding to thrombin), and one of
their major advantages is the lack of a need to monitor their anticoagulant
effect. There are special populations where this may be necessary, however,
including patients with renal insufficiency, severe obesity, during pregnancy
or in the pediatric population. If required, monitoring can be performed using
anti-factor Xa levels to LMWH. Levels should be checked approximately
4 hours after a subcutaneous dose and therapeutic ranges for enoxaparin (the
most commonly used LMWH in the United States) are 0.5–1.0 IU/mL for
the 12-hour dosing and ≥1.0 IU/mL for 24-hour dosing (Hirsh and Raschke
2004a).

12.2.3. Dosing

The LMWHs cannot be used interchangeably on a unit-for-unit (or mg-
for-mg) basis. Enoxaparin has an approximate anti-factor Xa activity of
100 units/mg according to the World Health Organization (WHO) First
International Low Molecular Weight Heparin Reference Standard. For the
prevention of postoperative DVT in patients undergoing hip-replacement or
knee-replacement surgery, several options and doses have been recommended
for this particular agent: lovenox 30 mg/SC every 12 hours or 40 mg/SC
daily. Enoxaparin can also be given 12 hours before surgery, 12–24 hours
after surgery or 4–6 hours after surgery at half the usual prophylactic dose
(Geerts et al. 2004). Prophylaxis should be given for at least 10 days following
surgery and some clinicians recommend continued prophylaxis for as many
as 28–35 days. For prevention of postoperative DVT in patients undergoing
general surgery, including abdominal, gynecologic or urologic, the recom-
mended dose of enoxaparin is 40 mg once daily, with an initial dose given
2 hours prior to surgery. For prevention of VTE in patients whose mobility
is restricted during acute illness (cancer, heart failure, severe lung disease,
confined to bed rest), 40 mg of enoxaparin is recommended daily (Geerts
et al. 2004). In outpatients (and inpatients) for the treatment of VTE, the
usual dose of enoxaparin is 1 mg/kg twice daily or 1.5 mg/kg/daily (Hirsh
and Raschke 2004a). Dosing reductions are advised for individuals with a
creatinine clearance under 30 ml/min and the LMWHs in general are not
advised for patients on dialysis. For reducing the risk of ischemic compli-
cations (cardiac death or non-fatal MI) in patients with unstable angina
or non-ST-segment elevation MI (non-ST-segment elevation acute coronary
syndromes) who are receiving concurrent therapy with aspirin, the usual dose
of enoxaparin is 1 mg/kg every 12 hours (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a).

The dose of dalteparin is also expressed in anti-factor Xa international
units. Each milligram of dalteparin is equivalent to 156.25 anti-Xa units. For
the prevention of postoperative VTE in patients undergoing hip-replacement
surgery, therapy with dalteparin may also be initiated either before or after
surgery. One method advocates a dose of 5000 units of dalteparin 10–14 hours
before surgery, followed by a second dose of 5000 units 4–8 hours after
surgery and 5000 units daily throughout the postoperative period. Alterna-
tively, 2500 units may be administered within 2 hours of hip-replacement
surgery, followed by 2500 units 4–8 hours after surgery and thereafter
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5000 units once daily throughout the postoperative period. For the prevention
of postoperative DVT in patients undergoing general (abdominal) surgery who
are at high risk for DVT, 5000 units of dalteparin should be given 8–12 hours
prior to surgery followed by 5000 units daily throughout the postoperative
period until the risk has diminished (Geerts et al. 2004). For the treatment of
acute DVT or PE, the recommended dalteparin dose is 200 units/kg daily in
one or two divided doses (Hirsh and Raschke 2004a).

12.3. Adverse Effects of Heparin and Low Molecular
Weight Heparins

Hemorrhage is the most commonly encountered complication of heparin
and the LMWHs. Other reported complications include hypersensitivity
and anaphylactoid reactions. In these conditions, patients develop minor
complaints of a low-grade fever, urticaria, rhinitis or conjunctivitis (hyper-
sensitivity reaction); however, sudden and severe hypertension, respi-
ratory distress and chest pain have been reported with the anaphylactoid
complication. Hyperkalemia, hypoaldosteronism, elevation in transaminases,
osteoporosis and transient alopecia have also been described. The most devas-
tating potential complication, HIT occurs in as many as 3–5% of all patients
receiving unfractionated heparin but less than 1% of those receiving any of
the LMWH preparations.

12.4. The Immune-Mediated Response to Heparin

HIT is a very prothrombotic condition due a number of contributing factors
including enhanced generation of thrombin, increased platelet activation and
aggregation, endothelial and monocyte activation and the release of prothrom-
botic microparticles. It is associated with very high morbidity and mortality.

One of the plasma proteins binding to heparin is platelet factor 4 (PF4),
a basic and abundant 70-amino acid cationic glycoprotein member of the
CXC subgroup of the chemokine family (Walenga et al. 2004). This is a
large family of homologous proteins involved in chemotaxis, coagulation,
inflammation and cell growth (Oppenheim et al. 1991, Rollins 1997, Luster
1998). Platelet factor 4 is stored in the alpha granules of platelets bound to
chondroitin sulfate, forming a tetramer by sequential non-covalent association
of PF4 monomers. Upon activation, the PF4–chondroitin sulfate complex is
released and binds to the surface of activated platelets. Heparin (more anionic)
displaces chondroitin sulfate and binds to PF4 by wrapping around the PF4
tetramer, resulting in a large linear antigenic complex that is bound to the
platelet surface. The binding of heparin to PF4 causes a conformational change
in the PF4 molecule, exposing neoepitopes and rendering it antigenic. This
triggers an immune response that in some individuals results in the formation
of antibodies (produced by B cells) that bind to this complex via their Fab
terminus (Amiral et al. 1996). These antibodies are usually IgG, although IgM
and IgA isotypes have been reported (Amiral et al. 1996). The Fc portion of
the bound antibody then cross-links with the Fc�RIIa receptor on adjacent
platelets, resulting in the release of additional PF4 molecules, activation
and aggregation of additional platelets and generation of procoagulant-rich
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microparticles (Warkentin et al. 1994). These antibodies bind and activate
platelets over a narrow molar ratio of PF4 to heparin, approximating 1 mol of
PF4 tetramer to 1 mol of unfractionated heparin, and are transient generally
lasting no more than 80 days (Amiral et al. 2000, Warkentin and Kelton
2001).

Immune complex injury to endothelial cells lining the blood vessels may
also contribute to the thrombotic process seen in HIT. Antibody binding that
recognizes PF4–heparin complexes on the endothelium and the cell surface
glycosaminoglycans expressed on monocytes promote prothrombotic condi-
tions through the release of tissue factor, plasminogen activator inhibitor
(PAI) and additional cytokines (Chong et al. 1989). This antibody-mediated
activation of platelets, endothelial cells and monocytes results in the clinico-
pathologic syndrome known as heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT). It
is also referred to as type II HIT or the heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and
thrombosis syndrome (HITTS) (Kappers-Klunne et al. 1997, Lindhoff-Last
et al. 2002, Girolami et al. 2003).

12.4.1. History of HIT

In 1958, two surgeons, Roger E. Weisman and Richard W. Tobin, became
the first to report the clinical entity now known as HIT when they reported 10
cases of arterial embolism occurring during heparin therapy. All of Weisman
and Tobin’s patients had an appropriate indication for heparin, but between
days 7 and 15 each experienced an arterial thrombosis. Six of their patients
died and two required major amputations. Weisman and Tobin’s (1958)
report was reportedly met with skepticism because this complication had not
been recognized previously. Several additional series of patients with similar
complications were reported over the next 15 years, but it was not until 1972
that a group of vascular surgeons including G.R. Rhodes, R.H. Dixon and
Donald Silver first suggested an immune cause for these thrombotic compli-
cations (Rhodes, Dixon and Silver 1973, 1977).

12.4.2. Incidence of HIT

HIT is now recognized as a common iatrogenic disorder that can occur in
any patient population. The reported incidence of this syndrome varies but
is thought to range from less than 1% for the LMWHs to as high as 5% for
heparin (Lindhoff-Last et al. 2002, Mahlfeld et al. 2002, Ganzer, Gutezeit
and Mayer 1999, Marx et al. 1999, Warkentin et al. 2000, Prandoni et al.
2005). Although all patients who receive these anticoagulants are at jeopardy,
certain groups including orthopedic and cardiovascular surgical patients as
well as individuals who have had repeated heparin exposure during diagnostic
or therapeutic procedures seem to be at the highest risk (Shuster et al. 2003).
HIT is uncommon in the obstetric and pediatric populations (Fausett et al.
2001, Klenner et al. 2004).

Due to their smaller size, LMWHs exhibit less non-specific binding and
therefore have a lower affinity for binding to PF4 (Walenga et al. 2004).
LMWH also forms a smaller complex that has been shown to cross-link fewer
of the platelet Fc�RII receptors, thereby activating platelets less often than
the larger heparin–PF4 complexes (Greinacher et al. 2006). These factors may
help to explain the lower incidence of HIT with LMWH.
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12.4.3. Clinical Presentation of HIT

HIT is much more likely to cause thrombosis than other hypercoagulable
states including Factor V Leiden, prothrombin gene mutation, congenital
protein C, S and antithrombin deficiencies or patients with the antiphospho-
lipid syndrome (Warkentin et al. 1995). The risk of thrombosis approaches
38–76% in patients with HIT at one month if left untreated (Hirsh et al.
2004b). Thrombosis is venous, arterial or a combination of the two. Venous
thromboembolism is more common (4:1 ratio compared to arterial events).
Patients typically present with a lower, or less likely upper, extremity DVT or
PE. Less commonly cerebral sinus thrombosis, adrenal hemorrhagic infarction
or disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) may occur. Acute limb
ischemia is the most common arterial presentation followed by stroke and
MI. Cardiac intraventricular or intra-atrial thrombosis, spinal cord, bowel or
renal infarction or vascular graft occlusion have also been reported.

There are several unusual presentations of HIT. These include cutaneous
manifestations (heparin-induced erythematous or necrotic lesions at subcuta-
neous injection sites or warfarin-induced skin necrosis or WISN and warfarin-
associated venous limb gangrene (VLG)), an acute systemic anaphylactoid
reaction following an intravenous heparin bolus with fever, chills, tachycardia,
hypertension and rarely cardiopulmonary arrest.

The site of HIT-related thrombotic events appears to be influenced by
several clinical factors including localized vascular injury, placement of
central venous catheters or pacemaker wires, a recent angiographic, surgical
or endovascular procedure (PTA PTCA or PCI) or individuals with under-
lying arteriosclerosis (Levy and Hursting 2007). Approximately 9–11% of
patients with HIT will require amputation and death approaches 17–30% in
those untreated (Lewis et al. 2001, Lewis et al. 2003, Greinacher et al. 2000).
Orthopedic patients appear to be at the highest risk of morbidity and mortality
and a number of reports suggest individuals with an underlying malignancy
are also at high risk (Warkentin et al. 2000, Fabris et al. 2002, Greinacher
et al. 2005, Opatrny and Warner 2004).

The risk of developing HIT varies with the dose of heparin used, the
preparation (bovine greater risk than porcine heparin), the duration of therapy
and the patient population, although any patient receiving heparin or LMWH
is at risk (Warkentin 1999). The highest incidence is reported with intra-
venous administration, but HIT has also been reported in patients who have
only minimal exposure including through heparin-coated catheters, subcuta-
neous prophylactic doses or intravenous flushes to maintain arterial or central
catheter line patency.

12.4.4. Definition of HIT

HIT is classically defined as a drop in a patient’s platelet count to less
than 100,000 mm3 or 150,000 mm3 while receiving heparin or LMWH.
However, a 50% drop in the patients platelet count from pre-heparin treatment
levels is now considered to be a more specific finding (Warkentin and
Greinacher 2004). The severity of thrombocytopenia is usually moderate in
most individuals, with median platelet counts of 50,000–80,000 mm3 reported
(Warkentin 2003a, Warkentin 2005a). Bleeding is rare, even when there is
severe thrombocytopenia.
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12.4.5. Patterns of Presentation

There are three temporal presentations of HIT (Warkentin and Kelton 2001,
Warkentin 2005a). The classic presentation, sometimes referred to as “typical-
onset HIT”, is generally seen with a drop in the platelet count that occurs
between 5 and 14 days of exposure. This time-frame represents the time
it normally takes for heparin or LMWH to induce an antibody response. It
is the most common presentation accounting for approximately 66% of all
reported cases (Warkentin and Greinacher 2004). A less often recognized
presentation (occurring roughly in 30% of all cases), referred to as rapid-
onset HIT, can be seen within hours to days after heparin administration. It
is the result of heparin antibodies that developed during a recent exposure to
heparin or LMWH (generally within the last 30–100 days). In a series of 243
serologically proven cases of HIT, Warkentin and Kelton (2001) reported that
the median time for the development of thrombocytopenia in rapid-onset HIT
was 10.5 hours and most individuals had received heparin within the previous
30 days. The third presentation, delayed-onset HIT, develops anywhere from
9 to 40 days following UFH or LMWH exposure, usually after these agents
have been withdrawn. This form is seen in roughly 2–3% of all HIT cases
(Warkentin and Greinacher 2004). Patients are often discharged home or to a
rehabilitation facility when a new thrombosis develops. Delayed-onset HIT is
characterized by finding very high titers of circulating heparin antibodies. In
this form, patients do not always present with thrombocytopenia (Warkentin
2003a).

Thrombocytopenia without antibody formation can also occur with heparin
or LMWH therapy. This condition is referred to as type I HIT, a non-immune-
mediated process. Heparin’s negative charge and molecular size are thought
to be responsible for binding to platelets, resulting in a transient drop in the
platelet count. This generally occurs between days 1 and 4 of administration
despite continuation of heparin or LMWH therapy. The platelet count rarely
falls below 100,000 mm3 and it is not associated with thromboembolic events.

12.4.6. Diagnosis

Warkentin and others have developed a practical method to calculate the
pretest probability of HIT. Using their approach, one looks at the actual
platelet count, the percentage decrease in the patient’s platelets from pre-
heparin treatment, the timing of heparin exposure, the presence of thrombosis
or other related HIT complications and the potential for other causes to
explain the low platelet count. Points are given depending on the variables
listed above (Table 12.1). This method helps to determine the likelihood that
laboratory testing will be positive or negative (Lo et al. 2006).

12.4.7. Laboratory Diagnosis

The diagnosis of HIT is based both on clinical and laboratory testing, thus the
term clinicopathologic syndrome is frequently encountered. Because thrombo-
cytopenia is a common finding in the hospital setting, other possibilities must
always be considered in the differential diagnosis including pseudothrom-
bocytopenia, DIC, thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura (TTP), infections,
alcohol, medications, bone marrow failure or dilution.
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There is no single “gold standard” test for diagnosing HIT; however, two
types of laboratory tests are readily available at most institutions. These
include the functional tests which detect heparin-dependent platelet activation
in the presence of the patient’s sera and UFH or LMWH and the antigen
assays or immunoassays which measure IgG, IgM or IgA antibodies that bind
PF4 to heparin or LMWH. These tests should only be ordered when there is
a clinical suspicion for HIT.

Many physicians order an antigenic assay (a solid-phase enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay, ELISA) as a screening tool, since it is more readily
available, technically easier to perform and provides rapid results. The ELISA
detects the presence of HIT antibodies by measuring changes in their optical
density (OD). Results are reported as positive when the OD is greater than
0.4 (Sheridan, Carter and Kelton 1986).

Functional testing is generally more helpful to confirm a positive
immunoassay and there are several methods available including the washed
platelet assays, serotonin release assay (SRA), heparin-induced platelet aggre-
gation assay (HIPA) and citrated plasma assay (platelet aggregation test). The
washed platelet assays are recognized as more reliable than antigen assays
because they have a higher sensitivity and specificity (Chong 2003, Warkentin
and Heddle 2003b). Among the functional tests, the SRA is considered
the gold standard. Its major disadvantage, however, is that it is technically
demanding and requires the use of radioisotopes and fresh donor platelets. It
is not readily available in all laboratories and most clinical laboratories prefer
the less demanding platelet aggregation tests and/or immunoassays.

A rapid antigen assay (particle gel immunoassay) has also been developed
(Eichler et al. 2002). It reportedly has a specificity similar to that of
the functional assays with fewer false-positive results than the solid-phase
immunoassays. This rapid antigen assay has the potential to fulfill a
longstanding need for a quick (<30 minutes) and reliable HIT test.

Once HIT is suspected, many physicians recommend performing a combi-
nation of the two assays (washed platelet functional assay and an antigen
assay) to help confirm the diagnosis. If both are negative, there is a 95%
negative predictive value. If both tests are positive and the clinical picture
fits, the positive predictive value is consistently 100% (Pouplard et al. 2005).
Additional laboratory tests include flow cytometry and particle gel assays.
These are not readily available at most hospitals and are currently used largely
for research purposes.

HIT is a clinicopathologic syndrome and the diagnosis should be made by
both clinical and laboratory findings. It is best to use laboratory tests only to
confirm one’s bedside judgment, not to make the diagnosis.

12.5. Treatment

The treatment for HIT has undergone important changes over the past
decade. Until recently, clinicians had few options for treating this poten-
tially devastating syndrome. Fortunately, with the development of several
new anticoagulants, there are now a number of novel treatment options.
These include the heparinoid danaparoid (orgaran®) and the direct thrombin
inhibitors (DTIs); recombinant hirudin (r-hirudin) (e.g., lepirudin®); the small
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molecule argatroban; and bivalirudin (Angiomax®). The synthetic pentasac-
charide (fondaparinux or Arixtra®), an indirect factor Xa inhibitor, has also
been used “off-label” to treat HIT (Spinler 2006). The oral anticoagulants of
the coumarin class, either warfarin or phenprocoumon, are used for long-term
treatment. These agents should only be initiated when the patients’ clinical
condition and platelet counts have sufficiently recovered from their acute HIT
event.

Once the diagnosis is suspected, all heparin or LMWH products should
be stopped, and a fast-acting non-heparin alternative anticoagulant started
immediately, even if there is no evidence for thrombosis (Warkentin 1999).
Treatment should not be delayed while awaiting laboratory results as this only
increases the risk for new thrombosis (Warkentin 1999). Cessation of heparin
alone is not sufficient as studies have consistently shown a cumulative risk
for new thrombosis rates approaching 53% if this approach is taken (Hirsh,
Heddle and Kelton 2004b, Wallis et al. 1999, Warkentin and Kelton 1996).

Direct thrombin inhibitors have proven useful because of their ability to
inhibit the generation of thrombin, reduce the incidence of new thrombosis
and continue treatment for the initial heparin or LMWH indication. These
anticoagulants inhibit thrombin without the need for the cofactor AT and
do not generate or interact with heparin–PF4 antibodies. In previous studies,
Argatroban and Lepirudin have been shown to significantly improve outcomes
in patients with HIT (decreasing rates of new thrombosis) when compared
to historical controls (Hirsh, Heddle and Kelton 2004b, Lewis et al. 2001,
Lewis et al. 2003, Greinacher et al. 2000, Warkentin and Kelton 1996). Both
are Federal Drug Administration (FDA) approved in the United States, while
the DTI bivalirudin is FDA approved only in patients with HIT who require
PCI.

12.5.1. Lepirudin

Lepirudin (Refludan, Refludin, Aventis, Berlex, Hoechst, Pharmion, Pharma,
Schering) is a hirudin derived from the salivary glands of the medicinal
leech, Hirudo medicinalis. It is produced by recombinant biotechnology from
the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, yielding recombinant hirudin (r-hirudin).
Lepirudin differs from the natural hirudins by substitution of a leucine for
isoleucine at the NH2-terminal end of the molecule and by the absence of a
sulfate group at tyrosine (position 63). Its molecular weight is approximately
7000 Daltons. Lepirudin was the first DTI approved for use in the United
States by the FDA for anticoagulation in patients with HIT, based largely on
the studies by Dr Andreas Greinacher and colleagues (Greinacher et al. 2000,
Lubenow et al. 2005).

Lepirudin is a bivalent inhibitor of thrombin that inhibits all of its biological
activities. It is a polypeptide composed of 65 amino acids that has two
binding sites: an active site which catalyzes most of the functions of the
thrombin molecule and a fibrinogen-binding site which mediates the binding
of thrombin to fibrinogen. This binding is very specific and irreversible and
inactivates both free (soluble) and clot-bound (fibrin-bound) thrombin.

Lepirudin is given intravenously, although there are numerous case reports
of subcutaneous administration. It has a relatively short half-life of approxi-
mately 1.7 hours. Therapeutic levels are usually reached within 30–60 minutes
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following intravenous infusion and its lack of plasma protein binding leads to
a more predictable bioavailability and therapeutic effect. Lepirudin is cleared
by the kidneys and therefore significant dose adjustments are required in
patients with renal insufficiency.

Lepirudin is monitored by the aPTT for most indications; however, the
ACT is used in patients undergoing PTA, PTCA, PCI or other interventional
procedures. The target aPTT is 1.5–2.5 times the baseline level and should
be measured 4–6 hours after initiation and following any dose adjustments.
Lepirudin can also prolong the prothrombin time (PT), although it causes less
of an effect when compared to other DTIs including argatroban or bivalirudin.

The recommended dosage for lepirudin in patients with HIT is shown in
Table 12.2. The maximum dose (recommended by the manufacturer) should
not exceed a dose based on a maximum weight of 110 kg. In patients with a
creatinine clearance below 60 ml/min, the dose should be reduced. Lepirudin
is not recommended for use in patients with a creatinine clearance below 15
ml/min or in individuals on dialysis.

Lepirudin is a foreign protein; therefore, antibodies (IgG, but not IgE)
develop in as many as 44–75% of patients after initial or re-exposure
(Lubenow et al. 2005). This generally occurs after 5 days or more of therapy
(more rapidly if repeat exposure) and is the amount of time required for an
immune response to develop. These antibodies do not neutralize lepirudin,
but cause decreased renal elimination leading to an enhanced anticoagulant
effect by extending lepirudin’s half-life. In this condition close monitoring and
appropriate dose reductions are necessary (Lubenow et al. 2005, Greinacher,
Lubenow and Eichler 2003b, Eichler et al. 2000). There have been several
reports of anaphylaxis associated with lepirudin including four deaths. These
severe adverse reactions generally occur within minutes of an intravenous
bolus and are more likely to occur upon re-exposure (Greinacher et al. 2003a).
Anaphylaxis is believed to be reduced by omitting the bolus dose (Greinacher,
Lubenow and Eichler 2003b, Eichler et al. 2000, Greinacher et al. 2003a).
Other authors, however, have not identified allergic reactions or anaphy-
laxis related to initial or re-exposure to lepirudin; nevertheless, caution is
urged, especially if the patient has previous lepirudin exposure (Cardenas and
Deitcher 2005). There is no cross-reactivity with PF4, therefore no risk of
thrombosis is associated with these antibodies.

There are additional side-effects of lepirudin including eczema, pruritus,
hot flashes, fever, chills, urticaria, bronchospasm, cough, angioedema and
injection-site reactions when given subcutaneously. The main adverse effect
of lepirudin is bleeding; unfortunately, there is no antidote, although in most
cases, stopping the drug is sufficient. In severe bleeding cases, desmopressin,
prothrombin complex and hemofiltration have been tried (Amin et al. 1997,
Ibbotson et al. 1991, Irani, White and Sexon 1995, Mon et al. 2006).

12.5.2. Bivalirudin

Bivalirudin (Angiomax or Angiox, Oryx, The Medicines Company, Angiox,
Nycomed, CSL) is a synthetic hirudin analog initially approved for use as
an alternative to heparin for PCI in the United States. Bivalirudin is also
approved in the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Israel, Argentina and
the 25 members of the EU for use as an anticoagulant in patients undergoing
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PTCA. In the EU it is marketed under the trade name AngioxTM. More
recently, bivalirudin has been approved in the United States for use in patients
requiring PCI with HIT.

Bivalirudin is a small synthetic 20-amino acid peptide that shares an 11-
amino acid sequence with hirudin. It has a molecular mass of 2180 Daltons and
is a specific and reversible non-competitive inhibitor of thrombin, rendering
it inactive. Like other bivalent DTIs, it also binds to both free and clot-bound
thrombin. Bivalirudin binds two distinct regions on thrombin at the same time:
it binds its amino-terminal segment, the active (catalytic) site of thrombin,
and its carboxy-terminal segment to the fibrinogen-binding site of thrombin.
Once inhibition occurs, circulating proteases cleave bivalirudin, releasing the
amino-terminal segment from the active site region of thrombin (Reed and
Bell 2002, Sciulli and Mauro 2002). This allows thrombin to resume catalytic
function and differentiates it from lepirudin, whose binding is irreversible.
Bivalirudin is not inactivated by PF4 nor does it require any cofactor for its
activity. It does not bind to proteins other than thrombin.

Bivalirudin has predictable pharmacokinetics and exhibits a linear dose–
response relationship when given intravenously, producing an immediate
effect after this mode of administration. It has the shortest half-life of the
currently available DTIs (approximately 25 minutes) and is metabolized by
both proteolytic and renal mechanisms, the majority being proteolytic (Reed
and Bell 2002, Sciulli and Mauro 2002, Robson 2000, Robson et al. 2002).
Patients with renal insufficiency may need dose adjustments according to their
degree of impairment; however, given the minor renal excretion there is much
less risk of overdosing in renal failure compared to lepirudin and a lower risk
of bleeding (Robson 2000, Robson et al. 2002). Because bivalirudin is only
approved for patients with HIT undergoing PCI, there are no well-established
dosing regimens in other patient populations (Bartholomew, Begelman and
Almahameed 2005a). Studies that have used bivalirudin in these clinical situa-
tions (individuals with both clinically suspected and confirmed HIT) have
found that doses between 0.05 and 0.2 mg/kg/hr are effective, with dose
reduction in patients with moderate to severe renal impairment (see Table
12.2) (Bufton et al. 2002, Berilgen et al. 2003, Ramirez et al. 2005).

The PT, aPTT, ACT and thrombin time (TT) all rise linearly with increased
doses of bivalirudin. The aPTT is generally used in patients treated for HIT
with a goal of 1.5–2.5 times the patient’s baseline. There is a minimal effect
on the INR, which simplifies transition to oral anticoagulation. Although it
is not approved for all patients with HIT (except PCI), it has demonstrated
favorable outcomes in these patients (Campbell et al. 2000, Mahaffey et al.
2003).

Bivalirudin has also been used with favorable results in both “on-pump”
and “off-pump” cardiac surgery cases in HIT. A clinical trial completed
by Merry and colleagues compared bivalirudin with UFH (with protamine
reversal) in non-HIT patients requiring off-pump coronary artery bypass
(OPCAB) surgery (Merry et al. 2004). Favorable results, including improved
graft patency and comparable hemorrhage and transfusion requirements, led
to two subsequent multicenter trials. The CABG HIT/TS On and OFF-Pump
Safety and Efficacy (CHOOSE-ON and CHOOSE-OFF) studies for patients
with HIT and the EValuation of patients during coronary artery bypass graft
Operations: Linking UTilization of bivalirudin to Improved Outcomes and
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New anticoagulation strategies (EVOLUTION-OFF and EVOLUTION-ON)
trials were conducted to evaluate the safety and efficacy of bivalirudin as an
alternative to UFH (and protamine reversal) in the HIT and non-HIT settings,
respectively. To date, results of these studies have revealed comparable safety
and efficacy endpoints (Dyke et al. 2005, Dyke et al. 2006, Smedira et al.
2006, Koster et al. 2007).

Adverse effects include headache, diarrhea, nausea and abdominal cramps.
Bleeding is the major adverse effect and occurs more commonly in patients
with renal impairment. There is no specific antidote to bivalirudin; however,
the use of recombinant factor VIIa, desmopressin, dialysis, hemofiltration and
plasmapheresis have all been suggested (Irvin et al. 1999). If bleeding does
occur, the anticoagulant should be discontinued immediately. The anticoag-
ulant effect clears within a few hours after discontinuing the infusion.

Bivalirudin lacks significant antigenicity. A review of bivalirudin-treated
patients from nine different studies involving 494 patients reported 11 patients
with antibivalirudin antibodies; 9 of them were false positives (Berkowitz
1999). None of the patients experienced anaphylactic reactions.

Since bivalirudin shares an 11-amino acid sequence with hirudin, it is at
least theoretically possible that patients with antilepirudin antibodies resulting
from treatment with lepirudin could cross-react with bivalirudin. Eichler and
colleagues found that 22 of 43 sera containing antilepirudin antibodies showed
reactivity in vitro against bivalirudin (Eichler et al. 2004). This suggests
that if bivalirudin is used in patients previously treated with lepirudin, extra
caution should be used, e.g., careful anticoagulant monitoring, as antilepirudin
antibodies sometimes influence pharmacokinetics.

12.5.3. Argatroban

Argatroban (Argatroban, Novastan®, GlaxoSmithKline) was originally known
as MD-805. It was later given the trademark Novastan®, but in 2000 the US
FDA required a name change because of other similar named drugs. It is now
known as Argatroban in the United States, but still bears the name Novastan in
other countries. Argatroban is a small synthetic (molecular weight of 526.66
Daltons) DTI derived from l-arginine. It is approved in the United States and
Canada for the treatment and prevention of thrombosis in patients with HIT
and for use in patients with HIT who require PCI. Argatroban has also been
approved in a number of European countries for this indication as well.

Historically, argatroban was first found useful in conjunction with throm-
bolysis for treatment of arterial thrombosis in animals. Later its role as
adjunctive treatment of thrombolysis in combination with glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
inhibition in canine models with coronary thrombosis led to further studies
in humans. Argatroban has been used in clinical trials in patients with non-
ST-segment elevation acute coronary syndrome, acute ST-segment elevation
MI (ARGAMI and ARGAMI-2), cardiac surgery, ischemic stroke and
hemodialysis (Yeh and Jang 2006).

Argatroban is a univalent active-site thrombin inhibitor that competitively
blocks the catalytic action of thrombin by way of multiple binding mecha-
nisms. Argatroban effectively inhibits free and clot-bound thrombin. It is more
potent than r-hirudin in its ability to inhibit clot-bound versus free thrombin
(Berry et al. 1994).
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Approximately fifty percent of argatroban binds to human proteins in
the circulation, particularly albumin and glycoprotein (Yeh and Jang 2006,
Linkins and Weitz 2005). It has a fast onset of action and is rapidly eliminated.
Argatroban has a short half-life of 39–51 minutes and in healthy volunteers,
aPTT and ACT times return to normal in 1–2 hours after stopping the infusion.
Argatroban undergoes no significant renal clearance. It is hepatically metabo-
lized via hydroxylation and aromatization of the 3-methyltetrahydroquinoline
ring in the liver and its metabolites are excreted primarily in the feces
by biliary excretion. Dose adjustments are recommended in patients with
moderate to severe liver disease and the critically ill patient (Beiderlinden
et al. 2007). There is no cross-reactivity with UFH.

The recommended dose for treating HIT is 2 μg/kg/minute in patients with
normal liver function and 0.5 μg/kg/minute in those with hepatic impairment.
No bolus is needed and the manufacturer recommends that the infusion rate not
exceed 10 μg/kg/minute. Lower doses have been recommended (Beiderlinden
et al. 2007) in critically ill patients with multiple organ dysfunction (see
Table 12.2).

Argatroban can be monitored via the aPTT and ACT and these tests are
increased in a dose-dependent manner. Steady-state levels are achieved within
1–3 hours after starting the infusion (Yeh and Jang 2006). The targeted aPTT
is generally 1.5–3.0 times the baseline level and this should be checked two
hours after initiation or with any dose adjustments. Argatroban prolongs the
INR without bleeding complications; therefore, assessing the anticoagulant
effects of warfarin can be challenging. The manufacturer recommends that a
target INR of 4.0 be used during cotherapy before argatroban is discontinued
(after a minimum of 5 days of combined therapy), and that the INR be checked
4–6 hours after discontinuation to ensure that it remains in a therapeutic
range. The aPTT should also be monitored at this time because if it remains
elevated it may also have an effect on the INR (Bartholomew and Hursting
2005b). Although an INR ≥4 while on warfarin is historically associated
with a significantly increased risk of bleeding, values ≥7 while on argatroban
and warfarin cotherapy have been reported to occur without bleeding in both
healthy subjects and HIT patients (Sheth et al. 2001). No antibody formation
has been demonstrated to date with argatroban.

The benefits of using argatroban were clearly demonstrated in two studies
(including ARG-911 and ARG-915) which enrolled a total of 722 patients.
Reductions in the risk for new thrombosis and thromboembolic complications
compared with historical controls were reported (Hirsh, Heddle and Kelton
2004b, Lewis et al. 2001, Lewis et al. 2003).

There is no antidote available to reverse argatroban; however, if bleeding
occurs the drug should be discontinued immediately. Reportedly, argatroban
can be cleared using high-flux dialysis membranes, and recombinant activated
factor VII has been used in this setting.

The choice of an anticoagulant for the treatment or prevention of HIT
should be based on the availability of the agent, the patient’s hepatic and renal
function and the physician’s familiarity with the anticoagulant. Although there
have been no comparative studies evaluating the clinical efficacies of the
DTIs due in part to the different patient baseline characteristics and the lack
of significant numbers of patients at most institutions, one recent study did
compare the efficacy and safety outcomes of lepirudin and argatroban over
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a two-year period (Smythe et al. 2005). Results demonstrated comparable
efficacy and safety for these two DTIs.

Monitoring DTIs may not be reliable if the patient has a lupus anticoagulant,
hypofibrinogenemia or elevated fibrinogen–fibrin degradation products. If
present these conditions lead to difficulties in judging appropriate drug levels
(Kaplan and Francis 2002).

12.5.4. Other Agents

12.5.4.1. Fondaparinux
Fondaparinux, Arixtra® (Sanofi-Synthelabo, Toulouse, France), is a synthetic
pentasaccharide that was formerly named Org31540/SR90107A. It has a
molecular weight of 1728 Daltons and is generated by total chemical synthesis
(Herbert, Petitou and Lormeau 1997, Savi et al. 2005). Fondaparinux is a
selective indirect factor Xa inhibitor that binds specifically to the arginine-
rich domain of AT. Fondaparinux does not inactivate thrombin and has no
known effect on platelet function. At the recommended dose, fondaparinux
does not affect fibrinolytic activity or bleeding time.

Fondaparinux is given subcutaneously, has 100% bioavailability and a half-
life of 17–21 hours. It is excreted by the kidneys and therefore elimination is
prolonged in patients with renal impairment. The pharmacokinetic properties
of fondaparinux have not been studied in patients with hepatic impairment.

Fondaparinux has a minimal effect on the aPTT and PT/INR. There is
generally no need for laboratory monitoring, although it may be useful for
assessing its anticoagulation effect in patients with low body weight, the
elderly or renally impaired.

Fondaparinux is approved in the United States for prevention of VTE
in orthopedic patients (total knee and hip replacement and hip fracture),
abdominal surgery and for the treatment of VTE in hospitalized individuals;
the latter is based on the MATISSE DVT and PE trials (Herbert, Petitou and
Lormeau 1997, Savi et al. 2005, Bauer et al. 2001, Turpie et al. 2002, Buller
et al. 2003, Buller et al. 2004). More recently it has been used for patients with
acute coronary syndrome (ACS) including unstable angina, non-ST-segment
elevation MI and ST elevation MI (Yusuf et al. 2006a,b).

The recommended prophylaxis dose for fondaparinux is 2.5 mg subcuta-
neously given daily. For the treatment of VTE the recommended dose for
patients weighing less than 50 kg is 5 mg subcutaneously daily, for 50–100 kg
it is 7.5 mg subcutaneously daily, and 10 mg for individuals greater than
100 kg (see Table 12.2).

Fondaparinux has been used “off-label” in a number of patients with HIT
and until recently no episodes of HIT have been reported in clinical trials
(Efird and Kockler 2006). In studies involving 2726 patients, Warkentin
et al. (2005b) reported similar immunogenicity between fondaparinux and
low molecular weight heparin; however, PF4/fondaparinux was recognized
poorly by the antibodies generated suggesting that the risk of HIT was very
low. To date, Warkentin and colleagues have reported the only known case
of HIT associated with fondaparinux (Warkentin, Maurer and Aster 2007).

12.5.4.2. Danaparoid
Danaparoid (danaparoid sodium, Orgaran® Oss, the Netherlands) is
a non-heparin low molecular weight (approximately 5,500 Daltons)
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polysulfated glycosaminoglycan derived from porcine intestinal mucosa. It is
a heparinoid whose active components are heparan sulfate, dermatan sulfate
and chondroitan sulfate. Compared with LMWH and UFH, it has a lower
degree of sulfation and a lower charge density making it less likely to bind
to plasma proteins or platelets (Chong et al. 2001).

Danaparoid is approved for the treatment and prevention of HIT-associated
thrombosis in Canada, continental Europe, Australia, New Zealand and Japan
(Chong et al. 2001, Farner et al. 2001, Newman, Swanson and Chong 1998,
Magnani and Gallus 2006). It is also used for the prophylaxis of DVT. It is
no longer available in the United States.

Danaparoid exerts its activity by the highly selective antithrombin-mediated
inhibition of factor Xa. It has minimal activity on thrombin; therefore, it does
not prolong the aPTT and does not interfere with conversion to warfarin or
phenprocoumon as is seen with the DTIs.

Danaparoid can be administered either intravenously or subcutaneously
with a bioavailability approaching 100%. It has a predictable anticoagulant
response, a half-life of approximately 24 hours and is mainly eliminated by
the kidneys. In patients requiring prophylaxis for elective hip-replacement
surgery, the recommended dose is 750 anti-Xa units given two to three times
per day subcutaneously. For full dose intravenous treatment of HIT, a bolus is
given followed by step-down infusions and a maintenance dose (Table 12.2).
Dose reductions are recommended (similar to those advised for the LMWHs)
if the creatinine clearance is less than 30 ml/min. Monitoring of anti-factor
Xa (using danaparoid as the standard) may be indicated in the pediatric
population, individuals with low or high body weight (<45 or >90 kilograms)
and in patients with renal insufficiency, especially those with end-stage renal
disease. It is also advised that patients be monitored every 1–2 months if they
are receiving chronic therapy (Magnani and Gallus 2006). Therapeutic levels
are 0.5–0.8 IU/ml.

There is no antidote to danaparoid and if bleeding complications occur, the
agent should be stopped immediately. Protamine sulfate will only partially
antagonize the anti-Xa activity, and blood products should therefore be admin-
istered as necessary.

Danaparoid has been used effectively in patients with HIT (Chong 2003,
Chong et al. 2001, Farner et al. 2001, Newman, Swanson and Chong
1998, Magnani and Gallus 2006). It interferes with the binding of HIT
antibodies to platelets, reduces the adverse effects of heparin remaining in
the circulation after it has been discontinued and may decrease endothelial
damage (Magnani and Gallus 2006). In a report of 1,478 patients treated
with danaparoid over a 22-year period, Magnani and Gallus (2006) found
clinical outcomes comparable to accounts using the other commercially
available DTIs (argatroban and lepirudin). Danaparoid has also been compared
favorably to lepirudin and dextran with findings of similar efficacies
(Chong et al. 2001, Farner et al. 2001). Because it is a mixture of
glycosaminoglycans, a small percentage of patients with HIT antibodies
have cross-reactivity to danaparoid (as high as 20%), although they are
generally weak and do not appear to be clinically significant (Warkentin and
Greinacher 2004). Nevertheless, some authors including Magnani and Gallus
(2006) recommend testing patients for danaparoid cross-reactivity prior to
treatment.
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12.5.4.3. Coumarins
Members of the coumarin class, either warfarin or phenprocoumon are the
main choice of therapy for the long-term management of HIT. Of note,
however, initiation of warfarin therapy prior to the patient’s and platelet
recovery, or without bridging using a non-heparin-based anticoagulant, can
result in an accelerated prothrombotic state (Warkentin and Greinacher 2004).
This condition, now well described in the literature, can lead to WISN or
VLG and is more likely to be seen in patients with a supratherapeutic INR or
when the alternative anticoagulant (DTI or danaparoid) is stopped too soon
(not adequate overlap with a non-heparin anticoagulant) or before the platelet
count has recovered from the acute event (Warkentin and Greinacher 2004,
Srinivasan et al. 2004). It is believed to result from a rapid decline in the
levels of protein C in addition to the prothrombotic affects of HIT. Current
practice guidelines recommend initiating the coumarin class anticoagulants
only after the patient has improved clinically, is adequately anticoagulated
with a DTI or other non-heparin anticoagulant, platelet counts have recovered
to at least 100,000 mm3 and preferably 150,000 mm3 and low doses of the oral
anticoagulant are initiated (Warkentin and Greinacher 2004, Srinivasan et al.
2004). Warfarin or phenprocoumon should be overlapped with a DTI for a
minimum of 5 days, and the INR should be in the accepted therapeutic range
for at least 2 consecutive days before discontinuing the DTI or alternative
anticoagulant (Srinivasan et al. 2004).

The DTIs can produce a misleading elevation in the PT/INR making transi-
tioning to warfarin or phenprocoumon challenging at times. This is largely
attributed to the differences in the required molar concentrations among
the DTIs to achieve the desired inhibition of thrombin (Warkentin et al.
2005c). The increased INR is most pronounced with argatroban and the least
pronounced with lepirudin (Gosselin et al. 2004). It should also be recognized
that warfarin can independently elevate the aPTT (Kearon et al. 1998).

In order to help with transition, the INR and aPTT should be checked after
the DTI is held for approximately 4–6 hours once the desired overlap target
INR is reached. If at this point the INR is within the targeted range (generally
2–3) and the aPTT is close to baseline, the DTI can be safely discontinued
(Kearon et al. 1998). Another management strategy that may prove helpful
is to measure a chromogenic factor Xa or factor IIa level to determine if
an adequate response to the oral anticoagulant has been attained (Arpino,
Demirjian and Van Cott 2005, Trask et al. 2004). The length of therapy
following an episode of acute HIT is not well known, but given the higher
risk of thrombosis within the first 30 days, most physicians recommend at
least 3 months of anticoagulation.

12.5.5. Re-exposure to Heparin

Heparin or the LMWHs should normally be avoided after an acute episode
of HIT, at least as long as heparin antibodies are detectable. Previous studies
have demonstrated that these antibodies are transient and are generally not
detectable by antigen assays after 80 days (Warkentin and Kelton 2001).
Warkentin and Kelton (2001) reported that 10 patients, who were accidentally
(or deliberately) readministered heparin, had no adverse effects. Others have
reported different outcomes including Magnani’s and Gallus’ (2006) review
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of the clinical complications involving 18 patients unintentionally re-exposed
to LMWH during or after danaparoid use. The authors found a delay in
platelet recovery and/or platelet count reductions in 14 patients, 8 deaths (3
thrombotic) and 1 reversible cardiac arrest (patient died one month later due
to cardio-respiratory failure) and 2 non-fatal thrombotic events (Magnani and
Gallus 2006).

Once the antibodies have cleared by any of the available sensitive laboratory
assays, patients may tolerate brief exposures to heparin (during cardiac or
vascular surgery or interventional procedures) where it may be considered
less risky to use heparin (where an antidote is available) than an alternative
anticoagulant that cannot be rapidly reversed. This strategy has been used in a
limited number of patients without major complications (Olinger et al. 1984,
Makhoul et al. 1987, Selleng et al. 2001, Potzsch, Klovekorn and Madlener
2000, Lubenow et al. 2002). Regardless, full re-exposure (over a period of
several days) is generally not recommended.

12.5.6. Other Modes of Treatment

Platelet transfusions are not recommended even when there is profound throm-
bocytopenia, unless there is active bleeding. Transfused platelets are believed
to be activated by the same immune mechanisms responsible for acute HIT
and have been linked to thrombotic events in previous reports (Warkentin and
Greinacher 2004, Cimo et al. 1979).

A number of adjunctive therapies have been tried, including antiplatelet
agents (dextran, acetylsalicylic acid, dipyridamole), the glycoprotein IIb/IIIa
inhibitors, ancrod, plasmapheresis and intravenous gammaglobulin. Two of
the more promising appear to be plasmapheresis and intravenous gamma-
globulin. Plasmapheresis, a process in which the patient’s plasma is removed
and replaced with normal plasma, has been used successfully in a number
of uncontrolled studies (Antonijevic et al. 2006, Robinson and Lewis
1999, Greinacher and Warkentin 2004). This approach has been taken in
part because not all currently available treatment methods are successful
(Antonijevic et al. 2006). Plasmapheresis has been shown to result in the
normalization of both the platelet count and aggregation studies (Robinson
and Lewis 1999, Greinacher and Warkentin 2004). Although the mechanism
is unknown it may result from removing the HIT antibody or by the correction
of an anticoagulant deficiency by the addition of normal plasma replacement
(Robinson and Lewis 1999). J.A. Robinson and Bruce Lewis reported the
benefits of plasmapheresis in the management of 21 patients with HIT. If
plasmapheresis was initiated early in the management (within four days of
thrombocytopenia developing), there was a reduction in mortality; however,
if started later mortality increased (Robinson and Lewis 1999). Antonijevic
et al. (2006) found a mortality benefit when plasmapheresis was added to a
DTI speculating that the combination of therapy may be of benefit in patients
resistant to treatment.

The use of intravenous gammaglobulin has also been reported in several
small series (Greinacher and Warkentin 2004, Winder et al. 1998, Frame et al.
1989). Patients generally had severe thrombocytopenia but had an increase in
their platelet count with treatment. Intravenous gammaglobulin is believed to
interrupt platelet activation by the HIT antibodies (Frame et al. 1989).
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12.6. Conclusion

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia is a serious complication of unfractionated
heparin or LMWH preparations that affects both the venous and arterial
circulation. It is an immune-mediated process (commonly referred to as a
clinicopathologic syndrome) that requires both clinical and laboratory findings
to confirm the diagnosis. Thrombocytopenia is no longer essential for the
diagnosis since a 50% drop in the platelet count from pre-heparin treatment
levels may be a more specific indicator. Once HIT is clinically suspected,
all forms of heparin (or LMWH) should be discontinued immediately and an
alternative non-heparin anticoagulant initiated.
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13
Presenting an Immunogenicity Risk
Assessment to Regulatory Agencies

Paul Chamberlain

13.1. Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a working method for constructing
a risk management plan for undesirable immunogenicity of biopharmaceu-
tical products. The approach is based on an accumulation of experience of
diverse product types, including biosimilar medicinal products, unconjugated
and conjugated recombinant therapeutic proteins, plant-derived monoclonal
antibodies, biologic-device combinations and diagnostic imaging agents. In
all cases, it has been useful to apply a common framework of questions to the
specific risk scenario, in order to present a balanced assessment of risk for
discussion with regulatory agencies. This chapter has been formatted around
these questions to illustrate the weighting that might be attributed to different
factors.

Typically, this process is initiated during the preparation of an IND or
Clinical Trial Application, in order to interpret signals observed in non-clinical
studies, and/or to demonstrate the suitability of bioanalytical methods to detect
signals should these occur. This will underpin the proposed benefit-to-risk
ratio to support initiation of the clinical programme. The risk management
exercise then becomes an iterative process that must consider the changing
risk status associated with wider exposure in the human population, as well as
more stringent regulatory requirements in the approach to marketing authori-
sation. The process continues as an obligatory feature of the post-marketing
pharmacovigilance plan for most biopharmaceutical products, to enable an
ongoing re-evaluation of the probability of a host immune response to the
product and its possible associated effects.

It may even be important to incorporate an assessment of relative risk
to support the selection of a lead candidate for progression into the devel-
opment cycle. Thus, a sponsor might apply such a structured analysis at the
discovery stage to eliminate product candidates that present a high level of
risk of provoking an anti-product immune response, in cases where such
a response could be associated with serious consequences for the target
population.

239
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13.2. Regulatory Guidance

Although US and European regulatory agencies have been diligent in
providing guidance on the need for a scientifically rigorous evaluation of
immunogenicity during the development of biopharmaceutical products (an
excellent review is provided in Shankar et al. 2006), the case-specific nature
of the risk can make it difficult to interpret the level of risk associated with
any signals observed (Koren et al. 2002).

This is why the FDA-led approach to risk assessment, which advocated
a need to balance probability versus consequences of an undesirable anti-
product immune response, provided an important advance in the regulatory
process (Rosenberg and Worobec 2004a, Rosenberg and Worobec 2004b,
Rosenberg and Worobec 2005). European regulatory agencies have recently
drafted additional guidance (EMEA 2007) that represents a valuable summary
of the various factors that should be taken into account in the evaluation of
immunogenic potential of biopharmaceutical products.

Immunogenicity risk assessment is highly relevant to the demonstration of
product comparability following manufacturing changes (ICH 2005) and to
the development of biosimilar medicinal products (EMEA 2006a). The FDA
has provided helpful guidance on the evaluation of immunogenicity of mono-
clonal antibody products in relation to potential clinical sequelae (FDA 1997).

In the post-marketing setting, an ongoing assessment of risk, including that
associated with immune-mediated adverse drug reactions, will be required.
For certain products, e.g. biosimilar medicinal products, immunogenicity
monitoring will represent a major component of the post-authorisation risk
management programme.

13.3. Risk Assessment

A risk assessment should involve three main elements:

1. Identification of risk factors
2. Evaluation of risk in terms of rate of occurrence (probability vector) and

impact (consequences vector)
3. Strategy for managing the risk.

These elements are discussed in more detail below.

13.3.1. Identification of Risk Factors

As immunogenicity of biopharmaceutical products is a multifactorial
phenomenon, it will be necessary to consider different sources of risk:

• Intrinsic immunogenicity of the product (see earlier chapters of this book)
• Abundance and uniqueness/redundancy of function of endogenous counter-

parts of the drug product
• Manufacturing process and rigour of product quality control
• Formulation and drug product stability
• Characteristics of the target population, including immune competence,

prior exposure to the drug product or to related products, and genetic factors
that may influence immune recognition

• Clinical dosing regimen, including route of administration, level and
frequency of dosing.
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13.3.2. Evaluation of Risk: Probability Versus Consequences

The evaluation of risk should be data-driven, and is most likely to emphasise
the following:

• Validation of specificity and sensitivity of bioanalytical methods to detect
immune responses to the product

• Observations from non-clinical studies on the effect of host anti-
product antibody on pharmacokinetic and/or pharmacodynamic parameters
(although relevance is highly dependent on the extent of sequence conser-
vation between species, as discussed below)

• Controlled clinical studies that feature real-time monitoring of anti-product
antibody responses using appropriately validated methods.

13.3.3. Management of Risk

Having evaluated the risk in terms of probability relative to consequences
of an undesirable host immune response to the biopharmaceutical product,
it will be necessary to propose a strategy for managing the risk. This could
involve the following:

• Avoidance, e.g. terminate development or attempt to de-immunise the
protein via deletion of immunogenic motifs

• Reduction, e.g. restrict use to intravenous administration or apply a
tolerising dose regimen

• Retention, e.g. introduce appropriate precautions for use in product labelling
• Transfer, e.g. develop an effective post-marketing pharmacovigilance plan

so that risk may be re-evaluated from a larger clinical database.

13.4. Key Questions for Risk Assessment

The pertinent information for a written risk assessment may be compiled
through consideration of a set of questions that could be relevant for all
biopharmaceutical products. The sequence of questions seeks to progress
logically from a review of intrinsic and extrinsic causal factors, through
an assessment of the suitability of bioanalytical methods and the results
obtained from non-clinical and clinical studies, to a balancing of probability
and consequences.

Question 1: What is the structural relationship of the therapeutic
protein to endogenous counterparts?

The intrinsic immunogenicity of a biopharmaceutical product will depend on
the presence of self and foreign structural motifs that are recognised by the
host immune system (Koren et al. 2002, Schellekens 2002a, Chirino, Ary,
and Marshall 2004, Rosenberg 2006, Strand, Kimberly, and Isaacs 2007).

Products that contain both foreign and self antigens are likely to be
associated with the highest level of risk, since the presence of xenodetermi-
nants will strongly increase the likelihood of breaking of immune tolerance to
co-presenting self antigens. The administration of completely foreign proteins
is associated with the highest risk of hypersensitivity reactions.

Because T-cell help is required for the development of a mature, high-
affinity, antibody response, therapeutic proteins that contain TH epitopes that
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bind common MHC Class II haplotypes would represent a potential risk.
Equally, since B-cell receptors – as well as the antibodies produced by these
B-cells – are able to recognise conformational epitopes (comprising amino
acid residues that may be remote in the primary sequence), there is also
merit in identifying B-cell-binding motifs. Accordingly, in silico and ex vivo
methods (Chapter 4) have been applied to identify immunogenic potential
based on the presence of T- and B-cell binding motifs (Roggen 2006, Jaber
and Baker 2007, Van Walle et al. 2007).

It is important to remember that identification of a TH epitope using an
in silico method, or even ex vivo T-cell stimulation, does not necessarily
imply the generation of high-affinity anti-product antibodies in vivo, since
the development of the mature response depends on the efficiency of antigen
processing and presentation in the context of highly polymorphic MHC Class
II proteins, co-stimulation of B- and T-cells, as well as central and peripheral
tolerance mechanisms. The latter are able to delete antigen-specific T-cells
or to suppress their activity via CD4+CD25+TReg cell subset. Thus, although
some proteins contain degenerate immunodominant TH-epitopes (Tangri
et al. 2005), anti-product antibodies may be generated in very rare circum-
stances – this appears to be the case for rhEPO. Nevertheless, the potential
to form antibodies that could cross-react with self-antigens requires a critical
(and conservative) appraisal of the probability of developing an anti-product
antibody response, and the development of bioanalytical methods of appro-
priate specificity and sensitivity to detect such responses should they occur.

The experience gained with ‘humanised’ or even ‘fully human’ monoclonal
antibody products clearly indicates that host responses may be directed to
unique motifs presented in the idiotype, as well as to allotypic variants in
the constant regions that reflect polymorphism of immunoglobulins across
the human population (Strand, Kimberly, and Isaacs 2007). This requires
evaluation of the specificity of the host anti-product antibodies, since these
may be associated with different consequences for the performance of the
product.

If there is high sequence conservation between species, non-clinical studies
might provide useful data about the consequences of neutralisation of an
endogenous factor (EMEA 2007). Therefore, the justification for non-clinical
safety testing strategy should reflect the structural relationship of the thera-
peutic protein to endogenous counterparts in the selected animal species.

Question 2: What is the target of the drug product and how unique
is its function?

The probability of inducing a host immune response to a product may be
related to the physical location of the target. For example, idiotypic regions
of monoclonal antibodies that bind to cell surface antigens are particularly
immunogenic (Benjamin et al. 1986). The downstream effects of binding to
the target might also influence probability, e.g. cytokine release could enhance
immunogenicity via an adjuvant effect (Routledge et al. 1995).

The impact of an anti-product antibody response that is able to cross-react
with/neutralise an endogenous factor (e.g. erythropoietin, thrombopoetin) that
has a unique function could be life-threatening and, clearly, represents the
highest risk category. The consequences of a host anti-product antibody
response to recombinant Type I interferons (IFN-� and IFN-�) appears to
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be limited by the existence of endogenous variants that perform a similar
function. This is not the case for a Type II interferon such as IFN-� (Rosenberg
2003). Accordingly, the consequences of a host immune response to IFN-�
that cross-reacts with the endogenous cytokine could be associated with a
rather higher risk.

Question 3: What is the abundance of endogenous counterparts
of the drug product?

Immune tolerance to cytokines present at relatively low levels appears to
be partial (van der Meide and Schellekens 1997, Soos et al. 2003, Kyewski
and Derbinski 2004), such that the levels of protein that are administered
therapeutically could break tolerance. The existence of naturally occurring
antibodies to endogenous cytokines might represent another level of immune
regulation that is important to homeostatic control of the prevailing activity
of the endogenous cytokine. So, administration of relatively high levels of
the cytokine, particularly in the presence of factors (aggregates, adjuvants or
neo-epitopes) that augment the immune response, might result in perturbation
of the balance of this control.

On the other hand, if the endogenous counterpart is highly abundant,
an immune response is (1) less likely to occur and (2) may be of lower
consequence since the antibodies formed would have capacity to neutralise
only a relatively small proportion of the endogenous protein. Moreover, high
abundance of the endogenous protein may preclude detection of antibodies
due to assay interference.

In the case of a deficiency syndrome, patients may recognise a human
protein as ‘non-self’ due to lack of established tolerance. This may result
in a high incidence of immunogenicity. Thus, the sponsor should discuss
how the proposed drug exposure levels, and potential or measured levels
of host anti-product antibodies, relate to the abundance of the endogenous
counterpart.

Question 4: How is the product manufactured and characterised?

Immunogenic potential can be dependent on a variety of structural attributes
of a recombinant human protein, as well as the way in which the product
is formulated, presented or stored (Hermeling et al. 2004). In addition to
rigorous control of the manufacturing process, this necessitates the application
of suitably qualified analytical methods to detect presence of:

• aggregates that could cross-link/stimulate B-cell receptors via presentation
of repeating motifs

• degradation products, e.g. truncated variants, or other structural modifica-
tions that present neo-epitopes

• incorrectly folded protein that contains modified conformational epitopes
• process-related contaminants that might act as adjuvants
• changes in the extent of post-translational modification that alter intrinsic

immunogenicity or tendency for protein aggregation.

The sponsor should present a critical analysis of the potential impact of the
manufacturing process, including the choice of cell substrate, on the immuno-
genicity of the protein. This should discuss the structural heterogeneity of
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the drug product relative to that of any endogenous counterparts. Use of
transgenic production systems, e.g. for plant-derived monoclonal antibodies,
will provoke regulatory questions about the risk of immunogenicity (and
allergenicity) associated with atypical post-translational modifications (FDA
2002). This aspect must be addressed by a suitable risk management strategy
(Gomord et al. 2005). Transgenic mouse models (Hermeling et al. 2005) might
enable comparison of the probability of different product forms inducing a
breaking of tolerance to a self-protein, although species differences in the
antigen processing/presentation machinery limit absolute predictive power for
the clinical scenario.

Major emphasis should be given to justification of the suitability of the formu-
lation used for the drug product, as well as of the container/closure system.
Moreover, alternate effects of structural modification/chemical derivatisation
should be considered. For example, in the case of protein PEGylation, the
presence of a PEG moiety with relatively large hydrodynamic volume might
substantially reduce the recognition of immunodominant B/T-cell epitopes
on the protein by lymphocyte receptors, thereby abrogating the intrinsic
immunogenicity of the protein. On the other hand, reports of host immune
responses directed to the PEG moiety of PEGylated proteins (Ganson et al.
2006) have alerted regulatory agencies to the need to monitor PEG-specific
antibodies. This may necessitate development, prior to initiation of the
clinical programme, of bioanalytical assay formats of different specificity.

Question 5: How is the product to be used?

A number of extrinsic factors associated with clinical application have been
identified that may influence the probability of induction of a host anti-
product antibody response (EMEA 2007, Strand, Kimberly, and Isaacs 2007).
Accordingly, the sponsor will need to provide a critical discussion of the
potential influence of these factors on the level of immunogenicity risk:

• route of administration
• concomitant medication/immune competence
• dose level and frequency
• patient factors, e.g.

� HLA type
� nature of underlying disease
� FcyR polymorphism.

It is important to remember that these risk factors are not independent
variables. Thus, exposure adjusted incidence of neutralising antibodies to
epoetin decreased by 83% following the adoption of procedures to ensure
appropriate storage, handling and administration of Eprex® to patients with
chronic kidney disease (Bennett et al. 2004). As the authors pointed out, a
confluence of factors, including a change to a formulation that could have
been slightly less effective to protect the product against mishandling than an
earlier formulation, appear to have contributed to an increased incidence of a
very rare clinical syndrome (Pure Red Cell Aplasia) associated with breaking
of immune tolerance to a self-protein (Chapter 6).

It is often this category of the risk assessment that is most important for
the effective presentation of the relative risk of immunogenicity of a specific
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biopharmaceutical product. Use of a combination of factors, such as acute
intravenous administration in patients who are immuno-compromised and
whose disease is poorly controlled, may enable use of a product that has a
significant probability of inducing an undesirable immune response. A good
example might be a stent (device) product for angioplasty that is coated with
a murine monoclonal antibody that can act locally to reduce the risk of re-
stenosis of the vessel. If the murine monoclonal antibody-coated stent were
to be applied on one or two occasions only, with the antibody covalently
linked at very low levels on the stent surface, the risk associated with the
immune response could be considered as negligible. Nevertheless, the sponsor
will need to substantiate the immunogenicity-associated risk by appropriate
monitoring for a host anti-murine IgG response during clinical studies.

Question 6: What is the extent of prior exposure to the product
or to related products?

The persistence of immunological memory could impact both the probability
and consequences of an immune response to a particular product. Delayed
hypersensitivity reactions to infliximab were observed following re-infusion
after a 2–4-year treatment-free period, and re-administration of abciximab
was associated with an increased incidence of anti-product antibodies and
reduced efficacy (Wagner et al. 2003).

Prior treatment with a monoclonal antibody that contains a common Fc
region has the potential to enhance anti-isotypic/allelic responses against other
monoclonal antibody products. For example, a serum sickness syndrome
(Type III hypersensitivity) was observed in patients who had received a
monoclonal antibody of different specificity but with a common IgG1 Fc
region (Strand, Kimberly, and Isaacs 2007).

Biosimilar medicinal products present a special case: for ‘high risk’
products, regulatory agencies may require a sponsor to evaluate the relative
risk of induction of an immune response to the biosimilar product compared
with the reference product (EMEA 2006b). Thus, for a biosimilar rhEPO, it
will be necessary to present 12-month-exposure comparative immunogenicity
data for subjects who had been previously stabilised on the Reference product,
in addition to post-marketing surveillance within the context of an ongoing
Risk Management Programme.

Question 7: What methods have been applied to measure anti-product
immune responses?

The major focus of the regulatory assessment of immunogenicity risk to
date has been on the methodology to detect a host anti-product antibody
response. Standards for these methods rely substantially on an AAPS-
sponsored initiative to publish a self-standing set of technical recommenda-
tions that represent the current ‘state of the art’ for both ligand binding and
cell-based assay formats (Mire-Sluis et al. 2004, Gupta et al. 2007). Accord-
ingly, sponsors do have clear guidance on bioanalytical assay expectations
that are applicable during non-clinical and clinical development. Nevertheless,
there are a number of assay design challenges that are discussed separately
in this volume (Chapter 3). Also, from a data analysis perspective, sponsors
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will need to justify the selection of critical parameters, e.g. assay cut-point,
based on study-specific assay performance.

The immunogenicity risk assessment should clearly describe how the bioan-
alytical methods are able to fulfil the fundamental criteria:

• To identify the ‘at-risk’ population; and
• To enable a thorough evaluation of the capacity of anti-product antibodies

to bind both the product and endogenous counterparts.

The sponsor will need to describe anti-product antibody responses in terms of:

• incidence
• magnitude of binding response
• neutralisation capacity for product and endogenous counterparts
• timing of onset and duration
• identity of immunoglobulin class/sub-class.

A combination of methods (primary screen, confirmatory assay, cell-based
assay for neutralisation, isotyping assay, etc.) will be required to generate the
requisite data. The suitability of these bioanalytical methods must be justified
by presentation of data that demonstrate the following:

• Specificity for the authentic drug product, related proteins and endogenous
counterparts;

• Benchmarking of limit of quantitation relative to an appropriate positive
control antibody;

• Optimisation of sample dilution factor relative to sensitivity, matrix effects
and interference by residual drug product;

• Validity of assay cut-point to exclude false negatives whilst minimising
false positives.

To date, regulatory agencies have not required bioanalytical methods to
be fully validated for application to measurement of anti-product antibody
response in non-clinical samples. However, FDA does require validation of
bioanalytical methods for immunogenicity detection prior to proceeding into
clinical studies. Bioanalytical methodology is the most common deficiency
in the discussion of immunogenicity risk as presented in regulatory dossiers
(IMPD, IND, MAA or BLA); the major deficiencies are discussed in a subse-
quent section of this chapter.

The priority is to be able to optimise sensitivity of the primary screening
assay to enable earliest possible detection of binding antibodies that might
represent a risk for long-term administration of the drug product. This implies
‘real-time’ monitoring of immunogenicity during early clinical studies, as far
as this may be feasible. The focus of monitoring has been almost exclu-
sively on the humoral response, since this is the easiest component of the
immune response to measure, as well as reflecting the net outcome of antigen
processing, presentation, co-stimulation of B- and T-lymphocytes and immune
regulatory mechanisms. Although some guidance documents (e.g. EMEA
2007) refer to measurement of cell-mediated immune responses, as would be
performed for many vaccine products, the sensitivity of such methodology to
provide early detection of clinically relevant, undesired, immune responses
to biopharmaceutical products remains to be established at this time.
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Question 8: Are there any observations from non-clinical studies that
indicate an impact of immunogenicity on pharmacodynamic markers?

Sponsors will need to apply suitably qualified bioanalytical methods to
assay the time-course and magnitude of host anti-product antibody responses,
in order to interpret the toxicokinetics associated with the repeat admin-
istration of a biopharmaceutical product (ICH 1995). The predictive value
for human immunogenicity is highly dependent on the sequence homology
between species – in many cases, the frequency of immunogenicity in
animal models is rather high, reflecting the ‘foreigness’ of the human
protein, and will be not be indicative of the response in humans. Never-
theless, observations concerning the impact of a host anti-product antibody
response on pharmacodynamic parameters can be very useful in understanding
the potential impact of immunogenicity. For example, the reversibility of
an effect on biomarkers of function might reduce concerns about long-
lasting neutralisation of an endogenous counterpart of the drug product
(EMEA 2007).

Demonstration of a temporal relationship between appearance of host
anti-product antibodies, reduction in AUC for the pharmacokinetic profile,
reduction in pharmacodynamic markers, as well as reversibility of these
effects following cessation of dosing (and, possibly, re-bound of the antibody
response on re-administration) might indicate the scale of risk arising from
an immune response. Specificity of binding for an endogenous counterpart
of the product could confirm a need for caution in progressing into clinical
studies, particularly if there were a high degree of inter-species sequence
homology. An association with histological changes in a relevant target
tissue might further contribute to an increased risk categorisation. Inter-
estingly, non-human species do develop severe clinical symptoms that are
reminiscent of those associated with autoimmune responses in humans
(Randolph et al. 1999, Gao et al. 2004); therefore, such non-clinical
data should be thoroughly assessed as part of the immunogenicity risk
assessment.

Although transgenic mice have been useful for detecting the breaking of
tolerance by structural variants of biopharmaceutical products (Ottesen et al.
1994, Hermeling et al. 2004), the complexity of these models precludes their
routine application for evaluation of immunogenicity risk of novel biophar-
maceutical products. This situation may change if stable germ-line transgenic
mice that express functional components of the adaptive human immune
repertoire become available.

Question 9: How is potential immunogenicity to be monitored/managed
during clinical trials?

Because biopharmaceutical products may induce immune responses that have
life-threatening consequences, albeit in rare circumstances, the sponsor must
demonstrate that the design of a clinical trial gives due consideration to the
following:

• Real-time monitoring of immune response, e.g. prior to/following each dose
administration

• Treatment strategy for potential immune-mediated adverse events (infusion
reactions and hypersensitivity response)
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• Precautions against potential allergenic responses, e.g. skin testing prior to
administration of plant-derived monoclonal antibodies

• Adequate duration of surveillance to detect antibodies formed after cessation
of treatment, and for monitoring decline of detected antibodies

• Scheduling of blood sampling that minimises potential interference by
residual drug product

• Correlation of host anti-product antibody response to clinical manifestations
of hypersensitivity reactions

• Correlation between pharmacokinetic parameters, pharmacodynamic
markers and antibody levels

• Validity of bioanalytical assay cut-point in patient population relative to
that in healthy volunteers

• Application of additional bioanalytical assays, e.g. introduction of methods
to detect IgM in addition to IgG.

Thus, the risk for human subjects could be substantially mitigated by exclusion
of atopic individuals and by early detection of anti-product antibodies. Failure
to develop bioanalytical methods of adequate sensitivity and/or specificity
could result in a delay to initiate clinical studies for higher risk products.
Conversely, a clear presentation of the analytical power of the assay methods,
within the context of an immunogenicity risk assessment, could enable
progression of investigational studies of products that are associated with
a recognised risk of inducing a clinically significant anti-product immune
response.

The timing of clinical sampling is not addressed with clarity in regulatory
guidance. It is advisable to collect one or more pre-treatment samples to
interpret the post-treatment measurements in relation to individual varia-
tions in background signal; in repeat-dose protocols, samples could be taken
immediately prior to each administration; and a terminal sample should be
collected at a time corresponding to 5 multiples or more of the estimated
clearance half-life of the drug product, or at a time corresponding to a level
of residual drug that is below the demonstrated threshold for interference in
the assay; generally, if a humoral response is induced, it should be detected
within 14–28 days of the last administration of the drug product, subject to
potential interference by residual circulating drug.

Although anti-product IgM could be clinically significant, assays for IgM tend
to have lower analytical sensitivity than assays for anti-product IgG, rendering
the IgM measurement of questionable diagnostic value. Therefore, sponsors
should not be obligated to develop assays to detect anti-product IgM, unless
there is a substantiated clinical benefit. Equally, product-specific IgE is likely
to be present at much lower levels than IgG, such that measurement of IgE
may require depletion of the IgG fraction to avoid competition for the antigen.

Question 10: What is the estimated probability of a clinical immune
response to the product?

Experience has demonstrated that most biopharmaceutical products are
immunogenic in at least a proportion of treated subjects (Koren et al. 2002,
Patten and Schellekens 2003). Therefore, it would be highly unlikely that
a novel biological entity could be considered to have a zero probability of
inducing a host immune response in humans. Consequently, this section of the
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risk assessment must rigorously review the empirical database relative to the
levels of exposure to the drug product and, in particular, critique the limitations
of the experience gained to date for extrapolation to a wider population.

The sponsor should indicate the incidence of human anti-product antibodies
detected in earlier clinical studies, accompanied by a detailed description of
the relevant extrinsic factors that might contribute to the level of immuno-
genicity. If such responses have been detected, the timing of their appearance
and decline should be discussed relative to the dose level and frequency
of administration of the drug product. The nature of the antibody response,
including the capacity to neutralise the drug product and endogenous counter-
parts, should be critically discussed. The influence of concomitant medication
on the incidence of immunogenicity should also be considered. Most impor-
tantly, the temporal relationship of the appearance of anti-product antibodies
to (or lack of) (1) changes in pharmacokinetics of the drug product, and/or (2)
changes in pharmacodynamic markers and/or (3) the appearance of clinical
signs of an immune-mediated response should be assessed.

If no immunogenicity was detected in earlier clinical studies, the relevance
of the patient population and the dosing regimen to the intended use should
be discussed. The probability of an anti-product antibody response may then
be estimated in terms of % incidence of binding/neutralising antibodies for
a defined patient population, and assessed for a temporal association to
immune response-mediated clinical sequelae (e.g. hypersensitivity reactions).
Depending on the status of manufacturing process/formulation development,
the potential impact of product changes on the probability of an immune
response could also be presented.

Question 11: What are the possible/likely consequences of a clinical
immune response to the product?

The clinical consequences of immune-mediated responses to biopharmaceu-
tical products have been discussed elsewhere in this volume (Chapter 2) and
summarised in some excellent review articles (Koren et al. 2002, Schellekens
2002b, Pendley et al. 2003). It has been recognised that these consequences
can be categorised into a ‘hierarchy of concerns’ (Rosenberg 2003) that can
enable a stratification of risk. In many cases, there is no apparent impact of
anti-product antibodies on clinical safety or efficacy. Nevertheless, important
effects may become evident following long-term administration to larger
numbers of subjects. Therefore, the ‘consequences’ assessed must be carefully
qualified by the extent of exposure of different patient subpopulations to the
drug product.

The FDA has indicated that sponsors should anticipate adverse effects,
and implement appropriate precautions, whenever a host antibody response
to diagnostic or therapeutic monoclonal antibody products is detected (FDA
1997). Accordingly, the sponsor should discuss whether the induction of host
antibodies to the drug product could lead to:

• modification of pharmacokinetic parameters
• changes in pharmacodynamic markers
• loss (or, possibly, enhancement) of efficacy
• appearance of a ‘serum sickness’ syndrome (Type III hypersensitivity, or

‘immune complex’ disease, mediated by IgG or IgM)
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• anaphylaxis (Type I hypersensitivity; acute, systemic, severe allergic
reaction, associated with de-granulation of mast cells or basophils that is
mediated by IgE)

• infusion reactions (non-allergic type acute responses)
• autoimmune syndromes.

A combination of effects is quite possible. For example, in the case of
infliximab, there appeared to be an association of anti-product antibodies
with the incidence of infusion reactions, reduced plasma levels of infliximab
and reduced efficacy (Baert et al. 2003). The impact of immune-mediated
adverse reactions might be mitigated by palliative treatment/prophylaxis.
Thus, although infliximab infusion was associated with acute reactions in
approximately 5% of rheumatoid patients, these reactions were substantially
prevented by adoption of suitable treatment parameters (Cheifetz et al. 2003).

Where possible, the sponsor should consider whether there could be a
correlation between the levels of anti-product antibodies, the distribution
between different immunoglobulin types (subject to analytical sensitivity to
detect different isotypes) and potential adverse reactions.

Question 12: What is the overall risk for the target population,
in balancing probability versus consequences of an immune response
to the product?

In most cases, there will be considerable scope to balance overall risk
by appropriate adjustment of the ‘probability’ and ‘consequences’ vectors.
Although the limited number of subjects exposed in the pre-authorisation
setting may not be adequate to provide a reliable probability estimate, a
consideration of the nature of the product as well as the mode of use can
enable a stratification of the risk. This risk level may then be refined during
wider exposure to the drug product in the post-marketing setting.

Even if a product were associated with a relatively high (>30%) incidence
of immunogenicity, and the product were intended for chronic use, the risk
could be mitigated by a multitude of factors, such as:

• low risk of breaking tolerance to a self-protein based on structural consid-
erations

• absence of endogenous counterpart having a unique function
• administration via intravenous rather than subcutaneous route
• low incidence of hypersensitivity reactions observed in clinical studies
• availability of suitability qualified bioanalytical techniques for biomarkers

that could provide early detection of reduced efficacy
• other treatment options, including co-medication with immunosuppressive

agents, which could be used in ‘high-risk’ subjects
• demonstration of effective control of product attributes that could influence

potential immunogenicity, e.g. aggregation
• optimisation of product stability through comprehensive formulation devel-

opment and appropriate choice of excipients.

It then remains further to minimise risk via presentation of an ongoing risk
management programme in the final stage of the exercise.
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Question 13: How will this risk be managed?

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the estimated risk must be managed
by one or more strategies: avoidance, reduction, retention and/or transfer. Such
strategies can be very effective in managing adverse events arising from host
antibody responses to chronic administration of biopharmaceutical products
(Cheifetz and Mayer 2005) in non-life-threatening indications. This implies
that there may be considerable scope for managing the clinical risk associated
with the undesirable immunogenicity of biopharmaceutical products.

Various options could be adopted, for example:

• Avoidance of administration to healthy volunteers
• Exclusion of subjects due to HLA type
• Reduced rate of infusion (or stop completely)
• Shortened interval between infusions
• Use of pre-medication (e.g. steroid or non-sedating anti-histamine)
• Concurrent immunomodulation (e.g. azathioprine or methotrexate)
• Infusion of a combination of IV fluids, antihistamines and steroids in

response to adverse reactions
• Switching to another agent (e.g. an alternate anti-TNF monoclonal antibody)
• Monitoring of vital signs during administration to provide early detection

of infusion reactions
• Use of a dose regimen with maintenance infusions scheduled to induce

tolerance.

Regulatory agencies will require, as part of a marketing authorisation appli-
cation, the presentation of an effective risk management plan that provides
appropriate surveillance of the probability and consequences of the immuno-
genicity of biopharmaceutical products. Most commonly, this would involve
the establishment of a patient registry to identify ‘at risk’ patients/populations.
In a number of cases, regulatory agencies have imposed a post-authorisation
commitment to undertake an interventional study to generate additional data
on the incidence of antibody responses and adverse events in a suitably sized
cohort (which may depend on the incidence detected in pre-authorisation
studies) for an adequate duration (e.g. 12–18 months). As associations with
patient genotype become more evident, it may be logical to consider HLA
typing as part of such post-authorisation studies.

13.5. Common Deficiencies

The majority of immunogenicity-related regulatory questions arising during
the review of Marketing Authorisation Applications concern two aspects of the
validation of the applied bioanalytical methods (primary screen, confirmatory
assay and neutralising antibody assay), namely specificity and sensitivity.

13.5.1. Specificity

13.5.1.1. Use of Protein A/G as Immunoprecipitant
A radio-immunoprecipitation (RIP) assay often provides the most sensitive
method to apply as a primary screening assay for anti-product antibodies.
In most cases, Protein A/G has been used as the immunoprecipitant,
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and this raises the objection that IgM, IgA and IgG3 isotype antibodies
will not be detected. This objection could be countered by demonstrating
adequate sensitivity of the RIP method to detect the most clinically signif-
icant IgG isotypes, coupled to a sample retention policy for ‘look-back’
analysis using an alternative method (e.g. BIAcore) if justified by clinical
circumstances.

Sponsors should be aware that a regulatory agency might insist on the
development of an assay format of broader immunoglobulin class/sub-class
specificity but should remember that the attainment of broader specificity
may lead to loss of sensitivity for IgG1, IgG2 & IgG4. The use of Protein L
may help to broaden the range of immunoglobulins that are detected in an
RIP assay. If the clinical treatment regimen is relatively short, e.g. 28 days,
there may be stronger justification for examining early responses using an
assay format that is capable of detecting IgM.

13.5.1.2. Binding to Target Antigen, Related Proteins
and Unrelated Proteins
Many assay validation exercises do not adequately address specificity. Most
importantly, the relative reactivity against the endogenous counterpart of the
drug product must be determined, e.g. using an immunocompetition format. In
the case of a biosimilar medicinal product, it will be essential to demonstrate
that an assay can detect antibodies to the test and reference products with
comparable sensitivity. Immunocompetition experiments should include full
titration curves with both the authentic product, proteins that are structurally
related to the product, and the unrelated proteins, in order to validate an
appropriate concentration for use as the competing antigen in the confirmatory
screening assay.

13.5.1.3. Positive Control Antibody Versus Authentic Drug Product
Another aspect of specificity is the selection of a relevant positive control
antibody. Sponsors will need to develop a positive control antibody prepa-
ration against the authentic product, rather than a related product. Thus, relying
on a commercially available antiserum that has been generated against a
related product is usually not adequate. Equally, use of a monoclonal antibody
positive control should be avoided because this may bias the capacity of the
assay to detect antibodies that might be poorly representative of the response
to the different epitopes in the product.

13.5.1.4. Impact of Chemical Modification
In the case of a PEGylated protein, the presence of the PEG moiety might well
reduce the immunogenicity of the protein. On the other hand, the modification
could introduce immunogenic linker moieties, and the PEG itself may not
be immunologically inert. Thus, there are several reasons why it is essential
to generate a positive control antibody against the authentic product and to
define the cross-reactivity of this antibody with the protein, linker and PEG
moieties respectively.

13.5.1.5. Importance of Distinguishing Antigenicity from
Immunogenicity
Appropriate reagents for immunocompetition might not always be available.
One case in point is the difficulty of isolating plant glycans to test the immuno-
genicity of plant-derived biopharmaceutical products that contain non-human
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glycosidic linkages. Care has to be taken to avoid interpreting antigenicity, as
represented by the binding of preformed antibodies to glycoprotein structures,
as immunogenicity that is due to the plant glycan.

13.5.2. Sensitivity

Regulatory agencies will require an estimation of the binding/neutralising
capacity of the anti-product antibody response, detected in the primary and
secondary immunogenicity screening assays, as part of the validation of bioan-
alytical methods. This should enable an estimation of the mass/molar quantity
of product bound/neutralised at a signal level that corresponds with the assay
cut-point. While such a value has questionable meaning in absolute terms –
since it may depend on the nature of the antibody response in an unrelated
species/population receiving a different immunisation regimen, as well as the
methods used to isolate and characterise the antibody preparation – it does
provide a benchmark to calibrate the different assays that are applied during
the course of a product development programme.

In routine practice, assay results will be reported as the titre corresponding
to the assay cut-point. As the product progresses through clinical devel-
opment, it may be possible to establish a human positive control antibody
pool collected from responders in earlier clinical studies. It may not be
necessary to affinity-purify the antigen-specific IgG to enable application
of this positive control as the calibrant for the assay (Tacey et al. 2003),
particularly if the assay titres can be related to appearance/severity of clinical
adverse events or an impact on pharmacodynamic markers. Nevertheless,
a regulatory agency will expect a definition of the capacity of a specific
dilution of the positive control antiserum to neutralise a specified amount of
the biological activity of the drug product/endogenous counterpart. This is
because neutralisation of the activity of an endogenous cytokine can occur in
the presence of a relatively low level of anti-product antibody (Thorpe and
Swanson 2005).

Sponsors should expect to have to re-establish the assay cut-point as clinical
studies are performed in different patient populations. The validity of the
assay cut-point should then be confirmed by spiking the positive control
antibody at the Lower Limit of Quantitation (LLOQ) into at least 20 individual
untreated patient sera; as these samples represent true positives, these should
register as an actual positive if the assay cut-point has been set correctly,
enabling an acceptance criterion of 0% false negatives to be tested; the corre-
sponding unspiked samples should generate a low (≤5%) proportion of false
positives.

13.6. Presentation

An immunogenicity risk assessment should be included within the overall
clinical summary (Section 2.7.2.4 of Module 2 of the CTD format) of a
marketing authorisation application. In addition, an analysis of the proba-
bility and consequences of immunogenicity could be included in the clinical
pharmacology overview (Section 2.5.3). During clinical development, a
summary of the immunogenicity risk assessment should be presented in the
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integrated summary of toxicological findings (non-clinical) and in the clinical
benefit-risk analysis as relevant.

The sponsor could submit a descriptive analysis as an appendix to an IND,
IMPD, BLA or MAA, cross-referenced from the main part of the dossier. An
independent expert might author such a report. Sponsors should also consider
developing a written immunogenicity risk assessment early in the development
process. This will provide a structured framework for consideration of the
pertinent risk factors and enable refinement of the development plan to address
effectively the overall immunogenicity risk assessment. This document may
then serve as a source reference for extracting the information required for
the registration dossier, or for developing responses to regulatory agency
questions.

13.7. Summary

An assessment of the risk associated with the potential for undesirable
immunogenicity of therapeutic protein products can be structured by devel-
oping responses to a sequence of questions:

• What is the structural relationship of the therapeutic protein to endogenous
counterparts?

• What is the target of the drug product and how unique is its function?
• What is the abundance of endogenous counterparts of the drug product?
• How is the product manufactured and characterised?
• How is the product to be used?
• What is the extent of prior exposure to the product or to related products?
• What methods have been applied to measure anti-product immune

responses?
• Are there any observations from non-clinical studies that indicate an impact

of immunogenicity on pharmacodynamic markers?
• How is potential immunogenicity to be monitored/managed during clinical

trials?
• What is the estimated probability of a clinical immune response to the

product?
• What are the possible/likely consequences of a clinical immune response to

the product?
• What is the overall risk for the target population, in balancing probability

versus consequences of an immune response to the product?
• How will this risk be managed?

The data to support this risk assessment will be accumulated throughout the
life cycle of a biopharmaceutical product (Table 13.1) to enable an iterative
refinement of the risk management plan via discussion with concerned
regulatory agencies.
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Table 13.1 Immunogenicity risk assessment during product development.

Development stage Activity

Lead selection • Evaluate intrinsic immunogenicity of lead candidates,
including potential neo-epitopes

� In silico identification of promiscuous
immunodominant B-/T-cell epitopes

� Ex vivo T-cell stimulation assays
� Relative immunogenicity/impact on biomarkers in

pilot in vivo pharmaco-toxicology studies
• Develop bioanalytical methods to measure anti-product

antibody response
• Prepare preliminary positive control antibody versus

product candidate selected for development

IND enabling • Qualify primary screening, confirmatory and neutralising
antibody detection assays for application to non-clinical
samples; validate for clinical applications

• Evaluate impact of host anti-product antibody on
toxicokinetic profile in relevant animal species

• Define potential cross-reactivity versus endogenous
protein/conserved sequences

Confirmatory
efficacy/Phase III

• Validate additional bioanalytical methods as required
• Implement human positive control antibody if available
• Schedule blood sampling for antibody measurement to

encompass potential early (IgM) and mature (IgG)
responses, with appropriate duration of follow-up
monitoring

• Examine correlation between appearance of anti-product
antibody responses, primary pharmacodynamics and
adverse events

• Develop strategy for managing potential immune-mediated
clinical responses to product

Product
registration

• Comprehensively describe the development and validation
of bioanalytical assays, with particular emphasis on the
specificity and sensitivity of methods to detect immune
response to product

• Critically evaluate immunogenicity signals with respect to
all relevant intrinsic and extrinsic factors within the overall
clinical benefit-to-risk risk assessment

• Present plan for ongoing surveillance and management of
immunogenicity risk

Post-marketing/
Risk
Management
Programme

• Accumulate data via a patient registry to refine the
immunogenicity risk assessment in the wider clinical
population(s)

• If necessary, perform post-approval interventional cohort
study to confirm association between the appearance of a
humoral immune response to the product and clinical
sequelae
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Color Plate 1 Type 1 IFN signaling and anti-IFN-beta BAb/Nabs.
The example shows IFN-beta signaling through IFN-alpha receptors 1 and 2 (IFNAR1
and IFNAR2). The upper panel shows ligand–receptor binding, association of the
two receptor chains and intracellular signaling and activation of genes through IFN-
stimulated regulatory elements (ISRE). The left lower panel shows anti-IFN-beta BAbs
(non-neutralizing) as they are often depicted. The right lower panel shows the correct
size relations.



Color Plate 2 Genetically engineered anti-TNF antibody constructs.
The upper panel shows the light and heavy chain genes spliced together from TNF-
alpha-immunized murine splenocytes (VL and VH segments) and from human IgG1
(CL, CH, Hinge, CH2, and CH3 segments). The chimeric protein, infliximab, is
produced when the gene constructs are expressed in antibody-secreting immortalized
myeloma cells.
Abbreviations: VL and VH: variable regions of IgG on light and heavy chains, respec-
tively; CL, CH, CH2, and CH3: constant regions of IgG on light and heavy chains,
respectively; Fab: fragment antigen binding, including the variable parts of IgG; Fc:
human IgG1 Fc region; CDR: complementarity-determining regions; FR: framework
regions; mAb: monoclonal antibody; PEG: polyethylene glycol; TNF: tumor necrosis
factor; TNFRp75: tumor necrosis factor receptor type 2.
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